ZILOG HITS BACK IN SERIAL COMMUNICATIONS/ 112
FINALLY, PROGRAMMABLE ARRAYS MAKE SENSE/116
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Steel,

N
ASICs have become an integral part
of today's automotive products.
Improving performance.
Increasing reliability
Enhancing driver safety and convenience in ways unimaginable just
afew years ago.
In this very demanding industry on
the most unforgiving proving
grounds, NCR has earned an enviable reputation for first-pass success,
responsive service and high quality

Smart FET Driver
Uses on-board analog functions to add
smart FET driving capability with
open/short failure detection and includes
onchip voltage doubler.
Design Turn: 18 weeks.

Fluid Level Sensor
Mixed mode device interfaces with
dashboard display, includes precision
on-board analog to eliminate false
readings from sloshing fluids.
Design Turn: 16 weeks.

Today, we have asolid track-record
of successful ASIC programs with
all the major U.S. automotive corporations spanning initial design to
high volume production— including "Just In Time" delivery and
dock-to-stock QA programs.
And NCR design tools are becoming the choice of fast-track ASIC
designers. With NCR Design
Synthesis- and Design Advisor expert system, designers can spend
more time creating, less time
bogged-down in minute details.
To kick the tires on our automotive,
commercial and military ASIC
libraries, call today: 1-800-334-5454.
NCR Microelectronics, 1700 South
Patterson Blvd., Dayton, Ohio 45479.

Distributorless Ignition Chip
Part of integrated engine development
program that helps improve engine
performance up to 40%. Integrates key
analog and digital functions into a
single, compact, high-reliability CMOS
device.
Design Turn: 26 weeks.

Style & Silicon.
Electronic Instrument Cluster
Mixed mode system-on-a-chip
replaces traditional 2- to-3chip discrete
implementations. Includes a68HCO5
microprocessor core, plus memory,
analog functions and digital glue logic.
Design Turn: 26 weeks.

Light Controller Chip
Single chip solution includes all the
digital, analog and memory functions to
control headlights, parking and fog
lights. Provides exit delay timer and
allows manual control of exterior lights
from driver door.
Design Turn: 14 weeks.

.111.1.••••••

Keyless Entry
Chip contains EEPROM supercell that
provides direct write capability for
flexible security code generation. Ten
years data retention and 10,000 read/
write cycles for harsh automotive environment. Can be configured fir dual or
single supply programming.
Design Turn: 14 weeks.

1989 NCR Corporation. Design Advisoi and Design Synthesis are trademarks of NCR Corporation.
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SIMPSON UNIVERSAL FREQUENCY COUNTERS.

COUNT ON US FOR
ACCURACY.
Simpson's new high precision,
eight digit frequency counters
give you an eye into the world
of critical clock signals. RF oscillators and data communications.

taken on complex and noisy
wave-forms by using the variable
trigger controls and built-in, low
pass filter. One model even offers
you selectable attenuation and

Readings of frequency ( to 1.3
GHz), frequency ratio ( A/B),
period, time interval ( A to B) and
totalized count combined with
multi-channel triggering let you
find circuit problems that might
otherwise go unnoticed.

AC/DC coupling, allowing the
inputs to accommodate arange
of signal characteristics. For more
complex measurement situations
involving two interdependent
frequencies, an external clock can
be substituted for the internal
oscillator. This feature enables you
to investigate awide spectrum of
frequencies—from computer circuitry to satellite communications.
Try the new lineup of Professional Series frequency counters
from Simpson. It all adds up to
accuracy and reliability.

Simpson's Professional Series
frequency counters allow for
accurate measurements to be
am

Ine immak àz

Simpson Prote%mortrii Sent-,
product' , tre made irt USA

Simpson Electric Company

Circle 2
853 Dundee Ave., Elgin, Illinois 60120-3090 312/697-2260

FAX: 312/697-2272
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CAN HARDWARE ARTISTS LEARN TO CODE?

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Robin Nelson

The new era of product design will have
hardware people doing something suspiciously
like programming—and many may resist

EXECUTIVE EDITORS
Jeremy Young
Benjamin A. Mason (Special Projects)
MANAGING EDITOR
Howard Wolff

H

I've been called awirehead myself, and taken it as acompliment, too. But I've also dabbled in software, just to see.
The time has come, however, for hardware-oriented wirehead engineers to do more then dabble in code. You've heard it before:
hardware is software. This time it's coming true, though—hardware design is fast becoming acoding exercise. Engineering work
for most circuits above the transistor level can be done by writing
lines of code that look just like lines of Cor Ada.
It wasn't hard to predict, as computer-aided engineering grew in
popularity, that eventually the computers would give up the pretense of being drafting tables and demand to be fed not diagrams
but modules, procedures, lines of code. Now the hardware-is-software crowd has gotten together on alanguage standard: VHDL.
(That's V as in VHSIC, for the Pentagon's Very High Speed Integrated Circuits program, and HDL for hardware description language.) Last year the IEEE set its stamp on aversion of the DODmandated language, and now CAE's biggest gun, Mentor Graphics
Corp., San Jose, Calif., has jumped into the game (see p. 77).
It's time for hardware engineers to start learning to write VHDL
code. There are very few now who can, say participants in the still
small VHDL-simulator market. Some observers are very doubtful
about the ability of most system engineers to make so radical a
change in their way of thinking. Vantage Analysis Systems Inc. of
Fremont, Calif., for example, has gone to great lengths in its VHDL
simulation product to hide the language from the user. Vantage's
simulator presents him with familiar schematic views and alibrary
of VHDL function models. If he should need anew one, says Vantage, he'll commission it from specialists.
The approach would appear sensible at atime when next to no engineers are competent in VHDL, and while satisfying Uncle Sam
with VHDL documentation is the main aim. But in the long run, Mentor's courageous position promises the industry abigger payoff.
Mentor's new VHDL tools draw the CAE user into the language; to
get any real leverage from them, the user must learn how to write
code. But once he does, he can do things he never did before. He can
play around with simulations of his system using high-level behavioral descriptions, finding flaws and bottlenecks in an architecture
before fixing them means murdering the schedule.
The people at Mentor know that there's but ahandful of engineers who can use their tools; that's why they're setting up abig
training program. Until engineering schools get geared up, Mentor
must educate every new user. It's going to be ahard row to hoe.
It is agiant leap. Many engineers won't make it. But I'm convinced that system builders who move fast to build acadre of VHDLliterate engineers will win avaluable time-to-market edge. Tell your
wireheads asecret: writing code can be fun!
JEREMY YOUNG
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CAE vendors are pulling system builders toward VHDL, the
hardware description language spun out of the Defense
Department's Very High Speed Integrated Circuits program;
design simulation will never be the same
•Mentor Graphics bites the VHDL bullet, 77
The language is the centerpiece of its new CAE strategy
•Gateway's simulator improves its timing, 80
It's working on aVHDL strategy; in the meantime, the company is
rolling out ahigh-speed timing analysis tool
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freely—most of it is going to entrenched programs
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Alliant FX minisupers are
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can use them
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Seventeen MIPS with
asingle 32-bit RISC chip. Shrinkwrapped development softMIPS
Now.
ANSI Coptimizing
compiler by Metaware. Assemblers by Microtec. Architectural
simulators. Hardware debug
module by Step Engineering.

17 MIPS

5MIPS

29K
25MHz

Performance

Now

"1

Advanced Mic

$64

All available from Aivip,
Behavioral
models from Logic Automation. Real time OS by Ready
Systems. Logic analyzer interfaces from HP And more.
Remember why you
wanted to be an engineer?
This is why.
$52

29K
25MHz

809450KB
2QMkéRe

ro Devices' 29K
Call toll free ( 800) 222-9323. Advanced Micro Devices. Inc.. 901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale. CA 94088.e
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LETTER FROM ARIZONA

ULTRA- MINIATURE

DC-De

Converters
Low Profile .
5 x.5 x.3 ht.
o
4e

Actual

-

Size

IVERY0 ONE WEEK

STO

PICO's high reliability DC-DC
Converters are produced in an
ultra-miniature encapsulated
package (. 5" x . 5" x . 3" ht.).
Over 80 different models operating over the temperature range
of - 25°C to 4- 70°C ambient
without deratng.
• 16 new high voltage models
100-250 volt output
• Up to 1.25 watt output at
-25°C to + 70 C ambient
• Ultra- miniature size (0.3 Height)
• 5 input voltage ranges 5, 12, 24, 28
and 48V DC
• 28V Input/Output now standard
• Input/output isolation
100 megohm @ 500V DC
• Single and dual output
• No heat sink required
I OPTIONS AVAILABLE
•Expanded operating temp
(-55°C to +85°C ambient)
•Stabilization Bake (/ 25°C ambient)
•Temperature Cycle (- 55°C to + 125°C)
•Hi Temp, full power burn in
(100% power, 125°C case temp)
Over 500 miniature low

profile

standard models deliver

up to 20 watts power.
PICO also manufactures over 2500
standard ultra- miniature transformers

A BAD YEAR MAKES ARIZONA
SEARCH ITS HIGH-TECH SOUL
PHOENIX

A

fter four decades of steady
growth, Arizona's electronics industry hit some snags last
year. Now executives and government officials around the
state are wondering if the setbacks were precursors of
tough times to come in the years ahead.
The first of two major disappointments
came early in 1988 when Sematech, the industry's manufacturing research consortium, chose Texas over Arizona (and the
other contenders) as the site for its headquarters and research facility. Then, in
November, the federal government decided not to base its superconducting-supercollider project, amammoth program
slated to last for the next decade, in the
state. The winner, again, was Texas.
The Arizonan dismay was exacerbated
by overly optimistic expectations. Many
of the state's industry figures and politicians believed they would land one or
both projects. Some of them still cling to
the notion that Texas won out through
underhanded politicking.
Besides losing the plums they hoped to
get, Arizona's electronics executives also
lost some things they already had. The
semiconductor market slumped and defense-related orders dropped in the second half of 1988. And in acrowning blow,
IBM Corp. announced that during 1989 it
would take some 2,800 jobs away from its
mainframe plant in Tucson and consolidate them in aplant in San Jose, Calif.
STILL morn But the setbacks of 1988 do
not mean the electronics industry in Arizona is on the brink of disaster. Despite them,
it remains very healthy. Statewide statistics are hard to come by, but the Arizona
council of the American Electronics Association estimates that revenue from aerospace and electronics was about $6billion
last year, which means they've doubled
since 1982. Total employment in the indus-

IT'S CHEAPER IN ARIZONA
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

& inductors.

Delivery—
stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N. MacOuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free
NEW YORK CALL

8

800-431-1064
914-699-5514
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try reached some 70,000 people,
about half of Arizona's manufacturing jobs, with an annual payroll of about $ 1.9 billion. Electronics has now, for the first
time, leapfrogged tourism and
construction in annual revenue.
Such growth is what Arizona
has come to expect ever since World War
II. The first high-tech companies started
moving in then, lured by the climate and
the state's ferociously pro-business environment. General Electric, Hughes Aircraft, Motorola, and Sperry were among
the first; since then, they've been joined
by other giants like Honeywell, IBM, and
Intel, plus ahost of smaller companies.
The climate and the pro-business attitude remain potent lures. Added to them
is afavorable economy, one that benefits
both employers and employees. The cost
of doing business is some 20% cheaper
than it is in Southern California, according to an Arizona Department of Commerce study. Similarly, ahouse in Arizona costs less than half the price of acomparable house on the West Coast.
The year-round sunshine, healthy economy, and laid-back lifestyle have attracted acompetent and stable labor force.
Few people who put down roots ever
leave, says Richard G. Loeb, chairman of
Optifab Inc. in Phoenix. He tells the occasional defecting employee, " you'll be
back." The same holds true for companies: those that have established themselves seldom leave. Generally, they expand. Motorola, for example, is putting
its world-class MOS 6dynamic-randomaccess-memory facility in Mesa, an investment representing upwards of $100
million. And Intel continually stepped up
activities at its Chandler complex during
the recent chip boom.
But the events of last year made industry executives aware that they couldn't
rely on the natural advantages of Arizo-

ARIZONA

L.A./Long Beach
Metro Area

Santo Ana/
Newport/Irvine

Estrella/
Phoenix

Total labor costs

10.7

10.1

9.2

Electric power

0.4

0.4

0.3

Occupancy

2.0

1.9

1.2

Total*

13.1

12.4

10.7

' ANNUAL GEOGRAPHICALLY VARIABLE OPERATING COSTS IN SMILLIONS
SOURCE: ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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—Fred Molinari, President

When it comes to high performance data acquisition
for the PS/2,we're the only act in town.
Abold claim that happens to be true.
It's our all new DT2901 Analog and
Digital I/O Board for the IBM PS/2. We say
"all new" because we developed our board
from scratch, unlike other developers who
have been content to simply modify their
"old designs:'
So, how does that make our I/O board
better?
We built our board around two
custom-designed chips. Our data transfer
chip permits A/D, D/A and Digital I/0
operations to occur simultaneously and

without data gaps. Our custom MCA Interface Chip does the work of several
conventional chips, permitting high performance operation while saving valuable
space and power.
Add to this its fast 50kHz throughput,
flexible channel and gain selection, and
you've got yourself performance like no
other data acquisition board on the market
today.
You can get all of this, including our
FREE ACQUIRE software, for under $1,000!
Think about it, and we think you'll

Analog
in

Resolution

Programmable
Gains

Throughput

Analog
Out

Resolution

Throughput

DIO

Pacer
Clock

D12901

16SE/8DI

12 bits

1,2,4,8,16

50kHz

2chans.

12 bits

50kHz/chan.

16 lines

2

8995

DT2905

16SE/8DI

12 bits

1,2,10,20
100,200,
500,1000

50kHz
26k Hz

2chans.

12 bits

50kHz/chan.

16 lines

2

$ 10 95

Model

agree ... our all new high performance I/O
board isn't just the only act in town, it's
also the best.
So act now.

Call (508) 481-3700

In Canada, call (800) 268-0425.
FREE 1988/89 Data Acquisition
Handbook.

Price

DATA TRANSLATION®
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro, MA 017521192 USA, (508) 4813700 Ti 951646
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingharn. Berkshire RG11 2Q.1, U.K. (0734) 793838 Tlx 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66, 7120 Bietigheim-Bissingen, West Germany 07142-54025
International Sales Offices: Australia (2) 6624255; Belgium (2) 735-2135; Canada (800) 268-0427:Chile (2) 251689; China (408) 7278222, (1) 868-721; Denmark
274511; Finland (90) 372144; France (1)
69077802; Greece
951-4944, (31) 527.039, (1) 361-4300; Hong Kong (5) 448963; India (22) 211040; Israel (3) 5401524; Italy (2) 82470.1; Japan (3) 348-8301, (3) 5a2-5550, (3) 3551111; Korea (82) 756-9954;
Morocco (9) 304181; Netherlands ( 70) 99-6360; New Zealand (9) 504759; Norway (2) 53 12 50; Peru (14) 31-8060; Philippines 818-0103; Portugal 545313; Singapore 7797621; Sou:Ulna (12) 8037680/93; Spain
455-8112; Sweden (81 7617820; Switzerland (1) 7231410; Taiwan (2) 9184740; United Kingdom (0734) 793838; West Germany 0714294025.
Data Translation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation, Inc. All other trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective holders.
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NINE MONTHS FROM CONCEPT
TO FINISHED PRODUCT.

Matty Goldman
Baby Girl
8Lbs., 2oz.
Natural Childbirth
2Sisters

Schlumberger needed abig chip. They
needed it in abig hurry. And they needed
it to work the first time.
Thanks to VLSI's Datapath Compiler and
Logic Synthesizer, they got what they needed.
Our ASIC tools let them design at a
high level. And in just four short months,
Schlumberger had adata processor for a
mil std 2179 recorder that packs 385,000
transistors in 460 square millimeters.
That's one big baby.
C) 1989 VLSI Technology, Inc. Baby Photo © The Image Bank—Averara, 1989.

OUR LIBRARIES EASE THE
GENERATION GAP.
Once you design achip with VLSI, our
Portable Library"' icons let you slide right
into your next generation chips.
You can add new features, or try our new
1-micron CMOS technology for high-speed,
high-density designs.
You can choose cell-based or gate array
chips. You can take advantage of the
custom foundry services at our new Class 1

F
OUR MONTHS FROM CONCEPT
TO FINISHED PRODUCT

Schlumberger
Data Processor for Mil Std 2179 Recorder
68-pin Ceramic Pin Grid Array
Cell-Based, 1.5-Micron CMOS
385,000 Transistors

wafer fab in San Antonio, Texas.
You can even switch to Gallium Arsenide
or radhard CMOS and keep most of your
original design work.
WE WEREN'T BORN
YESTERDAY
VLSI Technology has produced more
high-integration cell-based CMOS ASIC
designs than anyone else. We're not strangers
to gate arrays, either.
We can help you through every step of

your design at one of our many ASIC
Technology Centers around the world.
Call 1-800-872-6753. Or write us at 1109
McKay Dr., MS32, San Jose, CA 95131.
We will help you design the ASIC you
want faster than you ever thought possible.
More importantly, we'll do it faster than
your competition ever thought possible.
And isn't that an interesting concept?

OVLSI TECHNOLOGY, INC.
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PICO

transformers
small size
mbig sp
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•size variations of . 25" dia. x
.25" to .
75" dia. x 82" ht.
• MIL- T- 27E (PICO is QPL source)
• 20Hz —250KHz
•pulse applications . 05µs to 100µs
•prim, and sec. impedances
2 ohms to 250K ohms
•power to 3 watts
• inductors to 80 henries
•plug-in construction, surface
mount, or flying leads
eextreme resistance to thermal
shock MIL- STD- 202F, method
107(25 cycles). Special designs
for 300 cycles.
Delivery—
stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc.
453 N MacOuesten Morey. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free 800-431-1064
IN NEW YORK CALL 914499-5514
PICO also manufactures over 500
standard DC- DC Converters and over
2500 Miniature Transformers
and inductors.
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na to guarantee continued growth. In
state development plan is unveiled soon,
fact, anumber of them had already come
as promised, its fate will be determined
to that conclusion; 1988 simply added a by who's behind it. " Watch for the
sense of urgency to plans they were
names," says one executive. " If it's the
starting to make.
same old vested interests in banks and
These executives belong to aloosely orreal estate, then it won't work."
ganized network revolving around the
In short, Arizona does not have an efstate AEA council. They have set themfective "old-boy network," that confederselves an ambitious task: to define their
ation of bankers, industry heavyweights,
goals for growth and how they can best
real estate interests, and old money that
reach them. The group began its work
makes things happen. Rather, it runs on a
when the members started to realize that frontier mentality, says R. Dale Lillard,
some kind of statewide planning couldn't the president of Lansdale Semiconductor
be put off any longer. "We're at adecision
Inc. in Tempe. "This remains avery conpoint—how we mature," says Terry Bibservative state."
bens, chairman of the council and asenior
NO WONDER. Given the prevalent attivice president at Loral Corp.'s Defense
tudes, says one observer, it's no wonder
Systems in Litchfield Park.
Arizona lost Sematech and the collider
The first concrete action focuses on the project. "It is painfully obvious that Aristate legislature—the group is trying to
zona is not yet in aposition to attract
get it to set up ahigh-tech committee that these world-class projects," says Walter
can help guide state policy. "We recog- J. Schuch, editor of the Southwest Technize that companies will come and we'll
nology Report, awidely read newsletter.
get growth, no matter what," says Opti- Texas, by contrast, "has statewide depth
fab's Loeb. " The trick is to manage it
in technical and scientific competence; it
rather than react to it."
has a stable, broadPart of the problem is
based, high-tech industhat years of easy Can the state shake its try; and it has strong logrowth have made the frontier mentality to start cal financial resources.
state's leaders complaArizona does not."
cooperative planning?
cent, agrowing number
Finances are aparticof executives think. Exular sore point for highperience in states like
tech businesses, espeTexas and Massachusetts shows that cially the startups and small companies in
landing Sematech-type projects demands
need of local financing. The problem lies
awell-organized, well-financed effort with Arizona's bankers. They are for the
that draws on the resources of the entire
most part aplay-it-safe breed, who neistate. By all accounts, nothing of this sort ther understand high-tech businesses nor
has ever happened in Arizona. Unlike a appreciate their importance to the state.
number of other states, Arizona has no They prefer real estate loans, industry
high-tech advisory groups.
veterans say.
The setbacks therefore also jolted at
"If you don't go in there pushing a
least one state agency, Arizona's Departwheelbarrow, you come right back out,"
ment of Commerce, whose charter insays David R. Buchanan, aveteran startcludes luring new industries. The departup and venture-capital executive who is
ment just didn't have amechanism in
president of Three-Five Systems Inc. in
place for coordinating the state's major
Phoenix.
players, says its director, David P. JanThe bankers' tunnel vision exemplifies
kofsky. That's always been aweakness,
amore general lack of appreciation for
he says, and last year it proved disastechnology, says Schuch: " People don't
trous. But it did teach aschool-of-hardknow the difference between a semi
knocks type of lesson, says Jankofsky,
truck and asemiconductor." He proposes
namely, the need for local economic deputting more emphasis on helping existvelopment groups (notably in Phoenix
ing companies grow and on developing a
and Tucson), state authorities, and com"high-tech master plan that includes spepanies " to speak with one voice." Now
cific goals and objectives, that involves all
Jankofsky's chief goal is to put together
facets of the community."
amechanism, backed by the state, for
Which is more or less what the state's
this purpose. While the task amounts to
electronics executives are thinking these
"a delicate balancing act," due to egos
days. Arizona has seen its technology
and divergent interests, he expects to
growth pause and then take off again
have something organized by spring.
without intervention, but few of them beMeanwhile, the AEA activists are
lieve they can make further headway
wary. Even though they're pitching in, in
without planning and support at the top
the knowledge that the state has to lend a levels of state government.
hand, past disappointments have made
The AEA group is trying to get that. Bibthem skeptical of promises such as Jan- bens and his colleagues realize they are
kofsky's. One reason is that historically,
charting new territory. "But if we don't
knowledgeable industry types have seldevelop the right goals," he says, "others
dom been consulted by the state. So if a will [step in]."
-Larry Waller
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Great things happen when you come
to GenRad for board testers...
you get choices!
You shouldn't have to compromise your budget or
test criteria to fit an ATE manufacturer's product
offerings.
At GenRad you get afamily of testers to choose
from in price/performance ranges that give you freedom of choice. A choice of the industry's marketleading board test systems with the superior software
that has kept GenRad the leader for 20 years. Software that features industry-standard Automatic Test
Generation for fast in-circuit program preparation.
And speed and accuracy in program preparation
translate into dramatic savings in this most costly
aspect of ATE.

GenRad testers will handle your newer, more
complex boards with ease, whether your choice is an
in-circuit or combinational strategy. For even greater
freedom of choice, GenRad's Environment for Strategy
Independent Software, GENESIS,'" lets you go beyond
ordinary combinational testing. This means you can
select the strategies best suited to your application.
You are no longer restricted by apre-determined
tester strategy.
For more about the board test choices we offer,
call 1-800-4-GENRAD.

GenRad
The difference in software
is the difference in test
Circle 13

Introducing two ways
VME single I
X
CPU-37. The workhorse of VME.
Now you can harness all the power of VME and the 68030 with our new,
low-cost single board computer.
The new VME/PLUS TN CPU-37 comes with either a16.7 or 25 MHz
68030, SCSI and floppy disk controllers, VMEPROM and 1MB of memory.
Options include an Ethernet controller and up to 4MB of memory.
With the CPU-37, you now have the power of four boards in one.
Thus reducing your system cost, weight and space requirements.
In addition, software products such as UNIX, PDOS,
VxWorks, OS-9, pSOS,
VRTX32 and C EXECUTIVE will be available. Plus our
Running Starr"'
development package will let you start writing your
applications quickly—under UNIX, PDOS or MS-DOS.
So if you need lots of horsepower without the
thoroughbred price, hitch up with CPU-37.

4

C 1988 Force Computers. Inc. VMDPLUS and Running Sian are uademarks or FORCE COMPUTERS INC. UNIX is atrademark of AT&T PD05 is atrademark of Eyring Research Institute. Inc. VxWorks is atrademark or Wind River Systems. Inc. 0S-9 is atrademark of

to get horsepower in
ard computers.
CPU-30 The pacesetter of VME
Our new CPU-30 shares all the hardworking virtues of the CPU-37, plus it's
faster on its feet.
In fact, it offers the highest level of performance and functionality in
a68030 single board computer. And just like CPU-37, our single slot
•
CPU-30 has multiple configurations that meet your exact needs.
The real reason the CPU-30 is such awinner is our 280-pin gate array
with 22,000 gates. It handles interprocessor communication and high speed
data transfers much more efficiently. The result is significantly increased system
throughput in multiprocessing applications like factory automation, simulation,
test and instrumentation.
It all adds up to the highest VME system performance you can get.
So if that's what you want, why horse around?
Call us at (800) BEST-VME for CPU-37 and CPU-30 Data
Sheets and our 1988 Data Book. Count on Force for your
total VME solution.

[E n

VME at its best.
FORCE COMPUTERS INC.
3165 Winchester Blvd.
Campbell. CA 95008-6557
Telephone (408) 370-6300
Telefax (408) 374-1146

Microwave Systems Corporation pSOS is arademark of Software Components Group. Inc. VRTX32

is atrademark of Ready Systems. Inc.
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FORCE COMPUTERS GmbH
Daimlerstrasse 9D-8012 Ottobrunn
Telefon (089) 600 910
Telex 524190 forc-d
Telefax (089) 609 7793

[ EXECUTIVE is atrademark of MI Software Consultants. Inc. MS-DOS is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

THE VG- 1281 GRAPHICS PROCESSOR
• 1280 x 1024 display resolution
• Fastest TMS34010-based design
12.5 million pixels/sec. PIX8LT
125,000 vectors/sec.
30,000 characters/sec.
• 256 colors from 16.7 million
• 2K x IK or 2K x 2K read/write area
• Imegabyte display list RAM
• Supports X/Y devices, keyboards
• Real-time zoom/smooth pon
• Super-efficient graphics
library
• Flexible, expandable
instruction set
• Hardware graphics cursor

<3.11)1-800-361-4903

%
Fast-track graphics for the VMEbus.

B

uild high- resolution graphics with flat-out speed into your process
control, simulation, instrumentation or training systems using the Matrox
VG-1281 display processor. Designed specifically for high-performance
workstations and backed by Matrox's outstanding reputation, it has all the
power and flexibility you need for the most demanding applications.
The VG-1281. It takes the checkered flag.
In Canada, call ( 514) 685-2630. Matrox is aregistered trademark of Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd.
ELEC-VG I289
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER _
GRAPHICS SYSTEM FOR APOLLO'S DESKTOP SUPERCOMPUTER FINALLY DEBUTS

A

pollo Computer Inc. finally has some good news. After two profitless
quarters, the Chelmsford, Mass., work-station pioneer finally introduced its
graphics subsystem for the Apollo Series 10000 desktop supercomputer—
several months late. Apollo expects the Series 10000, which uses reducedinstruction-set computing, to lead the compary back into the black. A server
version of the 10000 [
Electronics, March 3, 1988, p. 69] began shipping last
fall. The enhanced version is designated Series 10000VS to denote the
visualization system. Tight coupling of its drawing engine to as many as four
central- processing units over a 64-bit-wide, 150-Mbyte/s bus enables simultaneous intensive number crunching and 3-d graphics rendering. Delays in
laying out the 22,000-gate CMOS arrays used in the RISC drawing engine
caused a slippage of about four months in the subsystem's introduction. D

HERE'S A PEEK AT MOTOROLA'S MICROCONTROLLER PLANS

N

details of what Motorola Inc. is planning for its microcontroller family
ew
are leaking out. The broad outlines of the company's next-generation microcontroller—the MC68HC32—were sketched last month at a special session for university teachers and researchers in Tempe, Ariz. Scheduled for introduction later this year, it is a radical deparbre from the original concept, a
16- bit or mixed 8- and 16- bit design that was compatible with the existing 8bit MC68HC11 family. Instead, Motorola is going for a design that combines
an internal 32- bit central- processing unit with an external 16- bit data and address bus. Code-compatible with the 68000, its instruction set also includes
selected commands from tne MC68010 and the MC68020. The new controller
will be fabricated with a 1.0-p.m CMOS process. In addition to 1.5 Kbytes of
on-chip standby static random-access memory, it sports 12 independently
programmable chip selects, a bus response-time monitor, a double bus-fault
monitor, and a software watchdog system. Other features include a spurious
interrupt monitor, a periodic interrupt monitor, and a programmable on- board
phase- locked loop for system clocking.
0

OSF DELIVERS A USER- INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY-AND IT'S ON TIME

T

Open Software Foundation has pulled off its first success—and in doing
he
so has gained some welcome early credibility. The foundation, which was
set up by a number of computer vendors early last year to develop alternative
open- system software standards based on AT&T Co.'s Unix operating system,
has announced its selection of a user- interface technology combining elements contributed by Digital Equipment, Hewlett-Packard, and Microsoft. Almost as important as the announcement itself is that OSF did what it said it
would do when it said it would do it—in the face of industry skepticism about
the ability of its open selection process to produce technical developments at
all, let alone in the time set by the organization. The process involved detailed
evaluation of 23 of the 39 responses to its July request for technology. The
user interface, called OSF/Motif, consists of DEC's Application Program Interface and the HP/Microsoft Window Manager, providing a look compatible
with Microsoft's Presentation Manager (the user interface for OS/2) combined
with a 3-d appearance from HP, and icon grouping from DECWindows. The
industry consensus is that the OSF staff has probably zeroed in on the best
possible combination—one that could garner industry-wide acceptance and
eclipse the OpenLook user interface being offered by AT&T. OSF/Motif will be
available for several operating- system environments, including the forthcoming
OSF/1 and Unix System V.4. The next milestone awaited by the industry is
the development and release of the OSF/1 operating system itself, which is
expected in the second half of the year.
El
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
HEWLETT-PACKARD SETS A NEW PRICE/PERFORMANCE STANDARD FOR BOARD TESTERS
ewlett-Packard Co. is breaking the $ 1million barrier for automatic testers
Hthat
can handle dense boards with lots of application-specific integrated

,

circuits and surface- mounted devices mounted on both sides. The Palo Alto,
Calif., company has come up with acombination in-circuit and functional tester that sets anew low in price and anew high in performance for combinational testers. Designated either the HP3070AT or HP3070SMT, it costs
$301.000 to $ 778,000. It allows unattended automatic testing, tests two-sided
boards, and increases the probe- placement accuracy by afactor of 10. Also,
the design decreases the error rate to 48 parts per million—currently available
models achieve only 465 ppm. While other testers add lots of random-access
memory to hold all the patterns needed to perform atest, HP's comes with
powerful pattern-generation capability.
E
STARTUP DEVISES MICROPROCESSOR FOR FUZZY LOGIC

Asor dedicated to so-called fuzzy logic, which may be the key to computers

nIrvine, Calif., startup is almost ready to unveil astandard microproces-

that " think" more like humans than machines. If Togai InfraLogic Inc. succeeds, the device could be just the ticket to bring this infant technology into
the reach of commercial users. The firm's FC110 Digital Fuzzy Processor
provides on-chip algorithms that work in concert with aseparate 128-Kbyte
electrically programmable read-only memory containing the knowledge base
necessary for aspecific task. Together they offer the simplest approach yet to
getting the benefits of fuzzy logic, which is being billed as the best way to implement both artificial- intelligence packages and neural-network technology.
The Togai development is one of several fuzzy- logic efforts now under way,
including one in Japan ( see p. 69).
0
CERAMIC PIN- GRID- ARRAY PACKAGES RACK UP HUGE SALES
he beat goes on for ceramic pin-grid arrays in the packaging business,
Twith
the technology dwarfing other segments of the materials industry.

Sales of the packages zoomed to $ 1.7 billion in 1988, based on some 173
million units, says consultant Daniel J. Rose, an authority on materials. That
tops silicon's $ 1.5 billion intake ( as araw material), he says. Because of their
high gold content, and the upward spiral of nickel and copper prices, the
packages are expensive—about $ 10 each. But their popularity is fed by the
increase in high- pin-count chips, such as top-of-the- line microprocessors
and gate arrays, for which they are uniquely suitable, says Rose, who was a
speaker at last month's annual seminar of the Semicorductor Equipment and
Materials International trade group at Newport Beach, Calif.
E
RESEARCHERS USE MICROSCOPIC WIRES TO CREATE A QUANTUM DEVICE
Many experts believe the answer to getting the fast, dense superchips of
M
the next decade lies in structures taking advantage of quantum effects

[Electronics, October 1988, p. 143]. So researchers at the University of California at Santa Barbara have created what they call aquantum-wire superlattice,.which in the active region of adevice employs millions of parallel 50-by50- A wires fabricated of gallium arsenide. Building the superlattice wire
structure, which the developers say is the first of its type, will enable them to
determine whether wires are more efficient in moving electrons because they
offer less resistance than solid material, as theory predicts. Other quantum
approaches, such as the one reported by Texas Instruments Inc. of Dallas,
use thin layers of material in awell structure to get the wavelike quantum effect of electrons moving through the transistor wall.
Ill
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Record Time.

Orbit Captures World Record.
Quality equipment. Commitment
and teamwork. Extraordinary skill.
These are the ingredients for record
performance. Like the world record the
Orbit Semiconductor-sponsored Trans
Am captured on the drag strip.
And like the delivery schedules we
guarantee our customers on adaily basis.
A Winner on the Toughest Tracks.
Orbit Semiconductor routinely meets
the toughest challenges:
•quick-turn engineering prototype runs
•hi-rdl
volume runs

And our quality procedures monitor
every step of the fabrication process.
To Set Records Get the Record Setter.
Whether you're racing towards an
early market entry, or maximizing engineering time; Orbit Semiconductor is ready
to provide the fastest, most comprehensive semiconductor manufacturing
services available. Get on the right track.
Contact Technical Marketing today.
Orbit Semiconductor. 1230 Bordeaux
Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94089. TWX:
910-339-9307, FAX (408) 747)1263.
Or call (800) 331-4617, in California
(800) 647-0222, (408) 744-1800.

*specialized MOS processes such as
CCD, Readout, Detector, or MUX with
feature sizes down to 1.5 microns

•

•process emulation and custom process
development

Co..,,

1r

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC

On-site CAD, quick-turn maskmaking, test facilities, and packaging help
speed your products to timely delivery.

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: Eon
(6021293-1220. (505)888-0800.

a

A subsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporatior.

What others promise, we guarantee.

(
609)428-6060, -Midwest (
801) 261-0802 (612)854-7550, (303)530-4520 - Wert Co.., (
408)241-8111, 314)83-4626,
(
(602)996-0635,

INTERNAT:ONAL REPRESENTATIVES: anode (514)481-3313 - UK Phone (0372) 376953, Ile 897628 S.G. 0.1C-G, Fax (
0372) 376848 - Europe Ph,.. 11:16031) 61076, lb 6031 948,
FAX (
06031) 61788 - /
sad Phone (052) 551313, Tlx 342541 CANER IL, Fax (
052) 543890 - Auger:di. Phone ( 3) 223 5802, Tht I/P.115,AD AA89141, Fes (8) 224 0464.
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AGENTLE

REMINDER ON
THE IMPORTANCE
OF LOOKING
AROUND

C

ombinational Testers. Technically speaking, it's no longer
aquestion of if or when you'll
need one. But which system to
choose.
Loyalty may take you first to the
manufacturer of your present board
testers. Logic should take you further.
Because the Zehntel 8000 holds a
number of pleasant surprises for you
—in power, flexibility, and price.

BYALL MEANS, COMPARE.
To appreciate its performance
fully, it's only fair to judge the 8000
by comparable systems: those costing
much more.
The 8000's open
architecture, for example,
can greatly reduce overall testing costs. Using
the Functional Interface
Board pictured above,

you can place your own hot-bed test
directly into the 8000 system.
The 8000 is the only combinational tester with 2,048 fully-hybrid,
non-multiplexed test
points. Each node has
adriver/receiver behind
it; each can be used for
either functional or
in-circuit testing. All of
which helps reduce the

cost of programming and implementing engineering changes.
The 8000's digital test subsystem
truly warrants the term "high performance:' with 10 MHz pattern rate,
8Kx4 RAM per node, programmable
slew rates and lOns programmable
edge placement.
The menu-based, mouse-driven
interface simplifies programming,
with multiple windowing capability,

integrated logic analyzer and
graphic quality analysis tools.
A GENTLE REMINDER
W HERE TO LOOK.
For complete information
REMEMBER
on the Zehntel 8000, call or
write today. To help, we'll
send you aspecially-created reminder
Offer expires
pad for your desk, inspired by the
July 31. 1989.
8000's elegant industrial design.
Circle 21

FREE REMINDER PAD
For your free notepad,
call ( 800)457-8326 or
attach your business
card here and send to:
2625 Shadelands Drive
Walnut Creek, CA 94598
ELEC/2-89

is touting a300dpi color printer. Even us. But once you look past the spec
,
yeti see what separates Seiko from the thundering herd.
The difference is registration.That is, putting dots precisely where they're supposed to be.
Case in point: the new 300dpi CH- 5500 Series.They're built with our exclusive Plastiframe"
chassis and integrated Direct-Drive Media Transport System': And they provide the most
closely controlled dot registration ever seen in acolor printer.
In fact, you can now do three- and four-pass printing without
sacrificing quality. At all.
So what's really important to you? If it's consistent,
accurate, realistic output, look at the Seiko
Instruments color printer.
For more information, call Martin Nelson
at ( 408) 943-9100.
Circle 22
Seiko Instruments
g 1988, Seiko Instruments USA, Inc.

Plastiframe and Direct- Drive Media Transpc ri Systen are trademarks of Seiko Instruments USA, Inc.
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PRODUCTS TO WATCH
HEURIKON'S VME BOARD MOVES BLOCKS TWICE AS FAST AS THE COMPETITION

Dy integrating

National Semiconductor Corp.'s newest graphics chip set into
Wits VMEbus HK85/VRGP board, Heurikon Corp. is doubling the boundarybit -block-transfer ( BitBLT) rates of comparably priced VME boards, claims the
Madison, Wis., company. Based on National's DP85XX chip set, the HK85/
VRGP includes 1Mbyte of video random-access memory, 512 Kbytes of program memory, 64 Kbytes of electrically programmable read-only memory,
and support for both the X-Windows and Graphical Kernel System standards.
It also provides maximum resolution of 1,024- by- 1,024 pixels by 8 bit planes.
The board's processing power comes from the DP8500 Raster Graphics
Processor, a 20- MHz programmable device working with a set of DP8511
BitBLT processors, one per plane, but expands to 24 with a second card. It
will be available next month for $ 3,220 in 100- unit quantities.
El

DATA COMPRESSION DOUBLES CAPACITY OF QUARTER- INCH TAPE DRIVES

S

1in. tape drives—the current
ystem integrators can double the capacity of Á
crop of backup tape drives for IBM Corp.'s Personal Computers, Personal
System/2, and compatibles—at no additional cost by switching to Colorado
Memory Systems Inc.'s QFA-500 drive. The Loveland, Colo., company uses
a 2: 1 data-compression algorithm developed by STAC in Pasadena, Calif.,
in the drive's control software. Boasting 500 Mbytes of storage and a 5.25- in.
form factor, the QFA-500 can achieve data-transfer speeds of up to 2 Mbytes/
min for backing up hard disks in PCs based on Intel Corp.'s 80386 microprocessors. Since the data compression is done in software, data-transfer rates
drop with less powerful machines. The drive's bit-error rate is 10 -15 .STAC will
offer a single-chip hardware implementation of the algorithm later th .s year.
Prices for the QFA-500 start at $ 1,395.
El

DATA GENERAL SHIFTS ITS OSI INTEROPERABILITY IMAGE INTO HIGH GEAR

C

ontinuing its product strategy of gearing up for international communicalotions standards, Data General Corp. has rounded out its software offerings
that completely implement the International Standards Organization's sevenlayer Open Systems Interconnection reference model. The Westboro, Mass.,
computer maker's three newest packages let customers link Data General
and non- Data General computers into interoperable networks. One of the latest packages, called DG/FTAM, enables Data General users on an OSI
network to perform file transfer and file management with other computers
that comply with the OSI specifications for those functions. The DG/OAPI tool
kit helps users create OSI applications that can operate on heterogeneous
networks. The DG/OTS is a complete OSI communications platform. Available in the fourth quarter, low-end systems begin at $ 1,500 for DG,/FTAM,
$2,500 for DG/OAPI, and $900 for DG/OTS.
D

88000 RISC PROCESSOR IS AVAILABLE, MOTOROLA SAYS

he

T

Microprocessor Products Group of Motorola Inc., Austin, Texas, has
begun accepting orders for its widely publicized 88000 reduced-instruction -set microprocessor. More than 50 customers have sampled the two-chip
set since early last year. Broader sampling is now under way, with full
production scheduled for the second quarter. The 88100 central- processing
unit integrates integer and floating-point execution, while the 88200 cachememory -management unit offers a single-chip approach to cache-memory
design. The 88000 performance is rated at 14 to 17 VAX-equivalent mips at
20 MHz. Each chip is housed in a 180- pin grid array. Samples of the 88000
cost $494 and the 88200, $619.
0
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PRODUCTS TO WATCH
JUPITER ATTACKS THE LAN- SERVER MARKET WITH A USER- CONFIGURABLE SYSTEM

BMass., has conjured up auser- programmable data-communication comyslimming down its System 1000, Jupiter Technology Inc. of Waltham,

puter to compete in price with single-function devices. The $8,500 System
100 can be configured to control a remote site in large networks or as a
network server and agateway device between networks. When used as a
local -area- network server or amultiaccess-terminal-cluster controller, it competes with nonprogrammable single-function boxes, such as protocol converters, which sell in the $6,000 range. It interconnects systems using many
incompatible communications standards, including Ethernet, TCP/IP, and
CCITT's X.25 packet-switching protocol. The System 100 serves from four to
384 communications lines and can accommodate up to eight Motorola 68000based microprocessors.
E
VERDIX MAKES WRITING ADA CODE FOR REAL-TIME CPU BOARDS EASIER

Anies breaks new ground by letting software engineers working at aUnix

real-time Ada development system from aduo of small software compa-

work station develop Ada code for central- processing- unit boards. The software, VADS/Works, combines Verdix Corp.'s Ada Development System with
areal-time operating system from Wind River Systems of Emeryville, Calif. By
performing most of the basic conversion work between Unix and Ada, it saves
time and money compared with development environments now in use that
have to be tacked together in-house, says the Chantilly, Va. based Verdix.
Now available for Motorola 68020 boards from Heurikon Corp. of Madison,
Wis., the system is in beta test with boards from Force Computer Corp., Los
Gatos, Calif.; Motorola Inc., Phoenix, Ariz.; and others. VADS/Works pricing
ranges from $27,500 to $ 100,500, depending on the work station on which it
will run.
E
NEC BOOSTS ITS V70 MICROPROCESSOR'S CLOCK RATE 75%

Sspeeds by 75% will be available this year, and even faster versions are

caled-down versions of NEC Corp.'s V70 microproc3ssor that boost clock

waiting in the wings. The Tokyo- based company is speeding up its present
20- MHz CMOS chip to 33 MHz by going from 1.2-µ,m design rules to the 0.8µ,m design rules that NEC developed for its forthcoming 4-Mbit dynamic
random-access memories. The new chip features a silicide overlay on the
polysilicon gates to maintain low- resistance first-level interconnection despite
the fine pattern. Chip size is cut almost in half, raising hopes for both lower
pricing and the possibility that it could be used as acore in future applicationspecific integrated circuits. Samples will be available this autumn, with 40MHz and higher-speed versions to follow.
0
HERE'S A 32-MEGAFLOPS COMPUTE SERVER FOR MACINTOSH NETWORKS

HMacintosh machines with Chorus, asupercomputer designed by Human

igh-end processing has arrived for networks of Apple Computer Co.'s

Devices Inc. Containing up to 16 high-speed floating-point processors, Chorus
connects Macintoshes to form a multiuser desktop-computing environment
boasting performance that ranges from 8to 32 million floating-point operations/s, depending on the number of processors. The compute server opens
new vistas for the Macintosh in engineering simulations, financial modeling,
and photorealistic graphics, says New York City- based Human Devices.
Available now, base configurations go for $9,700 for a single- processor
version to $25,500 for a four- processor version. Additional four- processor
add-on modules cost $ 16,800.
E
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The total dependability of aircraft flight
systems is something we all accept:'

In the design, development and manufacture of electronic and electromechanical
components and sub-systems, AB
Electronic Products Group PLC also
provides total dependability.

Dependability in product performance.
Dependability in quality standards.
Dependability in customer service.

Today. AB are found in the aerospace,
defence, data processing, telecoms,
automotive and consumer industries
wherever dependability is important.

AB works with its customers at any
stage of a project, fr ui ri initial design and
development to procurement of component parts, prototype manufacturing and
full scale production. Investment in
CADCAM/CAE, a Group Technology
Centre and extensive surface mounting
facilities has taken AB to the forefront of
electronic design and product technology.

A manufacturing policy of zero defects'
is enforced in all AB manufacturing
operations. Supported by investment in
automatic test and bum-in equipment,
this ensures standards essential to the
achievement of total dependability.

The AB Group employs over 5,000 people
in 22 operating locations worldwide. To
find out how your business could benefit
from the total dependability of AB Group
products and services, contact us today

AB ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS GROUP PLC

THE SOURCE OF PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONICS

ABF_RCYNON. MOUNTAIN ASH,
MID GLAMORGAN. CF45 45F
TEL 0443 740331 FAX 0443 741676
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An idea this small
This is the AMPMODU System 50
connector,
Definitely worth getting close
enough for agood look.
It comes in acomprehensive
system. Everything you need for a
0.050" x0.100" grid. Board-to-board,
stacking, or mother/daughter. FFC
to board. 0.050" CL flex etched
circuitry to board. 0.025 " CL
ribbon cable to board.

AMP and AMPMODU are trademarks of AMP Incorporated

Special design innovations (such
as putting the latch hardware on the
cable side) shrink our System 50

Comprehensive high-density
interconnect system:
0.050" x0.100" connectors in
arange of styles, including
parallel and right-angle
board-to-board configurations.

line to the least board space of
any connector in this class. Even
0.050" x0.050" types.

no small idea.
Example: 2x25
position shrouded
headers occupy
1.5" x0.284" of
board surface. And parallel boards
mount with inside faces amere 0.450"
apart.
Along with density,
you also get the
productivity you
expect from AMP:
simple mass termination,
robotic handling features, high-temp
housings, selective gold plating.

And of course, outstanding quality
and reliability.
AMPMODU System 50 connectors
are available in selected sizes of 4
through 30 single row positions
8through 100 in dual
row, with shrouded
or unshrouded
headers. With all
those variations, you could do
almost anything your design requires.
Which is our whole idea.

AMA
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Call the AMP
Information
Center at
1-800-522-6752
to ask about our AMPMODU
System 50 line. For characterized
backplane assemblies, contact
AMP Packaging Systems Inc.,
P.O.Box 9400, Austin, Texas 78766,
(512) 244-5100, or your AMP
Sales Engineer. AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608.

Interconnecting ideas

No Problem!
The Nicolet 4094C Digital Storage Oscilloscope gives you the maximum
versatility and value with software solutions beyond locked-in front
panelfunctions.
• Real Time Functions
Functions such as FFT, MIN/MAX, Summation, Virtual or Exponential Averaging are available with the
4180 and 4570 plug-ins, providing you with live,
real time display of your waveform data.
la PC Software
Nicolet also has four software packages available
which allow you to transfer, display and manipulate 4094 data on your PC. There are also over 100
disk-downloadable programs available for the
4094.

• External Control
With programs like Waveform BASIC, you can even
create your own custom programs for data manipulation and external control of the 4094C. IEEE
(GPIB) and RS232 interfaces are included for easy
communications with aPC.
• Programming Support
Nicolet's application support can make all the difference. Our application engineers are aphone call
away and are always ready to help you.

For more information, call or write:
Nicolet Test Instrument Division
5225-2 Verona Road, Madison, WI 53711 • 608/273-5008 or 800/356-3090
Circle 28

Nicolet
INSTRUMENTS OF DISCOVERY
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HOW WILL TECHNOLOGY FARE
UNDER PRESIDENT BUSH?
This will be a key year for budget decisions as megaprojects eat up billions

NPresident
it's all up to George Bush.
Reagan, in the waning days

WASHINGTON
ow

of his administration, submitted abudget
to Congress that most experts agree was
dead on arrival, adocument that at best
could serve as aspringboard for Bush to
establish his own science and technology
agenda. How Bush modifies that budget
in the coming weeks will tell the story of
federal science and technology spending
for years to come.
Make no mistake about it—fiscal 1990
will be akey year for science and technology investment. Funds that in the coming
year are sunk into expensive projects like
the superconducting super collider, the
space station, and the National Aerospace Plane will commit the U. S. to
spend billions more over the next decade
just to complete them. And with such megadollar commitments, funds may be
scarce for the less glamorous researchand-development programs that many
critics believe could revitalize U. S. technological competitiveness.
LINE FORMS. That worries some in Congress, who point to aspate of industry
groups that, emboldened by the apparent
success of the Sematech chip-making consortium, are seeking federal support for
their own critical research initiatives.
High-definition TV, X-ray lithography,
and precision optics are just three areas
in which various groups and government
agencies are now clamoring for dollars.
The optimistic Reagan budget seeks
$315 billion for the military—that's inflation plus 2% real growth over 1989. It includes a $2billion increase in spending
for the Strategic Defense Initiative and
hundreds of millions more for the other
budget-eating pet projects.
So now comes the hard part: waiting
for the changes. Bush will surely submit
abudget revision, although no one knows
exactly when it will come or how drastic it
will be. Congress will just as surely make
changes of its own. The overriding question is, just how different will President
Bush be from Vice President Bush—how
closely will he hew to the Reagan line?
With the federal government facing a
number of crises—the deficit and the
high-priced bailout of failing savings and
Electronics/February 1989

loan institutions, to name just two—
funds will be tight for at least the next
decade. So no one in Washington thinks
Reagan's plan for 2% real growth in defense spending is even plausible. "The
$315 billion in there for defense is hopelessly optimistic," says John Mancini, vice
president of domestic affairs at the
American Electronics Association. " I
don't think anyone thinks they'll do better than keep pace with inflation over the
next five years." Even Bush has acknowledged àwillingness to keep the Pentagon
on azero-growth budget plan.
In other areas, the questions center
less on how much money to spend than on
how to spend it. If any of the plans to
have federally assisted research programs akin to Sematech pan out—and if
Congressional goals to boost military investment in its technology base are
met—cuts, delays, or even cancellations
may hit those big-ticket programs: SDI,
the super collider, the space station, and
the National Aerospace Plane, ajoint effort by the Air Force and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration to
develop ahypersonic spacecraft that
could take off and land like aconventional airplane. That program alone will cost
$426.7 million in 1990, according to the
Reagan plan, of which roughly two thirds
will be paid for by the military.
Then there's the National Science
Foundation, which is on the path to doubling its 1987 budget by 1993, assuming

its planned 14% hike for 1990 goes
through. Much of that growth is being
channeled into amajor initiative in education, which NSF director Erich Bloch calls
"one of the most persistent and limiting
problems this country faces." But in the
basic sciences, where NSF's charter lies,
more growth is needed, he says: "The average grant today is about $75,000. We've
got to get that up to $ 100,000 or
$120,000."
NOTHING FOR MST. In contrast to the
sexy megabuck projects, the Reagan budget seeks no funds whatsoever for the
new technology-base responsibilities of
the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, the rechristened National
Bureau of Standards. The Omnibus
Trade Bill of 1988 renamed the agency
and gave it amandate to fund regional
manufacturing-technology centers; advanced R&D in preproduct commercial
technology; and small companies seeking
to capitalize on inventions. The idea was
to help struggling industries compete
with foreign competitors, who often are
government-subsidized.
Other projects, such as the space station, will have significant long-range
costs. NASA, for example, says that it
will have to double its 1990 budget—set
by Reagan at $5.75 billion—by the year
2000 just to maintain ongoing programs
such as the space shuttle and the space
station. An exploratory mission to Mars
or other science programs in space would

THE PENTAGON'S BIG R&D PROGRAMS
($ Millions)
Project

1988

1989

1990

Strategic Defense Initiative

3,553

3,627

5,591

Space Station

NA

900

2,050

National Aerospace Plane

300

426

556

Superconducting Super Collider

NA

100

160

Sematech

100

100

100

Remotely Piloted Vehicles

46

40

123

Joint Surveillance/Target Attack Radar

337

236

153

Electronic Warfare Development

NA

97

150

Mimic

49

67

82

SOURCE: DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
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add to that cost, NASA says.
This leaves little money for the kind of
investment in the technology base that
many in industry, Congress, and the goyernment believe is essential for U. S.
business. " It's the Reagan view of science—it's Big Science," says an aide to
Jeff Bingham (D., N. M.), the outspoken
chairman of the Senate Defense, Science,
and Technology Subcommittee and a
prime architect of Sematech. He maintains that these programs cost too much
and benefit too few, and that federal dollars would be better invested in developing technologies, such as semiconductors
and computers, that hold the key to U. S.
technological competitiveness in the
1990s and beyond.
Take the superconducting super collider, for example. The Reagan budget
seeks $250 million for the Texas-based facility in 1990, $160 million of which is earmarked for construction. Under the current plan, that $160 million investment
would pave the way for as much as $5.9
billion by the time the project is completed in 1998. "The key thing is to get some
construction funds," says aDOE official.
wrhat's acommitment, because you don't
start building something you don't intend
to finish."
Last year saw several top-level reports
emerge from both inside and outside the
government on the need to revitalize the

struggling U. S. technology and industrial base, and yet another is expected shortly, this time from the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment. But this
interest is not reflected in the Reagan administration's budget plan. Rather than
providing more money for such initiafives, it provides less.
For example, the Defense Advanced
Research Project Agency, the Pentagon's

Decisions that Bush makes
now will set technology
policy for at least five years

chief research arm, faces a $260 million
cut in 1990, and almost all of that comes
from its technology-base account. Darpa's budget will drop from about $1.3 billion this year to $1.1 billion in 1990, followed by amodest 4% increase in 1991.
Other technology-base investments, including advanced military research in universifies, would suffer losses in excess of
$100 million. By contrast, the Reagan proposal seeks nearly $2billion in spending
increases for SDI in 1990 and an additional $1.1 billion in 1991, by which time SDI
would cost $6.7 billion ayear using the
current five-year defense plan as aguideline. (That includes acombined $689 mil-

lion for initial deployment of the technology in 1990 and 1991.)
Ironically, the Pentagon officials anflouncing the budget took pains to credit
the Reagan administration with dramatically increasing R&D expenditures over
the last eight years—despite the impending 13% drop in Darpa funding. The increases in R&D spending during the Reagan years are indisputable—defense
R&D has almost doubled since 1982 and
nondefense R&D is up 50% since then.
But critics argue that these increases
largely represent spending on SDI, the
stealth bomber, and other big-scale programs, while strategic and tactical technologies, such as surveillance and smart
weapons, have suffered.
Darpa's 1990 budget plan would cut
strategic technology programs by more
than $130 million and tactical programs
by almost $25 million. Smaller line items
would also suffer. The Consolidated DOD
Software Initiative, for example, is being
cut back 10%, or $3.75 million, to $32.4
million in 1990. As of 1988, it combined
DOD's Joint Ada Program Office, the
Software Technology for Adaptable, Reliable Systems program, and the Software
Engineering Institute into a single
Darpa-controlled program.
In addition materials and electronics
technology, which includes advanced
semiconductor research, is being cut back

Every copier company talks
We're doing somethi
Choosing anew copier isn't easy. You look at copiers,
you listen to promises. It all gets very confusing.
Now, you don't have to listen to alot of talk about
promises. You can read ours. Because we put it in
writing. If you try to compare it to other copier
guarantees, you'll find there's no comparison.
Suddenly, adifficult decision becomes avery easy
choice to make.
Look at the certificate above. Nobody offers you
as good acopier guarantee as Harris/3M. So, while

30

about

copier salespeople are all giving you alot of talk,
ours will give you something great to read.
Send in the coupon. Or give us acall
at 1-800-TLC-COPY. (In Canada, • ...
1-519-668-2230.) We'll send you
our 8-page Consumer Guide to
Copiers. Then, we can talk
about it.
e

1

.-sifflummannwip
Harris/3M copiers have features for all sizes of offices. That includes
the 6070. Seventy copies aminute, guaranteed.
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by more than $2million, or roughly 6%.
That doesn't mean Darpa won't seek
any new programs in 1990. For the third
year running it is trying to get its Infrared Focal Plane Array program off the
ground. Darpa sought $45 million in 1989
for the program, which is aimed at dramatically reducing the cost of the IR arrays by developing new manufacturing
technologies. It had to settle for less than
$9 million when Congress refused to fund
it without amore detailed development
plan. This year, Darpa is seeking $33 million for the project.
Not surprisingly, virtually the only
Darpa programs to have survived unscathed are its high-profile stars: Sematech and the Microwave/Millimeter Wave
Integrated Circuits Program. The administration tried to cut both back in 1989 and
failed. " Ithink they learned that we're
committed to these programs for the next
five years or so, and that we're not going
to play any games," says one congressional aide.
In total, the Reagan budget would
spend $455 million on semiconductor and
fiber-optics research in 1990. The superconductor research total for the year is
$287 million, including $47 million from
the Department of Energy and another
$26 million from the National Science
Foundation for high-temperature superconductor work.
-Tobias Naegele

TAKEOVERS

THE GEC-PLESSEY DUEL:
JOUSTING FOR COMPANIES
T

LONDON

struggle between Plessey Co. and
General Electric Co. is looking more
and more like one of those confusing religious wars that made the Middle Ages
such a trial. Lords and knights are
launching attacks, defending their
realms, signing up and abandoning allies,
and just generally thundering about the
landscape.
What it all will mean for the map of England is exceedingly difficult to say. But
clearly, what began as astraightforward
takeover bid has turned into transatlantic
combat. Depending on who gets what,
the end of hostilities. could see vast
changes in the British electronics industry, and possibly some significant rearrangements among Continental companies, as well.
The tussle began simply enough. In
November, GEC and Siemens AG, the
West German electronics giant, formed a
joint venture called GEC Siemens plc,
which attacked Plessey in ahostile takeover attempt. As each side maneuvered,
though, other companies in Europe and
he

the U. S. smelled opportunities. They
started lining up to support one or the
other combatant—or even to make their
own takeover moves.
A key move came on Jan. 15, when
Plessey counterattacked against an unguarded GEC flank—GEC Plessey Telecommunications Ltd., London. The telecom company is ajoint venture between
the two that dates back to amore peaceful era (March 1988). Plessey announced
that it is beginning legal maneuvers to
take over full ownership. It charges that
the GEC-Siemens takeover attempt violates certain provisions of the agreement
setting up the joint venture, and that
GEC is therefore obligated to sell its 50%
share to Plessey.
The counterattack came at the opportune moment, tactically speaking. The
GEC-Siemens attack had stalled, thwarted by the intervention of the British government's Monopolies and Mergers Commission on Jan. 12. The commission is
evaluating the proposed GEC-Siemens
takeover to determine whether it would
be against the national interest, aprocess

about customer satisfaction.
Yes, I'd like to know more about Harris/3M copiers
and the Harris/3M Copier Promise.
Send to Harris/3M, P.O. Box 785, Dayton, OH 45401
NAME
COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

STATE

ZIP

#( )

I'd also like information on your fax machines.

HARRIS/3M

Offer is valid for alimited time and other restrictions and limitations apply; see your Harris/3M
sales representative for details. © 1988 Harris/3M Document Products, Inc. Harris is atrademark
of the Harris Corporation. 3M is atrademark of the 3M Company
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.ke three months. The Eurolie Community is also inveslee whether the deal violates
ions intended to promote

The move against GEC's share in GECPlessey Telecommunications should, if
nothing else, buy Plessey even more
time. GEC presumably will resist the
Plessey buyout attempt, in which case
the issue will be tossed into the courts.
The delays appeared to be crucial. After GEC and Siemens made their move
against Plessey, aconsortium of other
companies banded together and announced on Jan. 7that it would try to
take over GEC. If the consortium had succeeded, GEC would of course have been
in no position to take over anything, since
it would no longer have existed.
But two weeks later, the consortium,
called Metsun Ltd., canceled that plan after some major defections. Among them:
STC plc, another British company, and
General Electric Co. of Fairfield, Conn.
This alone would not have been fatal to
the consortium's efforts; AT&T Co. and
Northern Telecom Ltd. were reported to
have been discussing joining Metsun. As
telecommunications companies, both
would seem to be most interested in owning GEC-Plessey. This might have complicated Plessey's own effort to buy out
GEC, but war is abrutal business.

JOINS
ommunication 21

Actual Size

GE's defection was more serious. It
didn't just drop out of the battle for GEC,
it switched sides. On Jan. 13, GE announced that it would merge with GEC its
interests in Europe in consumer products, medical equipment, and some power-generation equipment. (Beyond the coincidence of their names, the two companies are not related.) A combined GEGEC would have been in afar better

An anti-GEC consortium fell
apart as a key member quit
and another switched sides
position to fight off Metsun.
But all that is just so much blown-away
smoke now. It is believed that the Metsun
withdrawal was brought about by its ultimate inability to win new allies; speculation in the City—London's financial district—is that AT&T finally decided not to
play to avoid straining its relationships
with Philips NV of the Netherlands (they
have apublic-switching joint venture
called AT&T Philips Telecommunications). And Siemens, with whom AT&T is
reported to be discussing joint ventures
in Italy, also no doubt would have been
put out.
The intriguing question now is where

all of this maneuvering leaves Siemens.
The West German firm allied with GEC
against Plessey for specific reasons. It
wanted to bolster its position in three
British markets—telecommunications,
medical equipment, and power-generation gear.
By aligning now with GE, GEC could
well end up freezing Siemens out of those
markets. If Plessey succeeds in buying
out GEC-Plessey Telecommunications, or
the Metsun consortium takes over Plessey in awhite knight's role—as one rumor has it—Siemens probably would get
shut out of the telecom market, too.
With all that in mind, more than one observer has suggested that the logical
thing for Siemens to do is borrow aleaf
from GE and switch sides. Besides giving
Siemens ashot at all three of the markets
it's interested in, the breakup of GEC
could help the West Germans regain Siemens' assets and subsidiary businesses in
Great Britain, which were sequestered
during World War II.
There is no indication that Siemens is
contemplating turning its coat, but the
way things are going, no one would be
surprised if it did. Meanwhile, perhaps
the best advice is that being offered in
the City, where analysts are recommending that their clients "sell GEC stock, hold
onto Plessey, and buy STC."
—Peter Fletcher and Larry King

Durable, Compact & Lightweight

JOMS leads the way to advanced magnetic card technology
II
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SR- 1000 Series Features
*Ceramic magnetic head with
operation dependability of up
to 1,000,000 passes
•High reliability utilizing ceramic
PCB and LSI chip components
•Incorporates JOMS MR- 1000
series magnetic card reader
*Patejjpding JOMS original
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COMMUNICATIONS

WHY AT&T AND INTEL ARE TEAMING UP
BURLINGAME, CALIF.

A new alliance between AT&T Co.'s Mi-

croelectronics Division and Intel
Corp. could give each company acommanding position as chip suppliers for
two markets on the verge of enormous
growth. The AT&T division becomes a
force to be reckoned with in the fastgrowing market segment for 10-Mbit/s
Ethernets that run on the common twisted-pair wiring used for telephone lines.
Intel Corp. strengthens itself in the integrated services digital network market.
The two companies announced afiveyear agreement early this month. The
first move under the pact is for AT&T Microelectronics to provide Intel with chip
designs for five ISDN devices and two
twisted-pair Ethernet devices; Intel is
providing designs for two complementary twisted-pair Ethernet devices and
one ISDN device.
More important, the agreement establishes astrategic relationship for developing new products, and it unites AT&T and
Intel to pursue common goals in standards-committee deliberations. Neither
company will comment on those future
products, except to say the first will arrive in 1990 and that they also will address the emerging markets for ISDN
and twisted-pair Ethernets.
The agreement also shows that even
the largest corporations cannot muster
the resources and expertise needed to
handle the diverse—but quickly merging— technologies of telecommunications

and data communications.
From Intel's point of view, "to take on
the task of being atelecom giant is almost
impossible," says Conrad Weiderhold, general manager of Intel's Microcomputer
Group in Folsom City, Calif. "The same is
true for AT&T—it can hardly hope to market as broad asilicon line as Intel."
Although the intention of the agreement is to get AT&T and Intel to work together on products, for the first year it
boils down to asecond-sourcing deal. Intel will concentrate on making the LAN

The duo is staking out the
high ground in chips for ISDN
and twisted-pair Ethernets
chips and AT&T will fabricate most of the
ISDN chips in 1989, says Weiderhold.
Both companies, however, are contributing to the development of products.
In twisted-pair Ethernet chips, AT&T
gains access to Intel's 82586 high-performance controller and 82592 low-cost controller. Intel gets AT&T's T7210 interface-to-twisted-pair line drivers and receivers and its T7200, which implements
multiport repeater functions when combined with the T7210. Basically, Intel is
contributing the controller chips that
work in any Ethernet implementation and
AT&T is contributing the retiming chips
that will handle the interface to telephone

wire. Prior to the agreement, neither
company had acomplete Ethernet twisted-pair chip set.
The new products will go into amarket
set to take off. Sales of twisted-pair Ethernet chips—as opposed to end-user products such as controller boards—will grow
from about $10 million in 1988 to $185 million in 1993, according to Intel. By then,
twisted-pair networks will account for almost half the Ethernets in use, growing
from virtually zero last year. The technology will get its real push around the middle of this year, when the IEEE is set to
formally approve standards for it. "The
ramp will begin next year," says AT&T's
Lynn Ditty, who is the product marketing
manager for communications devices in
Allentown, Pa.
In the ISDN half of the deal, Intel is
contributing one S-interface chip, and
AT&T is providing two chips for the 1.54Mbit/s primary-rate service and three devices for the 164-Kbit/s basic-rate service. The primary-rate devices include
AT&T's primary-rate framer, which assembles several 64-Kbit/s channels into
the faster primary-rate service, along
with the Spyder, a32-channel high-leveldata-link controller.
The basic-rate devices include Subat, a
two-chip implementation of the ISDN U
interface between the central office and
subscriber; Intel's S-interface chip between serial devices and microprocessor
buses; the Unite S-interface chip between
PBXs and network termination devices;

TWISTED-PAIR ETHERNET SCORES
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386SX solutions.
Go for proven
performance.

Don't settle for
anything less than
fully proven
386SX performance. NEATsx"
CHIPSets" for
386SX AT-compatibles are based on
the only AT architecture
field-proven to run at 20
MHz—the NEAT'
CHIPSet from Chips and
Technologies.
NEATsx is fully optimized for
maximum 386SX performance. Speeds of up to 20 MHz and
beyond. Page interleaved memory architecture. On-chip support for
OS/2"" and LIM EMS 4.0.With hardware hooks to EMS mapper
chips for up to 512 page registers. Fast shadow RAM for quick BIOS
execution. And ahost of software configurable features to help
differentiate your product at the high performance end of the
386SX market.
NEATsx provides the only fully integrated system solution for
386SX designs. Tightly-coupled subsystems for VGAnkraphics, mass
storage and communications provide optimum systems integration
and performance. And NEATsx is backed by CHIPS' unparalleled
systems expertise and technical support, proven in more than 5million
microcomputers.Why settle for anything less than maximum performance? For full NEATsx information, cal11-800-323-4477, Ext. M-8.
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chip sets or CIIIPSete The difference is the difference.

Chips and Technologies, I
nc. 3050 Zanker Road, Dept. M-8, San Jose, CA 95134. 386SX is atrademark of Intel Corporation. VGA and OS/2
are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. CHIPSet, NEAT and NEATsx are trademarks of Chips and Technologies,
Inc. C4989, Chips and Technologies, Inc.
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and asingle-channel high-level-data-link
controller chip, the HIFI-64.
Intel and AT&T contend the ISDN market is finally poised to take off, now that
trials are over and the dust is settling
around the ISDN standards. They expect
agrowth rate of better than 100% annually through 1993. The strongest spurt
should come at the end of that period,
when ISDN-compatible local phone lines
will be abundant.
Since ISDN terminals—PCs hooked directly to the public telecommunications
network—will be amajor market, the
strategic alliance of the leading PC chip
maker (Intel) with the semiconductor division of the preeminent U. S. telecom company (AT&T) creates an intimidating market presence. AT&T Microelectronics'
Ditty is quick to point out, however, that
his organization "is anxious to sell our
chips to everybody." The parent company
is "just another customer."
ISDN software—the linchpin for compatibility between subscriber-premises
equipment and phone company centraloffice switches—is left out of the agreement. But both companies have subcontracted much of their ISDN software development to the same third party:
DGM&S Corp. in Mt. Laurel, N. J. Original-equipment manufacturers using either Intel or AT&T chips "will be guaranteed their products will talk, in this particular case, to the AT&T switch," says Ditty. Compatibility with other switches
"will be assured through standards-making activity."
Jack Shandle

for writing asoftware model. A robot
maker would write amodel according to
the specs, then license it to vendors of robot-simulation systems. The model would
give all the information the systems need
to simulate the behavior of aparticular
robot. But the proprietary data that robot
makers don't want to disclose will be protected by encryption and other means.
Compared with conventional manual
programming methods, off-line programming dramatically slashes the time re-

quired to get arobot work cell up and operating. This could mean abig boost for
robot sales, which grew just 3% in the
U. S. last year, to $414 million.
The new RIA Robot Simulation Technical Committee was set to hold its first formal meeting late last month. Including
robot suppliers, simulation vendors, and
large robot users, the committee's goal is
creation of a standard interface and
methodology for the exchange of robot
modeling information. The group hopes

Daicel Chemical: AWorldclass Leader
in Recording Materials

ROBOTICS

IT MAY GET EASIER
TO PROGRAM
ROBOTS OFF LINE
ANN ARBOR, MICH.

A

long-standing dispute over how to improve off-line programming of robots
may be near resolution. The Robotic Industries Association is readying ablackbox approach intended to improve the
software models of robots used in simulation systems. Better models would mean
that any application created on asimulation system could be routinely downloaded onto robots and would run without extensive tweaking. Easier, more accurate
off-line programming could, in turn, give
the sluggish robot business aneeded shot
in the arm.
The problem has been disagreement
between robot manufacturers and simulation-system vendors over proprietary
robot data needed for more accurate software models. Enter the black box, actually aset of specifications to be developed
by acommittee of the robotic association
Electronics/February 1989

Daicel Chemical Industries is a worldclass leader in the development and manufacture of optical
and magneto-optical disk products. The Company is leading the industry in research and
development of disk substrates and magnetic film materials, focusing on polycarbonate
substrates and magnetic films made from amorphous ( non-crystalline) four element
alloys of neodymium, dysprosium, iron, and cobalt. Our research has brought about
results:results that mean an improvement in recording densitities, an improvement in performance, and an improvement in overall disk quality. At
Daicel we will continue to apply our "chemitronics"total system
approach to solving our customers problems and developing a new generation of technologies to
support the information age.

DAICEL CFEMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Head Office: 8-1, Kasumigaseki 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan Phone: [03] 507-3112 (Optical Memory DiviaoM
Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL JFacsimile: [031593-2708
Dakel (U.S.A.] Inc.: 611 West 6th Street. Suite 2152 Los Angeles,
CA 90017, U.S.A. Phone: [2131629-3656/3657
Dalcel (Europe] Gmbét konigsallee 92a, 4000 Dusseldorf 1.
F.R. Germany Phone: [0211)134158
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SURFACE MOUNT

4S-B116

SPRAGUE
IT ALL IN
SURFACE MO
T

You'll find what you need in state-of-the-art surface-mount passive components at
Sprague . . . the SMD leader. No one offers you abroader choice: TANTAMOUNT®

HAS

Solid Tantalum Chip Capacitors with the highest capacitance in
the smallest package in the industry. MONOLYTHIC® Ceramic
—
Chip Capacitors in general purpose, high- voltage,

UN

high-temperature and high-frequency types, and
low-profile chips for IC decoupling. SORN®
Small-Outline Resistor Networks — reduce board space
requirements. CAPSTRATE® Capacitor and R-C Networks —
smaller and more reliable than conventional networks.
To build systems for tomorrow, depend on Sprague today . . . for rugged, reliable, competitively priced surface-mount
passive components. All Sprague SMD components are available taped and reeled. For complete
information, write for our surface-mount data package to Technical Literature Service,
di
Sprague Electric Company, P.O. Box 9102, Mansfield, MA 02048-9102.
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THE BLACK BOX FOR ROBOT SIMULATION
INPUT

OUTPUT
PROGRAM

r —

APPLICATION

I
;
—

SIMULATION
SYSTEM

GRAPHICAL OUTPUT

DEVICE MODEL
QUANTITATIVE DATA

GRAPHICAL
(DRAWINGS,
GEOMETRY)

CAD
(TRANSLATORS)

NONGRAPHICAL

With the black-box concept, arobot maker develops adevice model with all the data needed to simulate the behavior of aparticular robot. Proprietary data would be protected, and the software would comply with a standard interface that an industry committee is developing.

to develop aworkable set of specifications within about 12 months, says James
A. Peyton, the RIA's manager of standards development, in Ann Arbor, Mich.
"Eventually, we plan to send it through
the American National Standards Institute for approval." The RIA group intends to base its work on existing opensystem models, Peyton adds.
By coming up with astandard that the
vendors of both robots and simulation

systems can agree upon, the committee
hopes to break the impasse that has so
far been amajor roadblock for off-line robot programming. The technique could
cut by 70% or more the time required to
get arobot application program running,
proponents say, but fewer than 5% of robots used today are programmed off line,
Most users instead still rely on cumbersome and time-consuming manual methods, which require users to shut down a

Ferrofluid film bearings are precision in motion.
The most precise spindle/bearing system available
utilizes afilm of ferrofluid that eliminates the vibration, mechanical noise and random motion produced by ball bearings. It offers high damping,
low noise and nonrepetitive runouts that are
virtually zero.
The result is increased data storage and lower
cost per megabyte, essential in today's highly
competitive market.
This costeffective, selfcontained

production line while arobot is walked
through aroutine to learn the program.
The problem is that current simulation
systems often aren't accurate. Many robot
users use work-station or VAX-based simulation packages provided by any of about
ahalf dozen vendors for the graphic design and modeling of robot work cells. But
when it comes to the next step—downloading the application program directly
to the robot—the simulation systems of-

spindle/bearing system is ideal for computer magnetic and optical disk drives as well as disk and
head test equipment. Rotary and stationary shaft
configurations are available in 31/21
, 51/411, 8" and
midrange sizes.
For further information, write: Spin Technology,
Division of Ferrofluidics Corporation, 40 Simon Street,
Nashua, NH 03061 or call (603) 883-9800.

FERRO
FLUIDICS
O SPIN

No More
Shake, Rattle
Electronics / February 1989
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New BiCMOS ECL
I/O SRAMs deliver

you ever thought possible with

higher speeds and
lower power dissipa-

either bipolar ECL or CMOS.
Which makes
our new BiCMOS ECL I/O
SRAMs the perfect choice for

tion for greater operational performance.
Bipolar and CMOS
are fine, as far as they go. Put
them together and they go even
further. Which explains why we've used our
expertise in bipolar ECL and CMOS technologies to create anew product family of
high-speed/low power 64K and 256K BiCMOS
ECL I/O SRAMs.
Our new BiCMOS ECL I/O SRAMs
provide you with all the advantages of a
united front. Because they bring you the best
of both worlds.
With amaximum access time of
15 ns and amaximum power dissipation of
less than 1W, you get the blazing speed
of bipolar. And the low power dissipation
of CMOS.
All at aprice per bit that makes

your most advanced computing
applications. Including supercomputers. superminis and high-performance
workstations.
Our 64K device comes in two pin
configurations: MBM 10/100C490 is a22-pin
package. MBM 10/100C494 is a28-pin
package. Our 256K device, MBM 10/100500,
is a24-pin package.
All are available in ceramic DIP,
flatpack or LCC. And they're fully compatible
with industry-standard 10K ECL families.
Best of all, they're from Fujitsu
Microelectronics. The partner you can count
on. Now and in the future. Providing you
with the edge you need to always stay ahead.
If you'd like to know more about

BiCMOS the technology of choice for high-

our new BiCMOS products, including our
family of 64K and 256K BiCMOS ECL I/0

performance digital ICs. And with greater
efficiency and operational reliability than

SRAMs, call 800/642-7616. We'll show
you why united we stand.

FUJITSU
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS. INC.
Integrated Circuits Division
3545 North First St., San Jose, CA 95134-1804. ( 800) 642-7616

The edge you need in achanging world.
G IS. !rumba %ficrotlectromcs
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ten fall short, the robot users say.
Most of the time, programs developed
on asimulation system need alot of work
on the factory floor to correct the inaccuracies, says Dave Kase, amanufacturing
engineer for General Motors Corp.'s Chevrolet-Pontiac-GM of Canada Group in Detroit. Big robot users, including GM and
Chrysler, have been pressuring the robot
industry to come up with asolution.
Simulation vendors concede the problems with accuracy. But the real problem,

they say, lies with inaccuracies in software models of different robots with
which their systems work. The simulation
vendors contend that robot vendors are
to blame for the poor models, because
they won't provide the information needed to produce better ones. "Sometimes
we have to spend hours just to get information that they could have picked out of
abook and given to us," says Rakesh Mahajan, president of simulation vendor
Deneb Robotics Inc. in Troy, Mich.

State-of- the- Art

VOIDLESS
Construction

20 Mil Lead

•
•
•
•
•
•

RELIABILITY
DATA

Glass

Voidless construction
Thermally- matched
Metallurgically bonded
No PIND test required
DO-35 package
The ultimate in reliabilit \

SPECIAL FEATURES
• Available to Source Control Drawings

JAN, JANTX, JANTXV
JAN SQuality Levels

• Processing available to
and

• Capable of passing
thermal shock -196° C to
+150° C (liquid to liquid)
• Capable of passing 1000
cycles of temperature
cycling -65° C to + 175° C
• Solder plate surpasses
requirements of MILSTD 202, Method 208
8hour Steam Age Te ,, t

Now available in VOiCiieSS construction

1N4148-1

1N4938-1

1N4150-1

1N5194

1N4153-1

1N5195

1N4454-1

1N5196

1N750A-1

thru

1N759A-1

1N962B-1

thru

1N973B-1

Affordable 8r Reliable
Quality Products
Backed by a
Quality Company
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BKC International
Electronics Inc.

1,ke Slewl
1'0 Box 143t,
Lawrence, MA
USA 01841

felephone (508) 681-0392 • TeleFax (508) 681-9135
Call or write for acatalog of all our fine products.
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Robot makers counter that acertain
amount of this information is proprietary;
they say it will never be revealed to simulation houses. They also complain that
simulation vendors sometimes ask for detailed data that isn't even available, or
could be provided only at great cost with
no apparent payoff to robot makers.
The problem came to ahead about 18
months ago, when Deneb, frustrated by
the impasse, gathered support from big
automotive-industry robot users and invited them and the robot makers to a
meeting to discuss the situation. That session produced sometimes-heated public
exchanges between robot makers and
simulation vendors [
Electronics, Oct. 15,
1987, p. 32]. But it also produced the
black-box idea that sparked formation of
the new RIA committee.
SOLVING PROBLEMS. The approach would
seem to solve many of the problems. The
software model would contain all the information, both graphical and nongraphical, that is needed for the accurate simulation of agiven robot. But instead of requiring reverse engineering by the simulation vendors to create the robot models,
models would be provided by the robot
makers themselves in aprotected format.
The data would be encrypted and would
be provided in object code instead of
source code.
Robot makers would maintain the information, be responsible for its accuracy, and make the models available to any
simulation vendor under a licensing
agreement. By modifying their systems
to conform to the standard interface and
making other appropriate changes, simulation vendors could plug the models directly into their systems and be assured
of an accurate output. The approach
would thus give simulation vendors access to the information they need while
allowing robot makers to keep crucial information secret. An incentive for the robot makers is anew source of revenue
from the model license fees.
The idea looks good on paper, but Deneb's Mahajan is still skeptical that robot
makers are serious. "They may be just
trying to kill time and believe that the
whole thing is going to die off," he says.
And he worries that even if the standard
is successfully developed, some robot
vendors may want to charge exorbitant licensing fees for the models.
Others are more enthusiastic. Licensing
fees shouldn't be ahangup, says Guy Potok, avice president at GMFanuc Robotics
Corp. in Auburn Hills, Mich. And he says
that GMFanuc, the U. S. robot industry
leader, is strongly behind the effort. " I
think the concept is excellent," he says.
"And Ithink it's the right forum to get the
robot companies and the simulation companies out of the hair-pulling contest
they've been in, and into something that's
very productive." — Wesley R. Iversen
Electronics/February 1989

Proven
compatibility for
SXdeses
You either have it
or you don't.
Why risk your
386SX system development investment on anything
less than fully proven
compatibility? Especially
when you have the b1EATse
CHIPSee" from Chips and
Technologies. NEATsx is based on
the onbi high speed AT architecture
proven fully compatible in close to amillion
systems already in the field—the NEAT' CHIPSee
Only NEATsx is fully integrated and SX-specific, delivering the
full range of 386SX performance with no loss of compatibility.
Speeds of up to 20 MHz and beyond. On-chip support for UM EMS
4.0 and OS/27 Tightly-coupled subsystems for the most advanced
VGA. graphics, mass storage and communications. All designed to
provide total system compatibility
With NEATsx, you get systems expertise that's been proven in
more than 5million rnicrocomputers.With BIOS support. System
design services. And the technical field applications support you need
to get your product up and running in the marketplace.
Don't take chances with compatibility Ca111-800-323-4477, Ext.
M-7, for NEATsx product information.

%
.
pn
.. Ir

chip sets or CHIPSete The difference is the difference.
Chips and Technologies, Inc. 3050 Zanker Road,Dept. M-7, San Jose, CA 95134. 386SX is atrademark of Intel Corporation. VGA and OS/2
are trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation. CHIPSet, NEAT and NEATsx are trademarks of Chips and Technologies,
Inc. 01989, Chips and Technologies, Inc.
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Technologies.
The solution is at hand, with parts,
design andproduction assistance
from OKI
Oki is ready to help you speed product development,
improve your production efficiency and shave costs with
integrated system technologies and constant technical support.
Oki is more than aone-stop source of the highest-quality
electronic devices and state-of-the-art ASIC design and
production. We provide total project assistance, from design and
manufacturing of system components and modules to technology
assistance, available at any development stage, through design
centers in the U.S., Europe, and Asia.
High-Speed 1Megabit Graphic Memories
Oki graphic memories
1M-bit multi-port DRAM and
1M-bit field memory with fast access times, high densities and
low power dissipation, widely assure ASIC flexibility for your
graphic systems. Multi-port, for PCs and work stations. Field
memory, for digital TV, video system and VTR applications.
Multi-port
DRAM: 256K words x4bits
JEDEC standard options
SAM: 512 words x4bits
Serial read/write
33MHz clock rate
Field Memory
256K words x4bits Refresh-free
Completely asynchronous read/
write 33MHz clock rate
Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Electronic Devices Group
Overseas Marketing Group
Head Office Annex
10-3, Shibaura, 4-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan
Tel: 3-454-2111
Fax: 3-798-7643
Telex:J 22627 OKIDEN

Oki Electric Europe GmbH
Hellersbergstr. 2,
D-4040 Neuss 1,
West Germany
Tel: 2101-15960
Fax: 2101-103539
Telex:8517427 OKI D

OKI

Oki Semiconductor Group
785 North Mary Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, U.S.A.
Tel: 408-720-1900
Fax: 408-720-1918
Telex: 296687 OKI SUVL

Oki Electronics
(Hong Kong) Ltd.
16th Floor, Fairmont House,
8Cotton Tree Drive, Hong Kong
Tel: 5-263111
Fax: 5-200102
Telex : 62459 OKIHK HX

OKI

ELECTRONIC DEVICES
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Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan
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Super-natural capacitance.

Nature endows every object with

for decades. We achieve it through

surface-mount cases (only 1.6 x

some capacitance. But to equal

intensive R&D programs that begin

3.2 x1.6mm).

the 2.2F capacitance that NEC has

with materials and cover every

packed into its 14cm 3 Supercaps,

phase of design and production.

nature would require 3,100 spheres
the size of planet earth.
Creating large capacitance in
small cases has been NEC's specialty

You can see the results in our

When you need capacitors
with exceptional capabilities,
come to NEC. We think small to

Supercaps. And our chip tantalum

help you think big. For more in-

capacitors that offer ratings up to

formation about our innovative

6.8pF in the industry's smallest

capacitor lineup, call NEC today.

For fast answers, call us at:
USA TeI.1•800 632 3531. TWX 910 319 6985 W Germany Tel -0211-650302. Telex :8589960. The Netherlands Tel
040-445-845 Telex:51923. Sweden Tel08-753-6020. Telex -13839. France Tel:1-3946-9617 Telex 699499.
Italy Tel 026109108 Telex315355, UK Tel0908-691133. Telex:826791. Hong Kong Tel 31559008. Telex 54561
Taiwan Tel 025224192 Telex:22372. Singapore Tel:4819881. Telex 39726. Australia Tel:03-267-6355. Telex 38343
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WORK STATIONS

DEC LETS RISC GENIE OUT OF THE BOTTLE
D

LITTLETON, MASS.

The Maynard, Mass., minicomputigital Equipment Corp. let sail a
er giant has set its sights on becom1/fleet of new products last
ing the leading supplier of technical
month. It announced additions to
work stations, notwithstanding
its big VAX superminicomputer
Sun's entrenched position. In fact,
line, that it would sell aline of persome observers think DEC is alsonal computers built by Tandy
ready No. 2and that Sun is taking
Corp. of Fort Worth, Texas, and
its challenge too lightly.
two work stations. The technical
The RISC machine is very agcommunity pricked up its ears pargressively priced at $11,900. That
ticularly at the work-station antranslates into $850 per mips, connouncements, which included one
sidering that the system delivers
each of DEC's old kind (aVAXsta14-million-instruction/s perfortion) and its new kind.
mance
executing the Dhrystone
The new kind is the first incarnabenchmark. And it's aprice/pertion of DEC's move to reduced-informance ratio that's nothing short
struction-set computing. The DECof "incredible," says Vicki Brown,
station 3100—not to be confused
senior analyst at International
with the new VAXstation 3100,
Data Corp., Framingham, Mass.
which can run under DEC's VMS
By comparison, she says, Sun's
operating system—runs only un- The DICstation 3100, DEC's first RISC machine,
offers an best price/performance ratio is
der Ultrix, the company's version unequaled price/performance ratio of $850/mips.
about $2,700/mips.
of Unix. And it's built around the
At the introductory gala in JanuRISC chips from MIPS Computer Sysperformance ratio for the desktop market
ary, Domenic LaCava, vice president for
tems Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif.
But it also proves that DEC has deckled it
low-end systems, threw down the gauntThe new machine represents amajor
must fight Sun on Sun's own terms with a let before Sun by naming DEC the fastbroadside at work-station market leader
RISC-under-Unix technical strategy, inest-growing work-station vendor around.
Sun Microsystems Inc. of Mountain View,
stead of sticking exclusively to its time- The company, he says, has catapulted to
Calif., offering amajor increase in price/
honored proprietary-architecture strategy.
aspot second only to Sun worldwide.

TECHNICAL INNOVATION
EXPLORING INTO

eprofessional's bench

uume

For years, Nippon Chemi-con has continuously been developing totaly new products to help ininiatunzation, low
cost, high reliability and performance of consumer appli ca -

tion as well as of industrial.
Nippon Chemi-con's products are always rejecting trends
of customers demands.
NIPPON
CHENI-CON

NIPPON CHEMI-CON CORP.

7-8 Yutakacho 2-chome Shinagawa-ku Tok ic. 142. Japan
ftTokyo ( 785)1251 TLX 24618 KEMICDN J

NIPPON CHEMI-CON SALES CORP.

Takanawa Bldg., 14-13, Higashi Gotanda 3-chcme, Shinagawa-ku
Tokyo 141, Japan
itTokyo (448)1251 TLX: 28387 KEMICON J
UNITED CHEMI-CON INC.
9801 West Higgins Road
Rosemont, Illinois 60018, U.S.A.
0(312)696-2000
TLX(230)283557 CHEMICON ROSM
TWX 259102532964
EUROPE CHEMI-CON
(DEUTSCHLAND) GMBH
Trautskirchener Strasse 6, 8500
Nurnberg 80, West Germany
ft(911)326470
TLX(41)(17)9118288 CHEMI D
TTX (2627)9118288 CHEMI D
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SINGAPORE CHEMI-CON (PTE) LTD.
17, Joo Yee Road, Jugong Singapore 2261
0(268)2233 TLX (872 26391 SPOCHM
TAIWAN CHEMI-CON CORP.
7th Floor, Jiing-Lum Track Building No, 415
Sec. 4, Hsin-Yi Road, Taipei, 106
Taiwan, R.O.C.
12(2)709-1795 TLX ( 785)25326 TCCC TPE
ASIA CHEMI-CON LTD.
Room 1007, Harcourt House, 39, Gloucester Rd., Wanchai, Hong Kong
12(5)8650671 TLX (802)81149 ACON HX
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Call for catalog or
ee planning service

,

Kalamazoo Technical Furniture, Inc.
P.O. Box 1165 / Kalamazoo, MI 49005
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he New
Harris Semiconductor
Pioneering technology
that means the sky's
no longer your limit.
III

Space. One of the harshest environments an engineer can

design for. in Here, promises don't count. You need the assurance of proven
reliability from acompany with more experience in harsh environments than
anyone else in the world. The New Harris Semiconductor. II The New
Harris Semiconductor combines the strengths of four technological leaders in
harsh environments— Harris, RCA, GE and Intersil. And together, we have the

expertise and experience to ensure that your systems will stand up to the
toughest assignments. We don't simply screen our products for the challenge
of harsh environments. We design for it. And build it in. 111 No one else
offers as great abreadth of harsh environment products and capabilities. For
the full spectrum of military requirements, including MIL-STD 883C, Standard
Military Drawings, MIL- STD 38510, JAN Class Band Class S.

is

No one

else has acomparable portfolio of radiation-tolerant and radiation-hardened
standard, semicustom, and full custom products for space, tactical and
strategic defense applications. And Harris lets you select from afull range of
rugged technologies, including CMOS and Bipclar—in both bulk and DI— and
GaAs. 111 What's more, we bring these capabilities down to earth with
products for automotive, industrial, telecommunications and military environments. Where conditions are often as challenging as those in space. II
In harsh environments, The New Harris Semiconductor is what your vision
of the future demands. Today. 111 For more information and afree 1989
calendar call, toll-free, 1-800-4- HARRIS, Ext. 1989. ( In Canada,
1-800-344-2444, Ext. 1989.)

HARRIS
SEMICONDUCTOR

NARRIS

RCA

CC

INTERSIL

What your vision of the future demands. Today.
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A Pharaoh
Wants To Live Forever.

Can( T-6
x„Íicî

2500 B.C.

I

Egypt Responds.
in order to raise Khufu's Great Pyramid higher than the rest,
the Egyptians needed more than stone and thousands of
strong backs. It took new tools and inspired design. Building
anew semiconductor test solution is no different. We at LTX
have been responding to monumental test problems with new
ideas since 1976 A.D. Today, all 1400 of us are dedicated to
helping you move mountains of sand. Call us. You'll be
pleased with the response.

LbTX

Responds
LTX Corporation
LTX Park Westwood, Massachusetts 02090 (
617) 461 -1000
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IDC's Brown, who closely tracks the
work-station market, says LaCava's contentions are probably accurate in that
DEC most likely finished 1988 as No. 2in
terms of work stations shipped.
"DEC is sending Sun achallenge that
Sun is not taking seriously enough," she
says. "Sun has become arrogant about its
dominance in work stations. DEC and Sun
will be beating each other up over this new
system, but it's just the first of aseries of
DEC RISC work stations."
For its part. Sun thinks otherwise. "We
think we can beat DEC," says Edward F.
Zander, Sun's vice president for corporate
marketing. "We don't ever underestimate
what DEC, IBM Corp., or Hewlett-Packard
Co. can do in the market," he says, and
"we're not arrogant. But we're confident
and self-assured of our strategy." While he
allows that beating DEC "won't be easy,
because they'll be aggressive," he says
that Sun has acounterthrust of its own.
"We have agreat year planned at Sun.
We'll be there in the front part [of 1989]
with some exciting things."
Also, Zander says, DEC's move to RISC
and a Unix-based operating system
means that "DEC has validated our strategy. We don't have to change strategy;
we just have to keep executing. They're
doing for us what IBM did for the personal computer industry" by making a
strong commitment to RISC.
Use of the MIPS Computer chip set—a
central processor and afloating-point
processor—represents the first fruits of
an affiliation between DEC and MIPS announced last fall [
Electronics, October
1988, p. 30]. DEC terminated its own RISC
development program in favor of the
MIPS liaison, with the idea of getting a
RISC product on the market fast.
AT THU TOP. Donald McInnis, vice president for DEC's Engineering Systems
Group, says that MIPS won out over several other candidates "because we felt
they were one of the top two. They also
had the best lineup of new chip technology in the pipeline, in both CMOS and bipolar emitter-coupled logic."
The other work station announced last
month, the VAXstation 3100, is a $7,950
VAX-based system that runs DEC's VMS
operating system. DEC offers no direct
comparison between its performance and
that of the RISC-based DECstation, but it
does say that the VAXstation 3100 delivers about four times the performance of
the VAXstation 2000.
VMS software itself came in for some
retooling. Version 5.1 includes a new
desktop DECwindows user interface to
more easily integrate VMS products. Finally, the company came out with anew
version of Ultrix Workstation Software,
which also includes DECwindows. The
program is designed to run on all major
DEC work stations, including the new
RISC machine.
-Lawrence Curran
Electronics/ February 1989

MILITARY

RENEWING A RESOURCE: OLD
PARTS SPRING ANEW
WASHINGTON

industry calls them obsolete, or reduced-demand products. The Pentagon
calls them unavailable. Either way, they
are agiant thorn in the side of the defense
community: law-volume electronic components, fabricated in old-line technologies,
The

that are vital to the upkeep of essential military systems but often don't represent
enough of amarket to justify their manufacture. Now there are new solutions to
this problem. For one, Teledyne Semiconductor, aunit of Teledyne Inc., is betting it
can make money manufacturing old lines

MOSIS
•-110111
'.11,11-111NWIFI
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Reduce the Risk of VLSI Design
Prototypes as low as S400 1
Lowest Cost
Since 1981 MOSIS has been providing a prototyping service to IC designers by merging designs onto
multiproject wafer runs.

In the last two years, more than 3,200 prototype designs from commercial firms,

un versities and government agencies have been fabricated through MOSIS on over 100 fabrication runs.
Pay as low as $400 and get enough parts to verify your design,
and getting more parts than you need.

instead of paying $40.000 or more for a run

Use the prototyping runs to develop your own libraries.

With MOSIS'

cost- sharing, you cart afford not to try out /Our ideas on silicon!
Highest Quality
Photomasks are purchased to zero- defect density specifications. Parametric test structures on the wafers are
measured to ensure compliance with vendor process specifications. Standardized yield monitors
measure defect dens.ty.
Wide- Ranging Technologies
MOSIS supports several different technologies and fabricators.

Among them are:

• CMOS double- level metal at 3.0. 1.6 and 1.2 microns from Hewlett-Packard
• CMOS double- level metal at 2.0 microns from VLSI Technology
• CMOS double- level metal with second poly option at 2.0 microns from Orbit for analog designs
Projects can be designed with design rules from either MOSIS. the wafer fabricator or the DoD.

MOSIS also

distributes a library of DoD-developed standred cells ( 3.0. 2.0. and 1.2 microns) to designers interested in
semi- custom design.
Diversified Design Tools
MOSIS Fabrication runs support:

(
3.0. 2.0.

• Fabricator's Tool Sets •

DOD Standard Cell Libraries

• Berkeley Tool Set

GENESIL Designs and Silicon Compiler Systems

•

and 1.2 microns)

For more information. contact Christine Tomovich or Sam Delatorre at ( 213) 822-1511.
The MOSIS Service, 4676 Admiralty Way, Marina dei Rey. California 90292-6695
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Sizing Up
the Earth
in 200 B.C.
Eratosthenes believed the earth was round.
As director of the great library at Alexandria
in Egypt, he decided to go beyond abstract
argument and actually measure it to back
up the argument.
Knowing that the midsummer
noon sun shone straight down
avertical well in Syene far to the
south, he measured the slight
angle of the sun's shadow in Alexandria on the same
Eratosthenes
day. He figured the distance between
the two cities by how long it took acamer to
walk there. Then, with alittle simple geometry,
Eratosthenes came up with fairly accurate
figures for the earth's circumference and
radius. His pioneering measurement made
asignificant impact on history.

Communications Support for 2000 A.D.
Today, Anritsu's pioneering efforts in communications measurement are also paying
off. Anritsu has long been aleader in the
most sophisticated measuring methods, and
continues to reach new levels of accuracy.
The complex technologies behind modern
multiplex techniques, for example, demand
the highest degrees of precision. That's
why carriers and manufacturers alike turn
to Anritsu for the answers when it comes to
accurate measuring and test equipment for
communications.
Anritsu continues the pioneering tradition
in measurement.
MP1601A

5GHz

Pulse Pattern Generator

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION

10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
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The arrays are manufactured by Honfort two years ago to develop aset of gethat it buys from other companies. For anneric device arrays that could be manu- eywell Inc.'s Solid State Division in Coloother, the military itself is shouldering the
rado Springs, Colo., and then shipped to
factured in aVHSIC process and later
task of re-creating the circuit functions usMcClellan, where Gaugler's group "perpersonalized to mimic many devices.
ing up-to-date technology.
sonalizes" them on acustom basis. The
So
far,
his
group
has
produced
two
Thousands of such parts are discontinbipolar array cost $300,000 to develop,
such arrays, which differ from gate arued every year, leaving defense officials
Gaugler says, and each design costs
rays
in
that
they
are
not
arrangements
of
scrambling for away to meet future degates but of devices—capacitors, transis- about $20,000 to $40,000 to engineer; the
mand for seemingly insignificant parts
tors, and resistors—that can be chained TTL array cost $ L5 million to develop,
whose absence can render a $20 million
and nonrecurring engineering costs are
fighter plane impotent. In fiscal 1988 together to build circuits. The first, the
around $30,000 to $50,000. Once the engiBipolar
Device
Array,
can
mimic
60
part
alone, 7,400 of the 1million parts invenneering is done, each part costs only
types in the diode-transistor-logic family.
toried by the Defense Electronic Supply
about $50, and the Air Force can make as
Center in Dayton, Ohio, were discontin- The second, the VHSIC TTL Array, can
mimic hundreds of 5400-family TTL many or as few as it needs.
ued. Hundreds more controlled by the in"It's amatter of spending $30,000 one
parts—many of which are still available.
dividual services suffered asimilar fate.
time and maybe $50 apart for 100 pieces
Making matters worse is the lack of a "But we have to plan ahead," Gaugler
says. "Past solutions were always knee- versus spending millions on aredesign,"
coordinated Defense Department policy
Gaugler says. - To
Naegele
jerk
reactions. This was planned."
for dealing with the problem, says one official at DESC who asked not to be identiINSTRUMENTS
fied. "There's nobody in charge at DOD
who's really pulling all these efforts together," he says.
So DESC—or the Army, Navy, or Air
Force—must decide on its own whether
to buy alifetime supply, re-engineer the
system that uses that component, or try
deal with Sun Microsystems to jointly
REDMOND, WASH.
to find an alternate source for the part.
market the emulator and aSun work staA
n
in-circuit
emulation
package
that
Each approach is risky. It's hard to detertion, along with the associated software
can keep up with today's high-speed
mine how many parts might be needed
to link them. Future product offerings
microprocessors is coming from Applied
over a10-to-20-year system life span. Refrom Applied Microsystems will extend
Microsystems Corp. The new tool should
engineering is expensive, and alternate
the emulator's capabilities to avariety of
make
it
easier
to
integrate
hardware
and
sources aren't always available.
software in system designs—an increas- 8-, 16-, and 32-bit microprocessors.
Teledyne Semiconductor has set up adiAs astand-alone product, the EL3200
ingly difficult chore with processors that
vision expressly to address this problem
can operate in conjunction with work sta[Electronics, December 1988, p. 50]. Tele- run at clock rates as high as 33 MHz,
tions and personal computers running the
circuit emulators can't funcdyne Military and Industrial Logic—Tele- since most inUnix, VMS, and MS DOS operating sysdyne MIL, for short—will find product tion in real time at those speeds.
tems, says Richard Jensen, vice president
The Applied Microsystems tool also
lines that no longer make enough money
of product development for Applied Mimakes it easier to debug software for the
for, say, Motorola Inc. or Texas Instrucrosystems. The unit will sell for around
ments Inc., but could still be run profitably newer microprocessors, which tend to be
$40,000 depending on configuration, and
large
programs
containing
multiple
levin its more streamlined operation. The
will be available in the second quarter for
Mountain View, Calif., firm launched its ef- els of nested routines, where bugs can
evaluation. Production units will be availeasily hide.
fort with the purchase from National Semiable in the third quarter.
PARTNERSHIP WITH SUN. The Redmond
conductor Corp. of the former Fairchild
One key to the EL3200's operation is a
10K emitter-coupled-logic family, and divi- company is teaming up with Sun MicroCMOS application-specific integrated cirsystems Inc., the Mountain View, Calif.,
sion president Mitch Goozé says he's negocuit that integrates all the breakpoint logtiating with virtually every major U. S. ven- work-station maker, to produce the
EL3200 Microprocessor Development ic. The ASIC enables the emulator to evaldor for other lines.
uate anumber of logical conditions and
System, which can do complex logical
HIGHER PRICES? While the defense comperform abreakpoint in real time—adifevaluations of program executions on tarmunity applauds such efforts, some exficult achievement for other emulators.
geted
microprocessors
at
full
speed—up
perts worry that problems and costs inAnother key is the optional overlay
to 33 MHz— without wait states. The tool
volved with transferring the technology
memory. The emulator can use it to rehas an advanced event system that alcan unreasonably raise the prices.
lows the programmer to probe atarget cord events occurring at every location in
"There's always some risk in having
the target memory. This history of events
system's program flow for hidden bugs.
someone else manufacture apart," says
makes it much easier for the programmer
The EL3200 consists of two or three elGary J. Smith, an engineer in the Defense
to trace faults step by step.
ements, depending on configuration. One
Logistics Agency's Production Division.
Before the EL3200 performs breakis abase module, which accepts object
"The environment may be different, and
code downloaded from the software de- points or captures the state of atarget
there may be other problems." For examsystem in real time, the emulator must be
velopment system. It performs all trigple, prices of the parts are likely to rise.
able to make sophisticated logical decigering and breakpoint functions and conBut this after-market approach is limited, because often the military's need for a trols operation of the second element, a sion in real time. To make this possible,
the EL3200 has an advanced event sysprobe module. The probe is located at the
given part is less than 100 chips ayear. In
these cases, the best approach may be to target system and linked to the base mod- tem. It allows the programmer to specify
one or aseries of conditions and look for
ule over ahigh-speed, real-time link. The
re-create the part using more modern
technology, says Gary D. Gaugler, chief initial EL3200 probe is designed for Mo- the occurrence of them during execution
on the target system. The conditions the
torola Inc.'s 68030; probes for other proof advanced technology in the engineerprogrammer can specify include address,
ing division of the Air Logistics Center at cessors will follow. The third element is
data, status, and other outside logicalan optional overlay-memory module.
McClellan Air Force Base, Sacramento,
trigger conditions.
Jonah McLeod
Applied
Microsystems
has
struck
a
Calif. Gaugler founded an Air Force ef-

THE FASTEST MICROPROCESSORS
WON'T FAZE THIS EMULATOR
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INTERACTIVE VIDEO

DVI MAY BE PROGRAMMERS' NEXT GOLD MINE
beta site for the development system, but programmers must master aproprietary
ev elopers of personal computer soft- industry observers agree that it is ahefty windowing system, grasp the use of amiware who missed the brass ring with
charge—around $25,000. The same ob- crocode library of functions for manipuPCs adecade ago may get another chance servers expect amajor production run of lating bit-mapped images, and handle
to code their way to fame and fortune.
boards in April to alleviate the supply
separate data streams for video, audio,
Digital Video Interactive, atechnology problems. Intel may then unbundle its
and graphics.
marrying the PC to full-motion TV-style
board set from the training program, and
But the biggest challenge to software
video, offers virtually virgin territory for could roll out some enhanced authoring developers familiar with personal-comindependent software developers. As In- tools as well.
puter applications lies in anew and virtutel Corp. vice president David House notDVI programming presents asteep
ally uncharted area for most of them: aued at the press conference announcing
learning curve. Among the challenges,
dio and video production, says Dave Ripthe Santa Clara, Calif., company's
ley, Intel's manager of application
purchase of the technology from
market development in Princeton.
General Electric Co. last October,
To surmount the problem of creatDVI is waiting for the application
ing interactive-video applications
software that will spur its market
that rise above the quality and inacceptance in much the same way
terest level of home movies, says
that Lotus Development Corp.'s
Ripley, PC software developers
Lotus 1-2-3 software drove the sucwill be making strategic alliances
cess of IBM Corp.'s original perwith audio-video experts.
sonal computer [
Electronics, No"You need creative people to do
vember 1988, p. 32].
all the aesthetic things that proBy combining more than an hour
grammers in general know very litof video, audio, and graphics on a
tle about," says Peter Wolf, presiCD-ROM disk, DVI serves up an apdent of Red Shark Software, Campetizing menu of opportunities in
bridge, Mass. For example, Wolf's
training, education, and consumer
company has teamed up with
applications. With all this multimeOgilvy & Mather, the New York
dia power to be harnessed, the deadvertising giant, on several DVI
velopment system created by Inapplications, including video-shoptel's DVI operation in Princeton
ping kiosks and amultimedia data
confronts the software developer
base—audio, video, graphics, and
with anew mix of challenges.
text—for the advertising agency's
The development system coninternal use.
sists of a three-board set that
"Ogilvy & Mather is adata-rich
plugs into aPC AT or compatible
company," says Jeffrey Woll, semachine, plus two piggyback diginior vice president for corporate
tizer boards, system software, audevelopment at the agency. "With
thoring tools and developer trainDVI, we can integrate that data,
ing. Besides handling the comprestying the worlds of sight, sound,
sion/decompression and video disand motion together and putting
play functions required just to run
them on the desktop."
aDVI application, the board set inApplications that take maximum
cludes audio- and video-digitizer
advantage of DVI's full-motion, inpiggyback boards.
teractive technology are most likeThe software consists of areally to start with video design contime operating system, an audio/
cepts, which are foreign to provideo data-management system, a
grammers. In one of the most amgraphics library, and amicrocode
bitious pilot projects, the Bank
library for paging support, graphStreet College of Education in New
ics, and video compression and deYork created avideo tour of aMacompression. Among the authoring
yan archaeological site in Mexico.
tools are programs for still-image
Kathleen Wilson, the project direccapture and compression, edit-level
tor, created the conceptual design
motion-video compression and
in a series of cartoonlike story
playback, audio compression, and a
boards that represent single
rich library of microcode developframes of specific video segments.
ment tools.
Intended for 8-to- 14-year-olds,
When Intel purchased the techthe program—which is named afnology, 23 alpha-test sites estabter the site, Palenque—allows stulished by GE/RCA were winding
dents to make avideo exploration
down. Intel has about 20 beta-test
of the ruins and asurrounding rain
sites operating, with 20 more A video tour of aMayan archaeological site includes (top to forest, along with what is in effect
scheduled to start up by April. In- bottom) the surrounding rain forest, the site itself, and a amuseum that exists only on the
tel will not say what it charges a "museum" that exists only on the optical disk.
optical disk. Students browse
PRINCETON, N. J.
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"Do we have to have adifferent supplierfor

TOSHIBA AMERICAS PRINCIPAL ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS • MUS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS: DYNAMIC RAMS - DRAMs, Wdeo RAMs, Memory ModJles. STATIC RAMS - Pseudo/Static SRAMs, High-Speed SRAMs.
NON-VOLATILE MEMORY - El PROMs. EPROMs. OTPs, Mask ROMs. MUS LOGIC ICS - Standard CMOS Logic Series: 4000/4500, 74HC/HCT, 74A0/ACT. New 74BC BiCMOS series. MICROCOMPUTERS - Microcontrollers,
Microprocessors, Micropericheials. Development Support Systems. ASIC - Gate Arrays, Standard Cells, Megacell. rull Custom. SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS - Speech LSls. Telecom Devices. Disk Chips, Graphics Products.
DISCRETE DEVICES AND BIPOLAR ICS: SMALL SIGNAL DEVICES - Transistors, Diodes. POWER DEVICES - Power Transistom, Power MOS FETs, esulated Gate Bipolar Transistors ( IGBT), Giant Transistor (GTR) modules.
Rectifiers, Gate Turn-ON Triyry;tur ( DIO. OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICE - LED Lamps, Displays, Modules, Laser Diodes, Opto Couplers. BIPOLAR ICS - LSIs, Vottage Reguliitors, OP AMPs, Timers, Motor Controllers and IC
Drivers, Interfue Drivers. CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICES - inear Image Sensors. ELECTRON TUBES & DEVICES: ELEC-RON "TUBES - Cathode Ray Tubes, Color Picture Tubes, Color Display Tubes. Monochrome Display

"I've been doing some research. Toshiba may be able
to help:'
"Toshiba? How are they going to get us out
from under all this paperwork?"
"Well, let me put it this way: 95% of the electronics
we need, they make:'
"So, what's the bottom line?"
"lbshiba lets us reduce the costs ofabroad supplier
base, and actually improve quality at the same time:'
"That's the answer I've been lookingfor."
There's no reason to go looking all over the map for components.
Not when aphone call to lbshiba can deliver most, if not all, of the high
quality components you need.
Thanks to lbshiba's CMOS expertise and standardized design and
manufacturing processes, qualification time, money and paperwork
can be dramatically cut by "family quals': And lbshiba is astep ahead
in electron tube and display technology, where R&D efforts are second
to none.
No matter what your systems needs are, Toshiba has probably got
the solution. Whether you make electronic data processing, automotive,
consumer, telecommunications or industrial equipment, lbshiba is
there. The second largest manufacturer of semiconductors in the world,
lbshiba specializes in Memory products including Standard ICs, ASICs,
Logic and Processors. Plus, 'lbshiba also specializes in Display Devices
(LEDs to LCDs and CRB to Monitors). And Discrete Devices including
Opto Couplers and Laser Diodes, all with lbshiba quality designed in.
With Tbshiba's breadth and depth of products, you can feel confident of your supplier. You'll know where you stand on product availability and delivery, and you'll lee all the advantages of asingle, reliable
business relationship with acompany you trust.
lb receive technical literature on any of Toshiba's electronic components, just call 1-800-888-0848 ext. 517 today.
Tbshiba Electronic Components. We're the answer you've been
looking for.

TOSHIBA

TOSHIBA AMERICA,INC.
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BUSINESS SECTOR
Service is our key component.
©1989 Toshiba Arnerica, Inc

HDO-88-011

Tubes MAGNETRONS. MEDICAL TUBES - X-Ray Tubes, Image Intensifier Tubes. MONITORS - Monochrome/Color Monitors and Chassis LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS. OPTICAL DEVICES - Laser Diodes. Fiber Optic Links
(TOSLINK) SAW DEVICES - Filers. Resonators. MAGNETIC MEDIA - BaFe Floppy Disk Media. TOSHIBA AMERICA'S PRINCIPAL ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS • MOS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS: DYNAMIC RAMS - DRAMs.
Video RAMS, Memory Modules. STATIC RAMS - Pseudo/Static SRAMs, High-Speed SRAMs. NON-VOLATILE MEMORY - EEPROMs, EPROMs, OTPs, Mask ROMs. MOS LOGIC ICS - Standard 0/MOS Logic Series
4000/4500, 74HC/HCT, 74AC/ACT New 74BC BiCMCS series. MICROCOMPUTERS - Microcontrollers, Microprocessors, Microperipherals, Development Support Systems ASIC - Gate Arrays. Standard Cells. Megacell, Full
Custom. SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS - Speech LSIs, Telecom Devices, Disk Chips, Graphics Products. DISCRETE DEVICES AND BIPOLAR ICS: SMALL SIGNAL DEVICES - Transistors, Diodes POWER DEVICES - Power
Transistors. Power MOS FETs, Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors ( IGBT). Giant Transistor (GTR) modules. Rectifiers. Gate Turn-Off Thyristor (GTO). OPTOELECTRONIC DEVICES - LED Lamps, Displays, Modules, Laser Diodes.

•••

through the program by making choices
from menus that appear at the top and
the bottom of each screen.
Using DVI's windowing capability, students call particular audiovisual segments from the disk to continue their exploration. They can call up the museum,
for example, to learn more about the artifacts they see lying about in the ruins. In
the museum's rain-forest room, students
can interactively mix sounds in the rain
forest by using the cursor to select photographs of the animal or insect that makes
each sound.
Wilson's production team consisted of
the usual audio-video specialists and programmers along with archaeologists familiar with the site. "To be aproject director, you have to be comfortable putting
your feet in all those camps," she says.
In the most general sense, the programmer's job is threefold: to create a
program architecture that allows the
user to move at will from one program
segment to another; to combine three
data streams—video, audio, and graphics; and to maximize the program's impact by using Intel's library of video-display functions, which manipulate the digitized images from the CD-ROM disk.
30 FRAMES/S. To achieve real-time manipulation of the bit-mapped images, the
function library is stored in microcode on
the DVI plug-in board. Programmers
specify aparticular function and designate what part of the bit-mapped video
frame it is to manipulate. Since the functions are in microcode, execution of complex bit-manipulation operations can be
accomplished at the 30-frame/s speed required for full-motion video.
These microcode routines include
graphics-drawing functions for ellipses,
rounded rectangles, and 10 varieties of
polygons. For color-filling graphics, twodimensional figures can be Gouraudshaded or texture-mapped. Three-dimensional images can be z-buffered or texture-mapped. Images can be processed
for brightness, contrast, tint, and saturation. Special video effects include warp—
in which an image can be wrapped around
a3-d polygon—fade, dissolve, contouring,
solarization, and arbitrary 2-d functions.
Still more microcode creates bitmapped text, including soft fonts and
high-quality, anti-aliased text from outlines. Since input data arrives in avariety
of media—videotape, audio, and still images—Intel has provided for microcoded
format conversions for different pixeldepth formations, color specifications,
and pixel resolutions.
Creating aDVI application can mostly
be done in-house with Intel's development system, except for the highest-quality video compression and disk mastering. After the conceptual design of an application is complete, videotape or other
audio/video media is produced. This vid60

eo-production phase, says Intel's Ripley,
is the most expensive part of the project,
typically costing upwards of $500,000, depending on the application.
The video must be digitized before being manipulated by the DVI development
system. Digitized audio, still photos, or
single video frames can be compressed by
the board set at presentation level—that
is, at sufficiently high quality for use on
the CD-ROM master disk that will be used
to manufacture production disks. To
achieve the full 120: 1compression that is
DVI's key technology for producing fullmotion video, users must send their videotape to Intel for processing. The development system is capable, however, of

real-time compression at a25: 1ratio,
which Intel calls edit-level video. Although edit-level video exhibits jerkiness
and other deficiencies, it is adequate for
the development cycle. Presentation-level
full-motion video from Intel is the last
step before final test and mastering.
The video digitizer piggybacks onto the
standard DVI video board and accepts
NTSC video signals. Developers can then
superimpose graphics atop the NTSC input. Because the data is written into video random-access memory, it can be displayed on screen immediately. The audio
digitizer can handle two audio channels
and piggybacks onto the standard DVI
audio board.
Jack Shandle

CONSUMER

THE GRAY MARKET IS OPEN
FOR DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE
associated with American International
Audio Video, also of Trenton, which imtion of play/record consumer digital- ports the hard-to-get DAT gear for the
audio-tape units still blocked by political
U. S. professional and government marand copyright issues, gray-market imkets, and for mail-order consumer sales.
porters are gearing up to capitalize on the
Through last September, American Insituation. The result could be wider retail
ternational had sold about 600 DAT maavailability for DAT player/recorders in
chines in all, primarily to studios and to
the U. S., despite objections from the re- government agencies, including the Decording industry.
partment of Defense, Gurien says. And
The most visible player is DAT/USA In- when it became evident that major Japaternational of Trenton, N. J., which says
nese consumer electronics vendors were
it expects to deliver at least 5,000 DAT not going to export DAT products to the
machines into the U. S. market between
U. S. during this year's first half, "we da
now and June. And the
cided to get more sen number "could be closous," he says.
er to 10,000," says Na- Startup DAT/USA plans
DAT/USA was out to
thaniel Gurien, manag- to ship 5,000 to 10,000 drum up business at
ing director. What's
last month's Winter
DAT players by June
more, the firm is unperConsumer Electronics
turbed by the possibiliShow in Las Vegas. The
ty of legal action by the
New Jersey importer
Recording Industry Association of Amer- offers portable and home play/record
ica, which has threatened to sue anyone
DAT decks from 13 foreign manufacturwho introduces play/record DAT ma- ers, including big names like JVC, Panachines in the U. S. "The chances of the
sonic, Sharp, and Sony. And Gurien conRIAA obtaining apreliminary injunction
tends that DAT/USA has put together a
against us are small," Gurien says.
package that overcomes past retailer obThe RIAA contends that sales of high- jections to gray-market DAT gear. It ofquality DAT recorders here could spawn
fers marketing advice, retail orientation,
widespread unauthorized pirating of preand sales-training seminars. It also delivrecorded records, analog tapes, and com- ers its products with the step-down power
pact disks. But the group is taking a converter needed for the U. S. market.
"wait-and-see attitude," says Hilary Ra The price at retail is still high—$2,000 to
sen, RIAA's vice president for govern- $4,000. But DAT/USA says Japanese venment relations in Washington, D. C. " I dors are now introducing lower-priced,
couldn't really say whether we would or third-generation DAT machines for their
wouldn't [take legal action]," Rosen says;
marketplace.
but if DAT/USA sells the kind of DAT
DAT/USA has so far signed up afew
volume that Gurien is talking about,
East Coast dealers. Discorama, aNew
"we'll pay attention to them."
York audio retailer, is already selling
The company was formed last NovemDAT machines supplied by DAT/USA,
ber to import and distribute DAT hardGurien says. And the company says it's
ware and supplies to U. S. audio stores
currently negotiating with several refor sale to the retail market. DAT/USA is
gional chains.
-Wesley R. Iversen

LAS VEGAS
With the U. S. mass-market introduc-
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In 1989, the Netherlands will be
one of thefirst European countries
to substantially open up its telecommunications equipment and
services market—aresponse to deregulation and market conditions,
globalization, and telematics progress. The Dutch telecommunications
equipment market is projected to
reach nearly $800 million by 1990,
while the European-wide marketfor
equipment and services could exceed $50 billion.
Holland has ensured that its
infrastructure—including PTT
Nederland which will become aprivate company January 1without
regulatory responsibilities—will be
able to handle not only today basic
speech, text and data exchanges,
but tomorrovs needs for fast total
digitalization, mobile and other new
value-added services.
Here are some examples ofDutch
developments in advanced telecommunications services that will be
available to consumers, industry
and governments.

4 ISDN Picture Phone—Since 1983,

the Dutch have been helping to define the
operational standards, compatible with both
CCITT and CEPT, for aworldwide small
band ISDN videophone terminal. This international effort is being coordinated by
the PIT Dr. Neher Laboratories and foresees low-priced picture phones for office
and home use in 1992. High-quality mov-

network. Access by X.25 protocol will be
available soon. Amsterdam is also developing ateleport.
'fransportation Databases—Astandard IBM SNA system with videotext is
providing more than 1,500 subscribers
throughout Europe with cost savings and
real-time information about space availability, type of cargo handled, destinations, departure and arrival times for trucks, trains,
ships and airplanes throughout Holland.
Called llanspotel, this Dutch database service has expanded through franchising to
the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Belgium,
Austria, France, Germany and Scandinavia, and soon will extend to Italy and
Denmark.
mg pictures accompanied by high- quality
voice are transmitted over a64kbit/second
network. The bit rate is achieved by data
compression techniques that eliminate redundant information using ahybrid method
combining DPCM- and transform-coding.
Encryption will ensure privacy lb enhance
apossible videophone service, high quality videotext images can be transmitted
with the same equipment.
Teleports—Designed jointly by
Rotterdam's municipal authorities and its
business community, the teleport uses the
International 'Pransport Information System
(INTIS) for the electronic exchange of standardized messages between shippers and
suppliers of all modes of transportation.
Shippers and freight forwarders already access the network to send shipping instructions to deep-sea carriers and liner agents.
They, in turn, communicate electronically
with container terminals. Both PCs and
mainframes, equipped with a3780 emulator and aV22bis modem, can access the

In addition, Holland is amajor manufacturing location not only for N.V. Philips's data communications products, but
also for Alcatel, N.V., which builds and markets its System 12 for small and mediumsized firms; for Swedish multinational LM.
Ericsson, which manufactures telephones
for the Dutch PTT and other telecommunications equipment; for West German multinational Siemens, which produces data
communications products; and for the
AT&T! Philips joint venture, which is building anew generation PBX.
Further, three technology universities— at Delft, 1Wente and Eindhoven
—and more than 100 technical institutes
along with the Netherlands Organization
for Applied Scientific Research (TNO) and
major software houses assist companies,
regardless of location, with research and
development from defining systems needs
to designing networks to building prototypes or writing code.

Netherlands Foreign Investment Agency
NEW YORK ( 212) 246 1434 •

SAN FRANCISCO ( 415) 981-1468 •

LOS ANGELES ( 213) 477 8288 •

OTTAWA ( 613) 237-5030

This material is published by Gavin Anderson aCompany, which is registered as or agent of the Government of he Netherlands. It is filed with the Department of Justice,
where the required registration statement is available for public inspectes. Registration does not indicate approval of the contents by the United States Government.
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The totally integrated radiation hard solution

1750 Rad Hard System
and it's available from

Marconi
Proven Radiation Hard
Silicon on Sapphire ( SOS)
TCTAL DOSE 3X 10° RAD ( Si)
El TRANSIENT > 2X 10 1°RAD ( Si)
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MEM3RIES - 1K TO 64K SRAMS
D LOGIC - SSI/MSI FUNCTIONS
El DATA BUS- MIL STD 1553
Marconi Electronic Devices MIL STD - 1750A
Microprocessor, MAS281 provides the core for a
complete microcomputer system for military and
space applications. It is fully supported by standard
peripheral products. All Marconi 1750A products
will be released to MIL STD 883C Class Band Class
Splus ESA9000 standards.
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Marconi Electronic Devices Ltd

Electronic Devices
Marconi Electronic Devices Inc
45 Davids Drive, Hauppauge,

Marconi Elec•ronic Devices,
2Rue Henri -1Prgson

Lincoln LN6 3LF England

New York 11788 USA
Tel 516 231 771C

Tel 0522 500500 Telex 56380
Fax 0522 500550

Telex 275801
Fax 516 231 7923

92600 Asnieres, France
Tel. ( 1) 4733 51 45
Telex 61285C

Integrated Circuit Division,
Doddington Road,

Fax ( 1) 4733 11 31

Marconi Elektronik,
Landeberger Strasse 65 D8034,
Germermg, West Germany
Tel 49 898 49360
Telex 5212642
Fax 49 898 419142
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Generations from now, when today's state-of-the-art
fighting systems have taken their place in armament
GENERAL DYNAMeS LAND SYSIEMS

Our power supply
is built to
outlast the tank.

history books, today's Abbott power supplies will still
be operating reliably.
Outfitted for Enhanced Reliability, for example, our
new 60 Watt triple-output switching DC- DC converter
achieves an MTBF rating up to 600,000 hours; more than
68 years. A single-output model is rated even longer *
Yet this compact package is fully self contained. It meets
the tough EMI limits of MIL-STD-461C. And the punishing
environmental specs of MIL-STD- 810C and MIL-S-901C.
While the BC60 is brand new, this is no " developmental'
power supply. Its topology is identical to our field proven
BC100 and BC200 models. Its design integrity is verified
through rigorous ESS testing.
We're delivering power supplies for projects critical to
America's defense, including MILSTAR, the EH101
copter, the TOW missile, INEWS and the F/A-18 Hornet.
For acopy of our 1988 Military Power Supply Product
Guide, write us at 2721 S. La Cienega Boulevard, Los
Angeles, CA 90034. (800) 556-1234 XT9; CA (800)
•MTBF FIGURES CALCULATED PER MILLIDBK-217E GAOL ND
441-2345 XT9.
Versatile new 60 Watt switcher
measures 5x4x 1.5 inches. Provides
outputs of 5, 12, 15, 24 or 28 Vdc, from
inputs of 18 to 36 Vdc. Operating temperature from — 55°C to + 100°C.
Overvoltage protection & short circuit
protection standard.
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WASHINGTON INSIDER
EQUIPMENT MAKERS ARE ASKED TO STIMULATE U. S. DRAM PRODUCTION...
The American Electronics Association wants to get systems houses to prod
U. S. chip makers back into the dynamic random-access- memory business. So by next month, the AEA will produce a model request for proposals
that spells out ways the equipment makers can sweeten the pie by sharing
the chip makers' burden of investment and risk. " We'll send the RFP to
systems companies, and then they can modify it or whatever and send it off to
potential producers," says William K. Krist, vice president for international
trade affairs at the AEA in Washington. " The systems companies want
increased U. S.- based DRAM production—we're still in a period of real shortage." U. S. companies were forced out of the DRAM business in the mid1980s, when foreign competitors started dumping the devices on the market
below cost. But Krist says the government won't let that happen again and
that systems companies, hungry for a broader supplier base, " may be interested in assured- purchase agreements or some other type of risk sharing.
What you have here is the customer crying out for more production, and they
are willing to help pay for it."
D

... AND, WITH CHIP MAKERS, MAY HAVE A NEW SOLUTION FOR PRICING

A

fter more than six months of debate between systems houses and chip
makers over how to change the fair- market-value pricing system used by
the Commerce Department to guard against dumping by Japanese DRAM
producers, the two groups are starting to see eye to eye. The Semiconductor
Industry Association and the American Electronics Association are expected
to jointly recommend that the government change the way it determines fairmarket value for new generations of products, for which prices can fluctuate
wildly during the early months of production. Systems producers have been
concerned that when 4-Mbit DRAMs become available, unpredictable price
changes might cause the Commerce Department to penalize their suppliers,
thereby affecting availability. Sources familiar with the SIA-AEA discussions
say the groups will soon give the Commerce Department a new formula that
takes into account yield fluctuations and production- line down time, along with
the R&D and depreciation costs previously included, as problems associated
with bringing up new technologies. Says an SIA insider: " This would be a
more deliberate method of spreading out startup costs."
D

WILL CONGRESS TAKE ON SOME RISK IN HDTV GAMBLE?
The U. S. electronics industry has been pushing Congress for the last eight
months to support a federally aided drive to regain a share of the worldwide consumer electronics market, but so far it has been able to attract only
modest support. The reason? " The TV industry—the electronics industry—
hasn't come together," says one congressional aide familiar with the issue.
Now that could be changing. The American Electronics Association has rallied
the financial support of 20 member companies to develop a business plan for
afederally aided, for-profit HDTV company. On the roster are such industry giants as AT&T, Digital Equipment, Hewlett-Packard, and IBM, among others.
The plan, which will be developed by an outside contractor, should be
completed by March, says AEA vice president Pat Hill Hubbard. But it won't
focus solely on technology. " The technology question is not the biggest
hurdle in this thing," Hubbard says. " The problem is reducing the level of risk
so that investment [ in HDTV] makes sense." That means some comb nation of
loan guarantees, tax credits, antitrust waivers, and direct federal aid will be at
the heart of the proposal. And the companies want something more: " Unless
there is an assurance that the government would enforce its antidumping
laws," says Hubbard, " these companies aren't interested."
Electronics/ February 1989
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WASHINGTON INSIDER
WILL THE LAST MAJOR U. S. WAFER MAKER SLIP INTO FOREIGN HANDS?

S

emiconductor industry insiders are up in arms after an interagency government panel, the Committee on Foreign Investment in the U. S., cleared the
way for Monsanto Co. to sell its Electronic Materials Division in Palo Alto
Calif., to aWest German chemicals concern, HueIs AG. The division is the las:
major independent manufacturer of silicon wafers in the U. S. owned by an
American firm, and the sale " is a darned shame," says Charles Sporck,
president of National Semiconductor Corp. Officials at Sematech, the government- industry chip consortium, say they view the deal " with alarm." But
Monsarto, of St. Louis, Mo., which has been trying to sell the division for the
last year, says it had little choice. " No other viable offers were made," says
Joseph F. Dennin, Monsanto's Washington attorney. " We don't believe there
were any established firms out there that had guaranteed financing" or would
offer indemnities against possible future claims on the division for environmental damage, which Monsanto was seeking. Monsanto did get three offers from
U. S. companies, says Denin, but " they were all leveraged- buyout-type
deals—plus one required a government guarantee and one was conditioned
on closing one of our plants. They weren't stable." The issue is still alive because the council's decision is just a recommendation. The final decision rests
with President Bush.
El

REGULATING DOD CONSULTANTS: HOW MUCH DISCLOSURE IS ENOUGH?
The Office of Federal Procurement Policy proposed new rules late last
month regulating consultants who do business with either the government
or its prime contractors—but Congress is already complaining that the regulations are not strict enough. The proposed rules require consultants to disclose only foreign clients, not domestic ones. Congressional critics complain
that such a policy leaves gaping the very loophole that the OFPP was told to
seal—a consultant's ability to work for two competing contractors at once and
thereby obtain sensitive bidding information that can make or break a bidder.
Sen. David Pryor ( D-Ark.), who has campaigned for regulating consultants for
more than adecade, didn't even wait for the OFPP to release its rules. He has
promised to reintroduce a measure that would force consultants to divulge all
current and former clients, as well as details of the nature of the work
performed for them. His push for the bill last fall failed, surviving only as an
amendment to the 1989 Defense Authorization bill that directed the OFPP to
come up with its regulatory solution.

AEROSPACE GROUP PLANS A ' KEY TECHNOLOGIES' DATA BASE
The Aerospace Industries Association plans an on-line data base on leading-edge research efforts in such high-technology areas as artificial intelligence and ultra- reliable electronics. " We'll build a data base of accessible information on what's going on: who's doing what and how much money is
being spent," says Dick Hartke, director of technology programs at the
Washington- based industry group. One important ingredient will be road maps
for developing the " key technologies for the 1990s," an ambitious effort on
which tasks forces of the aerospace group are working. Besides these road
maps, the data base, tentatively called the National Center for Advanced
Technology, will include information about which companies and laboratories
are involved in particular research-and-development topics, and which companies and government agencies are ir the market for those technologies. It
will also try to include other technology data bases, such as those offered by
the Strategic Defense Initiative Organization and several state governments,
including those of New Mexico, New York, and Ohio. It will take about a year
to get the data base up and running.
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NEED AN
IMAGING
BOARD FOR
THE IBM BUS?
WE'VE
GOT IT!
FROM $ 695 TO $ 4995, THERE'S A VIDEO DIGITIZER TO SUIT YOUR
NEEDS IN OUR PRODUCT LINE.
Since 1983 Coreco has been supplying
OEMs and end users with imaging boards
on the cutting- edge of technology.
Innovation and originality mark the approach
of our team of engineers: all our boards

feature real-time image digitization. We
have a model for every resolution and
processing power need. Our prices are
competitive and we support you with more
software than you ever dreamed of.
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6969 Trans- Canada Highway
Unit 113, Saint-Laurent, Quebec, Canada
H4T 1V8

wurTOTA
Switch
What is a TOTAL SWITCH? It's
what you get only from
AUGAT ALCOSWITCH. You
don't just buy a switch, you
buy a Company! Product
variety, SPC quality, JIT
delivery and Customer service
are the beginning of the
TOTAL SWITCH story.
We have the switches you
need, when you need them.
With over 250 Distributor locations worldwide, offering more
than 7,500 stock items.
The Industry's best selection
of Surface Mounted
Switches. . DIP's,Toggles,
Pushbuttons and Slide
switches to meet your
exacting application and
processing requirements!
Auto- insertable, IR
solderable, tape & reel
packaged . we do it all.
But don't just take our word
for it; request a free sample,
put it to the test, and see for
yourself why AUGAT
ALCOSWITCH is setting the

Call

me

immediately
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standards that others are
trying to follow.
You can FAX us for information any workday from 8 AM
to 6 PM EST, on our nickel.
(except within MA) Dial
1-800-533-2526. Include your
Company letterhead,
addressed to Customer
Service.

AUGAT ®11LECIGINITCHe
Quality and Innouadon

1551 Osgood Street,
North Andover, MA 01845 U.S.A.
Tel: (617) 685-4371, Telex: 275423,
Fax: (617) 686-9545

AUGAT ALCOSWITCH . Your
Total Switch Supplier, providing
Quality switch products,
Prompt professional service
and Competitive pricing since
1959. Your one stop shop for
switches.

Send

literature

only
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PACIFIC RIM TRENDS
PITT REPORTS DRAMATIC ADVANCES IN OPTICAL DATA TRANSMISSION

Researchers
the

at Nippon Telegraph & Telephone Corp. say they are well on
way toward a hotly contested goal: the development of many of the
basic technologies needed for coherent optical communications systems.
Such systems will use parallel transmission of multiple data streams in the
same fiber, giving greater capacity than is possible by merely increasing the
speed of a single data stream. Among the NT1- developments is a monolithic
array of 20 distributed-feedback laser diodes, each operating at a differnt
frequency. The pitch of the frequency-determining grating of each diode is
generated by electron- beam lithography and replicated by synchrotron radiation lithography. Also notable are a periodic-filter demultiplexer with a tunable
optical waveguide, and a completely optical synchronization circuit for exchanges. NTT has demonstrated a system with eight channels of 400 Mbits/s
each —twice the capacity of the fastest system now in use, 1.6 Gbits/s. D

A NEW JAPANESE CONSORTIUM PLANS TO DEVELOP FUZZY COMPUTERS

A

governmert-industry consortium led by the Ministry of International Trade &
Industry will set up an institute for research and development of fuzzy computers, the stili-theoretical machines that go beyond simple " yes" and " no" answers to add a " maybe." The Yokohama institute, to be called Laboratory for International Fuzzy Engineering Research, will cooperate with government laboratories, academia, and foreign research organizations. Its goal is no less than the
fabrication of acomputer for fuzzy-logic applications. The estimated six-year budget of $37 mill on will come from some 40 companies, including three affiliates of
non-Japanese firms—Yamatake-Honeywell, Nippon Thomson, and Fuji Xerox.
Japanese members include Hitachi, Toshiba, Toyota, and Yamaichi Securities. D

IBM AND DEC IN JAPAN GET A FOOTHOLD WITH NTT- SPONSORED PROJECT

There

have been complaints from the U. S. that Japan's Nippon Telegraph &

1Telephone Corp. isn't trying hard enough to increase its purchases from

Yankee vendors. Now Nn has enlisted two Japanese subsidiaries of giant
U. S. companies to work with three Japanese counterparts on a multivendor
systems -integration architecture that should put them on equal footing as suppliers with NTT's three traditional computer vendors—Fujitsu, Hitachi, and
NEC. The pair, IBM Japan Ltd. and Nihon Digital Equipment Corp., and the
three Japanese suppliers will do the work for NTT Data Communications Systems Corp. of Tokyo. Recently spun out of NTT, it is Japan's largest computer
buyer and largest integrator of on-line systems. The two-year project has three
major goals. First is development of an application interface that includes
common system calls, data format, programming languages, and data- baseaccess languages. Second is creation of an interface between systems that
includes a data-transfer format, channel interface, and open-systems protocols. And third is development of a man- machine interface that includes a display layout, command language, and icons.
III

NEC PUSHES EUROPEAN CHIP PRODUCTION AS 1992 LOOMS

The

time remaining until the 1992 launch of a European Community tree of
internal barriers is growing short, so Tokyo- based NEC Corp. is accelerating the transfer of semiconductor production to . ts plants in the UK. For example, the company is considering making microcomputers at NEC Semiconductors UK in Livingston, Scotland, which now fabricates 256-Kbit and 1-Mbit
dynamic random-access memories. The Scottish firm is the only Japanese
operation in Europe that has a wafer-fabrication facility. NEC is also considering making application-specific integrated circuits and logic ICs at this plant. D
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If this is how you see
LEDs,the ad is over.
The popular myth goes something like this: An LED, is an LED, is an LED?' Or: " If
you've seen one, you've seen them all." And of course: "LEDs? They're commodity products?'
Notions we at Dialight, steadfastly reject. And once you're familiar with our products,
you'll know why.
Take our Circuit Board Indicators. Single or multiple discretes aligned in asturdy
plastic housing, complete with their own current limiting resistor. The entire assembly
polarity-keyed to guarantee correct insertion.
Each unit is 100% tested—ready to insert for wave soldering. No leads to bend, trim, or
break. No time wasted fumbling with discretes.
Dialight pioneered the concept more than fifteen years ago to satisfy the OEM need for
fast and reliable circuit board installation of LEDs. And we've been
perfecting it ever since. Developing hundreds of standard and custom
designs. A heritage of technological advance you can see in our new
super- bright gallium aluminum arsenide units.
All meticulously engineered with the understanding
that the failure of a "jelly bean product" can cost thousands
in end-user downtime, and who-knows- what in
customer loyalty.
The same understanding might bring
you to call 201-223-9400, or write Dialight
Corporation, 1913 Atlantic Ave., Manasquan,
NJ 08736, and ask for our catalog or a
product sample. At the very least, it's brought
you to the real end of our ad.

DIALIGHTCORPORATION

A Cambridge Electronic Industries Company

Engineering is the only commodity we sell.
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EUROPEAN OBSERVER
EUROPEANS HAMMER OUT THE FINANCIAL DETAILS FOR JESSI
J essi is shaping up, at least fi nanc i
a ll y. A proposed

$ 7.6 billion budget calls

for dividing the Joint European Submicron Silicon Initiative into four subprograms. An applications subprogram will get 34% of the funding, mostly for
computer-aided-design tools. Chip technology will account for 29%, with the
emphasis on CMOS memories, logic circuits. and production engineering.
About 15% will go for the materials and equipment subprogram, which will
stress lithographic apparatus and systems like ion implanters, plus work on
testing and clean-room engineering. The remaining 22% will be spent on
research aimed at improved design methods, process integration, new manufacturing techniques, and modeling and simulation. The Jessi budget was
thrashed out by some 60 experts from 30 corporations and institutions,
representing the six European countries involved so far in the eight-year program—Belgium, France, Italy, the Netherlands, the UK, and West Germany
[Electronics, September 1988, p. 52]. Jessi officials expect government approval to come soon enough so that work can start by mid- 1989.

ANOTHER ALLIANCE:SIEMENS BUYS MAJORITY SHARES IN FRANCE '
S IN 2

A nother

strand is being added t
o th e

we b of

mergers,

acquisitions,

alli-

ances, and joint ventures that Europe's electronics industry is weaving.
France's Intertechnique SA is accepting an offer from West Germany's Siemens AG to acquire a majority interest in Intertechnique's affiliate IN2 for an
undisclosed price. Paris- based IN2 makes small and medium-size personalcomputer and minicomputer systems. For Siemens, the majority acquisition
means an expansion of one of its core businesses, the $5.5 billion Data and
Information Technology sector. It also means a return to the French computer
market, 14 years after the breakup of the ill-fated French-German- Dutch
Unidata computer combine.

INTERMETALL'
S NEW AUDIO CHIP SET LURES A MAJOR U.S.CARMAKER

A new

three-chip set for audio appli ca ti ons i
s

hardly out of development at

M ITT Semiconductors Group, but one major user has already grabbed it. ITT
says a U. S. auto and auto- radio manufacturer has signed up to buy the chip
set from Intermetall GmbH in Freiburg, West Germany, the group's lead
house. It won't identify the client, but industry sources speculate it's Chrysler.
The carmaker is committed to deliveries in " seven-digit numbers a year for
several years," according to Intermetall. The chips were announced in November at the Electronica Components Show in Munich; they will go into
volume production this year. The three VLSI ci'cuits cover all signal- processing functions in both the radio-frequency and the audio-frequency ranges.

THIS AGC AMP CAN KEEP UP WITH 2.5- GBIT/S OPTICAL-FIBER SYSTEMS

Researchers

with their eyes on Euro pe '
s

data-transmission

next

generation

of

optical-fiber

systems have developed a linear automatic-gain-control
amplifier on one chip that operates at up to 3 gigabits/s--fast enough to handle the 2.5-Gbit/s transmission rate of the fiber systems. The bipolar silicon
circuit also features a dynamic range up to 40 dB and a maximum gain of 40
dB. The developers say no other such single-chip silicon amp combines as
high an operating speed with so large a dynam c range. The combination of a
conservative 2-µ,m process and the single-chip architecture will make the device inexpensive and easy to use, according to the developers, Hans-Martin
Rein and Reinhard Reimann at the Ruhr University in Bochum, West Germany.
The pair have a good track record in producing real-world designs, so there's
a good chance the amp will become a commercial product.
Electronics / February 1989
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ADVANTEST
Spectrum
analyzers
deliver
on-the-mark
signal-analysis
accuracy.

At ADVANTEST, the goal is to develop and deliver
spectrum analyzers as general tools for measuring virtually
any quantity or phenomenon that can be viewed in the
frequency domain. The key to high spectrum purity is
in-house developed YIG ( yttrium- iron-garnet) technology.
And ADVANTEST spectrum analyzers offer much more
than just spectrum analysis. They feature such convenient
functions as frequency counting, direct-reading field
strength measurement, interference noise measurement,
occupied uandwidth measurement, and automatic measurement of adjacent channel leakage power. The use of a
built-in tracking generator enables wide-dynamic-range
measurement of the frequency response of filters and
amplifiers. In addition, phase and group delay measurements provide not only highly accurate data, but enable
amultifaceted approach to the measurement task as well,
thereby improving the reliability of measurement results.
The bottom line for the user is a powerful arsenal of
frequency-analysis tools that provide the right answers,
in ahighly usable form.

R3261/3361 Series
3.6GHz Spectrum Analyzer
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R4131 Series
3.5GHz Spectrum Analyzer

ADVANTEST®
ADVANTEST CORPORATION

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

Shinjuku-NS Building, 4-1, Nishi-Shinjuku 2-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 163, Japan
Phone :( 03)342-7500

Facsimile:(03)342-7410

300 Knightsbridge Parkway. Lincolnshire, IL 60069, U.S.A.

Telex:232-4914 ADVAN J

Phone:(312)634-2552 Facsimile:(312)634-2872

Advantest UK Limited CI Tower, St. Georges Square, High Street, New Malden, Surrey, KT3 4HH, U.K. Phone:(01)336-1606 Facsimile:(01)336-1657
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AGIANT LEAP
FOR SIMULATION

U

or board or system—not down to
ncle Sam is known for How Mentor and other vendors
the precise arrangement and gesetting forth technical
ometry of the transistors and othof CAE tools are pulling
mandates that commerer components, but to build afunccial equipment vendors
system builders toward the
tionally identical circuit. Such dublithely ignore or craftily
plication might even be done, givcircumvent. This they do by claimVHDL age of product design
en the right tools, without
ing to meet the spirit of the manengineers reading asingle line of
date without actually meeting the
the VHDL code handed them by
precise intent, as in the case of the
the DOD. They would simply load
computer language Ada. But there
the VHDL file onto their systems
are unmistakable signs now that
and use the systems to interpret
the recently established Very
the code and implement adesign.
High Speed Integrated Circuits
The fast-rising success of VHDL
program's Hardware Description
can be attributed in part to the hisLanguage requirement will enjoy
tory of its standardization. Unlike
ahappier history. The U. S. DeAda, VHDL was developed with expartment of Defense, after develtensive industry involvement as an
oping the language under the ausInstitute of Electrical and Elecpices of the VHSIC program, has
tronic Engineers standard, IEEEasked that all electronic designs
1076-1987, for architectural-level
for government contracts be subsimulation. Thus the IEEE has
mitted not just in silicon and brassbacked it as the best choice for a
boards but as abstract expressions
lingua franca for design.
coded in VHDL.
In apractical sense, VHDL's sucThe success of VHDL has process depends heavily on the supfound implications for the way
port of major vendors of CAE syssystems will be designed in the
tems for electronic design. Now,
near future. Hardware designers
Mentor Graphics Corp. of Beavermay chafe at the prospect of havton, Ore.—arguably the most iming to learn to write code—to write
portant vendor of such systems,
software that expresses the funcwith its installed base and markettions of the hardware they are
ing prowess—has introduced afull
working on. But once they do, they
VHDL simulator, forcing competiwill be able to design better systors to follow its lead (see p. 77).
tems, and design them faster.
Mentor is not the first to make its
lation, thanks to the behavioral-level
Most notably, they will be able to use
VHDL strategy known, however. Other
descriptions written in VHDL.
acomputer-aided-engineering system
vendors of CAE systems and software,
But design creativity wasn't foreto experiment with design ideas at an
such as Gateway Design Automation
architectural level, and to see the re- most in the minds of the Pentagon
Corp. of Lowell, Mass. (see p. 80), are
sults of their explorations immediately brass who launched the VHDL push.
in simulation. No longer will they have The DOD is awell-known stickler for attempting to accommodate the DOD
to wait until detailed gate-level designs documentation, and the demand for mandate. Gateway Design and others
are done to get practical simulation re- VHDL is an outgrowth of the desire for have developed or are working on
sults; no longer will they have to wait more precise documentation. VHDL is a translation software that converts code
written in their existing simulation lanuntil it's too late to go back and change highly formalized way to describe and
guages to and from VHDL. These comfundamental decisions about a sys- document electronic circuitry, and once
panies are supporting VHDL subsets
tem's overall architecture without acircuit is so described, the theory is
initially, and plan to move to the full
great expense and loss of time. The tru- that the DOD can go to any vendor and
specification later. In addition, vendors
ly creative part of design, the part have it successfully duplicate the chip
of hardware accelerators for simulathat's done at ahigh level of abstraction and logic-synthesis tools are develby Jonah McLeod
tion, will get direct support from simuElectronics/ February 1989
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SIMULATORS ARE SELLING FAST
600

WORLDWIDE SIMULATOR SALES

oping software that allows their products to operate with subsets of VHDL.
This ground swell of support for
VHDL is reflected in market projections for simulators into the 1990s.
"There is awhole new generation of
design-automation tools becoming
available to inject new life into the market in the next decade," says Victoria
Hinder, vice president of research at
the Technology Research Group market analysts in Boston. She points to
tools for architectural-level simulation,
as well as logic synthesis and simulators with analog and digital capability.
The simulation market in 1989 will be
worth $291 million, says Hinder. It will
grow 32% in 1990; growth of over 20%
is expected to continue in 1991 and
1992, pushing the market up to some
$587 million. Both the growth and dollar volume testify to the vitality and
importance of what is largely asoftware-only market.
"Thanks to sub-1.2-11m CMOS process
technology, it is possible to build application-specific chips with capacities of
up to 200,000 gates," declares James
Koford, vice president of CAD at LS!
Logic Corp. in Milpitas, Calif. The problem is that designing such alarge system with the gate-level design tools
currently available is simply not practical. That's why architectural-level simulators such as Verilog from Gateway
Design have become popular.
BLOCKS OF FUNCTION. This type of simulation enables the designer to work at
ahigher level of design complexity in a
simulation environment. For example,
at the architectural level, adesigner
might describe (in VHDL or Verilog, for
example) acomputer system with a
central processor, memory system, and
associated peripherals. The design is
represented as major blocks linked by
buses and signal-flow paths.
With VHDL, these blocks are represented by high-level-language descriptions of what happens at the block's inputs and outputs. Many design-tradeoff decisions about the system's complexity, function, cost, and performance are typically thrashed out at
much expense in time and effort during
low-level hardware design. But with
high-level simulations, these decisions
can be considered intelligently early in
the design cycle when making major
changes has minimal impact on system
cost and time to market.
In addition, aVHDL model is an unambiguous specification of the system
that can be communicated among a
number of different vendors. It is a
common language in which to conduct
business, away that adesign team can
communicate with an ASIC vendor or
board-layout people. Moreover, VHDL
will ensure that systems developed to-
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day are as well understood in the future as they are in the present. This is
an important characteristic for government contracts for systems that may
have 10-to-20-year life expectancies.
Beneath the system-level description
are descriptions of elements or subsystems within the larger system. Today,
the designer can define these elements
at the behavioral level using hardware
modeling languages or off-the-shelf
models from independent model ven-

Architectural- level simulators
make it practical to design
ASICs of over 100,000 gates

dors. At the next level in the design hierarchy are register-transfer descriptions of elements within subsystems.
These elements are divided further into
logic- or gate-level descriptions and the
gates are further broken down into
transistor-level implementations.
Some gate-level simulators already
offer simulation capability operating at
other levels, such as the register-transfer level, or the ability to accommodate
higher-level models of complex subsystem components. Companies such as
Gateway and Zycad Corp. of St. Paul,
Minn., offer architectural-level simulators, but their simulators do not support VHDL directly.
To forward their own marketing
plans, suppliers with VHDL solutions
ready for the market are banking on
the DOD requiring designs not only be
documented in VHDL but simulated as
well. "The DOD mandate, Mil-Std-454L,

requires VHDL documentation on all
ASIC-level designs," says Ronald Abelmann, president of Vantage Analysis
Systems Inc., Fremont, Calif., one of
the few companies with asimulator
written for VHDL. Paragraph 4.5.1 in
Mil-Std-454L, Requirement 64, and a
Data Item Description tell how the
454L requirement is to be implemented. " It implies not only that the design
be documented in VHDL but that the
design be validated in aVHDL simulator as well," he says.
"The manufacturer must supply test
vectors in VHDL," points out Abelmann. "The implication is very strong
that the supplier has to do VHDL simulation. Sure, you can translate something, but unless you run the simulation on aVHDL simulator, how does the
buyer verify that the VHDL documentation he has been given is correct?"
Intermetrics Inc. of Cambridge,
Mass., and Vantage are the only companies at present with VHDL solutions.
But that will change this year as two
more companies roll out competitive
VHDL offerings. Mentor Graphics will
have aproduct called the System-1076
ready to ship in the third quarter. By
the second quarter Zycad plans to have
rolled out Endot-VHDL, alanguage in
development at Endot Inc., Cleveland,
when Zycad bought the firm out.
But Vantage believes it is ready for
the competition. "The Vantage spreadsheet is unique not only because of implementing the VHDL language," says
Abelmann. "It is an advanced multilevel architectural simulator that happens
to use VHDL." The benefit to the user
is its incremental design-change capability, dubbed the Vantage spreadElectronics/ February 1989

which had been developing VHDL for a manager of the design and analysis diyear when we acquired the company."
vision at Mentor Graphics.
The VHDL team has developed anew
Drawback or not, the translation
simulator from the ground up, but it method is aquick way for companies to
will tie into some of the tools in Zycad's
gain alevel of DOD compliance while
current product offerings.
working to develop anative-mode imWhile tool suppliers buy time to roll
plementation. "We are writing our own
out full implementations of VHDL translator [for moving] between VHDL
products, many are using translators
and Verilog," says Prabhu Goel, presibetween existing simulators and
dent of Gateway. Verilog maps into a
VHDL. Two companies making abusisubset of VHDL. It is asubset because
ness of supplying such translators are
not all of the language constructs of
CAD Language Systems Inc. of RockVHDL can be mapped into Verilog. " Because VHDL is at the behavioral level,
ville, Md., and Intermetrics. "We have
announced business relationships with
you have to transfer structural net-list
anumber of companies about developdata plus an elaborate behavioral deing translators for VHDL," says Moe
scription written in VHDL," he says.
Shandad, president of CAD Language
"This must be translated just as aproSystems. The company is working with
gramming language is translated. In
GenRad, for example, and its HiLo sim- addition, models written in native Veriulator. "We are working with others as
log language will be translated."
well," says Shandad.
Gateway delivered the first phase of
"The drawback to [ translation] is
the two-way translator to customer
that only asubset of the langauge can
beta sites in December. The company is
be implemented, since all VHDL feaalso writing atranslator that converts
tures are not available with other VHDL simulator output back into VeriHDLs," says Geoffrey Bunza, general
log form. "We will be taking the VHDL
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sheet. Vantage expects the user to get
athree- to tenfold improvement in productivity through using their spreadsheet, says Abelmann.
Intermetrics had the original DOD
contract to develop the VHDL, which
was then turned over to the IEEE so
the industry could participate in setting
the standard. "The IEEE solicited significant industry input and the language was changed on the order of
30%," says Abelmann.
BIG IMPACT. Of all these products, the
Mentor Graphics and Zycad announcements will have the biggest impacts on
the market due to the large installed
base both companies already have. " In
order for the industry to benefit from
VHDL models, mainstream simulator
suppliers, such as Mentor Graphics or
HHB Systems—two simulators that
NCR supports—must fully support the
IEEE standard," says Earl Reinkensmeyer, director of software products at
NCR Corp.'s Microelectronics Division
in Ft. Collins, Colo., amajor ASIC vendor. "And the design engineer has to
accept the language."
"Mentor's System 1076 provides
complete VHDL language capability
compatible with and operating within
the company's existing design-tool environment," says Robert Mendes da
Costa, VHDL product manager at Mentor. One of the more novel capabilities
of the Mentor Graphics offering, when
it is released in early 1990, will be its
graphical architectural-level design editor. This will allow designers to draw a
block diagram of alarge system, assign models to individual blocks, and
connect the blocks with buses and signal paths. The editor will link the text
descriptions of blocks and connections
with the associated graphics to allow
system-level simulation of the block diagram. It will allow system engineers
to think in afamiliar way, as they do
when they sketch out ablock diagram
on apiece of paper, while at the same
time capturing design information in a
rigorous way.
However, the graphics interface may
not be astrong selling point with existing users of hardware description languages. "The typical designers using
HDLs are those that do not put ahigh
demand on graphical interfaces," says
Stephen Manner, vice president of marketing at Zycad's Menlo Park, Calif.,
facility. "They are familiar with hardware description languages and accept
programmatic interfaces."
Zycad has alpha versions of its Endot-VHDL simulator now and beta versions will be available in the second
quarter. " It is an extension of the Endot software," says Manner. "The core
engineering team developing the simulator comes from agroup within Endot
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on CAE systems now operates mainly down at the logic-gate and switch
levels; VHDL-based tools permit simulation at higher levels of design abstraction.

Simulation offered

That research effort is addressing
future problems of synthesis with the
VHDL language, " but they are still
having to deal with the bottom line of
chip size," says Art deGeus, founder
and vice president of engineering at
synthesizer vendor Synopsis Inc. of
Mountain View, Calif. "If you can synthesize a6502 automatically, but the result requires a2-cm2chip, the tool is not
practical. The quality of the result determines the acceptance rate of new
tools in the commercial environment."
DeGeus contends that while it will be
practical some time in the future, designers using commercially available
synthesizers today must content themselves with specifying their designs in
aVHDL subset at the register-transfer
level to achieve practical results.
But it is unlikely that asingle VHDL
subset will evolve for all logic synthesizers, because "the techniques used
On the way are
for synthesis are divided along the
subsets of VHDL
lines of structured synthesis, data-flow
for logic synthesis
synthesis, and behavioral synthesis,"
says Shandad. "The technologies are
different, therefore each resulting subset will be different. There are four or
have acontract with the Army to demonstrate that there is ausable subset five subsets evolving at this time."
Simulation accelerators are another
of VHDL for logic synthesis. "We are
factor contributing to the proliferation
developing aprototype that must be
able to run certain benchmarks show- of VHDL subsets. Subsets are needed
ing that you can synthesize VHDL to solve the problem of simulating—on
statements," says Shandad. The subset apractical time scale—alarge design
will ultimately be made public.
in which some portions are represented
The effort is aimed at demonstrating as behavioral models and others reprethe capability that lets adesigner de- sented in gate-level descriptions. " It
scribe acomponent as complex as a takes 10 to 100 times more processing
6502 microprocessor using asubset of power to simulate the detailed gate-levVHDL and has alogic synthesizer cre- el [design] than it does to simulate the
few powerful blocks of behavioral deate the detailed circuit design automatically, in amatter of afew days. The
scription written in VHDL," says Wilpromise of logic synthesis is that the liam Loesch, president of Ikos Systems
design will be as efficient as if it had Inc. in Sunnyvale, Calif. "As a result,
been done by expert designers spendthe gate-level simulation can require
ing months on the task.
over 90% of the total simulation time."
In designs containing both behavioral and gate-level descriptions, the former is typically executed on awork station and the latter is run on ahighspeed computation server or simulation
TRANSLATION TOOLS
accelerator. But the behavioral simulator running on the work station must
/ I
VERILOG
VERILOG
be able to communicate its results to
SUBSET
SOURCE
INTERMEDIATE
the gate-level simulator running on the
OF VHDL
CODE
FORM
accelerator, and vice versa. Ikos is
building ahardware product that converts high-level VHDL statements into
detailed simulation vectors for the
/
\
gate-level simulator and vice versa.
VERIFAULT-XL
"What is unique about the Zycad
VERILOG-XL
OTHER
FAULT SIMULATOR
SIMULATOR
VERILOG TOOLS
VHDL simulator is that it will be integrated with the Zycad accelerator environment," says Manner. "The designer
will be able to run VHDL models at the
behavioral level and link them with
VHDL gate-level models, or models deFor adesigner already used to working in the Verilog language, Gateway will offer translation
scribed in other formats, running on an
accelerator."
options that allow him to import VHDL models and generate VHDL documentation.

subset we created and resimulating it
with our own [Verilog] simulator,"
says Goel. The longer-term goal is to
extend Verilog to incorporate some
VHDL constructs that it lacks.
Another company planning to offer
translated VHDL capability is Silicon
Compiler Systems Corp. of San Jose,
Calif. "We are committed to providing
abidirectional VHDL interface from
our hardware description language LSim into VHDL and also from VHDL
into our environment so designers can
use the VHDL language and simulate
and debug their design in VHDL," says
John Odryna, vice president of product
marketing at Silicon Compiler Systems. The company will add direct
VHDL support midyear, it says.
At present there are two camps
among the VHDL proponents, one
claiming the full specification has to be
implemented, another declaring that
subsets of the specification are acceptable. " We think subsets are okay,"
says Fred Odence, product marketing
manager for Lasar, the simulation
product from Teradyne Inc. in Boston.
"VHDL is so flexible that you can describe electronics-13-state logic for
example—which cannot be built at present; subsets that make sense for the
technology available today. As technology increases, you can change the subset. There are IEEE and electronics industry association groups which are
defining subsets that make sense."
One reason that translated subsets
of VHDL are likely to be popular is that
designers have become familiar with
and like the feature set of existing simulators. "The majority of the market
for simulators is held by companies
with existing simulators—Gateway,
HHB Systems, Mentor, etc.," says
Shandad of CAD Language Systems.
'If aVHDL simulator supplier says to

the designer, 'you either implement the
full VHDL implementation or awellknown simulator with a subset of
VHDL,' the user is more likely to
choose the latter."
"Most hardware designers tend to
view VHDL as cumbersome," chimes in
Odence of Teradyne. "It has more of a
software look and feel."
MEANINGFUL SUBSETS. Logic synthesizers are yet another factor likely to promote the development of subsets of
VHDL. "It is not meaningful to synthesize all the VHDL language elements,"
says Shandad. "There are features in
the language which are difficult to synthesize. As aresult, subsets are being
defined for synthesis."
CAD Language Systems and Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh
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CAE

CAE GIANT MENTOR GRAPHICS
BITES THE VHDL BULLET
Design and simulation using the DOD's language is the centerpiece of its new strategy

T

"We have anew modeling and design
While Mentor is pinning its hopes on a
he empire is striking back.
Mentor Graphics Corp., the Beaverenvironment that is completely compatiVHDL-based strategy, the ultimate sucble with our other modeling and analysis
cess of VHDL itself may be dependent to
ton, Ore., company that now dominates
tools," says Geoffrey Bunza, general
the electronics computer-aided-engineeralarge degree on Mentor's success. Because of Mentor's commanding position ing galaxy, has been taking some major
manager of the design and analysis division at Mentor. Called the System 1076, it
hits as another vendor's simulator infilin the industry, its VHDL thrust comtrated its customer base. Gateway Desupports fully the IEEE-1076 standard
bines the chicken and the egg. Mentor
for VHDL within Mentor's existing intesign Automation Corp. of Lowell, Mass.,
will thrive—and VHDL will take off, leavhas aproduct called Verilog XL that fits
grated design environment The designer
ing aflock of competing HDLs in the
gets all the functionality of VHDL, not
dust—if enough companies decide to inright into the Mentor environment,
among Mentor's other tools. Although
just asubset, as others are offering.
vest their engineers' time in learning a
Mentor isn't saying how much business it
Account control is acritical long-term
new methodology for product design.
has lost to Gateway, it's clearly signifistrategy for Mentor as it attempts to
Cindy Thames, vice president at the
cant, because inside Mentor the compamaintain its lead position in the increasTechnology Research Group, aCAE maringly competitive electronics CAE marny's new product has been dubbed the
ket research firm in Boston, says that
"Verilog killer."
ket. And aCAE-tool vendor's simulator is
Mentor's size and the industry's recogniThe Verilog simulator is based on a the key to account control, as Mentor
tion of the need for an HDL standard
hardware description language also
president and chief operating officer Gerwork in favor of VHDL competing with
called Verilog. The Mentor empire's reald Langeler is fond of saying.
suppliers of other HDLs for new installasponse has been to strike back with a
Starting now, VHDL-based simulation
tions. "Ibelieve that, in general, the marpowerful new set of tools built around
is the technical centerpiece of Mentor's
ket perceives that VHDL will be astanthe language mandated by the Departaccount-control strategy. And according
dard because of the DOD mandate," she
ment of Defense: VHDL, for VHSIC hardto Jark Carveth, treasurer at the compasays. "Just as newer installations are
ware description language (VHSIC is the
ny, "approximately one third of the comUnix-based, more than VMS-based, users
DOD's Very High Speed Integrated Cirpany's total revenue each year comes
are going to prefer avendor that sup
from simulation tools."
cuits program). The move is bold because
ports VHDL over those that have non
right now there are very few engineers
trained to use VHDL.
BACK TO SCHOOL. Some industry experts
say it will be hard to get hardware-oriented engineers to reorient their design
thinking process to use VHDL. Hardware
QUICKSIM
SIMULATION/
guys, used to schematics, block diaANALYSIS
grams, gates, transistors, and netlists,
EXECUTABLE
SPECIFICATION
VHDL
will need to do something that looks alot
EDITOR
OBJECT
like what software programmers do:
N1ODEL
write lines of code in ahigh-level lanINTEGRATED
guage similar to software languages.
GRAPHICAL/
Recognizing this, Mentor is gearing up to
TEXT EDITOR
PLUS
offer training programs to customers in
1
VHDL
QUICKSIM
the hope that enlightened managers will
ANALYZER
—
VHDL
nudge their engineers to learn someENHANCEMENTS
thing new and different
NetEd
What Mentor is hoping they'll learn to
use is amajor revision of its QuickSim
SCHEMATIC
EDITOR
simulator, which simulates designs expressed in VHDL. Another part of the picture will be filled in early in 1990, when a
graphical specification editor will make it
VHDL
much easier to capitalize on the architecSOURCECONVENTIONAL
tural-level design possibilities inherent in
LEVEL
TEXT
—
the language. Mentor's VHDL design deDEBUGGER
EDITOR
bugger will ship in the third quarter of
1989, however. It will allow debugging directly in VHDL, in contrast to some other
companies' approaches, which have the
user debugging in aproprietary environment and language and then translating
To bring VHDL into its design environment, Mentor is enhancing its QuickSim simulator and
the design into VHDL afterward.
adding aVHDL source-level debugger, aVHDL analyzer, and aspecification editor.
_. . . ._ .

MENTOR ADAPTS TO VHDL
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standard implementations."
Thames says that in competing with
other VHDL vendors, Mentor is bolstered
by its reputation and by abroader range
of integrated products than is offered by
newer suppliers. However, she points out
that the current announcement only
stakes out Mentor's position in this
emerging market. The product will not
arrive until the fall and the graphical editor will come months later. "There are
certain companies that can afford to wait
and that will, but not all," she says.
In adopting VHDL as its high-level language, Mentor is leveraging off the inherent benefits of the language. "The
product will allow designers to work with
alanguage that is synergistic with the
way they think," says Bunza. Unlike other HDLs, VHDL does not impose aparticular design method, but rather allows a
designer to choose behavioral, data-flow,
structural, or other design styles and allows him to design from the top down,
from the bottom up, or to use amixture
of the two approaches.
One powerful feature of VHDL is its
arbitrary data types, which allow the designer to create an abstract description of
afunction and provide its details as the
design becomes better defined. For exam-

ple, the message packets in anetworking
system can be defined as having an address, astring of bits, and some control
characters, with details on each to be provided later. "Other HDLs do not have this
richness," says Robert Mendes da Costa,
VHDL product manager at Mentor.
Another benefit is that the designer
can work at avery high system-architecture level all the way down to the detailed
gate level. " High-level descriptions can
be combined with lower-level schematic
diagrams," explains da Costa. "We currently have tools that support all the lower-level design capability, integrated
schematic capture, libraries, ASIC tools,
links to manufacturing test, etc."
By contrast, he says, other HDL-based
CAE systems provide some of the behavioral capability of VHDL but lack Mentor's complete tool kit. Some tie into the
Mentor system, but are not totally integrated, as is the VHDL product from
Mentor. As aresult, the designer is either
working at the behavioral level with a
foreign simulator or in Mentor's environment at the lower levels.
To achieve tight integration of VHDLbased designs into its existing design environment, the company is adding to its
QuickSim simulator aset of enhance-
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flexible drawing capability is the basis of Mentor's executable specification
editor. Function blocks and interconnect lines are linked to underlying descriptions.

A sketch pad with
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ments with associated VHDL object models and a source-level debugger for
VHDL. The tools will include aVHDL analyzer, an integrated graphical text editor, and associated schematic and text
editors. The system, System 1076 (less
the graphical editor), will ship in the third
quarter at $24,900.
VHDL work is split into two parts in
the system. The VHDL analyzer evaluates the design in terms of its static characteristics, without stimulus. For example, the analyzer performs syntax and
type checking on the design description.
After static evaluation, the VHDL analyzer feeds QuickSim with information
needed to perform dynamic analysis. The
QuickSim enhancements analyze the dynamic behavior of the design. "The enhancement contains capability that allows QuickSim to understand what time
is and how acircuit element can utilize
time," says William McKenney, engineering manager for VHDL. Other enhancements deal with abstract data types—integers, record types, and so on.
System 1076 compiles VHDL language
statements into adata structure that is
an integral part of the QuickSim environment and has been optimized for the simulator. VHDL instructions are executed
in native mode during asimulation run.
Because Mentor has implemented VHDL
within the existing QuickSim environment, there is no translation step from
one language to another before simulation, as is necessary in using Gateway's
Verilog simulator, for example.
THINK ONE WAY. When VHDL is translated into another language, its capability is
limited by the capability of the other
HDL. "One direct benefit from [Mentor's]
approach is that no time is wasted in
translation," adds da Costa. "An indirect
benefit is that designers don't have to
think one way to design at the gate level
and another way at the behavioral level."
The innovative graphical interface will
consist of an integrated graphical and
text editor that make up an executablespecification editor. Conventional design
and specification methods associate text
and graphics by proximity. As aresult,
architectural specifications have become
large collections of loosely associated
documents and files. Cross-referencing
this data has become difficult and timeconsuming with the complexity of today's
designs. And the clutter of data makes
understanding the design intent and flow
of the architectural specification difficult.
"Designers do not approach system designs during the first stages textually,"
Bunza contends. "They draw diagrams,
blocks of functionality with interconnections and signal flow, and communications running between them." At this
stage, designers are more interested in
conceptualizing adesign and communicating its intent. With System 1076, MenElectronics / February 1989

tor is allowing them to perform this same
kind of graphical design specification.
The architectural editor allows designers to create and organize architecturalspecification data into ameaningful network of representations and hierarchical
structures that represent design flow and
intent. In addition, the software executes
the architectural specification for analysis—abehavioral-level (or mixed-level)
simulation. Today, this architecture is
specified with VHDL statements. In the
future, the specification and analysis will
both be done through logic synthesis.
In describing aframe-grabber circuit
containing avideo analog-to-digital converter, memory, atiming generator, and
an address counter, for example, the designer simply draws the elements as
blocks on ascreen. He then connects the
blocks with buses and control lines. The
process mimics the way adesigner makes
arough sketch of adesign idea before
adding increasing levels of complexity.
"It's an extremely flexible sketch-pad
drawing capability," says da Costa.
Once the graphic is created, the designer may write asimple text or arigorous
VHDL description of each block's behavior using the text editor. For example, he
could note that the timing generator is to
be implemented using adual-phase, nonoverlapping scheme. Or he might write
VHDL code describing the behavior of
the a-dconverter. In many instances,
some blocks in the design may be ASIC
cells already designed, or off-the-shelf
standard parts—the address counter for
example—in which case the block can
have an underlying register-transfer-level or gate-level representation called in
from alibrary of models.
The graphical and text editor together
create acomplete windowing environment.,
in which the windows represent the links
between graphical objects and their underlying description. The editor links blocks
with executable VHDL descriptions or
those that could be purely textual, gate-level representations, state-machine descriptions, and so on.
Because VHDL models are executed in
Mentor's QuickSim, they can be mixed
with other models within the simulator,
such as gate primitives, switch-level primitives, and hardware models. For example, the address counter can be agate-level model and all other blocks can be highlevel VHDL models. To look at ablock's
underlying lower-level representation,
the designer simply selects the block to
be viewed with acursor.
When the architectural description has
been entered into the system, it can be
compiled for analysis and debugging.
During simulation, the graphical information contained in the specification can
be viewed. In addition, probes can be
placed on graphical objects—buses or signal paths—and on the inputs and outputs
Electronics/February 1989
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has Mentor's trace, monitor, and list functions, but adds the
ability to open windows of textual VHDL statements for dubugging at the source level.
The debugging environment

of larger blocks, to view their values.
"Today, designers spend amajority of
their time in the debug and analysis
phase of the design process," says da
Costa. "Finding and correcting design errors and bad assumptions early in the design process greatly reduces development costs and shortens time to market."
With System 1076, because the designer
is debugging in the QuicicSim environment,

mode implementation of VHDL different
from translation-based implementations.
When the designer sets abreakpoint on a
VHDL statement, the debug environment
breaks on the very same VHDL statement. When the designer stops asimulation at abreakpoint in aset of concurrent
interrelated operations, there are anumber of statements in the VHDL code that
are scheduled for evaluation. The designer needs to be able to observe all these
breakpoints resulting from the single
Mentor's debugger handles
VHDL breakpoint.
A breakpoint in the design halts all acconcurrent operations, unlike
tivity
in the circuit at asingle point in
many competing tools
time. At the breakpoint there are anumber of processes scheduled for execution.
The source-level debugger shows a
he has access to the simulator's trace, list,
breakpoint menu listing all the possible
and monitor windows to view the external
concurrent operations occuring at the
values of amodel as well as its internal
time. The designer can select from the list
data. He can open VHDL text windows to
those processes he wishes to view. In adview source-level statements.
dition, he can use the cursor as aprobe,
Because VHDL allows designers to de- as is done with the current schematic-capfine their own data types, QuickSim's
ture package of the Mentor system.
trace and list windows were enhanced to
Major drawbacks are inherent in transdisplay this information. The ability to
lating from VHDL to another HDL, says
display abstract data, such as character da Costa. If adesigner develops his destrings, real numbers, integers, as well as
sign in VHDL, he is forced to debug in a
standard logic data, makes it possible for language in which the design was not dedesigners to analyze highly abstract, ar- veloped. "Given the translation methods,
chitectural-level designs with lower-level
Idon't know how adesigner is going to
designs, all in the same environment.
be able to debug," da Costa says.
"It is a design-oriented debugger,
With System 1076, the designer specifies
which supports concurrent operation and
and debugs the design in VHDL "He does
offers capability to single-step through
not have to remember what environment
the VHDL code," says da Costa. "Such
he is in or how the translator works," says
capability is important in being able to
da Costa. What's more, "he does not have
view the flow and execution of the code."
to change his thinking depending on
VHDL mimics the concurrent operation
whether he is entering adesign or debugof hardware.
ging it. He does not have to understand
The ability to debug concurrent operahow the symbols are mapped or other
tions is what makes Mentor's native- hotsekeeping matters." -Jonah McLeod
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GATEWAY'S SIMULATOR IMPROVES ITS TIMING
G
ateway Design Automation Corp. is
strengthening its hand in more ways
than one in the head-to-head design-simulation battle with rival Mentor Graphics
Corp. Gateway is working on aVHSIC
Hardware Description Language strategy (see p. 73). But it is also pushing ahead
on other fronts—like improving timing
analysis for today's breed of high-speed
chip and board designs.
The timing verifiers found in most logic simulators, which use simple staticpath analysis or minimum/maximum timing delays to ensure that critical paths do
not violate design-timing constraints, are
no longer adequate. Veritime, the Lowell,
Mass., company's new timing-analysis
package, is the kind of tool designers are
looking for. It is the first that enables the
designer to specify logical conditions in
which timing analysis is to occur. This capability means adesigner can trace asignal path with several forks, each enabled
by adifferent set of logical conditions;
trace through feedback loops; or perform
timing analysis at the system level before
detailed logic has been designed.
Veritime is being beta tested now.
Gateway says it will be ready to ship in
the second quarter at prices ranging up
from $20,000, depending on the hardware
it runs on. The tool is fully integrated
with the company's Verilog XL simulator
and uses the Verilog language.
With Veritime, the designer can use
pure static timing analysis, the kind provided by conventional timing analyzers,

or ahybrid of static and simulation-based
analysis. With the hybrid approach, simulation patterns provide the qualifying logic signals to open the gates through a
critical path to be analyzed. The hybrid
capability uses atiming template to specify how to exercise the clock, control, and
data-flow logic of adesign.
"Veritime simulates the timing template and uses the simulation to derive
the regions of the logic through which

With Gateway's Veritime,
designers can easily trace a
path with several forks

critical-path analysis is to be performed,"
says Prabhu Goel, president of Gateway.
The designer can create and use multiple
timing templates. And these templates
require very few simulation vectors.
To illustrate the power of this capability, consider alogic circuit in an arithmetic
unit that can be in the multiply or add
mode. The designer may want to check
the path first for one mode and then for
the second. Other analyzers cannot distinguish between the two modes. Veritime,
by contrast, enables conditional timing
checks, in which analysis occurs only
when certain logical values specified in
the timing template exist.
In the arithmetic unit, the timing template allows the designer to select which of

the two paths through the device to perform timing analysis on by specifying a
qualifying logic level. If the designer wants
to check the add mode, he specifies in the
timing template the control signals for an
add, then changes the specification in the
timing template for amultiply.
Selecting which path to trace through
is only one way to use the template. Another is to determine the time required to
move from one point in aset of logic to
another point, starting at aspecified
point in time. To determine the time it
takes for aclock signal to move through
control logic to become aderived clock at
the output, the designer sets astart time
in the template, the leading edge of a
clock pulse, say, and then measures how
long it takes data gated by the clock pulse
to move through the logic.
Also unlike other critical-path analyzers, Veritime is capable of tracing
through afeedback loop. Other analyzers
end up executing continuously when traversing through afeedback path or they
stop executing on recognizing such a
loop. To analyze time through afeedback
loop, the designer simply tells Veritime
the length of the loop. The analyzer then
proceeds through the loop one node at a
time. When it recognizes anode it has already passed, the analyzer determines
that it has gone through the loop once already. The total of all of the delays accumulated during Veritime's traverse
through all of the nodes is the amount of
delay in the loop.
Jonah McLeod

SPEEDING UP TIMING ANALYSIS

Gateway's Veritime is the first timing- analysis package that allows adesigner to specify the logical conditions in which analysis is to occur. For
example, in acircuit with an add mode and amultiply mode, he can specify alogical condition on the Select line to analyze add- mode timing.
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VSBRAM Dual-Ported Memory
Reliability Beyond EDC

Featuring Clearpoint 'snew
proprietary error detection and
correction chip set, with " ExtraBit" functionality.

Clearpoint, Of Course!
For the sophisticated system that
demands the highest performance
and reliability, Clearpoint offers
VSBRAM, intelligent memory
for VME/VSB available in 2 to
16 MB modules. Unlock your
system's potential with these
advanced features:
0 "Extra-bit" functionality designed into
Clearpoint's channel-less 1.5-micron
CMOS chip set. After 16 consecutive
errors in abit location, the VSBRAM
automatically writes to aspare onboard DRAM.
1:1 flexible upgrade path. Choose the 2
or 8MB VSBRAM now, then upgrade
later with a2or 8MB add-on daughter
card. Or take advantage of Clearpoint's
liberal trade-in credits and upgrade to a
higher density board, or any other
Clearpoint memory product.
J Dual-ported VME/VSB memory with
dual 64-bit caching. Conforms to VSB
Revision C specifications. and VME
Revision Cl specifications.

BUSCON/89-WEST
FEBRUARY 7.9 1989
SANTA CLARA CONVENTION CENTER
SANTA CLARA CA

BOOTH
No. 638

No- Strings Lifetime Warranty
Clearpoint offers an unconditional

lifetime warranty. Our 24-hour repair/
replacement policy means no returnto-factory hassle or run around.
Technical Support is provided 24
hours aday ... and is backed by an unequalled commitment to quality —
minimum 72-hour dynamic and
environmental testing, and a100%
static-free workplace.

Cal for Our OEM Package
Find out what the leading supplier of
add- in memory has to offer —
•1989 edition of The Designer's Quick to
Add-in Memory • VSBRAM Product
Update • "Memory Tales," avideo
offering an inside look at add-in memory
• Memory Pointers, featuring Pointers 5,
"Is It Worth the RISC?"

1-800-CLEARPT

VMElabs-Certified VMERAM
Increase system throughput with highdensity VMERAM. Available on a
single-slot dual-height card,
VMERAM offers EDC, block mode
and unaligned transfers. Discover
maximum flexibility with 2, 4, 8or
16 MB configurations. Conforms to
VMEbus Revision Cl specifications.

CLEARPOINT

CLEARPOINT RESEARCH CORP.
99 South Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748-2264
1-800-CLEARPT ( 508) 435-2000
Telex: 298281 CLEARPOINT UR
Clearpoint Europe B.V. (31) 23-273744
Clearpoint Canada (416) 620-7242
Clearpoint Asia (03) 221-9726
aearpoint is aregistered marlemark of aearpoint Research
Corporation.

Circle 35

It has nothing to do with faster ships.
It has everything to do with adifferent, more streamlined way of manufacturing that helps you bring products to market sooner. It's called Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (CIM). This new way of working goes beyond islands
of automation to total integration. It uses technology not only to help individuals
do their jobs, but also to help people work together more efficiently.

How can they beat us to market
when we're already here?

No one is better able to help you start an integrated approach to manufacturing than IBM. In fact, we have the software, hardware, service and support
to tie the whole thing together. And that's not just alot of talk.
We have the successful customers to prove it. So if you'd like to find out how
you can get your ideas to market sooner, call 1-800-IBM-2468, ext. 36. We'll help
you take advantage of an advantage you already have.
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FAST LOGIC

OW THERE'S MORE
THAN JUST RAW SPEED
IN THE ECL ARENA

T

by Bernard C. Cole

here's anew drumbeat in
the high-performance integrated-circuit market.
And its message is: system designers no longer demand just
raw speed. They demand speed
combined with lower cost, higher
density, better noise immunity,
and lower power consumption.
As aresult, the emitter-coupledlogic IC marketplace is in the
throes of arapid transformation.
For one thing, ECL, designed for
high-performance applications,
will no longer be associated with
just silicon bipolar technology,
but also with gallium arsenide
and bipolar-CMOS processes.
Nor will it be associated only
with low-density logic and sub64-Kbit static random-access
memories. Improvements in
GaAs, biCMOS, and bipolar processes are driving densities for
high-performance circuits to the
level of very large-scale integration. At the same time, these improvements are increasing
speed—with gate delays dropping from as high as 1ns to as
low as 50 ps—and lowering power dissipation from 10 mW per
gate to less than 250 W.
The result is the emergence of
awide range of ECL and ECLcompatible circuits that will expand the number of options available to systems designers.
Among these:
•Bipolar ECL gate arrays with
densities of 40,000 to 70,000 gates
and 100,000-gate standard-cell
designs that dissipate no more
power than present-generation
10,000-gate arrays and 25,000gate standard-cell circuits;
•ECL-compatible GaAs gate arrays with densities of up to
84

16,000 gates and 25,000-gate
standard-cell designs—and with
power dissipation levels closer to
silicon CMOS than to equivalently
sized bipolar circuits;
•GaAs and bipolar ECL programmable logic devices with
propagation delays below 10 ns
and going for under 5ns;
•Standard small- and mediumscale-integrated bipolar and
GaAs logic circuits pushing into
the picosecond range;
•1- and 4-Kbit bipolar, biCMOS
and GaAs SRAMs pushing to below 5-ns access times;
•BiCMOS SRAMs with higher
densities than ever possible with
bipolar technology-256 Kbits
now and pushing toward 1Mbit.
Also in the works are avariety
of VLSI ECL-compatible standard
products including multipliers,
multiplier-accumulators, and 32bit processors, fabricated in bipolar, biCMOS, and GaAs.
Fueling all of this product proliferation in the ECL marketplace
is the demand for greater and
greater speed in all segments of
the marketplace. At the high end
of the market are the traditional
users of ECL: mainframe makers
plus their newer competitors, the
makers of superminicomputers,
supercomputers, and minisupercomputers. But what is causing a
big expansion of the ECL market
beyond all previous expectations
is the emergence of demand by
designers and users of microprocessor-based systems.
Based on the potential new
markets, and the increasing
number and diversity of product
offerings, many companies and
industry analysts are revamping
their estimates of market
growth. An Electronics survey of
half adozen semiconductor comElectronics/February 1989

panies disclosed atrend that indicates
the ECL market is in for an era of explosive growth in the early 1990s. After aperiod of modest growth from
about $1.5 billion worldwide in 1988 to
perhaps $1.75 billion in 1990, demand is
expected to accelerate rapidly, reaching between $2.75 billion and $3billion
by 1993. And where the major portion
of the ECL market is currently based
on bipolar silicon, by 1993 biCMOS and
GaAs offerings will also be contributing substantially.
ECL gate arrays are still expected to
contribute significantly to overall
growth, increasing from about $425
million in annual sales in 1989 to about
$725 million in 1993. Almost as dramatic is the ECL SRAM segment, which after an essentially flat period through
1988 and 1989, with about $300 million
to $350 million in annual sales, will
grow to about $510 million by 1993.
A new high-growth segment of the
ECL market will be LS! and VLSI cellbased custom and standard products
such as multipliers, multiplier-accumulators, bit-slice processors oriented toward digital signal processing, and 32bit processors based on reduced-instruction-set-computer architectures.
After several years of essentially flat
growth of about $475 million to $500
million from 1988 to 1990, this market
segment will rise to about $750 million
in annual sales by 1993.
THE NEED FOR CLUE. Reflecting the
overall trend in the marketplace, ECL,
MSI, and SSI standard-logic families
are expected to decline from about $480
million in 1988 to $450 million in 1989
and 1990. After that, according to
many company estimates, this segment
is expected to benefit from the need for
fast glue logic in high-performance
systems based on ECL-based processors, peripherals, and memory circuits,
growing to about $510 million in 1993.
Also taking advantage of the need for
high-speed glue logic in ECL-based designs is programmable logic, which is
expected to grow from between $ 10
million and $15 million in 1987 and 1988
to about $250 million by 1993.
Two features are making ECL more
attractive to awider range of designers: its very high switching speeds and
its ability to drive transmission lines
with high capacitive loads, says Joseph
Vithayathil, ECL marketing manager
at Synergy Semiconductor Corp., Santa
Clara, Calif. ECL's speed derives from
two of its characteristics, he adds. One
is that the voltage swings defining the
Os and is are smaller in ECL than they
are in TTL or CMOS. The other is that
unlike TTL, ECL is anonsaturating logic, which operates only in the cutoff
and active modes, allowing the transistors to operate in asemiready state.
Electronics/ February 1989
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Explosive growth is coming in the relatively placid ECL marketplace, thanks to anew technology thrust that's boosting density and lowering power, as well as hiking speed.

And the fact that ECL has avery high
input impedance and low output impedance makes it desirable for driving
high-capacitance loads.
Other attractive features of ECL include its ability to operate over awider
temperature range than either TTL or

The difficulty of designing with
ECL is now more a matter of
perception than reality

CMOS and its use of arelatively constant current derived from the supply
rails, eliminating power-rail spikes that
plague both CMOS and TTL designs.
And no inverters are needed in ECL,
because the logic block that produces
any given function also produces its
complement. Also, ECL's use of emitter-followers means that outputs can
be designed to drive as many similar
circuits as desired, eliminating the need
for special power and line drivers often
called for with TTL and CMOS.
The traditional disadvantage of ECL
is that the small logic swings (800 mV
versus 1V for TTL) and higher speed
tend to create significant voltage and
current transients, with noise margins
of only 250 mV versus 1V for TFL. To
compensate for these transients, designers have had to lay out their
boards to include microstrip transmis-

sion lines and make sure that the circuits are properly grounded.
Add to this the fact that ECL has traditionally been apower-hungry bipolar
technology and that two power supplies are required, says Robert Lutz,
president and CEO at Aspen Semiconductor Corp., San Jose, Calif. So it is no
surprise that systems designers have
traditionally limited ECL to leadingedge systems that need to eliminate every picosecond of gate delay and every
nanosecond of circuit propagation
delay.
"However, with the new bipolar process technologies that are emerging, in
which gate power dissipations have
dropped from milliwatts to microwatts,
the power-hungry designation is not
quite as true," Lutz says. Also changing the power/speed equation is the
emergence of lower-power biCMOS and
GaAs alternatives to bipolar ECL.
Furthermore, the difficulty of designing asystem with ECL is now more
amatter of perception rather than reality, says industry analyst William
McClean of Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp., Scottsdale, Ariz. "Many
chip makers and systems designers are
finding that the same noise and drive
problems occur as you push any process or logic family to its limits."
For these reasons, ECL is emerging
as the logic of choice for chip input/
output circuitry in three different process technologies: bipolar, biCMOS, and
85

from 2,000 to 7,000 gates, from companies such as Ford Microelectronics,
Gigabit Logic, Triquint, and Vitesse.
Leapfrogging ahead in density are
several new bipolar silicon offerings.
Available this year from the likes of
Motorola, National Semiconductor, and
Raytheon, they use 1.5- and 2.0-µm design rules to achieve densities as high
as 25,000 to 70,000 gates, depending on
the counting methodology used.
First out is Raytheon Corp.'s Semiconductor Division, Mountain View,
Calif., with aline of arrays fabricated
in asecond-generation process developed by Bipolar Integrated Technology
Inc. (see p. 90). Using aredesigned Tshaped transistor structure and amore
populated version of its original 14,000gate ECL array, Raytheon is introducing anew family with densities rang-

GaAs, says Andrew Prophet, an industry analyst at Dataquest Inc., San Jose.
Nowhere is this more apparent than in
gate arrays, where all three approaches have been battling for niches at the
low-density, 1,000-to-6,000-gate end of
the market. Now the competition is
moving upward, with array vendors
regularly leapfrogging each other on
density, speed, and speed/power.
The starting point on the bipolar ECL
side are gate arrays available with up
to 16,000 or so gates with gate delays in
the loo-ps range from vendors as diverse as Advanced Micro Devices, Applied Micro Circuits, Motorola, National Semiconductor, and Texas Instruments, as well as such Japanese competitors as Fujitsu and Hitachi. In the
first generation of GaAs ECL-compatible arrays, offerings range in density

HIGH-SPEED LOGIC: WHO'S GOT WHAT
Standard

Gate
Company

Arrays

Advanced Micro Devices
(and Monolithic Memories)

X

Applied Micro Circuits

X

ASICs*

SRAMs

Logic

PLDs

Process

X

X

X

Bipolar
Bipolar
and biCMOS

X

Aspen/Cypress
Bipolar Integrated Technology

Bipolar
and biCMOS
Bipolar

X
X

Bipolar

X

GaAs

Fujitsu

X

X

X

X

Bipolar
and biCMOS

Gigabit Logic

X

X

X

X

GaAs

Hitachi

X

X

X

Bipolar
and biCMOS

Ferranti
Ford Microelectronics

Honeywell

Bipolar

X
X

Integrated Device Technology
Motorola

X

X

National Semiconductor
(and Fairchild)

X

X

X

X

X

NEC
Raytheon

X
X

Synergy

X

X

Bipolar
and biCMOS
Bipolar

X

Triquint

X

X

Vitesse

X

X
X

BiCMOS
X

Bipolar

X

Bipolar

X

Bipolar

X

X

Bipolar,
BiCMOS,
and GaAs

X

Bipolar
and biCMOS

X

Toshiba

"Standard - cell

X

Bipolar

Signetics

VTC

Bipolar
and biCMOS

X

Saratoga Semiconductor

Texas Instruments

BiCMOS
X

Sony
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X

X

GaAs
X

GaAs
Bipolar
and biCMOS
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mg from 25,000 to 70,000 gates.
Also in the running is Motorola Inc.'s
ASIC Division in Phoenix, Ariz., with a
fourth generation in its MCA series of
bipolar silicon ECL arrays. Scheduled
to be released to production in the latter half of 1989, the largest chip in the
new family will pack over 40,000 gates
and implement logic functions that toggle at frequencies above 1GHz. It will
employ asea-of-cells architecture and
four levels of interconnection, three for
signal routing and one for power and
ground, to achieve agate utilization of
up to 80%.
Another player at the high end will be
National Semiconductor Corp., Santa
Clara, Calif., which currently offers ECL
arrays with up to 15,000 gates using its
2.0-µm Aspect Iprocess. Scheduled for
introduction toward the middle of 1989 is
anew family of arrays with densities up
to 30,000 gates, fabricated in its 0.8-µm
Aspect III process. Four metal layers
and local polysilicon interconnections
yield 90% gate utilization.
In GaAs, second-generation offerings based on relatively tight 1.0-p.m
design rules are emerging with densities up to 16,000 gates. One of the first
such devices comes from Vitesse Semiconductor Corp., Camarillo, Calif. (see
p. 92). Designated the VSC10000, it has
about 14,000 gates, of which about
10,000 are available for use. It is the
first in afamily of GaAs arrays.
There are also some biCMOS ECL
gate arrays from AMCC and Motorola
with densities ranging from 6,000 to
15,000 gates. Motorola is pushing toward much higher densities and is planning to introduce by the end of this
year a250,000-gate array using a0.8p.m ECL-compatible biCMOS process.
ECL CELLS. In the ECL standard-cell
ASIC market, new competition also is
appearing. For along while companies
such as VTC Inc. of Minneapolis, Minn.,
and National Semiconductor have dominated this arena, with standard-cell offerings up to 12,000 to 20,000 gates. Recently, offerings on the GaAs side from
Gigabit Logic, Triquent, and Vitesse
(see p. 92) have emerged at similar
densities and performance.
Upping the ante, National, for one, is
moving on to the next stage with its
Aspect III, a0.8-µm bipolar process,
which will allow the fabrication of ECLbased standard-cell designs with up to
40,000 gates. Not to be outdone, Vitesse is now working on its next-generation submicron GaAs process, which
will allow the design of cell-based circuits with similar densities.
As bipolar design rules push to the
submicron range, densities in the
100,000-gate range are not too unreasonable to expect, says William Snow,
National's ECL marketing manager.
Electronics/ February 1989

And riding on the increase in density in
or DSP peripherals. But in development
from Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Ore. It
both CMOS and bipolar technology,
are anumber of bipolar and biCMOS
uses aproprietary submicron bipolar
ECL-compatible biCMOS designs apRISC-based microprocessor designs
process and adifferential ECL-based
proaching 150,000 to 200,000 gates are
that offer the potential of pushing cycell library, based on an architecture
in the offing.
cle times up to an unprecedented 250 to
developed by the Center for Integrated
Fighting it out for the title of the
500 MHz. One of the first ECL RISC maElectronics at Rensselaer Polytechnic
fastest SRAM around at the low-densichines due out is abipolar version of
Institute, Troy, N. Y..
ty 1-to-4-Kbit level are avariety of ECLIntergraph's Clipper C300, built by FuNor is GaAs being ignored. Texas Incompatible designs. There are anum- jitsu Ltd. of Atsugi, Japan. It is schedstruments Inc., Dallas, using its 2.0-p.m
ber of GaAs research prototypes with
uled for introduction in the second half
heterojunction bipolar GaAs process,
sub-5-ns access times, but little is comof 1989. Also under development at Mohas demonstrated a100-MHz 32-bit promercially available in significant quantorola is an ECL version of the 88000
cessor based on the same Stanford Unitities. One of the first is a1-Kbit design
RISC microprocessor using the compaversity design that MIPS used as abafrom Gigabit Logic Inc., Newbury
ny's next-generation Mosaic IV submisis for its R3000. TI plans to shrink the
Park, Calif., called the 12G014 Nanocron bipolar process.
design by April, and to achieve a susRAM, with acycle time of 3ns. Another
In terms of standard architectures,
tained 200 million instructions/s by
GaAs-based SRAM is Vitesse's 4-Kbit
there is considerable activity in the
1991. Also, Gigabit Logic and Prisma
ECL-compatible design, the
Corp., Colorado Springs,
VS12G422ED, with an access
Colo., have entered into an
time of 4ns.
agreement to produce acomOn the silicon side, the lowplete family of GaAs custom
density ECL SRAM market is
logic and memory circuits indominated by such vendors as
corporating the proprietary
Fujitsu and NEC, with 4-Kbit
32-bit RISC architecture the
designs ranging in access
latter company has developed
time from 5to 9ns. Two newfor its family of real-time
comers, both startups, are upsupercomputers.
ping the ante in terms of
If further evidence of the
speed in this portion of the
continued growth and vitality
market. Aspen Semiconducof the ECL marketplace is nector, asubsidiary of Cypress
essary, one need only look at
Semiconductor Corp. of San
the MSI/SSI glue-logic segJose, is using aproprietary
ment, says Ed Barnett, product
biCMOS process and a new
marketing manager for higheight-transistor SRAM cell despeed ECL at Fujitsu's Stansign in a 4-Kbit SRAM that
dard Products Division in San
moves access times below 5ns
Jose. Unlike standard-logic of(see p. 88). And nearby Syner- Programmable array logic such as National Semiconductor's ferings in TTL and CMOS,
gy has developed a propri- PALI 6D series can replace four to eight ECL standard-logic circuits. which are declining or flattenetary trench-isolated bipolar
ing, ECL standard logic is reprocess that it's using for another 4Sparc 32-bit RISC microprocessor origimarkable not only for its continued modKbit SRAM, with similar access times
nated by Sun Microsystems and availest but steady growth, but also for its
(see p. 89).
able in CMOS from several chip makers.
growing diversity of offerings.
At the 64-Kbit level and above, the
For example, Bipolar Integrated TechStill dominated by 10K and WOK ofaction in ECL RAMs is all biCMOS. It is
nology Inc., Beaverton, Ore., which has
ferings initially developed by Motorola
most crowded at the 64-Kbit level with
focused on bipolar [SI and VLSI compobut extensively second-sourced by complayers including such companies as
nents, is planning to build abipolar
panies such as National Semiconductor
Fujitsu, Hitachi, Integrated Device
ECL version of the Sparc architecture.
and Signetics, family offerings are diTechnology, NEC, and Saratoga SemiAnd Cypress Semiconductor, another
versifying both in terms of family
conductor. Using 1.5- and 2.0-p.m deSparc chip maker, is investigating imtypes and processes used. Where cursign rules, such devices range in access
plementing the design in biCMOS. Anrent offerings are in the 600-to-900-ps
times from 15 to 25 ns.
other Sparc player, Fujitsu, is also derange, new families such as Gigabit's
Just now coming into volume producveloping an ECL version in either bipoGaAs-based PicoLogic family and Motion are atrio of 256-Kbit ECL BiCMOS
lar or biCMOS.
torola's Eclips Mosaic III ECL family
SRAMs from Fujitsu, Hitachi, and NaAnother standard 32-bit RISC archipush performance to the 300-to-500-ps
tional Semiconductor, all of which have
tecture is the R3000 processor originatrange. Also considering entry are comaccess times hovering around 10 to 12
ed by MIPS Computer Systems Inc.
panies such as Aspen/Cypress, Signens. Players who plan to enter the fray
Santa Clara, Calif. As apart of its techtics, and Synergy.
at this level in 1989 include Integrated
nology agreement with MIPS, Digital
And for those requiring ahigher level
Device Technology and Saratoga.
Equipment Corp. is reported to be planof glue-logic integration, the number of
JOINING SRAM BATTLE. Another new
ning abipolar implementation of the
vendors offering ECL PLDs is expandplayer in the ECL SEAM arena is MotorR3000 capable of execution cycle times
ing. Already offering ECL programmaola. It will introduce 64- and 256-Kbit
in the 100-to-200-MHz range. Integratble array logic are AMD, National Semidevices, with samples appearing later
ed Device Technology Corp., Santa
conductor, and TI, with 7-to-10-ns prodthis year. It will use the same biCMOS
Clara, which has opted for the MIPS deucts. A newcomer is Aspen, which is ofprocess as its gate arrays.
sign, is planning abiCMOS follow-up to
fering samples of an asynchronous ECL
One indicator of things to come in
the present CMOS implementation.
PAL, the 3-to-6-ns 16P8, fabricated using
ECL is the ever-increasing level of inteWell under way toward final implethe bipolar module in its proprietary
gration and diversity. Currently, most
mentation is a 500-MHz, 250-million-inSTAR process. Also considering entry
ECL LSI standard products are bit-slice
struction-per-second RISC chip set
are Signetics and Synergy.
EJ
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ASPEN SHOWS BICMOS CAN YIELD FAST SRAMs
iCMOS has the punch to
B
duke it out in the arena of
small, fast static random-access

with bipolar current-switching circuits
that have low voltage swings. The logic
levels in these circuits are achieved by
means of an on-chip, supply-compensated
memories, says Aspen Semiconbandgap reference. Push-pull address inductor Corp. The San Jose,
put buffers provide fast transitions at the
Calif., startup is unveiling a
input to the row decoders. The word lines
new biCMOS 4-Kbit ECL-comare driven by Darlington emitter-followpatible SRAM with access times
as low as 3ns—a big jump over
ers tied through resistors to acommon
pull-down current. To ensure that the bit
the 5to 9ns for the bipolar competition.
reference tracks the high level of the
The new SRAM gets its speed from a
combination of proprietary circuit-design
read word line in the selected cell, the
level of the selected word line is monitechniques and advanced bipolar and
CMOS processing. Aspen uses an eighttored with awired-OR of emitter-followers driven by each of the word lines. The
transistor memory cell with CMOS storage circuitry and ECL access circuitry,
write path of the storage emitter-access
melded in anovel design that Aspen calls
cell is similar to that of conventional bia CMOS-storage emitter-access
CMOS SRAMs. The write address decoding is implemented using dynammemory cell.
The 1-K-by-4-bit SRAM will be fabic series decoders that are clocked by
ricated and marketed by Aspen's
the write enable signal.
parent company, Cypress SemiconA drawback to previous impleductor Corp., nearby in San Jose.
mentations of the storage emitterAvailable in sample quantities, the
access cell has been their use of a
biCMOS SRAM will be offered in
single-ended write structure, Alvamodels compatible with 10K and
rez says. As result, care must be tak100K input/output schemes, the
en to avoid disturbing the unselected
CY10E474 and the CY100E474. In
cells in the row where the write word
the high-power, high-speed versions,
line is selected. One step toward
array access time is 3ns and power
avoiding such disturbances is to bias
dissipation is 1.14 W. In the low-powthe unselected write bit lines at alever versions, access time is 5ns and
el close to the logic levels of the
power dissipation is 850 mW.
CMOS latch inverters when the read
The base for Aspen's memory
word line is at its low level, says Alproducts and all of its future memovarez. In addition, he says, Aspen dery and logic products is aprocess it
signers have shifted to adouble-endcalls STAR, for scaled transistors
ed write scheme. Also, proprietary
and resistors. This single-polysilicon,
circuitry reduces the noise that comdouble-metal process combines Cymonly occurs in such designs.
press's 0.8-p.m CMOS process with
The main drawback to using an
Aspen's bipolar process, which aleight-transistor design is that it is
lows the fabrication of npn transislimited to small densities, says Robtors with 1-p.m emitters. STAR be- Aspen's 4-Kbft SRAM has access times as low as 3ns, ert Lutz, president and chief execugins with twin-tub n-MOS and p-MOS thanks to anovel design approach. It is ECL-compatible. tive officer. "We see this basic cell
having usefulness up to perhaps
structures fabricated using selfaligned buried layers with thin epitaxial
same time increasing the bit-line charg- about 64 Kbits," he says. " Beyond that
ing current. In addition, astatic CMOS
layers and local oxidation. The process
we will have to go back to the more tradiuses atitanium aluminum suicide for the
latch reduces the standby power contional four- or six-transistor design and
metal layers.
sumption of the array.
use such things as scaling, stacking, and
STAR is amodular process, says AnWhere the standard bipolar or CMOS
trenching to achieve higher densities
thony Alvarez, manager of biCMOS decell uses either four or six transistors, the
without sacrificing speed." Overall, he
velopment. That means modules can be
storage emitter-access cell employs at says, Aspen sees biCMOS as the way to
least eight. In this design, the read word
go for densities above 64 Kbits. Below
deleted from the baseline process to
achieve only npn structures or added to
line serves as the positive supply for the
that, he says, either biCMOS or bipolar
build double-polysilicon EPROM or EE- cell's internal latch, and the cell is read by
might be used, especially in ECL.
raising this word line. When ahigh outWhile initial emphasis is on memories,
PROM structures. Under development is
put is stored in the cell, the increase on
logic is not being ignored. Aspen and Cyasecond-generation process that will further boost performance and density.
the read word line is coupled directly to
press are introducing afamily of highthe base of the output emitter-follower.
speed programmable logic devices, fabriThe biggest performance boost for the
Aspen chips comes from the use of apro- This device forms adifferential pair with
cated in STAR's bipolar module. First out
the sense-amplifier input transistor. The are the CY10E301 and CY100E301, 10Kprietary cell design drawing upon work
and 100K-compatible versions of the
done at Stanford University on memory
cell is written through the pass transistor, which is controlled by the write con16P8, a16-input, 8-output programmablecells that unites CMOS storage with bipoarray-logic circuit with apropagation delar emitter-access circuitry. These stor- trol line.
lay of 3ns at 240 mA. -Bernard C. Cole
Selection of the read word line is done
age emitter-access cells combine ECL-lev88

el voltage swings on the word
line and ECL emitter-follower
bit-line coupling with astatic
CMOS latch. Alvarez notes that
most biCMOS SRAMs combine
conventional CMOS cells with
bipolar transistors in the sense
amplifiers and as drivers for
large capacitive loads. In these
designs, he says, access time is limited by
such factors as the large voltage swings
on the word lines and the number of circuit stages required.
In storage emitter-access cells, small
word-line swings are combined with emitter-follower coupling to the bit line to
minimize word-line delay while at the
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WHY SYNERGY TAPS ISOLATION OVER A SHRINK
conservative 1.5Relatively
p.m design rules can still

yield high performance, says
Synergy Semiconductor Corp.
The Santa Clara, Calif., startup
has developed aradically new
bipolar emitter-coupled-logic
process capable of speeds
matching or beating those of
many submicron bipolar and biCMOS processes now nearing production.
Called Asset, for all-spacer-separated-element technology, the new process uses
two advanced isolation techniques: spacers,
which are oxide inserts between device elements and between transistors, and exceptionally deep trenches. Thanks to these
techniques, basic transistor size is only 7.5
gm2—half that of bipolar processes using
more advanced design rules—and performance improves as aresult.
Another key feature is the use of double polysilicon layers, which let the Asset
process be used for both memory and logic. Asset implements acell with closely
matched npn and pnp transistors, resulting in an unusual combination of fast
read/write capability and low power.
Scheduled to debut next quarter in
sample quantities, initial Synergy products implemented in the new process will
be two 4-K-by-1-bit ECL static random-access memories, the 10K-compatible
SY10474, and the 100K-compatible
SY100474. At 4.5 V, access time is only 3
ns and total power dissipation 1.125 W.
Typical die size, he says, is 15,700 mils2.
These specs beat or match those of
many bipolar and biCMOS SRAMs that
use much tighter design rules, says
Ralph Cognac, vice president of marketing. Generally, power and performance
on comparably sized SRAMs range from
8ns and about 1.1 W for ECL-compatible
biCMOS implementations to 3ns and 1.6
W for state-of-the-art bipolar ECL parts.
Such breakthroughs in performance
and power required some dramatic design changes, says vice president of technology Larry J. Pollack. " What is required is acomplete rethinking of bipolar
processes and circuit implementations,"
he maintains. That's why Asset uses both
trenches and spacers.
Throughout the chip, isolation between
gates and cells is achieved through
trenching, which, Pollack says, translates
into 40% tighter device pitches and more
than atwofold decrease in gate area. The
use of trench isolation also minimizes parasitic capacitances, which translates into
decreased delay and higher performance
at lower power.
The Synergy process replaces oxide
isolation with trenches that are 7p.m

deep—two to three times that fits of both diode-clamped and pnp-loaded
used in leading-edge CMOS dy- cells. The first, typically used in low-dennamic RAMs. Not only does this
sity, high-speed SRAMs, offers very highreduce the area required for a speed read and write capability, but has
particular gate or cell by two- the disadvantage of higher power, high
fold, it reduces both the total
alpha-particle sensitivity, and large cell
number of process steps and
size. The pnp-loaded cell, on the other
the number of critical steps,
hand, boasts asmall cell size and lower
Pollack says. "Although adiffi- power, but requires the use of anonstancult art to master, trench isolation, once
dard pnp transistor in astandard npn prounderstood, is more easily manufactura- cess. The Synergy design implements a
ble" than oxide isolation, he says.
cell with closely matched npn and pnp
Complementing the trench isolation is
transistors, resulting in alow-power cell
aproprietary localized isolation technique
equivalent in size to apnp-loaded cell, but
that involves placing the special oxide inwith the balanced fast read/write capabilserts called spacers between the n- and p- ities of the diode-clamped approach.
elements in the npn and pnp transistors
Initially, says Cognac, the company is
and between transistors in alogic gate or going to target the market for small but
SRAM cell. This scheme further reduces
very fast SRAMs in data and cache-tag
the overall area required to implement a applications. At the 4-Kbit level, the preparticular function.
sent design is being specified conservaUnlike many of the advanced bipolar and
tively at 3ns. " However, as we more
biCMOS processes optimized for the manu- fully characterize the part, we feel that
facture of SRAMs, the Synergy process is
we may eventually be able to offer 4-Kbit
designed for the manufacture of both
SRAMs with below-2-ns access times," he
memory and logic. A key element in this
says. In development, he says, are severoptimization is the use of double polysilicon al 1-Kbit designs that the company belayers and contacts. The double polysilicon
lieves will come in with access times at 1
allows the implementation of peripheral
ns or below.
logic in amore compact manner. It also alAlso under consideration are smart
lows the design of aproprietary cell that memories—parts with logic. "Because we
eliminates unnecessary space between ele
have aprocess optimized for both logic
ments in the SRAM structure.
and memory, we feel we will have an adSynergy designers also have come up vantage over competitors with processes
with proprietary SRAM circuit innova- optimized for either logic or memory
tions that Cognac says combine the bene- alone," Cognac says.
-Bernard C. Cole

Synergy Semiconductor's Asset process achieves high speeds thanks to two advanced
isolation techniques: spacers, or oxide inserts between elements, and deep trenches.
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BOOSTING DENSITY IN A2-MICRON PROCESS
manufacturers, chasWing after high density in
emitter-coupled logic means
making one crucial design decision: to push geometries to 1
gm and below. But one company has pulled two- and threefold
density boosts out of the hat
with aradically different approach. Raytheon Corp.'s Semiconductor
Division accomplishes this feat with an innovative fine-tuning of its 2-gm process,
and gets hefty increases in speed to boot.
The architecture results in afamily of
ECL gate arrays ranging in density from

5,700 to as many as 25,000 to
70,000 gates, depending on the
measurement scheme. That's
way ahead of the ECL competition, both in bipolar silicon,
where 16,000 is typical at the
high end, and gallium arsenide,
where 12,000 to 14,000 is the
maximum so far attained.
In addition, the Mountain View, Calif.,
company has increased transistor switching speeds by at least 25% and cut chip
delays by as much as 30% to 35%. And the
speed rise comes at virtually no increase
in power dissipation. All this magic is ac-
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HOW RAYTHEON GETS ITS HIGH GATE COUNTS
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A contiguous-row topology is at the heart of both Raytheon families: in the original series ( top)
rows are separated by routing channels. In the new series, this space is filled with transistors
90

complished with acombination of subtle
process improvements, amore efficient
gate-layout scheme, and multiple layers
of interconnection.
The new family of Raytheon arrays is
fabricated by Bipolar Integrated Technology Inc., Beaverton, Ore., using avariation of its BIT100 bipolar 2-gm process—
the same one used in Raytheon's earlier
series of 3,500-to- 10,000-gate ECL and
TTL-compatible arrays. The family includes the 209,920-transistor 40E265; the
76,960-transistor 15E185; and the 46,200transistor 10E12S. Those counts translate
into adensity range of 15,000 to 70,000
gates, according to one common measurement scheme, which uses athree-transistor gate as the fundamental unit.
However, Raytheon uses amuch more
conservative measuring stick, says Jack
Van Den Heuvel, product marketing
manager: it populates an array with a
given macrofunction and determines the
number of equivalent gates required. Using amultiplexer as the basic function,
the density range is 9,600 to 42,752 gates.
The most bare-bones configuration yields
a5,700-gate count.
TRANSPARENT. All the process improvements are essentially transparent to the
design methodology, Van Den Heuvel
says. This means that engineers can upgrade their designs with the same cell library used in the earlier, lower-density
devices. Added to the cell library, he says,
are anumber of analog macrofunctions
that will make mixed-mode analog/digital
designs practical. They include a200-MHz
phase-locked loop, high-speed 1-ns comparators, 200-MHz six-bit flash analog to
digital converters and 8-bit digital to analog converters, analog multiplexers, and
an amplifier with a500-MHz gain-bandwidth product.
Pricing in 1,000-piece quantities is $195
each for the 10E12S in a149-pin grid array; $350 each for the 15E18S in a232-pin
PGA; and $975 each for the 40E26S in a
312-pin PGA or leaded chip carrier. Chips
are available now in sample quantities.
Like its earlier family of arrays—the
12,800-gate 70E18, the 7,750-gate 40E12,
and the 4,580-gate 1ME12—the new family uses acontiguous-row topology rather
than one based on fixed-position cells, as
is common in traditional ECL arrays. In
the fixed topology, cells are positioned
horizontally or vertically to form rows,
between which are dedicated routing
channels. Some logic functions fully utilize the cell components—output emitterfollower transistors, terminating resistors, current-switching transistors, and
resistors. But most functions do not, resulting in unused components and poor
Electronics! February 1989

silicon efficiency, says Van Den Heuvel.
function layouts. This serves to decrease
the same as that for the earlier process:
Another disadvantage, he says, is that the interconnect metal delays and im- about one tenth the power of comparable
circuits requiring large feedback-oriented proves the performance of the macro.
ECL technologies, while maintaining a
buses use up the available routing tracks,
Finally, the presence of more transis- 300-ps average unloaded gate delay. For
and entire cells are wasted as additional
tors allows for paralleling these devices
atypical gate structure, the speed-power
routing channels are added.
to increase the tree currents in the mac- product for the new arrays is about 9.1
But Raytheon's choice of acontiguous- ros without materially increasing the silipJ, about 30% to 40% lower than that of
row topology circumvents these prob- con area required for the function. The
the original Raytheon family.
lems. In this setup, an array contains ad- combination of these improvements, acDespite the fact that the transistor
jacent rows with reference-voltage gener- cording to Van Den Heuvel, means that structure has been altered, the contacts
ators, termed bias cells, situated at each
while the standard macrofunction still
for the collector, emitter, and base reend. This scheme minimizes the width of has atree current of 80 µA, ahigh-performain in the same location as in the
the reference-voltage buses, allowing mance macrofunction now has atree curBIT100 process. As aresult, the metal inmore routing channels.
terconnect patterns for aparticnéliff.a.tTi
ddstistedarnea"leallneer
In the original family, the
ular design being migrated
rows are separated by routing
from the earlier family of archannels that accommodate the
rays are compatible, according
first metal interconnect level,
to Van Den Heuvel.
with asecond level routed vertiInput/output cells are situatcally over the entire core. The
ed around the die periphery for
new arrays use the same basic
input, output, and bidirectional
concept, except that the space
operations. They earl be linked
allocated for interconnect chanto 10K or 100K ECL and TTL;
nels for intra-macrocell routing
dual-mode ' FL and ECL; or trihas been filled with transistors.
mode ECL, TTL, and CMOS. In
When routing is required, says
lieu of group bias cells in the
Van Den Heuvel, channels are
chip corners, each output driver
formed over the transistors.
contains its own voltage-comAlso, athird layer of metal inpensated bias cell. This configuterconnect has been added.
ration provides improved noise
This setup offers one big advanrejection and consistent de outtage: in the original family, sigput-voltage tracking over temnal and power routing are
perature. The new series boasts
shared in both levels, and this
amaximum of 256 I/O cells,
affects overall gate utilization;
against 128 in the previous genbut in the new arrays, power is
eration.
distributed in the third level,
Typical power dissipation for
with the other two levels used
the 10E12S is 5.2 W, evenly diexclusively for signal routing.
vided between the core and the
The end result of the contigu- The new arrays pack as many as 70,000 gates, and they are also
I/O. On the 15E185, power disous-row topology is the more ef- 30% to 35% faster than the family on which they are based.
sipation is 8W, also evenly dificient construction of macrovided, and in the high-end
cells, says Van Den Heuvel. Since all
rent of 160 µA. While highly dependent 40E26S, it's 17.2 W, with about 10.8 W in
transistors and resistors can be config- on paths and macrofunctions, Van Den
the core.
ured either for switching or for output Heuvel says, performance improvements
For designers, there's one additional
emitter followers, each macrocell is built over the earlier arrays for equivalent bonus inherent in the new arrays: bewith the minimum amount of silicon, re- functions is on the order of 33% or more.
cause the locations of the transistors in
gardless of the amount of logic or the
The performance enhancements are
the arrays remain unchanged from the
number of outputs required. This means
partly due to aretooling of Bipolar Inte- old series to the new, users of the original
fewer wasted components per die and
grated Technology's BIT100 process. The
family can migrate to higher densities
more customizable macrocells.
new version, BIT111, also keeps down
without any modifications to the basic
The impact of these improvements is power dissipation per gate. In both pro- macrocell library.
most apparent in the density of the fam- cesses, says Van Den Heuvel, the basic
Optimized for use in an array's miniily's basic building blocks—the minimum
transistor area is about 14 p.1112.The difmum addressable placement sites, Raythaddressable placement sites (MAPS), or ference lies in device shapes. Where the
eon's ECL macrocell methodology allows
the area between two resistors and two
original transistor is roughly rectangular designs to be entered hierarchically with
power buses. Where in the original array and has equivalently sized collector, emitthe chip signal pins and top-level modeach MAPS measures 160 by 16 gITI and
ter, and base structures, in the new proules. Hierarchical schematics allow a
contains six transistors and six resistors,
cess the transistor is key shaped and has
structured design approach, taking adin the new topology the same MAPS area alarger collector structure with smaller vantage of functional circuit blocks for
contains 10 transistors and six resistors.
emitter and base structures. The effect is
regularity and, in some cases, abit-slice
SUTER unuzarom This increases gate
to increase the capacitance of the collecapproach to optimize bit-to-bit perfordensity and utilization in three ways, says
tor and reduce the capacitance of the
mance by tracking symmetry.
Van Den Heuvel. First, it means that base and emitter, he says. This results in
By taking advantage of the flexibility
three levels of series gating can be used,
asignificant reduction in output emitter- of the ECL transistor design, the methodin effect increasing the functionality per follower capacitance, allowing an in- ology also allows custom macrocell develunit area of silicon by almost 30% over crease in the cutoff frequency of about opment for critical paths and the merger
the previous two-level gating approach.
25%—from about 5GHz to about 6.25 of several general-purpose macrocells in
Second, the presence of more transistors
GHz. At the same time, he says, the recritical paths, thereby greatly improving
per unit area allows more compact macrosulting power consumption per gate is
silicon efficiency.
-Bernard C. Cole
Electronics/February 1989
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NOW POWER-SAVING GaAs EQUALS ECL DENSITY
nalternative to bipolar siliAcon
emitter-coupled-logic

smaller array, the VSC5000, contains half
Contributing to this relatively
low power dissipation is the
as many gates and has the capacity for
small standby current of the
up to 6,000 NOR gates and 500 flip-flops.
gate arrays and standard-cell
GaAs MES FETs, which is a Available with 120 ECL- and TTL-compatapplication-specific integrated
circuits is on the way. Vitesse
fraction of the de bias current ible I/O lines, the 5-W VSC5000 will comused by ECL emitter-followers.
pete with 5,000-gate, high-speed ECL arSemiconductor Corp. is jumping
In aconventional high-perforrays typically dissipating from 8to 12 W.
into the ECL marketplace with
gallium arsenide offerings that
mance ECL array this current
The Vitesse VCB5OK Portable GaAs
can be as high as 1.6 mA.
Standard-Cell Library offers the circuit
match bipolar silicon in both
The initial part in Vitesse's family of complexity and breadth of megacells
density and speed. The VSC10000, a
14,000-gate ECL-compatible gate array,
GaAs gate arrays is the VSC10000, the
heretofore available only in much slower
and the 22,000-gate VCB5OK standard- core of which contains 22 columns of deCMOS standard-cell offerings. Using the
same high-yielding process as the
cell library are available. These new ASIC pletion- and enhancement-mode MES
FETs resembling aCMOS-channeled gate
VSC10000 gate array, today's customers
capabilities mean GaAs has finally
array. The core is optimized from amaxican design standard-cell circuits with up
caught up to ECL in density and cost, and
at much lower power consumption, says
mum of 13,376 internal cells (two-input to 22,000 gates. This cell capability allows
Thomas Dugan, director of marketing at NOR gates), up to 1,114 high-drive buff- users to reach complexity levels well
the Camarillo, Calif., company.
ered D-type flip-flops, or some mixture of above other ECL or GaAs offerings while
remaining in an air-cooled system.
Fabricated using a0.8-µm, four-layer- each. The core cells have 100% utilization.
metal n-MOS-like process, both the
The integration level of the initial
VCB5OK release is limited to approxgate array and the standard-cell offerings attack the weaknesses of biimately 22,000 two-input NOR gates.
polar ECL technology while offsetBut that's only the beginning, says
Vitesse. Projections based on yields
ting its advantages. A typical ECL
NOR gate, the basic logic building
of 10,000-gate arrays indicate that
50,000-gate cell-based designs will be
block, for example, contains six bipolar transistors and three resistors,
possible by late 1989 and 100,000gate designs will show up by 1991.
and operates on two power supplies.
Each ECL circuit tree is designed
The first release of the VCB5OK
has more than 40 cells including difwith adifferential input to allow signals to be passed differentially
ferent types of gates, multiplexers,
throughout the logic array. To acflip-flop cells, buffers, and ECL and
TTL I/O cells. Both single-ended and
cept single-ended input signals, the
differential ECL I/O cells are availchip must also include amaster-reference voltage generator, which
able as well as bidirectional TTL and
fans out to several main slave-buffer
ECL cells. Commercial, industrial,
and military temperature ranges are
amplifiers. In turn, each main slave
buffer services several macrocell
supported. Nonrecurring engineercolumns, each of which contains
ing costs for VCB5OK development
three or four small slave buffers.
vary from $65,000 to $ 175,000 deThe main slave and small slave buffpending on the complexity of the circuit. Production pricing is 3to 5
ers are necessary to provide the
cents per gate.
load-in sensitivity required by the
The VCB5OK cell library has been
ECL circuits. Besides consuming up
to 3W of power, the reference-volt- New gallium arsenide ECL offerings by Vitesse match optimized for performance at clock
age distribution scheme uses chip bipolar silicon in both density and speed.
rates of up to 3.5 GHz. Speed/power
trade-offs can be made by choosing
space that would otherwise be used
for signal routing.
Positioned on the chip's periphery are
between cells using direct-coupled FET
The same function in the Vitesse de100 input/output cells and 92 input cells.
logic and source-coupled FET logic. The
sign uses just three transistors and one 2- The input cells work with single-ended or direct-coupled versions of the cells operdifferential signals at ECL or GaAs logic
ate at clock speeds in excess of 1.5 GHz
Vpower supply, Dugan says.
To offset the fact that bipolar silicon
levels and produce inverted or noninvert- and consume very little power. The
transistors inherently have greater cur- ed differential outputs. Because the I/O source-coupled cells are suitable for operrent capability than GaAs transistors of cells account for about 650 equivalent ations approaching 4GHz at modest powthe same size, the Vitesse offerings use a gates, total gate count for the VSC10000 er consumption.
is about 14,026.
To vie for higher-density applications,
proprietary transistor-interconnection
Vitesse will introduce the VSC20000 gate
technique called "squirt buffering." This
A latch in each input cell lets the cell
array next summer. This 10-W array will
design causes transistors in the macro- perform logic-level conversion of ECL inputs without the time delay otherwise enhave twice as many gates as the
cells to deliver ahigh-current spike when
switching on or off, thereby precharging countered with astraight receiver. The VSC10000 and be capable of having up to
same is true for the outputs of the
28,000 NOR gates and 2,400 flip-flops to
metal-line capacitance before signal
compete with 40-to-50-W ECL arrays of
transmission. The result is ECL-like perlatched I/O cells, which also perform logthe same density. The VSC20000 will
ic-level conversion to work with 100K,
formance. Typical line delay is just 80 ps/
10K, and 10KH ECL signals, GaAs, or
have 264 ECL-, TTL-, and GaAs-compatimm, and worst-case delay for atwo-input
buffered NOR gate is 120 Ps at 1.5 mw.
mixed ECL and GaAs signal levels. A ble I/O lines.
—Bernard C. Cole
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Because you want optocouplers that meet the
world's most stringent safety standards...
Because you want acompany that will be
there to deliver them...
You want
UELEFUHMEH
CreatIve Technologies
These internationally useable optocouplers can be designed
into v,rtJally all your applications. Our optocouplers meet the
stringent approval standards set by the world's leading safety
testing laboratories.
The TELEFUNK EN electronic rame and reputation assures
you that we will be there when ycu need us.
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For more information on o broad range of international optocouplers, contact:
AE3 Corporation. TEL EFUNKEN electronic
Route 22- Orr Drive, PO BOX 3800, Somerville, NJ 08876-1269, (201) 231-8493
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INSIDE BUSINESS

FIBER'S NEW BATTLEGROUND:
CLOSING THE LOCAL LOOP
Phone companies are vying with cable-TV firms to install lines in this huge market
by Larry Waller
of the Bell Telephone SysThetembreakup
in 1984 set the stage for what

ing aquickening pace of events that
could spark abrand new wave of fiber
might be called the fiber revolution, the installations.
In Washington, the loosening of the
sudden dash by competing long-distance
regulatory strings began last October,
telephone carriers to replace copper wires
when the Federal Communications Comwith mile after mile of fiber-optic cable.
mission tentatively concluded that there
Today, just five years after the breakup,
optical fibers have made it to within a may be reason to relax the rules that currently prevent phone companies from
mile or so of most U. S. homes. And now
makers of fiber-optic cable and compo- owning or operating cable-TV businesses
within their designated service areas. Alnents, who have long eyed this local loop
though the Cable Act of 1984, which conas apotential gold mine, are beginning to
see their way to the end of the line.
tains the prohibition, would require an act
These companies believe that "the last of Congress to repeal, the FCC wants to
mile"—the final link between the average see what people in industry think about
the issue.
American living room and the telephone
The commission asked interested parbranch exchanges where main longtransmission lines terminate—will pro- ties to comment by mid-December. It may
vide booming business for years to come.
still be months before it concludes its
Not only will telephone services be chan- study of the responses, though some observers expect aruling as early as March.
neled into the home with high-bandwidth
optical technology, but so will high-defini- Whatever the timetable, it seems clear
that the agency's decision could be the
tion TV, data, and other services. And after nearly five years of waiting for regu- key to the opening of this market.
If the FCC recommends to Congress
latory roadblocks to be undone, these
that it repeal the law, and Congress
equipment vendors—along with the
phone companies they supply—are seeagrees to do so, the seven regional Bell
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operating companies will suddenly find
themselves able to compete with local cable distributors—but only if they install
sufficient bandwidth to carry both TV
and telephone service into the home. To
do it, they will have to turn to fiber.
It's enough to scare the wits out of the
cable-TV industry. "It's apotential major
problem for us," says Brian James, director of engineering at the National Cable
Television Association in Washington. He
says phone companies can't be trusted to
price their services fairly, and may subsidize their fledgling TV businesses by
pushing up phone rates. "Idon't think the
FCC has enough auditors to keep an eye
on everything the phone companies are
doing," he says.
STRUGGLING NO MORE. But at the FCC,
the prevailing feeling is that the once
small and struggling cable industry has
come of age, and in most cases, its companies are operating as unregulated monopolies. Having grown somewhat fat in recent years, the theory goes, cable companies may no longer deserve the special
protection they once enjoyed.
"The cable companies aren't the little
struggling businesses they were 20 years
ago," declares an FCC staff member who
is close to the issue. "There's aquestion
of whether they need to be protected anymore, or whether some new competition
would be better."
More competition in the form of phonecompany participation in cable is apivotal
precondition for the takeoff of fiber in
the local loops, say most industry observers. By their reasoning, economics and
competition will drive the last-mile market, depending on how the FCC or Congress change the regulatory climate.
Within this framework, the single biggest factor is the looming presence of
high-definition TV—the next generation
of television, which promises more than
twice the resolution seen in present sets.
"In my opinion, [HDTV] is the major
driver" for installing fiber in the local
loop, says Michael K. Barnoski, president
of PCO Inc., aCorning Glass Works subsidiary in Chatsworth, Calif., that sells
the electronic and optical components
needed to make a fiber network run.
(Last month, IBM Corp. bought a25%
stake in the company.) He and other
knowledgeable sources expect HDTV to
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move quickly into the U. S. consumer
scene in the 1990s. And since cable already serves asignificant and growing
share of U. S. households, it will be a
most important delivery medium.
But Barnoski says HDTV will demand
avery big piece of bandwidth, far more
than the capacity of most present cable
systems (although the precise amount
won't be known until the FCC fixes a
standard). As aresult, the potential for
selling new hardware is huge. But James
of the cable-TV association disputes this
bandwidth assessment, saying that most
cable companies today have sufficient capacity to deliver HDTV to their customers. And those that don't have the capacity yet will have it by the time HDTV sets
start showing up in U. S. homes, he adds.
That doesn't mean cable companies
aren't interested in fiber, though: James
says that several major cable firms are
studying ways to use fiber optics to improve transmission from their central offices to the minihubs that deliver TV to
their customers.
BEARING FRUIT. And that points up the
main advantage phone companies have
over their rivals in the cable business:
they already have in place afiber-optic
backbone for their networks, while cable
companies are still in the planning stages
with fiber. That's why many industry
watchers believe that if cable and phone
companies could lay aside their dispute,
they might be able to find profits together. The phone companies could run fiber
in the local loops and then lease capacity
to the cable operators. In fact, such cooperation is already bearing fruit, according
to Timothy Davis, president of Aster
Corp. of Milford, Mass., which makes optical transceivers. He points, for example
to such showcase installations as the joint
venture between GTE Corp. and Apollo
Cablevision Inc. in Cerritos, Calif. (see
story, this page).
As aresult of the telephone companies'
head start in fiber optics, industry analysts like John Kessler, president of
Kessler Marketing Intelligence Inc. of
Newport, R. I., think it's acinch that they
will be in the cable-TV business by 1992.
Some sort of Congressional action between now and that time will clear the
decks, he predicts.
Based on that expectation, Kessler
forecasts aheady five-year growth span
ahead for local-loop hardware: fiber cable, transceivers, and connectors. "Those
three elements combined represent a
1988 market of $39 million that will jump
to $1.35 billion in 1992," Kessler predicts.
Adds PCO's Barnoski: " taking fiber to
the home dwarfs anything we've ever
looked at. The numbers are huge."
While the scope of the market potential
is starting to become clear, credit for getting this phase started must go to the regional telephone companies. Because
Electronics/February 1989

TWO FIRMS LINK ARMS TO RUN THE LAST MILE
planners at both GTE Corp. and Apollo

PCablevision Inc. regard their linking

gies. We and Apollo Cablevision were
both anxious to work with the city."
in Cerritos, Calif., as aprototype of the
GTE got permission from the Federal
kind of cooperation that can occur when
Communications Commission two years
far-sighted city officials, atelephone op ago to install acoax net to distribute the
erating company, and acable-TV compa- TV signals provided by Apollo Cableviny team up to provide "last-mile" services
sion, headquartered in San Luis Obispo,
to subscribers. Field trials are under way
Calif. A year later, GTE sought FCC permission to install asingle-mode fiber-op
in Cerritos, Calif., that will include intertic system. That permission is expected
active video, video on demand, and video
this month, Gillett says.
telephone, as well as conventional tele"The coax net will pass all 16,000
phone service, on both coaxial and fiberhomes," Gillett reports. "As we build it,
optic cable.
In Cerritos, GTE is "trying to find out we will leave vacant conduit in the same
trench to be filled with
how to bring informafiber cable, setting up a
tion-age capabilities to
competition between
reality in an existing
Field trials are under
the two technologies."
city," says Thomas Gilway to test both fiberThe fiber links will
lett, director of advanced
optic and coaxial cable
serve about
1,000
operations testing for
homes. Gillett expects
GTE Service Corp. of
all of the above services
Stamford, Conn.
Cerritos is about 20 miles southeast of to be available on fiber, and most of them
Los Angeles, has apopulation of 56,000,
on coax, by midyear. He won't reveal the
some 16,000 homes, and about 2,000 busi- overall cost of installation or the cost per
subscriber site.
nesses. A fortuitous set of circumstances
combined to bring the city, Apollo CabCoax can't provide video on demand,
levision, and GTE together, says Gillett.
Gillett says, but fiber can. "If you want to
"Cerritos had no cable-TV company,
watch Top Gun at 8:13 p.m., you can do it
and the city was looking for one to pro- on afiber network but not on coax. The
vide advanced services to be delivered un- field trial will test demand to determine
derground to preserve the city's attrac- which medium is desired and which comtiveness," Gillett says. The local operat- bination to move forward with." Apollo
ing company, GTE California, was lookwill bill subscribers for video services and
GTE will bill for phone and videophone.
ing for apartner to serve Cerritos when
the city asked for acable-TV system,
Once the system is installed, security
alarm and utility-meter monitoring may
"and we [GTE] were searching for aplace
-Lawrence Curran
to test advanced services and technolo- be added.
they understand fiber and recognize alucrative future in it, they are pushing hard
to be in aposition to operate last-mile distribution links.
They contemplate changes in the law
that will allow offering awhole range of
things beyond "plain old telephone service"—what the industry calls POTS,
says Davis of Aster. His company is right
in the middle of this business, supplying
the couplers and transceivers necessary
for cable systems.
TRUE ISDN. "
The telephone companies are
the strongest force in the market," he
says, with "all seven of the Bell operating
companies pushing fiber-to-home trials."
Additional services such as videophone,
enhanced telephones, security alarms,
and power metering—atrue implementation of an integrated services digital network—could double average revenues
from $20 to $40 per home each month, in
Davis's view.
On the other hand, the virtual monopoly enjoyed by cable-TV firms since their
inception has created little incentive for
them to consider afiber-optic subscriber

loop. With fiber obviously destined to
play arole, this was one reason the FCC
in October decided to examine whether or
not to relax the rules.
Not surprisingly, the battle lines have
already formed and the first verbal salvos have been fired. "There's no burning
need for the phone companies to wire fiber into the home," says James of the cable-TV group. But he does acknowledge
that fiber could make other phone services, such as multiple private phone lines
in asingle home, easier to deliver. And
the worry from his side is that once that
fiber is there, the phone companies won't
be patiently sitting by while loads of
bandwidth goes unused.
Meanwhile, the cable camp has found
itself with an unlikely ally in its campaign
to keep the phone companies out of the
TV game: TV broadcasters. The National
Association of Broadcasters urged the
FCC in December " not to act hastily in
modifying its telephone company/cable
television cross-ownership rules." Broadcasters are already worried that cable
will beat them to the punch with the abili95

ty to deliver HDTV pictures. And the
specter of aggressive new competitors in
the cable field—especially ones with the
financial and technical resources of the
telephone companies—could only accelerate the jump to HDTV. Regardless, cable
firms are welcoming all the help they can
get to hold the line against the oncoming
phone companies.
While the political battle rages over the
next couple of years, the attention of fiber-equipment suppliers already is focusing on defining the hardware needs of a
fiber local-loop architecture. The technology for all the parts is in hand, they say,
from solid-state lasers for transmission
to photo detectors for reception—but a
detailed configuration is not yet set. Still
to be resolved are such factors as distribution architecture and whether the
transmission mode will be AM or FM.
Numerous architectures have been
proposed; typical is the one outlined by
Bellcore, the research arm of the seven
Bell operating companies in Livingston,
N. J. The plan Bellcore is suggesting to
the phone companies would put 622
Mbits/s of bandwidth in the fiber-optic
subscriber loop, and provides for 64-Kbit/
sradio transmission from the central office to portable equipment.
Always guiding this development is the
invisible hand of telecommunications economics—getting the hardware prices
down under the $ 150-per-installation
mark that most experts agree must be
the target. Aster's Davis says economics
are on the side of the phone companies.

They have already managed to push the
cost for each subscriber location or home
down to less than $ 1,500 from about
$2,500. Because fiber is nearing the twisted-pair/coaxial-cable figure of $800 to
$1,200, incentives exist to install more fiber, Davis says.
PCO's Barnoski says his company is
still looking for its place in this emerging
scenario. "We're sorting out how to play
it," he says. He sees the supplier lineup
divided between "old boys" and upstarts.

Phone and cable companies
are trying to ' string fiber now
and fight it out later'

The old boys, he says, are the traditional
telecommunications hardware houses,
such as Fujitsu, GTE, Hitachi, and Siemens. Among the upstarts are newer
firms such as Aster and PCO. The Japanese acknowledge particular interest in
the last-mile market, says Barnoski, and
he expects them to offer some very tough
competition.
No matter how the last mile shakes
out, companies like Aster and PCO with
established fiber-equipment footholds
stand to be winners. "We sit right smack
in the catbird seat," says Davis. His couplers sell today for $100 each in moderate
quantities, with two required per fiber
link. The price tag will begin to drop soon,
he says, and will eventually hit $25 or so.

The goal of $150 each for transceivers
presents atougher proposition, notes
Barnoski. That's because transceivers
"combine three technologies—semiconductor, electrooptical, and packaging."
The unit itself consists of lasers, photo
detectors, and couplers, along with
enough glue circuitry to make them
work. Typically, transceivers sell today
for considerably more than $1,000 apiece.
For example, Aster's transceivers, which
use gallium arsenide transmitter/receiver pairs, carry a $1,200 price tag for the
1,550-nm wavelength. But Barnoski and
Davis, along with most industry executives, foresee the prices dropping—and
performance improving—as current experimental installations help to spell out
requirements in more detail.
Just who will get ultimate responsibility for the last fiber mile remains to be
settled, of course, but old hands such as
Barnoski and Davis believe that experience provides agood road map. Already
the phone companies are moving ahead
faster—and the cable outfits are waking
up to the threat.
"All are trying to string as much [fiber]
as possible now, and then fight for it later,"
in Barnoski's view. When installations are
done, the likelihood is for them to be grandfathered, or protected. Chances are, he
says, that fiber optics will be down in
American homes and working before all
the legal issues have been settled.
Additional reporting by Lawrence Curran, Tobias Naegele, and Jack Shandle
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One of many proposals for architectures with which to implement fiber-optic connections between telephone offices and subscribers is this one
from Bellcore. Bellcore's role as acoordinator of the technology used by Bell companies may prove vital as architecture standards are set.
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

PERIPHERALS

BREAKING THE DATA-RATE LOGJAM
WITH ARRAYS OF SMALL DISK DRIVES
Parallel processing hits the disk-drive industry with the advent of disk arrays
I t's agiven that most computer systems
run only as fast as their data-storage
subsystems let them. But finding the best
way to boost the performance of disk
drives so that they measure up to the new
breed of high-speed processors and memories is asticky problem. Although magnetic-disk drives have zoomed ahead in
density and capacity, they have been less
successful in reducing average access
times. Nor have they delivered order-ofmagnitude increases in data-transfer
rates. But that picture is about to change
with the advent of disk arrays.
Just as system builders are using parallel-processor architectures to speed up
computation, they are now looking at parallel architectures for disk subsystems to
speed up data transfer. Large arrays of
small, inexpensive disk drives are being
designed that promise big gains in performance and reliability over big, expensive
single drives. At the heart of this trend is
the low-cost Winchester disk-drive technology. Originally developed for personal
computers, it is being put to effective use
in larger systems—all the way up to
supercomputers.
Disk-array technology could have a
huge impact on the computer industry by
changing the way it builds large massstorage subsystems. The major bonus is
fast access to data, which is particularly
important in two quite different application areas: supercomputing and data-base
transaction-processing systems. Disk arrays can be optimized for either, or even
for both. On the down side, designers are
still wrestling with the disk-array
scheme's single major drawback: the
overall mean time before failure drops
dramatically as many drives are strung
together. To counteract the compounding
of potential failures of many small drives,
various forms of redundancy, error
checking, and correction must be devised.
Despite this stumbling block, the
march toward disk arrays is quickening.
System builders are asking their suppliers—notably peripheral-controller vendors—about the arrays, and anumber of
big companies are said to be designing
their own disk arrays. Commercially, several disk-array products are available or
under development by peripheral-subsystem companies, computer makers, and
disk-drive-controller vendors.
Driving this movement is overall computer technology, where speed is rising at

an unprecedented rate. Main memories
rotating disks and head-positioning deare keeping up with the growth in procesvices virtually preclude any dramatic
sor speed, but only with the help of cache
breakthroughs. This points to apending
architectures and the static random-acmass-storage performance crisis, and
cess-memory technology with which to
also explains why the disk-array solution
build the caches. But computers are not holds so much promise.
just processors and main memory. SecAfter all, the reasoning goes, computondary storage, commonly called mass
ers with awesome computation capability
storage, which is necessary for supplying
have been successfully built using clusdata to main memory, is important to
ters of inexpensive microprocessors. In
overall system performance. But here
fact, parallel-processing computers can
lies abottleneck. " Mass-storage technolo- outrun most of the big single-processor
gy is falling behind in throughput," says
machines and do it at amuch lower cost.
Ernest E. Godsey, product marketing
And for quite some time now, very large
manager at Interphase Corp., the Dallasmain memories have been built by stringbased peripheral-controller company.
ing together lots of inexpensive high-caMagnetic-disk technology has been appacity memory chips. So why not apply
proximately doubled in capacity and
the same idea to disk drives, now that inhalved in price about every three years
expensive 5.25-in. and 3.5-in, drives of
over the past decade. But however imporvery respectable capacity and perfortant that added capacity is in matching
mance are available?
the greatly increased capacity of main
The cost of storage on 3.5-in, drives is
memories, capacity alone is not enough.
dropping faster than the cost per megaThe speed with which instructions and
byte of the big drives. And clearly, the
data are delivered to processors also con- technology is ready. For example, some
tributes significantly to determining a of the small drives are approaching gigacomputer's overall performance.
bytes of capacity, while many drives with
SEEK PROBLEM. In this regard, the large
several hundred megabytes of storage
and expensive disk drives built for mainare already available. In addition, the
frames and superminicomputers have imnumber of input/output operations per
proved in performance only modestly.
head that the small drives can perform
The raw seek time for magnetic heads— has risen to almost half that of the big,
the time it takes to position aread/write
expensive drives.
head from one track address to another
If disk arrays successfully live up to
location—has fallen no more than afactheir potential, they could change the
tor of two in many years, and the big
face of the mass-storage industry by
drives' rotation speeds have not changed.
pushing the big disk drives out of the
Indeed, the mechanical limitations of market. Rather than waiting for the mak-
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ers of big disk drives to solve their significant technical challenges, subsystem designers could instead produce very highcapacity arrays with much faster access
to data than the big drives, with the added bonus of lower cost per megabyte. The
other very important parameter is reliability. Arrays will have to be at least as
reliable as big single drives.
One event that galvanized the computer industry into taking disk-array technology seriously was alandmark paper titled "A Case for Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks (RAID)." Authors David
A. Paterson, Garth Gibson, and Randy H.
Katz of the Computer Science Division of
the University of California at Berkeley
compare the high-performance IBM Corp.
3380 model AK4 14-in, mainframe disk
drive with an array of Conner Peripherals
CP3100 3.5-in. drives.
The paper points out that an array of
100 Conner drives would have 15 times
the I/O rate, more than 8times the data
rate, and 1.3 times the capacity of the
3380, with lower power consumption at
the same cost. The bad news is reliability—or the lack thereof. Magnetic-disk
drives are unreliable enough to cause system managers to back up the information
on them nightly in major computer installations. ( PC users should do it too, but
more often than not they don't.) Indeed,
the Berkeley team comes to the conclusion that "without fault-tolerance, large
arrays of inexpensive disks are too unreliable to be useful."
The more drives in the array, the lower
the reliability, the Berkeley paper says.
"What would be the impact on reliability
of having 100 disks?" it asks. "Assuming
aconstant failure rate—that is, an exponentially distributed time to failure—and
that failures are independent, the reliability of an array is the reliability of asingle
disk divided by the number of disks in the
array." Using the rated mean time to failure of the 3380 and the Conner drive of
30,000 hours (greater than three years),
this formula yields an MTTF for an array
of 100 Connor drives of 30,000 divided by
100-300 hours, or less than two weeks.
If one were to build an array of 1,000
such small disks, the MTTF drops to 30
hours, just over one day. A disk system
that failed about once aday would be totally unacceptable.
FAILURE RECOVERY. To overcome their
inherent unreliability, disk arrays must
have failure-recovery mechanisms. Designers are exploring anumber of solutions, including sophisticated error-detection and correction schemes, and extra
disks containing redundant information
from which to recover the original data.
Besides grappling with reliability problems, disk-array designers must take into
account the two types of fast data access
required for two major computer-system
applications today. Supercomputer and
98
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A built-in disk array is part of the SuperSet.64 parallel supercomputer built by Computer
System Architects, in which drives are embedded within an array of processors.

On the other hand, for data-base transaction processing, the speed of areadmodify-write sequence of operations is
critical to overall performance. A disk array for transaction processing would handle asmall block of read-modify-writes
quickly and be optimized to do many of
these small blocks independently in asecond. In this kind of array, each disk acts
independently, doing a data transfer
whenever one is assigned to it.
TAKE YOUR TIME. The complexity of deWithout fault tolerance,
vising asuitable array architecture for
large disk arrays are too
both large-block and small-block transunreliable to be useful
fers is one reason why there are not
many array products on the market yet.
Designing, building, and testing arelifive-level specification of redundant ar- able and properly fault-tolerant disk array is no trivial task. "A formidable array
rays of inexpensive disks, naming them
RAID 1through RAID 5. These five dif- is not ashort project you just don't crank
ferent architectures vary in performance' out aRAID 5array quickly," says Mike
Gamerl, the disk-marketing product-line
and cost as well as in suitability for the
two types of applications. Some are betmanager at Fujitsu America Inc., San
ter for transaction processing and others Jose, Calif., one of the disk-drive compafor supercomputer applications. At least nies working on an array product.
Of the five RAID architectures outone architecture, RAID 5, is good for
lined by the Berkeley researchers, the
both, according to Paterson and his
first level, called RAID 1, or mirrored
Berkeley colleagues.
For supercomputers, where the num- disks, has been in use for some time in
ber of reads and writes per second for fault-tolerant systems. It is mainly an attempt to improve the reliability of maglarge blocks of data is the important metnetic disks rather than speed up data
ric, all the disks in an array should act as
asingle unit, each reading or writing a transfer. Mirrored disks are arequirement for the most critical fault-tolerant
portion of the data block in parallel. The
parallel drives can even be synchro- transaction-processing systems.
Mirrored disks are also the most expennized—that is, the heads on each drive
sive type of disk array, since in this archiare simultaneously positioned over the
same track and sector, for efficient paral- tecture every disk is duplicated by a
check disk—each write goes to two disks.
lel operation.

other computation-intensive applications
demand fast transfers of very large
blocks of data, though not ahigh number
of transfers in agiven time. In contrast,
high-volume transaction-processing systems require afast data rate that supports the transfer of avery large number
of short data blocks.
The Berkeley researchers describe a
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America has such an array design in the
Hamming code for error detection and
Tandem Computers Inc., Cupertino,
works. Due out early next year, "it will be
correction. However, bit interleaving
Calif., has aversion of mirrored disks
able to accommodate any of the five levels
causes small transfers to access all
that doubles the number of controllers,
and be able to serve both the high-banddrives. In the level 4scheme, individual
which helps speed up the disk reads by
transfers are kept to one sector of asin- width [supercomputer] and the on-line
doing them in parallel.
transaction-processing markets," says Gagle disk. Errors are then detected by the
Mirrored disks are extremely reliable,
controller on an individual read without mer] of Fujitsu. But it will take time to do a
especially if only two big drives are used.
proper level 5product, he says.
accessing any other disk. As aresult,
The MTTF of such subsystems is several
Toshiba America Inc. of Irvine, Calif.,
reads can be independent, and they can
hundred years, greatly exceeding the
is another vendor that is keeping an eye
useful product lifetime. But the overhead operate at the disk's maximum rate while
on developments. "Disk arrays are
cost is 100%, since the user is buyalogical step for users who are
ing twice as much storage capacity
looking for higher transfer rates
as he needs and, in some cases,
and are increasingly interested in
twice the number of controllers.
obtaining very long times before
The second level of disk arrays,
failure—over five years," says
using aHamming code for error
Dave Tovey, director of marketing.
correction, gets by with much less
While admitting that arrays are
,redundancy than mirrored disks.
the way of the future, Tovey points
The idea is to have enough check
out some problems.
disks to store the error-detecting
If suppliers of original-equipand correcting codes to find and fix
ment manufacturers package mulasingle error.
tiple drives and controllers in abox
According to the Berkeley reand offer completed array subsyssearchers, asingle parity drive can
tems, will they be taking away the
detect asingle error on the data
added value that their customers
drives, "but to correct an error, we
want to put in? "Such customers
need enough check disks to identimay want to buy an array-friendly
fy the disk with the error." For exdrive and do it [the array subsysample, an array of 10 data disks
tem] themselves," says Tovey. On
would require another four as
the other hand, Tovey points out,
check disks. This 40% overhead is
since building adisk array is not an
much less costly than the 100% for
easy task, it makes sense for a
mirrored disks.
disk-drive company to do it. Yet, he
For large-block transfers, alevel
2disk array with two drives has The Pacstor Integra IN fault-tolerant disk-array subsystem asks, "can one design suit all customers?" No one in the industry
the same performance as level 1 uses up to adozen 100-Mbyte 3.5-in, disk drives.
knows the answer. "It will take a
mirrored disks, but lower overyear or two before it is clear how diskstill detecting errors.
head. The MTTF of a10-disk system is an
The main difference between level 4 drive vendors should proceed with aracceptable 50 years. For supercomputer
rays," Tovey says.
and the preceding two levels is that data
applications, then, an array of 10 small
Although no level 5disk arrays are
is interleaved on asector level rather
drives is better than mirrored large disks,
available, products using the array consince the 10 drives running in parallel pro- than on abit level. At level 4, read access
cept have been built. Besides the disk mirvide adata-transfer rate 10 times faster for small blocks is improved dramatically.
roring (level 1) used in many fault-tolerHowever, writes must still access all
than that of asingle drive. But this archiant systems, some vendors are tinkering
disks to generate new parity information,
tecture offers dismal performance for the
with higher RAID levels. For example, a
and the read-modify-write sequence still
small, fast data transfers of transactionsuffers from low performance. So level 4 design under development by System Inprocessing systems, because all the disks
is still not agood choice for transaction- dustries, Milpitas, Calif., will use conmust be accessed for each small transfer.
cepts of the higher RAID levels, and sevprocessing systems.
ONE CHECK DISK. The third RAID level
eral now-available disk-array systems folLevel 5comes to the rescue. At all the
reduces overhead even further by using
other levels, the check disk is the bottle- low the principles of levels 2to 4.
just asingle check disk. This scheme can
One example is from Plus Developneck inhibiting performance for smallwork because the other check disks are
ment Corp., which recently annnounced
block writes. This final level of disk-array
not needed to identify the disk that has an
the Plus Impulse disk server for PC netarchitecture eliminates the separate
error, since most disk controllers can
works using up to 32 disk drives. The Milidentify adrive failure. The check disk de- check disk by spreading the parity bits
pitas company's hard-disk server
tects adata error and the controller pin- over all the disks in the array.
achieves a12-ms effective access time
Small writes have alittle impact on perpoints the drive containing the error. In
and total capacity up to 2.6 Gbytes.
formance, because this scheme makes
an array of 10 data drives, the redundanAnother new product is the Integra III
multiple individual writes possible. As a
cy overhead is reduced to only 10%. The
result, level 5offers the best solution for fault-tolerant storage-array subsystem
performance of level 3arrays is the same
both transaction processing and computa- from Pacstor Inc. of Los Gatos, Calif.
as for level 2. And reliability is alittle
tion-intensive applications. While keeping This array uses up to 12 high-speed, 100higher, since fewer total drives are in use.
Mbyte, 3.5-in. drives. Error-correction
the performance high for large-block
Thus level 3brings the cost of reliability
code is distributed across all drives, as in
transfers, keeping the redundancy overredundancy to its lowest point.
level 5. As many as two drives can fail
head low, and speeding up small-block
The next two disk-array levels, 4and 5,
without any loss of data, and failed drives
reads, level 5appears to be the way to
address the problem of improving perforcan be replaced and data regenerated on
build disk arrays.
mance for large numbers of small-block
the replacement drives without interruptOf the several commercial disk-array
accesses for transaction processing. In
ing operation.
products now on the market, none yet use
levels 2and 3, bit interleaving across the
Disk arrays like the Integra III are dethe level 5approach. However, Fujitsu
array is used for easy calculation of the
Electronics/ February 1989
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interest in arrays, the major playsigned to be servers for multipleers—such as Ciprico, Interphase,
user and multiple-host transacand Xylogics—have not yet retion systems, where the highest
vealed any product plans. Howlevel of data integrity and availever, they do offer some tantalizability is required. On the other
ing hints. " Arrays are alegitiside of the market, supermate scheme for assembling
computer companies are starting
high-performance disk systems,"
to get into the act. Three of
says Interphase's Godsey. And in
them—Computer System Archithe next breath: " Interphase is
tects, Intel Scientific Computers,
committed to supplying high-perand Thinking Machines—have
formance disk controllers to the
built their own disk arrays.
industry."
The array developed by ThinkMeanwhile, at Xylogics Inc. in
ing Machines Inc. in Cambridge,
Burlington, Mass., "we find that
Mass., for the massively parallel
people are interested in the conConnection Machine supercept [of disk arrays] and are uscomputer is called the DataVault
ing disk striping now to get data
and offers 10 Gbytes of storage.
rates up," says Chappell Cory III,
The DataVault is alevel 2RAID
senior vice president of marketsystem with 32 drives for data
and 8check drives, including one An integrated sLpercomputer disk array uses high-capacity ing operations. Disk striping
means spreading data across
hot standby. Up to eight Data- drives to give Inters iPSC/2 aconcurrent I/O subsystem.
multiple drives. "That's why XyVaults may be used in parallel on
the Connection Machine Model CM-2. just for disk arrays, while other control- logics did adual-channel controller"—a
This scheme yields 80 Gbytes of total ca- ler companies, such as Ciprico, Inter- recently announced product. "A wide array [more than two channels] can do even
phase, Storage Concepts, and Xylogics
pacity and atransfer rate of more than
are looking closely at the array concept higher data rates," he adds.
150 Mbytes/s.
Although adual-channel controller can
The Scientific Computer division of In- for future development.
help alot to speed up data rates, arrays
The Maximum Strategy array controltel Corp. in Beaverton, Ore., recently ancan take the process much further. It
ler is designed for controlling multiple
nounced the Concurrent I/O subsystem
for its iPSC/2 concurrent supercomputer banks of standard disk drives in arrays of seems safe to assume that controllers designed specifically for building large arup to MI The Strategy 2controller of[Electronics, November 1988, p. 24]. This
rays of disks will be forthcoming. Yet,
array of up to 127 I/O nodes can support fered by the San Jose, Calif., company
Cory cautions, "we have away to go bedisk drives and other I/O devices at ato- can be used for disk subsystems of up to
fore we see lots of arrays, at least in the
tal data bandwidth of more than 700
OEM environment."
Mbytes/s. Each I/O node typically conAnother cautionary note is offered by
trols two 700-Mbyte disk drives. The arThe lirst flood of arrays will
Interphase's Godsey. " It's not agiven
chitecture of the Concurrent I/O subsyslikely be done in house by
that real RAID systems always provide
tem has the potential to support disk arsystems and computer firms
lower cost per megabyte. For example,
rays of hundreds of disks with up to 500
you can get very poor formatting effiGbytes of total capacity. The first version
ciency with arrays, especially with small
handles adisk configuration of up to 40
32 Mbytes with sustained data-transfer block sizes," he says. Ciprico Inc. in PlymGbytes using 344- and 574-Mbyte drives.
outh, Minn., is another of the leading perates up to 20 Mbytes/s and burst rates
Intel provides software, called the Conripheral-controller companies that is
up to 40 Mbytes/s. Avariety of Enhanced
current File System, that makes the parmulling disk arrays. " We believe that
Small Disk Interface and Storage Module
allelism of the array transparent to prodrives can be selected. Maximum Strate- parallel arrays will be atechnology that
grams and programmers. Each I/O node
gy uses a48-bit error-correction polyno- will be useful, and there will be amarket
sees asingle large virtual disk.
for them in the future," says Don Petermial, which is stored with every 1,024
FOR PARALLEL COMPUTATION. The archison, director of marketing.
tecture of the new SuperSet.64 supercom- bytes of data to provide error recovery.
Most industry watchers, Godsey and
Parity drives, standby drives, and dual
puter from Computer System Architects
Cory included, believe that the first flood
in Provo, Utah, includes aswitching sys- ports help achieve ahigh level of faultof disk arrays are likely to be those astolerant data integrity.
tem that allows drives to be embedded
sembled by big system houses and comFor ease of use with avariety of computwithin the array of processors the machine is built around. Each processor er systems, Maximum Strategy has engi- puter companies for their own use rather
than as products offered to the general
neered adevice-independent, logical-block
node can have adisk drive or some dataOEM market.
acquisition equipment attached to it in a host-command interface for its array prodMany OEMs will design their own array
setup much like Intel's [
Electronics, De- ucts. This enables the host programs to
controllers, but some may purchase them.
communicate with the controller (and
cember 1988, p. 112].
hence the array subsystem) in terms of log- This could lead to problems of deciding
Teradata Corp., the Los Angeles maker
ical blocks rather than physical disk param- who is responsible for the array subsysof data-base computers, pioneered parallel-processor-hardware architecture for eters, such as cylinders, tracks, and sec- tem. With controller firms building diskdrive subsystems using their array controldata-base management that makes use of tors. Thus it eliminates the need for applilers, or disk-drive companies building array
cations to handle logical-to-physical-block
arrays of disk drives.
controllers to package with their drives,
To build disk arrays, the drives them- mapping, bad block management, and
data-error recovery. These are handled by customers may see alot of finger pointing.
selves need not be changed. The changes
come in controllers, interface architec- the controller, making details of the array That's agood reason for system houses to
buy drives from adrive maker, controllers
invisible to the programs.
ture, error detection and correction, and
Although other peripheral-controller from acontroller maker, and integrate
access software. For example, Maximum
—Tom Manuel
vendors report agreat deal of customer their own subsystems.
Strategy Inc. makes acontroller designed
100
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SUPER CIRCUIT BOARDS
FROM HITACHI CHEMICAL,
OF COURSE.
e

SULATED WIRES
sulated 0,1mm ( 4mil) diameter
pper wires are routinely used
high wiring densities.

PADS
Electroplated pad configurations are used for surface mount
technology.

ERLAY
cover layer of epoxy glass
oth is used to encapsulate the
ard and to securely affix the
res in place.

WIRE CROSSOVER
Polyimide insulated wires
having adielectric break down
voltage greater than 500VDC
permit crossover wiring.

HES1VE + UNDERLAY
ewires are securely bonded
an adhesive material, and
ditionally insulated from the
mat board with underlay
e-preg material.

BASIC GRID 2.54 mm ( 0.1inch)
Basic grid is standard at
2.54mm (0.100inch), however,
1.91 mm ( 0.075inch) and
1.27mm (0.050inch) are also
possible.

ROUGH FIOLE PLA1ING pper plated through holes
erconnect each wire both
echanically as well as
ctrically to Finer layer
wer and ground planes.

be.

3WIRES BETWEEN IC PINS
& DIAGONAL WIRING
Concurrent wire routing can
easily accommcdate 3wires
between IC pins plus diagonal
wiring to minimize crosstalk.

NER LAYER FORMAT
•ARD
Itilayer format board can
used for power and ground
rces.

GLASS EPDXY BASE
MATERIAL
Base material is an epoxy glass
cloth FR-4material. Plating
catalysts are impregnated
within the material to insure
good platabilitsr.

t

•i•

Smaller Denser Faster. This is Super Circuit sophisticatioii at its finest, and is a
prime reason you should consider SMT combined with Multiwire® Interconnection
Technology. In this day of higher density silicon chip integration and higher speeds,
circuit boards need to become an active extension of the component. Multiwire
Boards (
MWB®) are the next logical step. Using uniform 0.1mm diameter insulated
copper wire for signal interconnection, MWB can routinely accommodate super
high wiring densities and high signal speeds. This allows transmission line performance characteristics while offering critical wire length and precisely controlled
impedance levels. Concurrent Routing, auniquely developed wiring technique,
permits ahigh degree of design flexibility while achieving enhanced electrical performance, especially where high signal speeds and crosstalk management are critical.
At Hitachi Chemical we offer total, one vendor responsibility to the circuit
board industry, and we manufacture 100% of all materials used in our highly
complex products. We are the only circuit board manufacturer providing 21st
century products as well as producing the specialized materials to achieve these
designs. Our space age interconnection technology provides clear epoxy films
for improved insulation resistance, polyimide laminate boards for high heat
characteristics, low dielectric laminate materials to facilitate high speed signal
transfer, flexible and rigid-flex MWB, printed circuit boards, ceramic boards and
multilayer boards.
So if you need super technology for your applications, turn to Hitachi Chemical,
the pioneer of Super Circuit Boards and all of the materials that make them
so super!

HITACHI
Hitachi Chemical Company, Ltd.
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Hitachi Chemical Electro-Producte, Inc.
Sales Offices: 3469 Lawrenceville Hwy. 420 Lexington Avenue 1800 West Park Drive
2102 Business Center Dr. 4141 Blue Lake Cir 34500 Grand River Ave.
1333 Lawrence Expwy.
Suite 205
Suite 508
Suite 305
Suite 130
Suite 217
Farmingtcri Hills, MI 48024 Suite 212
Tucker, GA 30085
New York, NY 10170 Westborough, MA 01581 Irvine, CA 92715
Dallas, TX 75234 (313) 477 2290
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(404) 938-9388 (212) 867-9810 (617) 366-4092 (714) 253-5790 (214) 960-9675
(408) 244-2570
Multiwire is aregistered U.S. trademark of the Rollmorgen Corp. MWBeis aregistered U.S. trademark of Hitachi Chemical Co., Ltd.

Whether it's aquestion of speed, bandwidth, power consumption or cost, our family of 8-bit A/D flash converters
has the answer.
For example, if you need amonolithic high speed, ECL-compatible converter, there's our AD770 or AD9002.
The AD770 is our fastest ECL-compatible 8-bit converter, with aguaranteed sample rate of 200MSPS. And its 250MHz
full power bandwidth and SNR performance with high frequency input signals can't be beaten. The AD770 is available in commercial and extended temperature range versions.
The AD9002 has aguaranteed sample rate of 125MSPS — yet its nominal power dissipation is amere 750mW — and it
operates from asingle — 5.2V power supply. The AD9002 is also available with MIL-STD-883 processing, making it ideal for
awide range of applications.
On the other hand, if it's aTTL- compatible 8-bit flash converter you need, there's our AD9012 or AD9048.
The AD9012 is the industry's fastest TTL- compatible converter, with aguaranteed sampling rate nearly twice that of its

ANALOG
DEVICES
ECL COMPATIBLE

AD770

AD9002

High Bandwidth,
ECL Compatible, 200MSPS
• 400MHz Small- Signal Bandwidth
• 19pF Input Capacitance
• Bipolar or Unipolar Input
• + 5V/ — 5.2V Power Supplies

Low Power,
ECL Compatible, 125MSPS
• 160MHz Analog Input Bandwidth
• 17pF Input Capacitance
• 750mW Power Dissipation
• Single — 5.2V Power Supply

The AD770 200MSPS A/D Converter uses an advanced VLSI
bipolar process and aproprietary design to achieve new levels of
performance in sampling rates and signal bandwidths for flash
converters. Full power bandwidth is 250MHz.

Designs for radar, digital oscilloscopes, ATE systems, electronic
warfare, communications/signal intelligence systems and a
wide variety of other applications can be made easier with the
AD9002 High Speed Monolithic AID Convener.

The AD770 is ideal for high performance digital oscilloscope,
radar, communications and electronic warfare systems. High
input bandwidth permits undersatnpling of high frequency
band- limited signals.

An overflow bit indicating overrange signals can also be used to
"stack" two AD9002 units to get 9- bit resolution of the digitized
signal.

Multistage comparator design reduces the probability of errors
due to metastable states or insufficient gain; decoding logic further reduces errors with atwo-stage error-correcting architecture.
All inputs and outputs arc ECL compatible, and analog inputs
can be either bipolar or unipolar signals with up to 4V range.
High accuracy and minimum temperature drift arc preserved
with end point reference Force and Sense connections.
There arc three grades available. JD and KD grades are specified over a0to + 70`C range; the SD grade is specified for
temperatures from — 55°C to + 125`C. All standard grades are
packaged in 40-pin ceramic DIPs; contact the factory for other
package options.

Input capacitance is typically 17pF and only 22pF maximum,
simplifying the choice of adriving amplifier. Cooling requirements and power supply problems are also eased because of the
tow 750mW dissipation of the AD9002.
Two grades are available; one has 0.5LSB linearity, and the
other has 0.75LSB linearity. Both versions are offered for operation from — 25°C to + 85°C packaged as 28- pin DIPs or 28-pin
PLCCs. Military temperature range devices of — 55°C to + 125°C
are available as ceramic DIP and LCC packages; they are compliant to MIL- STD-883 requirements.

FOR THE WHOLE STORY
DO SOME SI

nearest competitor. Plus the AD9012 offers excellent ac performance, low power operation and low input capacitance.
The AD9048 is an improved version of an industry-standard 8-bit TTL- compatible A/D converter, with the highest sampling rate, widest bandwidth, lowest input capacitance and lowest power. And the AD9048, as well as the AD9012, is available
to MIL-STD-883.
There's no question about it — high performance characteristics are traits in our family of 8-bit ND flash converters. So
no matter what your requirement is for 8-bit analog-to-digital conversion, we have the solution.
If you want more information in aflash on our 8-bit flash converters, call your nearest Analog
ANALOG
Devices sales office or our applications engineers. Answers for the AD770 are at (617) 935-5565.
DEVICES
For the AD9002, AD9012 and AD9048, call (919) 668-9511.
Analog Devices, Inc., One Technology Way. P.O Box 9106. Nonvood, MA02062-9106: Headquarters: (617)329-4700; California: (714)641-9391,16191268-4621, (408)559-2037; Colorado: ( 719)590-9952.
Maryland: (301)992-1994; Ohio: (614)764-8795; Pennsylvania: (215)643-7790: Texas: (214)231-5094; Washington: (206)575-6344: Austria: (222)885504: Belgium: (3)237 1672; Denmark: ( 21 845800; France 1
4687-34-11: Holland: ( 1620)81500; Israel: (052)911415; Italy: ( 2)6883831:Japan: (3)263-6826; Sweden: (81282740; Switzerland: (22)31 57 60; United Kingdom: (932(232220: West Germany: (89)570050.

8-Bit
Flash Converters
TTL COMPATIBLE

AD9012

AD9048

Low Power, Wide Bandwidth,
TTL Compatible, 75MSPS
• 160MHz Input Bandwidth
• 16pF Typical Input Capacitance

Low Power, Low Cost,
TTL Compatible, 35MSPS
• 15MHz Typical Bandwidth
• Input Capacitance Typically 16pF
• 550mW Power Dissipation

• Power Dissipation 1W
• Minimum 46dB SNR

• Industry- Standard Pinouts

The AD9012 is aTTL compatible AID converter fabricated in
bipolar process which makes it possible to operate
at typical conversion speeds up to 100MSPS.
anadvanced

For commercial and industrial applications, the AD9012 is an
excellent choice for professional video, instrumentation, digital
radio and PC- based video digitizing equipment.
In military applications, the requirement for mil-qualified
devices can be met with MIL-STD-883 units in electronic
countermeasures, missile guidance, radar, radar warning and
other military systems equipment.
The AD9012 is available in two grades: one has 0.5LSB linearity, and the other has 0.75LSB linearity. Both operate from
—25°C to + 85°C and are packaged as 28-pin DIPs or 28-pin
PLCCs. Military temperature range devices of — 55°C to + I25°C
are available as ceramic DIP and LCC packages.

As its name implies, the monolithic AD9048 Video AID Converter is an ideal choice for real-time conversion of video signals.
Its full power bandwidth is typically I5MHz, with no missing
codes, and is aguaranteed minimum of 10MHz.
Low power dissipation of 55OmW typical makes the AD9048
adaptable and attractive for abroad range of applications. In
addition to professional video systems and video imaging, it
is an excellent choice for electrooptics, digital radio and electronic warfare systems, among others.
The AD9048 has industry-standard pinouts and is available over
two temperature ranges, with two grades of linearity. Linearities
of either 0.5LSB or 0.75LSB can be ordered for 0to + 70°C
commercial ranges, or — 55°C to + 125°C military temperatures.
Commercial versions are in 28-pin DIPs and PLCCs; military
versions are in ceramic DIP and LCC packages. Both commercial units and MIL- STD-883-compliant devices are standard
products.
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COMING SOON: HIGH-PERFORMANCE SON OF SCSI
I t looks as if the high-performance successor to the popular Small Computer
Systems Interface bus standard is finally
about to emerge—after seven draft revisions and nearly two and ahalf years of
committee wrangling. Backers of the
new SCSI-2standard are hoping for big
things, and already afew original-equipment manufacturers are jumping out
with early SCSI-2products.
Ciprico Inc. in Plymouth, Minn., for example, is introducing the industry's first
SCSI-2host bus adapter for the VMEbus
this month. Cipher, Laser Magnetic Storage, and Wangtek have already introduced tape drives with embedded controllers that offer SCSI-2features. Other
vendors are expected to enter the fray
this year, as SCSI-2 winds its way
through the American National Standards Institute approval process.
In its most elaborate form, SCSI-2will
eventually allow synchronous data-transfer rates of up to 40 Mbytes/s. That will
put it in the same performance league as
the Intelligent Peripheral Interface, and
some think it could give IPI arun for its
money by the early 1990s in high-end
disk- and tape-drive applications, despite
SCSI's small-system orientation.
Others have their doubts about that.
And some think market acceptance could
be slowed by confusion over just what
SCSI-2is, since the voluminous SCSI-2
document allows for amultitude of vendor options (see below).
Whatever its impact, SCSI-2should
help fuel an already fast-growing market
in SCSI-based gear. Sales of SCSI integrated circuits, boards, and embedded

3550 VMEbus SCSI-2host bus adapter, on
the other hand, will incorporate the socalled "wide SCSI" option of SCSI-2. By
using asecond cable to extend the width
of the 8-bit SCSI bus to either 16 or 32
bits, wide SCSI can transfer data at up 20
Mbytes/s—four times the rate of today's
4-to-5-Mbyte/s SCSI maximum.
FAST AND WIDE. SCSI-2will get to its ultimate 40-Mbyte/s speed by doubling the
SCSI bus clock rate, using the so-called
"fast SCSI" option. But fast SCSI, unlike
wide SCSI, will require new controller
chips, which probably won't be available
even in sample form until around midyear or later. That means OEM products
SCSI-2 could give IPI a run
that combine the fast SCSI option with
for its money in high-end
wide SCSI are unlikely to show up in voldisk-drive applications
ume until next year at the earliest.
Even before the SCSI-2standard is set
in stone, work on asuccessor SCSI-3standard is already under way. And one inmaking SCSI-2purchasing decisions,
dustry watcher who is high on the longOEM managers will want to make sure
term outlook for SCSI is Molina of Techthey know exactly what they're buying,
nology Forums, which publishes product
since one vendor's products won't necessource guides for SCSI, IPI, and other
sarily match those of another.
buses. " It's possible, though not entirely
The SCSI-2document is aphone-booksize treatise encompassing nearly 600
probable, that SCSI-2and SCSI-3will topages. " People keep talking about a tally throw out IPI," Molina says. There
SCSI-2standard. But what it is, is astan- are currently over 200 suppliers of SCSI
components and equipment, compared
dard laundry list," says Joe Molina, presiwith only about ahalf dozen IPI vendors,
dent of Technology Forums. And because
he points out. " And there's aschool of
of the standard's all-encompassing nature, initial SCSI-2products will imple- thought that says if the SCSI people had
taken IPI more seriously afew years ago,
ment only asubset of the standard.
there wouldn't be an IPI now."
Cipher's ST150S2 half-height 5.25-in.
Others disagree. Unlike SCSI-2, the IPI
tape drive, for example, adopts the SCSI2Common Command Set but doesn't standard was completed in 1985, they
make use of SCSI-2options for boosting
point out, and IPI is already used in computer systems sold by heavyweights like
bus data-transfer rates. Ciprico's Rimfire

SCSI disk drives and tape transports together accounted for over $ 1billion in
OEM revenues last year, according to
Technology Forums Ltd., aChanhassen,
Minn., technical publishing firm. The
firm sees the SCSI and SCSI-2market
growing 36% in 1989 to $1.45 billion.
SCSI-2is designed for backward compatibility with SCSI—both SCSI and
SCSI-2devices can coexist on the same
bus. That should provide an easy migration path for SCSI users, allowing SCSI-2
to be added incrementally. But when

SOUPED-UP STANDARD BOASTS HIGHER THROUGHPUT
The Small Computer System Interface
was already ade facto standard when
it was formally approved in June 1986.
And SCSI today is one of the most widely
known and widely used bus standards. It
is commonplace in low- to medium-performance magnetic-disk environments and is
also used for connecting tapes and optical-disk peripherals.
In developing the successor SCSI-2
standard, the American National Standards Institute's X3T9.2 committee has
taken pains to maintain backward compatibility with SCSI. Both SCSI and SCSI2devices can coexist in the same bus. But
SCSI-2has alot more going for it.
SCSI-2addresses numerous software
issues aimed at better plug-and-play compatibility and higher throughput. Also, it
contains two hardware options (wide
SCSI and fast SCSI) for boosting bus
104

data-transfer rates beyond today's 4-to-5Mbyte/s range. It contains anumber of
distinguishing features:
•The Common Command Set developed
in 1985 by an industry group for use with
SCSI disk drives is given aformal stamp
of approval under SCSI-2. CCS has been
further defined and extended for use
with tape transports and optical drives.
And SCSI-2defines command sets for
other peripherals, including compact-disk
read-only memories, scanners, medium
changers, and communication devices.
•Command queuing is supported.
Whereas SCSI allows only one command
to be outstanding to each logical unit on a
bus, an SCSI-2host can send up to 256
"tagged" commands to any SCSI-2peripheral. These are assigned atag value
so they can be intelligently manipulated
and queued at the target peripheral to im-

prove execution sequences. This can minimize seek times and mechanical latencies
for improved throughput.
•The wide SCSI option extends the 8-bit
SCSI bus to either 16 or 32 bits, providing
maximum synchronous data-transfer
rates of 10 and 20 Mbytes/s, respectively.
Wide SCSI maintains compatibility with
SCSI through the use of asecond cable,
which requires a68-pin connector and
carries the control signals and data for
the extra 8or 24 lines.
•The fast SCSI option relies on better cabling and tighter tolerances to double today's SCSI clock rates to 10 MHz. Fast
SCSI can be used with an 8-bit-wide bus to
provide 10-Mbyte/s synchronous datatransfer rates. When combined with either 16-bit- or 32-bit-wide SCSI, fast SCSI
pushes SCSI-2performance to amaximum 40 Mbytes/s. - W. R. L
Electronics/ February 1989

Fujitsu, Hitachi, Siemens, and Tandem.
And that's not to mention IBM Corp.,
which uses IPI drives on its 9370 midrange systems and other equipment
[Electronics, September 1988, p. 40].
Also, SCSI's short cable lengths (a
maximum of 25 meters in voltage-differential mode or 6meters in single-ended
mode) will prevent SCSI-2from competing in the market for very large computer
systems, says Dal Allan, president of
ENDL Consulting of Saratoga, Calif., and
also vice chairman of the ANSI X3T9.2
task force charged with SCSI-2development. "You can't hook up 160 disk drives
to alarge IBM mainframe in that kind of
space," he points out.
There are also questions of cost. "The
SCSI market is still aKentucky Fried
Chicken world. The perception of SCSI is
that it's cheap, cheap, cheap," says Allan.
And SCSI-2will add cost as well as take
up more board real estate, due to fast
SCSI's need for expensive outboard differential transceivers and wide SCSI's
need for asecond cable.
NOT AND COLD. So far, OEM vendors are
embracing SCSI-2to varying degrees. At
Ciprico, managers are so high on SCSI-2's
long-term outlook that the firm has put IPI
product plans on the back burner. Others
are less enthusiastic, at least for the near
term. "We don't see anybody today who is
particularly interested in SCSI-2. We're
getting ahuge 'ho hum' in the marketplace. The guys doing the high-performance I/O systems today are interested in
IPI," declares Ernest E. Godsey, product
marketing director at Interphase Corp. The
Dallas firm, aCiprico competitor, currently
has three SCSI controller products on the
market. "Yes, we believe SCSI is going to
play alarge role in peripheral interfaces.
But do we think that translates into SCSI-2
being an immediate success? The answer is
no," Godsey says.
And there are those in the middle.
"We're hearing preferences from some
customers to use SCSI," says Chappell
Cory III, vice president for marketing operations at Xylogics Inc., Burlington,
Mass., another open-bus-controller supplier. " But other people don't want it.
And I've found the market is composed of
both types."
One key to getting SCSI-2on track is
the standards-approval process. Barring
further revisions, the X3T9.2 group is expected to forward the SCSI-2document to
the parent X3T9 committee this month
for aletter ballot and public review. Chip
makers including Emulex, National Semiconductor, NCR, Scientific Micro Systems, Western Digital, and others are already working on SCSI-2controller chips.
If the SCSI-2approval process goes as expected, the betting among observers is
that the first dedicated SCSI-2controller
chips could be arriving in sample form by
around midyear.
—Wesley R. Iversen
Electronics/ February 1989

FIRST OUT: CIPRICO'S SCSI-2 RIFAFIRE ADAPTER
ne company that is betting heavily on
O
SCSI-2is Ciprico Inc. The Plymouth,
Minn.-based firm this month is rolling out
the industry's first SCSI-2host adapter
for the VMEbus. Ciprico's Rimfire 3550
VMEbus SCSI-2host bus adapter supports the SCSI-2common command set
and the tagged-command techniques to
allow command queuing at the target peripheral for improved throughput. The
3550 also raises bus data-transfer rates
by adopting the SCSI-2wide option.
"In our implementation, SCSI-2means
we're going from an 8-bit-wide data path
to 16 or 32 bits wide," says Donald C. Peterson, Ciprico's director of marketing.
That means the Rimfire 3550 is able to
handle SCSI-2data-transfer rates of up to
8Mbytes/s in an asynchronous mode and
up to 20 Mbytes/s in a synchronous
mode, compared with today's 4-to-5Mbyte/s synchronous SCSI rates.
The Rimfire 3550 is equipped with faceplate connectors for both the 8-bit-wide A
cable (the same as standard SCSI) and the
B cable required for the extra data and
control lines used in wide SCSI. Since dedicated SCSI-2controller chips are not yet
available, the 3550 relies on the same
Western Digital WD33C92 SCSI controller circuit used in Ciprico's earlier Rimfire 3510 VMEbus SCSI host bus adapter.
And as with the 3510, the WD33C92

works with an on-board 80186 chip to handle SCSI protocols.
Ciprico builds additional circuitry into
the 3550 to handle the wider SCSI-2data
path. This includes a2-Kbyte first-in,
first-out circuit that acts as abuffer for
handling high SCSI-2data rates and for
more efficient coupling to the VMEbus.
Ciprico has also put in two proprietary 32byte short-burst FIFO circuits that are
able to transfer at 20 Mbytes/s.
Input/output on each side of the shortburst FIFOs is programmable for making
the conversion between variable-width
SCSI or SCSI-2data and the 32-bit-wide
format used on the VMEbus. The 3550's
80186 uses firmware housed in erasable
programmable read-only memory for negotiating with SCSI target devices on
whether 8-, 16-, or 32-bit bus transfers
will be used, and programs the shortburst FIFOs accordingly. Data for both
the A cable and Bcable is routed through
the FIFOs over a16-bit local bus on the
3550, under WD33C92 control.
Evaluation units of the Rimfire 3550
are due in March and production quantities should appear in June. In single-unit
quantities, the 3550 will sell for $1,495 for
aversion with single-ended transceivers.
A unit equipped with differential transceivers will be priced to sell at approximately $1,895. — W R. L

CONNECTING TO SCSI-2
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FIFO
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Which workstation has full I/C
layout and editing capabilities?
A 4billion x4billion point database;
A Power:
fast, crisp graphics; intuitive and flexible data
entry; GDSII and/or Gerber compatibility.

A Productivity:
inexpensive desktop workstations without the
performance degradation of multi-user
systems.

A Economy:
inexpensive to purchase without the overheads
(installation, maintenance, training) of either
mainframes or equivalent workstations.

A Ease of use:
user-friendly Macintosh IITm implementation
of industry standard commands minimizes
your ' learning curve'.
Macintosh"' is a licensed trademark of Apple Computer Inc. dw-2000"' is atrademark of Design Workshop.
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Easily handles the largest
layouts; multiple window
capability.

Powerful Palette dialog
replaces cumbersome multiple command interfaces
and allows complete flexibility to create, mix and match
contour and fill colors/
patterns.

4226 St. John's, Suite 400,
D.D.O. Quebec II9G 1X5
(514) 696-4753 FAX: (514) 696-5351
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SPACE

INSIDE BUSINESS

AS THE U. S. RETOOLS ITS SPACE EFFORTS,
VENDORS SEEK POCKETS OF OPPORTUNITY
Spending will rise—but most of the dollars will go to big, entrenched programs
more than two years of turmoil
Aft,er
following the Challenger space shut-

tle disaster, the U. S. space program is
slowly getting itself back on its feet. The
shuttle Discovery carried akey Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS) into orbit in September; the Atlantis successfully launched anot-so-secret military surveillance satellite in November; and this
month Discovery will launch the third
and final satellite in the TDRS system.
Says National Aeronautics and Space Administration director James C. Fletcher:
"The space program is back on track."
But that doesn't mean the dollars are
flowing in space electronics. "It's apretty
negative environment," says analyst
Gregory L. Sheppard of market-research
giant Dataquest Inc., San Jose, Calif.
NASA is seeking arecord $13.3 billion in
funding in 1990, up $2.4 billion from this
year. But despite the mammoth inRensote sensing satellites, such as France's Spot 1and 2, are pushing for ever higher resolucrease—mostly aimed at developing the
space station—Fletcher insists that there tion. This photo of the New York area is by Spot 1, which delivers 20-meter resolution in color.
"isn't enough money in the budget" to
pay for all of NASA's needs. He adds that portunities out there if you're not well-en- the earth in order to track geologic and human-induced changes on its surface. The
the agency will seek over $200 million a trenched already," says Steven R. Bell,
French Space Agency will launch Spot 2,
year in support from the private sector senior market analyst at GTE Government Systems in Arlington, Va., one of a its second imaging satellite, this year, and
beginning in 1990.
The bulk of the space platforms to be team of industry analysts who did a plans are already in the works for Spot 3
space-market study for the EIA almost and Spot 4. And sources say that aJapalaunched in the next several years are
two years ago. " Idon't see anything realnese entry is imminent. Spot 2will be idensystems that have had to wait while
tical to Spot 1, but future Spots and perNASA re-engineered the shuttle's rocket ly new coming on the scene in the next 10
haps the Japanese system may try to push
boosters—and while Congress re-engi- years," he adds.
for higher resolution than the 10- and 20The key space technologies reside
neered NASA and Defense Department
meter resolution that Spot 1delivers in
mostly in the grasp of ahandful of major
budgets. The resulting program stretchmonochrome and color, respectively.
systems builders—Ford Aerospace, Genouts put asqueeze on the space industry
But moving to higher resolutions will reeral Electric, Hughes Aircraft, Lockheed,
in the mid-1980s that is only now beginand TRW are names that come up over quire some ground-based innovations, says
ning to show signs of easing up. Even so,
Philippe Deklaux, director of technical opand over again as participants in virtually
that won't change the highly specialized
erations at Spot Image Corp., the Reston,
nature of space electronics. "Space is all every major space-systems contract. The
Va., unit of Spot Image SA of Toulouse,
remaining opportunities will be for radiavery custom," says Sheppard. "It's hard
France, which has rights to Spot 1data and
tion-hardened semiconductor technology
even to call it amarket."
Whatever you call it, civilian space (see story, opposite), plus afair amount markets photographic images produced by
Spot 1. The problem is that asingle image
of ground-based processing and maintespending will rise to about $4.4 billion in
today—a60-by-60-km square—records in 9
1989, up $500 million from last year, Shep- nance work.
seconds at the current 50-Mbit/s rate, so it
MORE COMPETITIVE. Indeed, 20 cents of
pard predicts. He says this market will
doesn't take long to fill up a45Gbyte highcontinue to grow at abetter than 10% an- every dollar spent on space electronics
nual rate through 1994. That's mostly due goes toward ground-based control, data- density magnetic tape.
Increasing resolution to 5meters, Delprocessing, and communications equipto NASA, plus long-planned commercial
claux says, would mean boosting transment, Sheppard says. "And ground syscommunications satellites. On the milimission rates from 50 to 200 Mbits/s and
tary side, space-electronics spending tems are perhaps alittle more [open to
would require anew method of capturing
dipped to $5.6 billion last year from $6bil- competition] because, for many of these
lion in 1987, according to the Electronic systems, you can use commercial comput- such huge data dumps. Current alternatives to the high-density tape that Spot
Industries Association, and will rebound ers and components. It's not so
now uses include optical-disk and even opspecialized."
only slightly this year, to $5.9 billion.
tical-tape technologies, but so far neither
One likely opportunity lies in the growBut even with those comparatively
ing field of remote-sensing satellites, which has proven fast enough.
rosy projections, only afew companies
NASA will face asimilar problem when
use scanning technologies to photograph
will benefit. "There aren't any huge op-
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it launches its own imaging satellite into
polar orbit some time in 1996, says Al
Fleigh, program manager for the project
at Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Md. Unlike Spot, which can record
imaging data only in daylight and transmit only when within reach of one of a
handful of ground stations, the NASA
system will record and transmit data 24
hours aday, 365 days ayear. "If you talk
about the amount of data that's got to be
taken down and processed, it gets frightening," Fleigh says.
Most of the processing for the polar
platforms will be confined to the ground,
and such data-handling problems are
driving amajor push on both the civilian
and military fronts to focus on better
ways to handle and retrieve data obtained
from space. For example, systems such
as Spot cannot see through clouds—and
fully three-quarters of the data in Spot
Image's archive are cloudy, Delclaux
says. So there's abig need for asystem
capable of identifying useless data—and
determining the difference between
clouds and bright ground cover such as
snow and ice.
But Delclaux adds that such problems
will not be easy to solve—and that they
may not be worth the trouble. "If we add
all these fancy features on board and
don't sacrifice the quality, then the cost
and weight of the spacecraft will be driven up considerably," he says. In most
cases, "it's cheaper to solve the problem
on the ground than on board."
One important on-board innovation
that's likely to materialize is more intelligence. Most current communication satellites provide little more than what industry insiders call "bent-pipe" communications—that is, they accept asignal
from the ground and bounce it back unchanged to another location. But NASA
and other space organizations foresee the
future satellite as acting not so much as a
pipe, but as aswitchboard.
DOUBLE WHAMMY. This notion of " a
switchboard in the sky," as one NASA
contractor calls it, will be tested when the
agency finally launches the Advanced
Communications Technology Satellite in
1992. Originally set for aSeptember 1988
liftoff, ACTS was delayed by adouble
whammy: the shuttle accident and budget cuts. But it will likely be the most advanced civilian space-communication experiment to date and will serve as amodel
for future commercial systems, says Ron
Schertler, chief of experiments in the
ACTS Project Office at NASA's Lewis Research Center near Cleveland.
President Reagan's proposed 1990 budget seeks to cancel ACTS, but NASA director Fletcher says he is confident that
Congress, which has shown strong support for the program in the past, will restore funding. While the President's budget office annually derides ACTS as afedElectronics / February 1989

eral subsidy for the commercial communications industry, he says, Congress
recognizes the importance of the $499
million program.
The system would be used primarily
for long-distance telephone service and
would be transparent to the user. The key
to the technology is aspace-borne baseband processor—built for prime contractor General Electric Co. of Fairfield,
Conn., by Motorola Inc.— that handles
the decompression and demultiplexing.

NASA's launch of the ACTS
satellite will test the
'switchboard in the sky'

ACTS will demonstrate only aportion
of what could eventually be awhole system of communications satellites that
could channel data and voice all over the
world, says C. Larry Brown, ACTS program manager at Motorola's Government Electronics Group in Chandler,
Ariz. The development of burst demodulators that acquire huge bursts of data,
demodulate the signals, then pass them
on to arouting and switching system was
akey step along the way, he says, and
one that will have apayoff. "The next
generation of commercial and military
satellites will start using some form of
baseband processing," Brown predicts.

Indeed, in 1990 the Pentagon will
launch what may be the most advanced
satellite system in history, when the first
of 20 or more Milstar communications
satellites makes its way into space. Milstar, aclassified program believed to cost
several hundred million dollars ayear,
will mark the first major foray into extremely high-frequency communication
bands, while continuing to support the ultrahigh-frequency communications links
now used by U. S. defense forces.
But Milstar will also demonstrate highly sophisticated processing that experts
say has never before been used in space.
This includes antijamming systems that
use fast frequency-hopping and signalprocessing techniques; 60GHz satelliteto-satellite cross links; and two entirely
different modulating schemes for the upand downlinks. To frustrate potential
eavesdroppers, frequency-division multiple-access technology will be used for
earth-to-satellite transmissions, while a
time-division multiple-access scheme will
be used for the downlink. "That's the
state of the art in the labs, and they're
trying to put it up now," says GTE's Bell.
Lasers are also getting attention for
use in space. NASA, the European Space
Agency, and the military all are keen on
using lasers in intersatellite communications, and the Navy is considering using
them to communicate with submarines as
an alternative to flying specially
equipped aircraft.
-Tobias Naegele

RAD—HARD IC MARKET SET TO SOAR IN 1990s
themselves in the market for spaceT
class chips are sure to profit in the 1990s.
he few companies that have positioned

Many space systems still use conventional integrated-circuit technologies and
elaborate radiation-shielding techniques
to protect them. But demand for true radiation hardening is increasing, experts
say. The technology lag that has till now
kept VLSI on the ground is beginning to
give way.
With the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration and the military
both looking to add on-board processing
capabilities to their satellite systems, the
weight and space considerations of fancy
shielding schemes are making inherently
radhard ICs seem like abetter bet than
ever. "Radhard is going to be one of the
more buoyant areas in the space market,"
says Gregory L. Sheppard of Dataquest
Inc. in San Jose, Calif. Although it remains asmall niche market dominated by
Harris Corp. of Melbourne, Fla., "this is
going to be avery strong area in the mid1990s," he says.
The efforts of companies such as Harris, Hughes Aircraft, IBM, Texas Instruments, and Westinghouse, which have all
invested heavily in developing radhard

chip technologies, appear to be nearing a
payoff. While the high levels of risk inherent in space systems have so far
grounded chips developed under the Very
High Speed Integrated Circuits program,
that seems to be changing. A spokesman
for IBM Corp.'s Federal Systems Division
in Manassas, Va., says the division is
committed to becoming amajor supplier
of radhard static random-access memories, using technology leveraged from its
VHSIC contracts. While IBM hasn't written orders for any radhard SRAMs yet,
"we think we're close to selling some,"
says Philip B. Johnson, one of IBM's
VHSIC program managers.
VHSIC has been greeted rather coolly
by military program managers in general. But VHSIC technology will finally
break through the stratosphere this
spring in aclassified, experimental space
shot that will test the viability of replacing mechanical tape recorders in reconnaissance satellites with arrays of solidstate memory chips. Researchers at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories
are now assembling hybrid packages of
ten 64-Kbit SRAMs fabricated by National Semiconductor Corp. in 1.25-µm VHSIC
Phase 1technology.
-TN.
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MegacellASIC?"

"You bet! lbshiba's got the entire set of LS!, MS!, and
SSI system components in their librar:'
'Are we also talking Z80® microprocessor,
disk controller and 82CXX functions?"
"Yep. Into asingle plasticflat packr
"Do you realize what this means?"
"Yeah. We can have the smallest system footprint on
the market?'
"Fantastic! Let's get them in here today:'

Through Toshiba's 1.5m Megacell ASIC technology, called
Super Integration, an entire system can be put on asingle chip.
In fact, one or two Megacell ASICs are enough to create all the
logic for an entire PC system.
Toshiba's patented Super Integration technology utilizes
off-the-shelf [SI functions together with standard cell logic to
form the most highly integrated megacell circuits. And each
megacell is time-tested and benchmarked to meet compatibility
requirements of complex LAN software and BIOS. These circuits
can be extremely cost-effective since they can be delivered in
any of aseries of advanced surface mount flat packs ranging
from 100 to 184 pins.
No other company today can match the level of integration
available through Toshiba's Megacell ASIC technology because
lbshiba has the most extensive library: the Z80® family, the
Intel® family, CRT controllers, LCD drivers, UART§, analog
circuits, RAM and ROM, and more. And lbshiba's experience in
Megacell ASICs is unequalled in the industry. Toshiba has been
delivering millions of Megacell ASICs since 1984, yielding the
highest production maturity
For complete information on how lbshiba's Megacell ASIC
can help you clear your desk, call 1-800-888-0848 ext. 517 today.

TOSHIBA

TOSHIBA AMERICA,INC .
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BUSINESS SECTOR

Service is our key component.
01989 Toshiba America. Inc.

(913) 236
(6 17 )656

7.80e is a registered trademark of Zilog. Inc.
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DATA COMMUNICATIONS

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

ZILOG HITS BACK IN SERIAL CO MUN CATIONS
O

chronous and asynchronous receiver/
transmitters then most commonly used,
which topped out in performance at
about 9.6 Mbits/s. As the leader in its
market, the Zilog architecture has been
widely second-sourced by semiconductor
companies as diverse at National Semiconductor, Signetics, and VLSI Technology, to name afew.
But in the past few years, Zilog's
parts have been forced to share the
market with avariety of other generalpurpose multiprotocol, multichannel, and
specialized-protocol
designs.
These
newer devices have eroded the preemiThe chips represent a push
nence of the earlier Zilog products.
to regain dominance in serial
In the first category of competitors
communication controllers
are Signetics' 4-Mbit/s SCN68562,
NEC's 2-Mbit/s µPD72001, and AT&T's
T7110 Spyder. In the second are the
The Z16C30 is more than just another SCC2698 octal UART from Signetics; a
similar octal device from Standard Minew product for Zilog. It represents the
company's big push to regain a domi- crosystems, capable of operation up to
nant position as asupplier of serial com- 38.4 Mbits/s; and the CL-CD100 family
from Cirrus Logic, running at 10
munications controllers.
Mbits/s. In the third are companies such
The new controller is the 16-bit followas Chips & Technologies Inc. and Naon to the n-MOS 8030/8530 and CMOS
80C30/85C30. These general-purpose, 8- tional Semiconductor Corp. Chips &
bit, multiplexed and demultiplexed, dual- Technologies' offering is atwo-chip set,
the 82C570, which implements IBM
channel, serial-communications controlCorp.'s 3270 serial-terminal protocol and
lers were introduced in 1981, Hulme
runs at 4.7 Mbits/s. It serves as an insays. With speeds of 2.5 Mbits/s, they
soon became the serial controller of put-output processor to emulate most of
the IBM terminals and printers, includchoice. They replaced the universal syning the 3276, 3274, and
3174 control units. Targeting the same IBM
serial-protocol market
is National with its 2TO OTHER CHANNEL
RECEIVE DATA
to
biphase
1
dual-channel communications processor, the
BCP8344. A 20-MHz
RECEIVE
multiprotocol device, it
RECEIVER
FIFO
implements the IBM
BYTE)
(32
I
3270/3299 coaxial protocol, the 5250 twin-axico
RECEIVE/
al protocol, or agener<
1
-TRANSMIT
-rt
al-purpose, 8-bit, serialo
CLOCKS
protocol channel.
I
/O AND
CPU I/O DATA
CLOCK
INTERRUPT
—'
a
z
DEVICE
The Z16C30 is an imMULTIPLEXER
CONTROL
BUFFER
ce
STATUS
pressive first step to—
ward reestablishing Zi...co
log's dominance in the
•é,
market. The chip contains two independent
(32 BYTE)
full-duplex serial chanTRANSMITTER
TRANSMIT
nels, each with the necFIFO
essary support circuitry: two baud-rate gen—
erators,
a digital
TRANSMIT DATA
phase-lock loop for
clock recovery, two
character counters for
message-length countZilog's 16-bit controller family has two independent full-duplex channels like this one.

nce a dominant supplier of serialcommunications controllers, Zilog
Corp. is flexing its muscles again. The
Campbell, Calif., company is about to
release not just one, but an entire family of general-purpose serial-communication controller chips. All of the new devices will provide speeds of up to 10
Mbits/s—that's four times the transmission performance of Zilog's previous
generation of general-purpose controller. In addition, all the chips will feature
dual-channel communications capability
and support 12 different serial formats.
The first device to debut is the 16-bit
Z16C30, a universal serial-communications controller fabricated with the company's 1.6-µm n-well CMOS process. It
features two full-duplex channels, two
baud-rate generators, two 32-byte firstin, first-out memories, and a digital
phase-locked loop. It also boasts logic to
support eight protocols and eight different formats, including asynchronous, bit
and byte synchronous, isochronous, Ethernet, and Mil-Std-1553B. The other
chips making up the new family of controllers will follow over the next two
years, the company says.
The Z16C30 is designed to work as
either a serial-to-parallel or parallel-toserial conversion-and-control device. It is
aimed at such applications as linking a
central processing unit and serial net-

work, on the one hand, with serial peripherals such as diskette, cassette, and
tape drives and CRTs on the other.
Available now in sample quantities,
the part is priced at $105 each in 100unit quantities; it comes in a68-pin plastic leaded-chip carrier. Volume pricing,
in quantities of 10,000, is expected to
fall below $30 each within 12 months,
says Mike Hulme, director of the company's Z8000 product line, the predecessor
to the Z16C30.

ROOSTING SERIAL-CONTROLLER PERFORMANCE
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ing, full interrupt support, and a fullter desired, while the other functions as
cuitry. The device also contains alarge
duplex interface to external direct-mem- awindow to the desired test register.
multi-input and multi-output multiplexer
Incorporation of such structures was
ory-access circuitry. Each chananel also
for clock signals, with test registers on
contains a 32-byte FIFO, by which the
deemed vitally important in the design
both the input and output.
controller can move 32-byte blocks of of the Z16C30, Hulme says, because acOther important features include
data in single bursts, which works out cess to internal nodes is particularly dif- automatic 8-, 16-, and 32bit cycle redunto 8to 10 times faster than current deficult in a serial input/output device.
dancy checking, mark idle synchronizavices. Zilog's own 8-bit controller, for The difficulty results from the large tion, programmable synchronization
example, requires multiple 3-byte transnumber of cycles that are required to
characters, channel-load commands for
fers in the receive mode and 1-byte
create specific conditions. For example,
direct-memory-access-controlled initialtransfers in the transmit mode.
testing the RAM-based FIFOs on the
ization, as well as a transmitter-to-reAlso contained on-chip is 48 Kbits of chip requires large numbers of mes- ceiver character synchronization.
read-only memory, which is divided into
sages to be transferred to test for patTo make designing with the controller
12-Kbit arrays for both the transmit and
tern sensitivities in the status bits. With
simpler and faster, Zilog is offering dereceive sections on both channels.
velopment kits for use with the
The ROMs hold the microcode and --li"reek.'-'"..;6•4-----1
company's Z280 and the Motorola
'
instructions for implementing eight
68000 processors, for $445 and $495
different serial communications
L
each, respectively. Each kit conprotocols—asynchronous, isochrotains a development board with a
nous, monosync, bisync, transparsocket-mounted controller, on-board
ent bisync, HDLC, IEEE 802.3 Eth- I5direct-memory-access circuitry, and
ernet, and Mil-Std-1553B. They can
64 Kbytes of ROM; schematics; and
also implement eight different data '
a diskette with sample application
formats, including four nonrecursoftware.
ring-zero variants and four biphase
Also being offered is a utility
alternatives.
called the Programmer's Assistant,
In essence, both the receiver and
an electronic work sheet that autotransmitter in each channel are mimates the initialization process by
crocoded serial processors in which
allowing the user to quickly locate
data shifts through the send and
controller registers and their bitreceive shift registers, says Monte
value options. Hulme says the utiliDalrymple, Zilog's director of archity, which will be available for a
tectural design. The microcode in
nominal charge, steps the user
each channel is used to watch for
through aseries of menu selections
specific bit patterns and to count
in which all controller functions are
bits. At the appropriate time, data
displayed and from which the user
is transferred to and from the FIselects the features that reflect a
FOs. The microcode also checks staparticular application and hardware
tus and generates status interrupts
design.
1711i:e n(
I
when appropriate.
Despite the Z16C30's advanced
The two channels share an inter- On the Z16C30, microcode implements eight different features and higher performance,
nal 16-bit bus interface, which in- communications protocols and eight different data formats. Hulme says, it is not expected to go
corporates afull set of control and
it alone. The Z16C30 is only the
strobe signals for direct interface to 8-,
bus-oriented testing, a test register is
first of a number of serial communica16-, or 32-bit multiplexed or nonmulti- present at the input to the receive FIFO,
tions controllers the company plans to
allowing arbitrary data and status bits
plexed buses. Using on-board logic, the
introduce over the next two years, at a
circuit watches the external micropro- to be written directly into the FIFO.
rate of approximately one every six
Similarly, for the transmitter, atest regcessor bus to determine whether it is
months.
multiplexed or nonmultiplexed, and deister is located at the output to the
The next to arrive will be a 16-Mbit
termines the bus width and the wait/
FIFO to extract data that otherwise
version of the universal serial controller,
ready protocol to use during interrupt- would have to be shifted out of the
fabricated with anew 1.4-um CMOS proacknowledge cycles. The bus cycle time
transmitter.
cess, that incorporates four DMA chanis 160 ns; the access time, 85 ns.
STATE MACHINES. A similar approach is
nels. Scheduled for early 1990 is asmart
Interrupts are supported with aCPUused in the interrupt logic section, which
universal serial controller that will be
to-universal-serial-controller daisy-chain
contains small asynchronous state macapable of operation at up to 20 Mbits.
hierarchy. This scheme is designed to chines that track interrupt conditions.
Fabricated with a1.2-p.tm CMOS process,
support easy bus arbitration, with each These state machines are difficult to
it will contain a16-bit Z8000 processor, a
channel having completely independent test, Hulme says, because they resolve
single universal-serial-control channel,
interrupt structures.
simultaneous inputs and are many levels
two DMA channels, on-board erasable
As a bonus, the Zilog device incorpoof logic away from the I/O signals.
programmable ROM or ROM, and a
rates logic for bus-oriented testability.
However, atest register at the inputs of dual-port random-access memory.
Such testability is a significant advan- the state machines allows consistent creA similar upgrade pathway is planned
tage over competitive products, accordation of this special case, so correct opfor the 8bit serial communications coning to Hulme.
eration can be guaranteed.
troller, with an integrated version conIn the bus-oriented testing method,
Other test registers located throughtaining four on-board DMA channels
dedicated test registers are buried in the
out the device allow access to the on- scheduled for mid-1989 along with a
device and accessible via the data bus
board 32-bit cyclic redundancy checker smart serial communications controller
through two registers in the register and generator, both the receive and
with an embedded Z80 processor, dualset. One register is used as an address
transmit data paths, and the state of the
port RAM, and on-board EPROM or
pointer to select the specific test regis- on-board digital phase locked-loop cirROM.
-Bernard C. Cole

GRAPHICS

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

A ONE-CHIP BOOST FOR DESKTOP GRAPHICS
eystem makers can build desktop coin-

Oputers that deliver the same color
graphics as high-end work stations at a
fraction of work-station prices, with avideo-controller chip from Inmos Corp. The
Colorado Springs, Colo., company's IMS
G300 is ageneral-purpose controller that
integrates all the control and data-conversion functions needed to implement abitmapped graphics subsystem. All adesigner needs to build such asystem without going over budget is the G300, amicroprocessor to serve as a centralprocessing unit, aframe-buffer memory,
and afew other circuits.
The G300 offers asingle-chip solution
for all of the real-time functions of a
graphics subsystem, including interfaces
to the CPU and video random-accessmemory array, with aminimum of external circuitry. The analog outputs can be
configured to drive awide variety of display devices, ranging from ahigh-resolution graphics monitor to astandard RS
170A TV screen. Pricing had not yet been
set as of late last month.
The controller integrates video timing,
screen refreshing, and pixel-flow control
with color expansion and digital-to-analog
conversion in one 84-pin package. The internal architecture is 24 bits wide, ensuring a
large enough address range and high
enough resolution for most applications.
Any CPU can be used, since the G300 is
compatible with 8-, 16-, and 32-bit interfaces. It handles screens of any size and
resolution, limited only by the bandwidth
of the video dynamic RAMs.

Business computer users are beginning to demand both increased computing power and the kind of graphics that
the G300 can help provide. They want a
desktop tool that can perform heavy computation while interpreting and displaying the results in complex graphics, even
three-dimensional graphics.
To get that kind of performance and
still keep the desktop system competitively priced, however, designers cannot afford to use the highly specialized and expensive graphics architectures common

Business users now demand
graphics power that the
G300 can help provide

to big work stations. One common method of producing high-quality graphics, for
example, has been to use acoprocessor
with aset of microcoded or hardware-implemented drawing instructions to take
over the low-level graphics tasks, such as
line and arc drawing. This is not avery
flexible solution, since new chips or microcodes have to be developed when new
and better algorithms come along.
What efficient graphics systems need
is not more special instructions but large
amounts of general-purpose processing
power—asimple architecture where the
response time is determined by the power
of the processors used and the bandwidth
for delivering drawing instructions to the

PUTTING HIGHQUALITY GRAPHICS ON ADESKTOP
SYNCHRONIZING
SIGNALS
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The Inmos G300 offers the real-time functions of a bit- mapped graphics subsystem.
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frame buffer (bit map). This kind of architecture gives the host processor free access to the pathway to the graphics
frame-buffer memory.
In such an environment, the potential
for performance improvements is found
mainly in the raw speed of the host processor and the efficiency with which it
supports core graphics operations. To aid
the design of systems with this type of
free-access graphics architecture, what is
needed is asimple, inexpensive way to
handle all the tasks required to transform
the data in the frame buffer into the pixels to be delivered to the display device. It
is precisely these capabilities that Inmos
has built into the G300.
The chip is powerful enough to handle
all of the operations required to turn data
into pixels and move them from the
frame buffer to the screen. It includes
screen-refresh address generation—both
interlaced and noninterlaced—video synchronization, and data conversion. It also
boasts automatic line-increment capability, acolor-lookup table, atriple video
DAC, and aphase-locked loop.
The video-timing generator is aprogrammable state machine that accepts a
simple description of the video system as
a set of numerical parameters. The
screen parameters include the width of
the horizontal synchronization pulse, the
duration of the setup, the number of pixels dislayed in both afull-scan line and a
half-scan line, the width of the frame-synchronization equalizing pulse, the width
of the frame-sync pulse, the number of
blanked lines per frame, and the number
of displayed lines per frame.
For sophisticated control of the screen
refreshing, asmall set of registers holds
the description of the video system and
the bit-map configuration. The screen-refresh mechanism uses direct memory access to read the data in the video RAM
frame buffer, allowing aseamless midline update of the screen. This approach
keeps the impact of the screen update
function on the processor-to-frame-buffer bandwidth to aminimum.
In the color-lookup table, the color of
each pixel is defined as the 8-bit address
of acolor that is described by more than 8
bits—possibly up to 24 bits for avery
large range. The price incurred by using
acolor-lookup table is areduction in the
number of colors that can be displayed simultaneously. High-end graphics systems, which require many simultaneous
colors, use 24-bit direct addressing, but
require much more frame-buffer memory
than an 8-bit indirect color-lookup table to
do it. The table built into the G300 is a
256-location 24-bit table.
-Tom Manuel
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INSTRUMENTATION

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

FINALLY, PROGRAMMABLE ARRAYS MAKE SENSE
Drogrammable gate arrays are starting
rto get alot of attention from system
builders in spite of the lack of design aids
available for them. Now Data I/O Corp.
is bringing out atool for in-circuit verification and debugging of the arrays that
ought to make them far easier to use.
The programmable gate array differs
from conventional gate arrays in that the
user, rather than asilicon foundry, programs them. They are becoming more
popular as they offer the designer more
complexity; up to 15,000 gates are available now. Some $30 million worth of them
were designed into systems last year, according to Dataquest Inc., aSan Jose,
Calif., market research firm, up from virtuallly nothing afew years ago.
At the same time, more gates on an array demand better instrumentation to
help design with the devices. "What's
needed is an instrument that will help the
designer verify that his design has been
properly downloaded into the PGA," says
John Watson, aproduct marketing manager at Data I/O Corp. in Redmond,
Wash. "And it should also help isolate the
chip from the target system so the designer can examine what's going on inside the PGA."
Data I/O's Mesa 1development tool kit
does just that. It is amultipurpose, hardware-based tool for in-circuit verification
and debugging designs based on programmable gate arrays. Its name derives
from the four broad functions it covers:
modeling, emulation, simulation, and
analysis. The tool kit supports 68- and 84pin plastic-leaded-chip-carrier packages.
It sells for $9,400 each in quantity and is
available eight weeks after order.
Mesa 1enables designers to verify that

design data is correctly downloaded; to
physically observe register states within
the array; to isolate specific signals from
the target system and force states to isolate problems; and to experiment with design alternatives in real time in the target
system. It also acts as an instant breadboard so that designers can experiment
with avariety of alternatives.
A key feature of the Mesa 1is its ability to run the array being tested in parallel
with its own on-board shadow array, says
David Kohlmeier, engineering manager.

More gates demand better
instrumentation to help
design with the devices
The device under test and the instrument
running in parallel receive all input stimulus concurrently. At any time, the designer can halt system operation from the instrument. Once the system has been
stopped, the designer can examine the
registers of the device under test by viewing the registers of the shadow array on
the Mesa 1.
Connecting to and controlling the operation of an array in atarget system without loading the device down is no mean
feat. Mesa 1contains aflexible circuit
probe at the end of which is a68- or 84-pin
connector. The connector allows the designer to remove the target array under
test and insert the probe between the target array and its socket. The designer
loads the programmed configuration of
the target array from his design system,
which is usually apersonal computer, via

PROBING A PROGRAMMABLE GATE ARRAY
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The Mesa 1tool kit makes life easier for designers working with programmable gate arrays. Its
hardware and software target modeling, emulation, simulation, and analysis.
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Mesa 1. "We can control the configuration pins to load the chip's programming," says Kohlmeier.
During analysis, the instrument is able
to switch between the target part and the
shadow array. It can also stimulate the
target array by running test vectors
through the system, which allows the designer to determine if the system is responding correctly. By doing so, he can
isolate whether the problem is inside the
array or outside in the surrounding
system.
In addition, the designer can run design-verification vectors or the equivalent
of simulation right on the target array.
He can stimulate the target array with
simulation vectors to see how it operates
by taking snapshots of the register contents after aset of vectors has been applied. The designer can apply astimulus
pattern, check the array, apply another
pattern and check the array, and continue
the process as long as necessary. He can
also connect the array responses to alogic analyzer. "We chose not to put logic-analyzer features on the Mesa 1because so
many designers already had these instruments," says Watson. "To ask them to
buy alogic analyzer packaged in with the
Mesa 1would have driven the price up
and possibly alienated buyers in the process. This way the designer can use his
existing logic analyzer."
Because programmable gate arrays
are high-speed CMOS parts with sharp,
subnanosecond 5-V pulses, controlling impedance is acritical element in the instrument's design. The probe tip intercepts
signals at the target array's pins and
transmits them to the Mesa 1pod, says
David Nierescher, Mesa l's mechanical
engineering manager. Data I/O jointly
designed the probe and its associated cable with Tektronix Inc. of Beaverton,
Ore. The design uses some Tektronix patents on impedance control in flexible circuits to accurately control the transmission-line impedance.
A patented interdigitizing method developed by Tektronix provides the cable
with high-impedance signal lines. Each
signal is compressed between two adjacent ground lines forming azigzag pattern between the top and bottom planes.
This reduces capacitance, raises transmission-line impedance, and helps to minimize crosstalk.
Mesa 1also contains 10 programmable
gate arrays used as pin-logic integrated
circuits. Each array has ahybrid termination circuit virtually butted against it. A
hybrid termination circuit with 50-mil pin
pitch provides termination right at the
pin-logic ICs.
—
Jonah McLeod
Electronics / February 1989
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PR- 900 makes
them for you.
The world's leading light
measurement people have
done it again! They've developed a state-of-the-art Video
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your CRT and display test
measurement pass/reject decisions for you. Automatically!
The PR-900 dramatically reduces measurement time, and
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And it provides NBS-traceable luminance measurements.
Only Photo Research could have brought you this special combination of capabilities in asingle instrument. The system is so fiexible it can operate in the lab, the production line, as a stand-aione
or in a complete ATE environment. And it is so easy to. operate it
requires almost no training. That's what leadership means.
The PR-900 Video Photometer embodies the latest advances in
solid-state video technology and image processing techniques. Get
all the facts today.
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If you're testing complex boards
You're facing one of test engineering's toughest
challenges. VLSI boards like this one. But with a
Teradyne L200 board tester on your side, complex
test problems can be conquered quickly.

The L293 VLSI Module Test System.

Stay in front of VLSI/VHSIC advances.
Start with the most advanced hardware for analog
and digital testing. An L200 fires functional test patterns at 40 MHz rates. At up to 1152 test channels.
Top speed is 80 MHz. That's 4to 8times faster than
any competitor can deliver.
And the L200 hits test signal timing precisely.
With up to 32 timing sets for drive phases and test
windows. Its 250 ps programming resolution with
zero dead time puts signal edges right where you
want them.
Divide and conquer.
VLSI/VHSIC boards demand large, complex test
programs. But the L200's distributed computer
architecture simplifies matters.
Testing is controlled by aVAX computer. It sends
tasks to specialized processors for rapid deployment
of analog, digital, and memory tests.
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here's asimple plan ofattack.
Programmers will appreciate clustered VAX
workstations. Graphics, like waveforms and shmoo
plots, make heavy debug and analysis light work.
Simulation and other tactics.
High-powered software tools tailor L200 test
development to modern design techniques and test
strategies.
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L200 VLSI board test systems are the performance leaders,

running fast.

Take our LASAR simulator. It works closely with
the L200 for both cluster and board-level testing.
LASAR accurately predicts VLSI circuit responses
and reports test program fault coverage.
Significantly, LASAR simulates L200 characteris-

tics. So test programs automatically include when to
test board responses. And what response is expected.
The result is uncompromising go/no go tests as well
as precise guided probe or fault dictionary diagnosis.
A powerful ally.
L200's have proven themselves under fire at hundreds of advanced manufacturing sites worldwide.
So if you're about to take on anew VLSINHSIC
project, find out how to launch awinning test strategy. Call your local Teradyne sales office or write:
Teradyne, Inc.,
MS L37,
11
ale
321 Harrison
Avenue, Boston,
We measure quality.
MA 02118.
1

Antwerp 3-233-9271, Boston 617-482-2700, Copenhagen 2-717070, Hong Kong
5-895-2155, Milan 2-2134601, Milton Keynes 908-606655, Munich 89-839930,
Paris 1-4745-1760, Seoul 2-545-4066, Singapore 223-8561, Stockholm 8-7505950, Taipei 7013-3528, Tokyo 3-719-0151
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EXECUTIVE BRIEFING

COMMUNICATIONS

SIZZLING MARKETS SPEED VENDORS
IN DRIVE TO DIGITAL CELLULAR
A standard, expected this year, will quell the battle between two architectures
by Jack Shandle
cellular-telephone boom is
Thea classic
case of success

worldwide subscribers this year, he says,
the number will skyrocket to 20 million by
breeding new challenges, both
the mid-1990s and to 50 million by the end
technological and marketing.
of the century.
•
Less than five years after comThe U. S. will account for most of the
pact, reliable car phones began
subscribers through the early 1990s.
cropping up in major metropoliFrom abase of just 5,000 in 1983, the
tan areas, afew places—notaU. S. market soared to 2.1 million by the
bly Los Angeles—are already
end of 1988, says analyst Shosteck. He
pushing the upper limit of callprojects the U. S. market rising to 3.2 milcarrying capacity. To meet the spiraling
The technology drive is being spurred
lion subscribers by the end of 1989; 4.5
demand, the industry is hustling to reby marketplace sizzle. Europe is poised
million by the end of 1990; and 12 million
place the first generation of cellular tech- for rapid cellular growth, thanks to the
by 1995.
nology—which is based on analog signal- commitment to pan-European communiMeanwhile, Shosteck predicts the retail
ing—with digital solutions.
cations standards that will arrive in 1992.
price of analog cellular phones will conVirtually everyone agrees that digital
Elsewhere, developing nations that lack
tinue its free-fall—from a " low driveis the answer: cellular-system vendors
wired telephone systems are turning to
away price of $760 in 1988, it will drop to
say it will provide at least three times
cellular as amore economical means of about $490 in 1990." But the introduction
greater call-carrying capacity in the same
implementing atelecommunications in- of digital technology in 1991 or 1992 will
bandwidth. But just which digital technolfrastructure. And in the U. S., the Feder- send prices shooting back up. Calle estiogy will win the day is amatter of debate.
al Communications Commission has bemates that the price of adigital system
Currently, two architectures—one based
gun awarding cellular franchises in the
will be 50% to 75% higher than for analog
on time-division multiplexing and the othrural areas that make up 70% of the nasets. "Most of the service providers have
er on frequency-division multiplexing— tion's land area.
endorsed adual-mode mobile unit that
are vying to become the new North
All these developments add up to a can operate as either analog or digital,"
American industry standard. Systems
spectacular worldwide market for the
he says. "That in itself will make them
based on both are now being field-tested.
next decade. By 1992 there will be be- more expensive initially, because you are
The date of the changeover from anatween 6million and 7million cellular submanufacturing two units in one." Digital
log to digital will depend on the timing of scribers worldwide, says asurvey conprices will, however, follow the same
the Telecommunications Industry Associ- ducted for the Cellular Telecommunicaprice curve as the analog generation, he
ation's digital-technology standard, says
tions Industry Association by the New
says, falling about 30% for every cumulaanalyst Herschel Shosteck, president of York analysts Booz, Allen & Hamilton
tive doubling of the total subscriber base.
Herschel Shosteck Associates Inc. in SilInc. It forecasts that by 1995, this number
MORE CAPACITY. The digital drive is bever Spring, Md. It's expected early this
will have climbed to perhaps 18 million.
ing fueled by the need for greater chanyear, and will be followed by federal reg- Jim Caile, director of cellular marketing
nel capacity. " In Los Angeles, sometimes
ulations based on the TIA's recommendafor Motorola Inc.'s Schaumburg, Ill.you just can't get through. You can't
tions. Wide-scale implementation could
based Cellular Division, has roughly the
complete your call," says Jerry Schubegin as early as 1991.
same predictions: from abase of 4million
macher, executive vice president of International Mobile Machines Corp. in Philadelphia. That's why International Mobile
Machines is conducting afield trial of its
time-division multiple-access (TDMA) system in the Philadelphia area.
Number of
Net U. S.
Simply put, digital systems provide
U. S. cellular
subscriber
Telephones
subscribers
growth
sold
more efficient use of the 30-KHz frequency band used for each call, because bit
1983
5,000
5,000
5,000
streams can be more easily processed
1984
125,000
120,000
130,000
than analog signals. The powerful new
1985
329,000
204,000
220,000
digital signal processors are what make
1986
655,000
326,000
390,000
digital cellular possible, says Nils Ryd1987
1,114,000
459,000
570,000
beck, director of cellular-radio research
1988*
2,100,000
1,000,000
for Ericsson Inc. in Richardson, Texas.
1,300,000
Among such DSPs are Texas Instru1989*
3,250,000
1,150,000
1,550,000
ments Inc.'s 32020 and 32025 and AT&T
1990*
4,550,000
1,300,000
1,800,000
Co.'s DSP16A.
* ESTIMATED
Ultimately, digital techniques may
SOURCE: HERSCHEL SHOSTECK ASSOCIATES, SILVER SPRING, MD.
boost capacity far beyond the threefold
EXECUTIVE BRIEFING is
amonthly feature of
Electronics that provides
managers with aconcise
review of developments in
fields that are making
frequent headlines.
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increase now foreseen: Rydbeck sees a
tenfold increase over analog capability in
the long run, and International Mobile
Machines' Schumacher asixteenfold rise.
But digital offers other benefits as well.
"It will allow the use of more robust algorithms for handing off calls from one cell
to another," says Shosteck, "and it will
provide better voice quality." Digital
technology will also position cellular systems for the advent of the integrated services digital network in the mid-1990s.
Going head to head for the digital top
spot are two types of multiplexing systems: TDMA and frequency-division multiple access (FDMA). In the field trials
now under way, TDMA systems use the
same 30-KHz band for signaling as analog. But instead of allowing the signal
transmitting one conversation to tie up
the channel continuously, TDMA assigns
time slots for three conversations. The
conversations are burst across the radio
band sequentially, identified at the cell
site, and then reconstructed by the DSP.
In addition to International Mobile Machines' TDMA trial in Philadelphia, Ericsson concluded its test in Los Angeles last
month and Northern Telecom Inc. of
Richardson will try out its TDMA system
in Dallas this month.
The competing FDMA technology has
its own champions—and powerful ones at
that. Both Motorola and AT&T Bell Labs
in Basking Ridge, N. J., favor this approach, which gets its increased channel
capacity by dicing the 30-KHz band into
either three 10-KHz bands or four 7.5KHz bands. Motorola began field trials
last month in Los Angeles, and AT&T
conducted one last April in Chicago.
SLOW START? Of course, not every industry observer is enthusiastic about the rapid switch to digital. Dominic Clancy, an
analyst for London's BIS Mackintosh,
says digital phones "will get off to aslow
start in Europe largely because analog
will be less expensive." Another inhibiting factor, says Clancy, is that digital systems can't cover as large an area as analog, and the transmission won't be much
better than in the existing generation of
analog systems. " Users will switch to
digital only when it becomes significantly
cheaper," he says, "which will not happen
till the mid-1990s."
TDMA systems operate by digitally
coding speech and adding the control bits
that direct the decoding. The bit stream
is fed into atime-division multiplexer that
assigns it to atime slot. A differential
pulse-code modulator converts the bit
stream into asignal 30-KHz wide, and a
dual-mode transmitter sends it out in the
correct band within the 825-to-896-MHz
bandwidth allotted for all cellular communications. The reverse process takes
place on the receiving side of the conversation. FDMA systems also start by digitally coding speech, but they require a
Electronics/ February 1989
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more sophisticated modulating and filtering system to put the bit stream on a10KHz carrier.
Using present speech-coding, DSP, and
software technologies, both TDMA and
FDMA offer about a3-to- 1increase in
bandwidth over analog systems. The two
methods differ, however, in how they affect overall system capacity. Both require
sending additional bits so the DSP on the
receiving end can reconstruct the message. TDMA requires overhead bits for
framing, synchronization, identifying
each time slot, and accommodating radiowave propagation-time differences
among the various time slots. Since
FDMA is acontinuous signal, it doesn't
need the same amount of overhead. Besides bits for framing and synchronization, it requires bits to allow the receiver
to know where each bit is positioned relative to the boundaries of the data field.
Bits are also needed to recover synchronization if the signal fades significantly.
Until the field trials are complete, there
will be little hard data about the relative
merits of the competing technologies in
terms of capacity and cost. In the meantime, the contending camps are hard at
work touting their respective systems.

DUAL- MODE
—

COMMON
RECEIVER

\
NOT NEEDED
FOR TDMA
DIGITAL
MOBILE

FDMA can now boost channel efficiency fourfold using a7.5-KHz band, says
Motorola's Caile. "Later in the 1990s, we
can use 5-KHz bands and below," he says.
"There's no reason why we can't go to
time-division multiplexing within a7.5- or
5-KHz band." Caile contends that FDMA
can be implemented about ayear ahead
of TDMA, "because we already know how
to build narrow-band systems. A pure
TDMA system has not been implemented
in amobile system. No one really knows
how well TDMA is going to operate."
Motorola's Los Angeles field test will
give afourfold increase in channel capacity, he says: "that's here now." To get the
same fourfold increase, TDMA needs
DSPs boasting speeds on the order of 20
million instructions / s. Such parts are
available now—but any further increases
will depend on DSPs running at 100 mips,
he adds; and parts that fast won't be
available until the mid-1990s.
Not surprisingly, Ericsson's Rydbeck
offers amore optimistic assessment of
the TDMA migration path to higher and
higher channel efficiency. Initially, he
says, athree-to-fourfold boost is all that's
needed to satisfy market pressure in even
the heaviest metropolitan areas. Present
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car phones. The TIA has developed a
standard protocol to allow transparent
call delivery and hand-off from franchise
to franchise, says Sodha, "but the protocol has gaps and the standard probably
will not be defined until 1990."
A third regulatory issue—serving the
70% of the U. S. that makes up rural
America—has been resolved and will result in rapid expansion of cellular systems. The rural market lies not in mobile
phones, but as an alternate means of providing stationary phone service where a
conventional wired system doesn't exist
or is too expensive to implement.
Reflecting the particular needs of rural America, the FCC has carved out rural
Digital cellular technology
franchises that are served by different
will play a key role in
frequency bands and have much differproviding rural phone service
ent rate structures than metropolitan areas. In its recent Basic Exchange Telecommunications Radio Exchange Ruling,
power output of base and mobile transthe FCC doubled the number of frequencies available for rural cellular service. It
mitters.
also lets phone companies use cellular
Still another open regulatory question
service instead of wire as the primary
facing the FCC is ensuring compatibility
among vendors' systems. "Right now you
means of providing phone service there.
can't drive from an area served by an
Digital technology and its enhanced
channel efficiency will play akey role in
AT&T cellular system and still make calls
if the new franchise area uses aMotor- providing rural cellular service, says Inola, NEC, Ericsson, or Novatel system,"
ternational Mobile Machines' Schumacher, because "it beats the cost of cursays Piush Sodha, director of product-line
marketing for Northern Telecom Corp.'s
rent analog systems by afactor of three.
Cellular Systems Division in Richardson.
In adigital system, we buy one radio to
But incompatibility actually becomes a serve four customers instead of buying
selling point as new franchises are
four." Rural service is particularly priceawarded, he says. Operators in adjacent sensitive, because the FCC does not allow
phone companies to levy access
franchises often argue that their system
should be installed in the new area; that charges—charges per call—in rural arway, they say, people who are traveling eas. Depending on the locale, asubscriber
through both locales can still use their will pay aflat rate of $8to $12 amonth,
says Schumacher. The FCC has begun licensing rural franchises, says Northern
Telecom's Sodha, but so far none have
been constructed.
Just as digital approaches are driven
by the new DSPs, cellular telephony in a
broad sense is made possible by two enabling technologies: microprocessors that
deliver the processing power needed to
CELL- SITE
handle instantaneous switching as the
LINKS
PORTABLE
mobile unit passes from one cell to anothCHANNEL BANKS
er; and microcomponents such as resistors, capacitors, and VLSI circuits that reduce the volume of amobile phone from
1,000 in.' down to just 56 in.'.
AUTOMOBILE
The first, and still current, generation
—
i —
\
FIXED
of cellular technology transmits analog
SWITCHING
I — -- z.CELL -S TE
SUBSCRIBER
...
EQUIPMENT l '
signals in 30-KHz bands within the 825-to-- -- —
CONTROLLER
EQUIPMENT
896-MHz band allocated by the FCC.
— — — DIGITAL
Each cell has amaximum capacity of 832
TRUNKS
ANALOG
channels and can serve an area up to 20
TRUNKS
a
ge
miles in diameter. In heavily used metroa
LOCAL SWITCH
politan areas, however, cell size typically
shrinks to 1mile in diameter in order to
pack as much channel availability into the
service area as possible.
Cellular system intelligence resides largely in the switch: linked to the cell site by either a
At each cell site, the major pieces of
hardware are acontroller and multichanmicrowave station or aleased line, it provides all standard telephone services, such as dial
nel transmitter/receiver. The controller
tone, plus most optional functions, such as call forwarding, call waiting, and conference calls.

TDMA technology can increase channel
capacity by afactor of 3.7, he says—with
the three channels running in one 30-KHz
band and the extra seven-tenths of a
channel coming about through enhanced
trunking efficiency.
Additional capacity—up to about seven
channels per 30-KHz band—can be
achieved by adding auxiliary equipment.
Installing two receivers, each with its
own antenna for the frequency band, improves reception enough to allow higherlevel multiplexing—more time slots. The
channel-efficiency multiplier can jump to
the order of 10 through speech interpolation. This technique is already in use in
wire-based phone systems and takes advantage of the fact that people are not
speaking nonstop during aconversation.
Instead of leaving the channel inactive
during those pauses in conversation, bits
of other conversations are used to fill up
the space, with all the conversations
stitched together at the receiving end by
DSP techniques.
A major technological challenge for
TDMA, Rydbeck says, lies in compensating for echoes bouncing off buildings and
mountains. Since the timing of signals is
critical in TDMA, an echo arriving at areceiver afew milliseconds after the true
signal can destroy the bit stream's integrity. DSPs can eliminate this effect, which
is called time dispersion.
In the regulatory arena, the FCC
kicked off the competition for anew digital technology in late 1987 by proposing
to open up the cellular marketplace to
any technology the marketplace chooses.
The industry is implementing this commitment to an open architecture under

the aegis of the Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association in Washington, D. C. The CTIA will evaluate the trials conducted by AT&T, Ericsson, International Mobile Machines, Motorola, and
Northern Telecom and report its findings
to the TIA. That body, also Washingtonbased, is expected to make adecision on a
digital standard early this year, says International Mobile Machines' Schumacher. Once it has adopted astandard,
the FCC will pass regulations to control
interference between systems by means
of standards that limit field intensity and
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sets up message transfers between radios receiving messages from mobile units
and switches in the phone-company office
that link the message to the conventional
wired-telephone system. Controller functions include monitoring and controlling
rf equipment; voice-channel assignment;
call setup, supervision, and hand-off; and
internal diagnostics.
Most of the cellular system's intelligence resides in the switch, which is
linked to the cell site by either amicrowave station or aleased line. The switch
provides all standard telephone services,
such dial tones, plus optional functions,
such as call forwarding, call waiting, and
conference calls.
There are now four worldwide standards. The North American AMPS standard operates in the 800-MHz band and
offers 832 channels per cell. The other
three all operate in the 900-MHz band.
They include the European TACS standard, the Japanese JTACS standard, and
the Nordic Mobile Telephone standard.
Cellular systems are becoming increasingly important in developing nations.
That's because constructing a wired
phone system represents ahuge investment compared with the cost of setting
up cellular. Third-world countries that
opt for cellular service typically use asatellite system as acommunications backbone and connect it to local service via cellular technology. In one of the more ambitious projects, Canada's Novatel Communications Ltd. is constructing acellular
system in the People's Republic of China.
"It will be installed for about one third
the cost of awired infrastructure system," says Bob Betteridge, marketing
manager of the Calgary, Alberta, company. The pilot system, which operates in
the 450-MHz range, will have six stations
in Chun King, China's third-largest city.
In Europe, too, the market for cellular
systems is booming and should reach $3
billion by 1993, says Frost & Sullivan
Ltd., aLondon-based research firm. Shipments of phones are forecast to jump
from 483,000 in 1987 to 1.6 million in 1993.
The subscriber base, which was 941,000 in
1987, will reach 4.9 million by 1993.
ECONOMIES OF SCALE. PanEuropean
standardization is amajor reason for the
market growth, because it lets manufacturers take advantage of the economies
of scale to drive prices down. Earlier this
year, the Normes Européenes de Télécommunications set equipment specifications for cellular phones. Plans are under
way for an alldigital pan-European network using TDMA technology. Eighteen
countries from Finland to Portugal and
from Iceland to Greece will participate in
the GSM (for Groupe Special Mobile) network. When the first cells start working
in 1991, they will be able to send data at
2,400 bits/s as well as handling facsimile,
videotext, and, of course, voice.

Standardization will result in low-end
terminals selling for about half their present price, according to West German estimates. Cognizant of the market potential, many major communications firms
are teaming up to bid on development
contracts that will be awarded by each
country separately. West Germany's
AEG AG and SEL AG have teamed with
France's Alcatel NV and the Finnish Nokia group. ANT Telecommunications,
Robert Bosch GmbH, and Telenorma
GmbH—all of West Germany—have
banded with Philips International of the
Netherlands' German subsidiary, PKI.
What's more, Siemens AG has teamed
with Sweden's Ericsson, and other
groups are involved as well.

ment for atechnique that allows the base
station to remotely adjust the power output from the users' telephones. This requires the design of some very complex
application-specific integrated circuits.
The UK is out in front of the rest of the
world in initiating aradio-telephone service that goes one step beyond cellular by
shrinking phones down to shirt-pocket
size. Known generically as second-generation cordless telephones, the technology
associates atelephone number with an individual rather than afixed location. The
same phone will work in the home as a
vastly superior replacement for first-generation analog cordless telephones, and
as acordless private-branch-exchange extension at work. The service itself will be
known as Telepoint, and the UK Office of
Telecommunications said it will award
two operators' licenses this month.
Ferranti plc and Shaye Communications Ltd. have both introduced shirtpocket-sized mobile telephone for the Telepoint market priced at under $300. Both
operate over 40 dynamically allocated
channels in the 864.1-to-868.1-MHz frequency band. (Conventional cellular service operates in the 900-MHz band in the
UK.) Power output is limited, since the
phone can work no more than 200 meters
from its base station. But with aspecified
battery life of 50 hours of continuous
speech, efficiency has to be high.
As cellular technology grows, new applications are mushrooming. The first
Shay'', Forum may be the smallest cordless
commercially available secure cellular
phone to date, at 143.5 by 61 by 20 mm.
phone hit the market in October 1988. The
CVAS III-Cfrom AOE International Inc.
In the UK, the two cellular-network opof Tucker, Ga., encrypts conversations
erators—Racal Telecom plc and Telecom
using the DES encryption algorithm sancSecuricor Cellular Radio Ltd., popularly
tioned by the National Bureau of Stanknown as Cellnet—each have about dards. Another product—the CVAS III 250,000 subscribers and each is adding
CE—uses aproprietary algorithm. Both
about 3,000 aweek. The demand, which
units can operate in either asecure mode
shows no sign of slackening, has
or in a "clear" mode when encryption is
squeezed channel capacity of the analog
not required.
service in London and other cities, and
Last December, Sungard Recovery
the operators have responded by shrink- Services Inc. in Wayne, Pa., started using
ing cell size down to 2km in diameter.
cellular phones as part of the disaster-reThe UK was not involved in the early
covery service it offers Fortune 500 comstages of formulating specifications for panies. The SunNet Cellular V service is
the pan-European GSM cellular network.
more ingenious than it is high-tech, says
To have avoice in the project, the govern- Jim Domanico, vice president for network
ment and British Telecom gave Plessey
products. "Typically, after afire or other
plc acontract to carry out atechnical
loss of normal telecommunications serevaluation of the seven proposals offered vice, we would have the data-processing
to the GSM standards committee. After operations up and running in a few
Europe adopted the solution proposed by
hours," he says. " But we had a real
Ericsson in 1988, the UK immediately bestruggle reestablishing the voice links.
gan implementing it. The new digital ser- Just to get the phone company to install a
vices will be run by Cellnet and Racal Tefew extra lines requires 10 hours' notice."
lecom. Both have ordered equipment, RaSunGard will deliver up to 50 cellular
cal from Ericsson and UK supplier Orbi- phones to acompany that has lost normal
tel Mobile Communications Ltd, and
phone service. Using AT&T's call-forCellnet from Motorola.
warding option, Sungard reroutes to celThe big problem now—both in Europe
lular numbers incoming calls to the disasand the UK—is in developing user equipter-struck company.
ment for the new services. The specification is very complex, including arequire- Additional reporting by Peter Fletcher
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INDICATORS
WHERE THE DRAMs...
1988
$6.256 BILLION
PCs AND
OFFICE

OTHER
COMPUTER
24%

AUTOMATION
53%

TELECOM
8.8%

MILITARY
2.6%

CONSUMER
5%

INDUSTRIAL/
OTHER
6.6%

1992
$8.972 BILLION
PCs AND
OFFICE
AUTOMATION
50.5%

OTHER COMPUTER
20%

TELECOM
10.3%

INDUSTRIAL/
OTHER
7.1%
MILITARY

CONSUMER
8.6%

3.5%

...AND SRAMs ARE GOING
1988
$1.712 BILLION
PCs AND
OFFICE

OTHER COMPUTER
22.8%

AUTOMATION
35.9%

CONSUMER
5%

TELECOM

INDUSTRIAL/
OTHER
16.9%
MILITARY

PCs AND
OFFICE
AUTOMATION
39%

OTHER COMPUTER
16.9%
INDUSTRIAL/
OTHER
15%

MILITARY
11.6%

1988

Compound annual

1992

growth rate (%)

Processing terminals

0.1

1.0

86.7

Optical- disk drives

0.4

3.0

61.8

Electronic publishing

1.6

6.6

42.2

3- to 4-in. Disk drives

3.7

14.2

39.5

Work stations

1.9

4.8

25.6

Manufacturing networks

0.7

1.7

23.9

LAN connections

2.4

5.4

22.4

Cellular radio

3.6

7.9

21.9

...AND STAY AWAY: THE SHRINKING MARKETS
Estimated revenue
(5 Billions)
1988
1989

Compound annual
growth rote (/o)

5.25-in. Flexible disk drives

13

1.1

( 15)

Alphanumeric display terminals

3.0

2.7

( 111

Modems

1.2

1.1

17)

Line printers

1.4

1.3

14)

8- to 10.5- in. Rigid disk drives

3.4

2.8

( 18)

Electronic typewriters

2.4

2.3

(5)

V2in. Tape drives

2.4

2.3

12)

CONSUMER
10%
SOURCE, HO RESEARCH IN ,
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($ Billions)
Segment

Segment

1992
$2.644 BILLION

7.5%

Estimated revenue

10.7%

8.8%

TELECOM

WHERE TO PLAY: THE GROWING MARKETS...

SOURCE: DATAQUEST INC.
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IF YOU'RE USING
THICK-FILM CUSTOM
HYBRIDS IN YOUR
PRODUCTS, WE'VE
GOT APROPOSITION
THAT YOU'LL FIND
HARD TO RESIST...

WE'LL STUDY YOUR
PRESENT SUPPLIER'S
HYBRIDS, AND QUICKLY
RETURN WITH:
Li At least one (and probably several)
significant engineering design innovations
that will improve reliabilitylperformance,
reduce cost, or both.
Highest-quality working prototypes for
you to test and evaluate.
Aproductionquantity proposal that will
brighten your day.
•

WE'RE THE HYBRIDS
DIVISION OF TADIRAN AND
WE WANT T BECOME
YOUR SECOND SOURCE.
WHY NOT LET US
SHOW YOU? YOU HAVE
EVERYTHING TO GAIN.

S. Barkan, Hybrid Product Manager

Call me at 516-621-4980.
It can be the start of awonderful relationship!

Born of the company's needs to miniaturize its own advanced electronic systems, Tadiran, since 1968, has been producing custom hybrid circuits for ademanding electronics industry. Innovative and proven
techniques have made Tadiran aleading indedent supplier of custom hybrids to commercial
and industrial markets worldwide.
Tadiran stands for skilled personnel, modern facilities and getting it right the first time. Experience and
capability pay off from initial design consultation and
fabrication through testing, to packaging and final shipment. Tadiran can offer its customers an outstanding
servbe over a broad spectrum: telecommunications,
computers, peripherals, high-tech instrumentation.
Cost effectiveness...when we talk to you, the customer, about circuit design, layout, device selection, packaging and testing, we mean to ensure afinal product that
meets all your technical requirements. CAD gives maximum flexibility in the initial stages of circuit design and
allows easy updating. High accuracy at minimum cost.
Tadiran's global purchasing network is the key to multisourcing and low-cost procurement of components.
Our thick-film hybrid circuits reflect state-of-the-art
technology, chip and wire or reflow solder. Automatic
substrate printers, computer-controlled pick and place,
bonding and laser trimming machines all guarantee
high reliability even with high-volume production runs.
Tadiran also has apilot line for prototype development,
experimentation, fast turnaround of samples and lowvolume production.
Tadiran's packaging capabilities include conformal
encapsulation, ceramic covers and hermeticallysealed packages. We're now working with chip carrier
technology, the latest packaging technique for assembly of high-density modules.
Our record of achievement in the U.S. is impressive,
as is our list of long-term customers.

TADIRAN
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES, INC.
40 Seaview Blvd., Port Washington, NY 11050
(516) 621-4980 Fax (516) 621-4517

PROFILE OF TADIRAN
Sales
Total Sales
Total Export
U.S. Market

$900 Million
50%
20%

Besiness Areas
Electronic Systems, Telecommunications, Components .. 76%
ElectroOptical Systems,
Electrical Appliances
24%

HYBRID DIVISION
History, Overview
•20 Years in Business
•15 Million Hybrids in Field,
20% in U.S.
•30,000 Sq. Ft. Production Area
•Fully-Automated Production Line
•More than 20 Customers in U.S.,
All Significant Successes.

Excellent Quality: 30 PPM.
•Out of 3Million Hybrids Delivered
to U.S. Market, less than 100 pcs.
have been rejected at incoming
inspection or in the field.
•CPC (Computerized Process
Control) in Manufacturing
•Fully-Automated Production Line
•100% Temperature Cycling

Contactless de-soldering
and soldering with
the Leister-Labor "S"
Hot Air Tool

ROOK REVIEW

JUST HOW SECURE IS UNIX?
YOU'D BE SURPRISED
X/OPEN SECURITY GUIDE

•

by X/Open Co. Ltd.
Englewood, N. J.: Prentice- Hall Publishing, $29.95

T

he Unix operating system is
often criticized as being inherently insecure, because it is
an open system designed to accommodate multiple users. As
such, the critics contend, it is
poorly suited to commercial applications. But now comes adissenting view: The X/Open Security
Guide argues strongly that Unix has a
good complement of security features
built into it. The book's main purpose is to
document those features and provide
some guidelines on how to implement
them. This makes it agood read for top
executives and operations managers who
are interested in learning either alittle or
a lot about their systems' security
potential.
Produced by the technical staff of X/
Open Co. Ltd., the international organization devoted to creating open computer
systems, the Security Guide is the very
first effort to gather together and care,fully spell out the Unix security features.
A new edition can be expected when the
IEEE, X/Open, and other organizations
develop additional standard security features for Unix, which they are now working on.
Separate chapters are devoted to security for users and programmers, but the
bulk of the book correctly concentrates
on security management and administration—the heart of any computer-system
security program. So it's probably most
useful to system administrators charged
with the responsibility for security.
At 117 pages, the book is not long—and
it's easy to read. Security concepts are
clearly explained—so clearly, in fact, that
at first glance, it may seem too nontechnical. The reader wonders if it goes into
enough technical detail. But acloser look
dispels this impression. The book appears
to provide enough information to show
system administrators how they can implement Unix systems that at least are
secure enough for many commercial
applications.
IN THE SOFTWARE. Much is made of software security; an entire chapter is devoted to describing how Unix provides a
great variety of software security features. Among them are authentication,
access control, isolation, accountability,
privilege, and least privilege. The guide
goes on to discuss the relationship of
software security to the other forms of
security—physical, administrative, perElectronics/February 1989

sonnel, hardware, firmware,
and communication security,
among others.
The largest single section,
chapter six, describes the various actions asystem administrator takes to manage the computer securely. The administrator has by far the greatest responsibility
for the security of acomputer system, so
it makes sense to treat his role at length.
But doing so makes the other chapters
look skimpy by comparison; they leave
the reader feeling that perhaps there
should have been more on each subject.
One is left wondering whether the lapse
is because Unix offers so little security, a
perception that gnaws away at the book's
thesis. A more generous explanation is
that not much really needs to be said, because it's so easy to implement the security features that are available.
Which raises another question: even if
all the security features documented here
are implemented, just how secure is
Unix? The guide does not really answer
that question. It says only that acomputer system using aversion of Unix conforming to the X/Open Common Applications Environment recommendations
meets most of the requirements of Class
Cl (Discretionary Security), as specified
in the U. S. Department of Defense publication "Trusted Computing Security
Evaluation Criteria," commonly called
the Orange Book. The Orange Book classifies computer systems into four divisions: A, B, C, and D, with D the least and
A the most secure. Division C has two
classes, Cl and C2, with C2 the more secure of the two. So what the guide ends
up saying is that Unix systems can qualify for the less secure classification of the
next-to-the-lowest division of security, by
Pentagon standards. Whether this is
enough for any given commercial system
is aquestion left unanswered.
In any case, the book succeeds in its
primary aim, as aguide to implementing
Unix security. It also reveals the security
features built into Unix that many people
are unaware of.
The guide also has an extensive index
that makes it somewhat useful as areference work on Unix security features.
However, an appendix contains only a
few tables of utility programs and files.
More of this kind of material would have
made the guide more useful as aquick
reference.
-Tom Manuel
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AUTOMATING PAPERWORK:
AMATTER OF SURVIVAL
Electronics firms must warm to the 20-year-old idea

T

he idea is more than 20
years old: automate the
purchasing, billing, and
shipping processes so that
the paperwork of business—purchase
orders, bills of lading, and the rest—
can be handled by computers instead of
people. It saves labor, time, and money;
it makes acompany more responsive to
its customers; and it provides avital competitive edge.
Such systems are now dramatically changing the way business is
done in the U. S. automotive, retail,
and apparel industries. But ironically, the electronics industry—the
very companies that created the
technology to make what is called
electronic data interchange (EDI)
possible—have been slow to embrace the concept for themselves.
Now that's starting to change.
Experts say the companies that
don't start investing in EDI today
could find themselves short of customers in the 1990s. That's because
it is more and more becoming a
flat-out requirement for doing
business with many major manufacturers. Chrysler, Ford, and General
Motors have all warned suppliers that
if they aren't equipped with an EDI capability by next summer, their business will no longer be welcome in Detroit. IBM Corp. is driving its top 2,000
vendors, which account for 80% of
IBM's worldwide purchases, to obtain
EDI capability over the next two years.
Dallas-based Texas Instruments Inc., a
pioneer in ED! 20 years ago, is shooting to handle 75% of its purchases electronically by 1991. And that's just the
tip of the iceberg.
In addition to TI and IBM, companies
as diverse as Georgia Power Co. and
Levi Strauss & Co. say they can reduce
their purchasing cycle by as much as a
week or more through EDI. "To become more effective and competitive
globally, our members need to learn
how to communicate better locally,"
says John C. Belden, marketing vice
president for the American Electronics
Association, which is now mounting an
EDI thrust. "This is a competitive
tool." Belden says the automotive industry has seen the cost of processing
126

apurchase order drop from $55 to $18,
and that the same kind of savings can
come to electronics companies. " Almost 70% of what comes out of acomputer as hard copy ends up getting rekeyed into another computer at its destination," he says. " Imagine the savings if you can eliminate the need to
rekey everything."

But the payoffs go beyond clerical
savings, says Tony Zerafa, managing
director of the Automotive Industry
Action Group, an association of automotive companies and their suppliers
that was instrumental in the establishment of an ED! standard. "Not only do
you eliminate the rekeying of data, the
lost-in-the-mail orders, the time it takes
for orders to travel through the mails,
and all of that labor. In addition, now
you have more data, in astandard format, that you can massage and work
with for your own specific needs," says
Zerafa, who is on loan to the industry
group from Chrysler. "So there is not
only the savings that are hard and real,
but there is also the utilization of the
data that can help you to integrate
your computer systems."
Yet despite all this action, arecent
survey of 1,136 electronics firms by the
AEA found that an amazing 48.5% of
respondents were entirely unfamiliar
with EDI. Only 5.7% said they had such
asystem in place. So the AEA is trying
by Tobias Naegele

to do its part to get the industry in
gear. In setting up its on-line AEA/
Link network (in conjunction with IBM
Network Services, which won acontract to handle the program), the AEA
made EDI amajor priority. "This is a
competitive edge we can give ourselves," says Belden. " It's not something we have to go to the government
or anyone else for."
EDI capability is rapidly becoming
essential to survival for many makers
of components and subsystems, Belden
says, and executives at the major buying firms agree. Adding to the rapid acceleration in EDI usage, however, are
two other factors: the development of
industry-standard formats, such as the
American National Standards Institute's X12 standard, which was
first set in 1984 and is still evolving; and the move toward aunified
European market in 1992. "Europe
1992 is really driving this thing,"
Belden says. Companies all over
the world are trying to position
themselves to make the best of the
powerful European market, and
many of them consider EDI avital
tool in helping them match the responsiveness of competitors from
overseas.
Even the U. S. Customs Service is
involved. Customs already has asystem that lets companies obtain export licenses electronically, and it is
, testing what it calls an Automated
r Importer Interface with TI and
North American Philips Corp. of New
York, among others. It plans to implement the interface later this year. This
system will help slash the delays caused
when Customs wants to review import
documents and make an intensive examination, which can take four hours or
more and requires paper documents.
The new system would use EDI documentation, permitting aswifter review,
says Kenneth Shoquist, who manages
EDI systems for TI through its Information Systems & Services branch in Dallas. "Half aday is significant," he says.
"That's big bucks, even millions of dollars ayear, when you look at how it
stretches out our cycle times."
With data stored in acommon format, purchasing, accounting, manufacturing, and marketing arms can all be
tied together electronically. That was
an objective at TI from the start, says
Shoquist. " We determined early on
that we didn't just want EDI to help us
out in shipping," he says. TI wanted instead to make EDI apart of atotal
automation package, so today 75% of
TI's freight bills come in electronically
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and are rated, audited, and even paid
automatically by arule-based system.
Only if there are problems, such as discrepancies between the bill and an order, does aperson have to intervene.
"That's where the savings is," Shoquist says.
EDI also promises huge savings in
manufacturing and inventory control
as akey tool in setting up ajust-in-time
production facility. "For real justintime manufacturing, you can't keep up
with paper," says Zarafa of the Automotive Industry Action Group. "You've
got to have electronic communications." For example, he says, Chrysler
has one plant that broadcasts its production levels daily for its own internal
needs and to anearby seat manufacturer. The seat maker, in turn, delivers
only the specified number of seats, in
specified styles and colors, and in a
specified order, all based on the daily
broadcast. Without EDI, the only other
way to handle such atask would be by
telephone, which costs more and is
more likely to cause errors than the
EDI message.
And while the technology is not quite
there yet, Zarafa and others hold out
the hope that EDI may one day be used
to help speed development and design
as well as manufacturing. The goal is
to develop standards and channel capacity so that computer-aided-design
equipment and the mechanical drawings that these design systems can produce will also be transmittable electronically. With that advantage, prototypes for subassemblies and components could conceivably be developed
much more quickly than is presently
possible. " Eventually, EDI will help
shrink the development time of acar
from the five-to-six-year level to
around three years," Zarafa says.
With so much going for it, how has
the electronics industry managed to let
EDI go by the boards for so long? One
major reason is that the purchasing of
electronic components and manufacturing of subsystems is generally different from less complex manufacturing jobs such as building automobile
seats. Defect rates are higher, purchap quantities are often smaller, and
business is conducted differently.
"In the electronics distribution industry, ordering is done primarily over
the phone, with buyers asking what's
in stock and claiming it directly," says
Michael Ribet, an interorganizational
systems consultant at IBM's Information Network in Tampa, Fla. (The network is one of several private distribution networks, such as Compuserve,
Geisco, and Redinet, that offer EDI
services to customers.) "They need a
real-time on-line system that can let users call in, check inventory availability,

and claim stock automatically. It's alittle more complex."
Distributors were, in fact, among
the first companies to install automated ordering systems in the early 1970s,
but their individual efforts rapidly became alogistical nightmare: their suppliers each had proprietary systems,
and so did many of their customers.
Distributors often found themselves
maintaining 20 or more dedicated terminals. " Everybody found it onerous
because of the maintenance problems,"
Ribet says.
But the distributor problem goes beyond that. The benefits of EDI accrue
mainly to suppliers, such as chip makers,
and to customers, such as AT&T, IBM,
and TI, that process hundreds of purchase orders and checks daily. The small
distributor often doesn't have the business incentive to install EDI, says LeRoy
W. Luce, marketing manager for national accounts at Automatic Data Processing in Chicago. "The number of customers and suppliers who want to deal with
distributors electronically isn't the majority," he says. "You've got to have bottom-line issues such as reduced inventory to convince them to invest money in
making ED! work."

WANT TO SEE MODERN
MANUFACTURING?
HERE'S THE TICKET

E

verybody talks about
manufacturing as one of
the keys to Japanese dominance of many parts of
the electronics business. Even so, not
everybody has accepted the challenge
and converted to the latest fabrication
technology. But there is an organization that is determined to smooth the
road to modern manufacturing.
Called the Association for Manufacturing Excellence Inc., the four-yearold nonprofit group adds anew wrinkle
to the usual methods used by trade associations to educate their members. In
addition to meetings and publications,
members of AME can sign up for what
the group calls workshops, which are
actually tours of plants that offer examples of different approaches to manufacturing excellence.
There, members can interview in
depth the people at the front lines,
those who have actually pushed the
state of the art to its limit. And though
the AME is not limited to the electronics community, it is heavily slanted in
that direction. In fact, the 1988 on-site
workshops involved such industry
heavyweights as Allen-Bradley, Control Data, Digital Equipment, HewletPackard, IBM, Motorola, Tandem, and

Xerox. Likewise, electronics companies
are heavily represented on the group's
board of directors.
"The mission of our organization is
to share experiences in the strategies
that give acompany acompetitive advantage," says Kenneth J. Stork, the
association's president and chief executive officer. His full-time job is at Motorola Inc. in Schaumburg, Ill., where
he is corporate director of materials
and purchasing. " It evolved from an
older, narrower organization called the
Repetitive Manufacturing Group. In
1981, we visited the Kawasaki motorcycle plant and discovered just-in-time
manufacturing," he recalls. "That's
when we started to realize that what
we needed was agroup that provides
value for very senior executives. The
AME is the result."
In its workshops, the organization
tries to give as broad apicture of innovative manufacturing techniques as
possible. For example, those conducted
last year offered this mix:
•Statistical process control. At AllenBradley in Milwaukee, aworld-class
automated assembly plant uses a
"scorekeeping" system. At 3,500 points
along the the line, the computer-integrated-manufacturing system compares performance of each unit to a
statistical norm. Also, the factory has a
cellular design where the close proximity of all the functions makes teamwork natural.
•Team approach. What Hewlett-Packard Co. labels its Frontier Team has
revolutionized computer-terminal manufacturing. Design, operations, purchasing, and marketing personnel
crossed lines that had traditionally
kept them apart. The result: higher
quality and lower costs.
•Total new approach. Motorola developed the cellular telephone but found
that adozen competitors were underselling it. So it redesigned its phones
for ease of manufacturing, reeducated
its employees, and formed partnerships with its suppliers.
• Competitive benchmarking. That's
how Xerox Corp. won back market
share for its copiers. The company developed closer relationships with its
suppliers and streamlined its manufacturing by reducing its supplier base
from 5,000 to 30.
This year, workshops are scheduled
to be held at the likes of Compaq Computer in Houston; Motorola in Tempe,
Ariz.; and Beckman Instruments in
Fullerton, Calif. Meanwhile, the organization is growing fast. " Last year,
our membership increased 1007o" to
2,500, says Stork. Dues are $100 ayear,
and the association's address is 380
West Palatine Road, Wheeling, Ill.
60090.
—Howard Wolff
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COMPANIES TO WATCH
TELECOM-VENDOR INFOTRON
GOES FOR THE GOLD OVERSEAS
It feels international sales are the ticket to getting back in the black

lege

CHERRY HILL, N. J.

W

atching the 1988 Olympics
unfold in Seoul, South Korea, reminded the 750 workers
at Infotron Systems Corp. of
the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat in avery special
way. The Cherry Hill, N. J.,
company's NX4600 Network Exchange
was routing the Olympic competition's results to hundreds of terminals manned by
officials, sportswriters, and sportscasters. Every score that flashed on the TV
screen back home was avictory for afirm
that was on the ropes just ayear ago.
Though the games have slipped into
memory, Infotron is still pursuing the international market strategy symbolized
by its Olympic presence. Just as important to Infotron's future, says James Castle, president and chief operating officer,
is the company's hunt for strategic technology agreements in the U. S. to assure
atimely flow of cutting-edge products.
Over the past four years, Infotron,
maker of awide range of telecommunications networking products, has radically
altered the geographical source of its rev-

enue. The percentage of income
from abroad has nearly tripled
in the three years since 1985,
first jumping to 27% in 1986
from 17% in 1985. An even
greater gain followed in 1987,
when international revenue
rose to 43% of the total. Although fourth-quarter results for 1988
are not available, the upswing from foreign sales is expected to level off at about
46%. The firm's domestic and international customer base includes value-added resellers and system integrators as well as
large corporations.
Also, the company has managed to
close technological gaps in its product
line by acquiring systems from smaller
companies. The most recent example is
an agreement with Licom Inc. of Herndon, Va., that lets Infotron market Licom's 45-Mbith T3 multiplexer technology. Also crucial, says Castle, is ajoint-development effort with Licom for even
higher-speed fiber-optic networking.
The 20-year-old company started its
tumble in 1983 when it failed to develop a
1.5-Mbit/s Ti multiplexer—which was
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the next step in its product cycle, says
Castle. As the Ti market exploded over
the next five years, the company played
catch-up, but badly. Revenue hit aplateau and expenses continued their upward spiral. The result was a $4million
loss in the fourth quarter of 1986, a $3
million loss in the first quarter of 1987,
two profitable quarters, and an $8.7 million loss in the last quarter of 1987. Revenue in 1986 was $81 million, and in 1987,
$83.3 million.
BELT TIGHTENING. Castle came on board
in October 1987, just in time to preside
over the largest losing quarter in the
company's history. Among the new president's first decisions was to have the
company take its financial lumps by writing off about $6million of the value of its
investments, which included closing its
plant in Ponce, Puerto Rico. He also decided to hire anew management team
and replace much of the sales force. The
austerity program paid off with net profits in the first three quarters of 1988,
when the company earned $859,000,
$980,000, and $1.03 million, respectively.
The firm expects another strong showing
in the fourth quarter, says Castle.
For the time being, at least, Infotron's
international strategy hinges heavily on
its UK operations. Although it has sales
offices or distributors in 57 countries, the
UK accounts for about 75% of Infotron's
international revenue, says David Barnhill, senior vice president of finance.
"The UK was the biggest data communications market outside the U. S. It was
ripe and ready," he says. Although Infotron's NX4600 Ti multiplexer arrived late
for the big move to Ti networking in the
U. S., it was right on time for the UK and
Europe, says Barnhill. U. S.-based competitors such as Timeplex Corp. and NET
Inc. did not seize the opportunity abroad
and the UK's own major networking companies—Racal and CASE—did not have a
Ti product. Nabbing the private-data-network contract for Lloyd's of London gave
Infotron high visibility.
Infotron is betting it can repeat its UK
success in the rest of Europe. Last November, it announced ajoint venture with
Secre SA, a $60 million French electronics
company, to market Infotron's products
Electronics/ February 1989

in France. "By the end of 1989, we will
have established at least three more joint
ventures abroad, primarily for marketing
and sales," says Castle.
Strategic alliances are also key to Infotron's effort to keep pace technologically.
By licensing Licom's T3 multiplexer technology and packaging it as the Stream-

line 45 product, Infotron will soon offer
system integrators an intelligent T3 multiplexer with control and configuration
functionality.
These capabilities were lacking in the
first generation of T3 multiplexers, which
were designed for long-distance-carrier
corporations and do not require sophisti-

cated network management, says Dan
Raup, product-line manager for Streamline 45.
"We are designing the network-management capability that will be integrated with
the rest of our product line," he says. The
second part of the alliance will lead to fiberoptic networks.
-Jack Shandle

ISRAELI FIRM BEATS THE BIG BOYS WITH R&D
HACKENSAM, N. J.

en you're competing in amarket
against companies that are bigger,
richer, and better-known, then you had
better have something else going for you.
The people at JIS Inc. of Hackensack and
its parent, Intelligent Information Systems Ltd. of Haifa, Israel, have managed
to do just that in their eight years of
existence.
ILS makes peripheral and communications equipment to be used with IBM
Corp.'s medium and large mainframes.
Many of its products wind up on the factory floor, where the company numbers
among its competitors such well-established names as Alcatel Courier, Harris,
Lee Data, and Memorex Telex. Nevertheless, the company's growth is impressive:
ILS officials expect 1988 sales to top $18
million, marking another year of steady
growth. In 1987, sales rose about 26%
over the 1986 total to reach approximately $13.6 million.
Jacob Herbst, IIS's chairman, president, and chief executive officer, agrees
that the numbers are good. "We've had
an eight-year record of 20% post-tax profit," says the stocky Israeli. "And we have
no debt. Ilike to think that we have a
CFO [chief financial officer] problem:
how to invest, not borrow."
Behind IIS's success is an approach
that grew out of an analysis made eight
years ago by the founders of the company—Herbst and three others who left Israel's Elbit Industries with $30,000 from
their pension funds to start anew company. "We entered amarket that is now $2
billion annually with products that have a
short life—ayear to ayear and ahalf,"
says Herbst. "That means we need substantial R&D to come up with unique features. The products don't have to be innovative—just unique."
At the same time, the standard products cannot be ignored. "We find that in
up to 10% of our sales of the special
items, the customer also takes some standard products," says Herbst. So it is vital
for IIS to continue to invest in research
and development to keep that sales mix
alive and growing.
That's where HS has something special
going for it. It does its R&D in Israel,
spending 8% to 10% of its gross. " It's
about aquarter of [R&D costs] in the

U. S.," says Herbst, "so that 8% to 10% is
the equivalent of 20% in the U. S." What's
more, "the cost of living and salaries in
Israel are about half" of what they are in
the U. S., says Herbst, "and the government gives a50% R&D subsidy." As aresult of these factors, of IIS's 150 employees in Haifa's Technion City, some 40 are
engaged in R&D. Its U. S. headquarters

Intelligent Information
Systems scrambles to stay
ahead in peripherals
in New Jersey handles marketing.
The company splits its market into two
parts. In one segment are the standard
products, those that are compatible and
price-competitive with others in the industry. "These are the follow-the-leader
items for which the target is wellknown," says Herbst.
In the other group are the special products, those that are unique enough to
grab an unassailable market share for

LIS. "We make all the mistakes on these,
burn our fingers because there are no
other fingers to look at," he says. But
here, too, there is an advantage to having
an Israeli base. " We get beta-test sites
and the first customer away from the
crowd. We can test in Israel for two
years, and no one in the U. S. knows. Our
specials are still special after two years."
Among the special items is the shopfloor automation equipment—magnetic
stripe readers and printers, and bar-code
readers—that can be used by the IBM
community with no changes in software.
The latest product in this line is aterminal that can read both bar codes and magnetic stripes. LIS sells this gear to customers like Bell Helicopter, Loral, and McDonnell Douglas.
Then there is the peripheral equipment
for the AS/400 computer that replaces
IBM's System 36 and 38. It's adifferent
product line, with customers, aphilosophy, and amarketing approach of its
own. The latest in this area is the remoteaccess module, which takes alocal channel through amodem to aremote site.
And it does this without architectural
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changes. Coming by midyear is an interconnection for IBM Corp. and Digital
Equipment Corp. machines that can
bridge small and large systems.
IIS also has plans for growth. "We'll
accomplish that in two ways," says

Herbst. One is by using "the traditional
technique of opening more sales offices
and adding distributors. We expect this
type of growth in 1989 to be 50%." The
second method is via mergers and acquisitions. "We're looking at some now,"

says Herbst, of possible targets.
Will IIS be successful in its quest? Before placing your bet, consider this: the
only market in which acompeting 3270peripherals maker outsells IBM is Israel.
The competitor is IIS.
—Howard Wolff

THIS MICROSYSTEM MAKER LIKES ANONYMITY
TORONTO

A

tfirst glance, it's just another computer named after afruit. But first
impressions can be deceiving, because in
the garden of computer networking systems, Britain's Apricot has some strong
roots and it's ready to grow in new soil.
After spending three years developing
aNorth American base in Canada, Apricot is now poised to enter the U. S. Encouraging it considerably is the new
trade agreement between Canada and the
U. S., which gradually will remove all
trade barriers between the two countries
over the next 10 years. For companies
like Apricot, the treaty is aboon. Most observers agree that the new agreement
will make it much easier to enter the U. S.
market through Canada. And with amarket the size of California or New York
State, Canada provides anear-perfect
testing ground for aU. S. strategy.
But Apricot's British executives began
plotting their entry into North America
three years ago, well before the trade
deal was drafted. " Our plan was to establish astrong beachhead in Canada and
then enter the United States," says Gerald Sumner, president of Apricot in Canada (AIC) Computers Inc. "Free trade is a
bonus; it makes it all easier."
The privately held company sells its net-

working-oriented computers exclusively
through value-added resellers (VARs), and
this is the key to its marketing strategy.
"It's asolution approach vs. abox-buying
approach," says Sumner. "We're looking
for quality distribution, not quantity."
As far as Sumner knows, Apricot is the
only computer company in North America to focus solely on VARs. And judging
from its growth, the strategy is awise

The UK's Apricot plans
a big role in the U. S.,
but only through VARs

one. The company entered the Canadian
market very cautiously in 1986. Today, it
has some 70 Canadian VARs (it plans to
limit the number to 100). Sales are expanding between 10% and 20% amonth.
They're expected to multiply three to
four times this year, double in 1990, and
grow 30% to 40% annually from there on.
The U. S. debut is also very cautious.
Apricot expects to sign up 30 U. S. VARs
this year, another 40 in 1990, and reach
200 by 1991. And that's where the growth
stops. Says Sumner: "It's more effective
to do business with smaller groups of

APRICOT'S NORTH AMERICAN MARKETING STRATEGY
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people and do more business with them."
The company doesn't force VARs to carry its line exclusively, but finds they often
do. "We can give them an equivalent system for substantially less money," says
Sumner. Besides, "most VARs get poor
support from [other] manufacturers, because those manufacturers have multiple
channels of distribution," he says.
At the Canadian Computer Show in Toronto last November, the Apricot exhibit
featured booths for no less than 14 VARs.
They were displaying Apricot's 1989
product line, the machines that will move
the company into the U. S.
Apricot offers three ranges of products,
all 80386-based. The entry-level XEN-i
range operates at 16 MHz with 1Mbyte of
memory. With an AT bus architecture, it's
designed for work stations in an IBM OS/2
or DOS environment. Serial, parallel, and
Ethernet ports are on the motherboard.
And it's apretty cost-effective machine,
listing at $2,500 to $3,500.
Apricot also provides high-performance
desktops, known as the Qi (pronounced
"key") series and boasting aMicro Channel
architecture. And though it uses the Chips
& Technologies chip set (which come with
an IBM Corp. license), it takes IBM's Personal System/2 afew steps further. Qi machines offer not only parallel and mouse
ports on the motherboard, but also an Ethernet port, dual asynchronous communication channels, security processors, and a
VGA graphics controller. Drives range
from asingle floppy to a120-Mbyte hard
disk. The list price for all this is still relatively low at $3,695 to $7,995.
While the Qi line has boosted Apricot's
reputation in England and Canada, the
company has even higher hopes for its
new VX 2000 Mini series, which it touts as
an industry-standard minicomputer. Operating at 25 MHz, the VX 1000 Mini is a
central server in an MS-DOS or OS/2 network. The heart of the system is an MCA
Small Computer Systems Interface card
with a128-Kbyte buffer. The VX 1000 offers up to 4Gbytes of storage with access
times of 16 ms. The system will ultimately be upgradable to 80486 technology.
Says Sumner: " We've taken microbased technology into the mini performance world, utilizing high-performance
Small Computer Systems Interface controllers, high-performance drives, and
tape backups."
The VX 1000, says Sumner, provides
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equivalent performance to systems by
IBM and Digital Equipment Corp. for
about one third the cost. It lists between
$15,000 and $22,000.
Even at such low prices, Apricot has its
work cut out for it. Despite its high-profile marketing, the company is still rela-

tively unknown in Canada. "In terms of
unit shipments, Apricot is not one of the
top five or six players," says Shelley
Burke, asenior research analyst with International Data Corp.'s office in Toronto. Burke says one of the reasons for this
is that the company's products are still

relatively new. But she admits the potential to gather abigger share is there.
Apricot manufactures its hardware in
Scotland, but the company intends to
open aNorth American assembly plant.
That's an indication that it plans to be
around for along time. —Rick Kuwayti

SHED NO TEARS FOR MIIIISUPER-MAKER MULTIFLOW
I
fyou've had the impression that Convex Computer Corp. of Richardson,

BRANFORD, CONN.

Texas, has steamrollered all of its minisupercomputer competitors, look again.
Multiflow Computer Inc. is not among
the casualties. The company is rolling
right along, its principals say, partly because its systems shine in market segments where Convex offerings don't.
Only ayear and ahalf after shipping
its first machine, Multiflow has now installed more than 70 parallel-computer
systems, says Donald Eckdahl, president
and chief executive officer of the Branford company. And this month the firm is
getting set to roll out its second generation of very-long-instruction-word machines. The new line will boost computation and input/output performance by
more than afactor of four, says Eckdahl,
while holding the line in terms of price/
performance ratio.
Proving that astartup is not aone-act
show is important, and that's one thing
the new products will do, says Jeffrey
Canin, senior technology analyst for
Hambricht & Quist Inc. in San Francisco.
The announcements will catch the attention of the financial community, he says.
Thanks to the Convex juggernaut, most
analysts are now skeptical about the future of companies relying on minisupercomputer products, he says.
BALANCE SHEET. Luckily for Multiflow,
the firm does not have to struggle to turn
that attitude around. Full financial data is
not available on the closely held company,
but "as Iunderstand it, Multiflow's balance sheet is quite comfortable, and
they're not in any immediate need of financing," says Canin.
The new machines will extend the upgrade path Multiflow can offer to users
of Digital Equipment Corp.'s VAX systems, among others. The unique Multiflow advantage is its combination of
trace-scheduling, compacting-compiler
software, and the very-long-instructionword hardware, amix that brings parallel-processing elements to bear on existing software without any need for retuning programs or adding statements to aid
aparallelizing compiler. Customers can
simply recompile and run, thereby obtaining what Eckdahl calls "the best time to
performance" of any minisupercomputer.
There are agreat many potential customElectronics / February 1989

Multiflow president Donald Eckdahl (
left) and executive vice president Joseph Fisher will
unleash this month new Trace computers that boost performance as much as fourfold.

ers, he says, who are either unable or unwilling to fiddle with their software.
The computers of Multiflow's current
line, called the Trace/200, perform up to
14 operations concurrently. The compilers look for parallelisms inherent in ordinary serial code and common scalar routines, whereas most parallel systems only
really get to work when aloop or some
kind of vector or array operation is executed. Thus, Eckdahl argues, the systems
are far more " general purpose" than
most parallel machines, which tend to be
most useful in scientific and technical applications. Indeed, some 70% of Multiflow's systems have gone to commercial
customers, rather than universities or research institutions.
The second-generation systems will
demonstrate how this basic technology can
be built upon. "Enhancements have boosted Trace performance to the point where
we compete in some applications with enterprise-wide supercomputers like the Cray
X/MP-14 in performance, for afraction of
the cost," claims Eckdahl.
And the technology has along lifetime
of performance upgrades ahead of it,
says Joseph (Josh) Fisher, executive vice
president and one of Multiflow's
founders. For example, Multiflow's sys-

tems are built with conservative CMOS
chip technology. So there are obvious
ways to increase speed by moving to
more aggressive processes. Compiler improvements have been steady, too.
Multiflow foresees alarge potential
market-growth path. Its systems compete directly with those from Convex and
other minisupercomputer makers, but
they also suit users who would be very
unlikely to buy aConvex or other parallel
system because of the software hassle.
Getting software to work efficiently on a
parallel computer can be alot of work,
says Fisher, and any time atrusty old
program is messed with, anew raft of
bugs is bound to invade it.
Canin of Hambricht & Quist feels that
Multiflow's ability to differentiate itself
from other minisupercomputer vendors is
vital to its marketing strategy. In effect,
it is positioning itself instead against
DEC, Hewlett-Packard, and IBM. Against
them it can claim asubstantial price/performance advantage, he says, until the
time when it grows large enough so that
they feel compelled to react. People base
their buying decisions on more than
price/performance, Canin says; "but Multiflow has been building an impressive
list of customers."
—Jeremy Young
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PEOPLE TO WAT[
IS ROCKWELL'S BOWEN THE NEW LOOK
IN SEMICONDUCTOR EXECUTIVES?
What he brings to the party is expertise in the semiconductor-equipment field
forming it from amarginal supplier of arange of silicon prodWhen they named James D.
ucts into aunit tightly focused
VI Bowen to head their Semion telecommunication chips,
conductor Products Division,
boards, and systems. Along the
the people at Rockwell Internaway the division established a
tional Corp. departed from the
most profitable niche: it now
accepted way of doing such
supplies the bulk of modems for
things in the chip business. And
world facsimile production, primarily to
in the process, they just may have started
something. Bowen, whose title is vice the Japanese companies that dominate
president and general manager, has a fax. Rockwell does not disclose division
results, but industry sources say 30% to
background that is firmly rooted in the
semiconductor-equipment field—not the 40% growth rates have propelled annual
sales to around $300 million.
device side, from which the top chip manBy any standard, Bowen is stepping up
agers usually hail.
NEWPORT BEACH, CALIF.

But the choice is no anomaly, says one
industry watcher. " It is the beginning of
atrend," declares Jerry D. Hutcheson,
president of VLSI Research Inc. of San
Jose, Calif., which watches the chipequipment industry. He reasons that executive expertise in manufacturing advances is what U. S. semiconductor makers lacked during the past decade as they
steadily lost ground to Japanese rivals.
"Expect to see astrong movement of experienced equipment people back into
chips," Hutcheson predicts.
Bowen's experience fills the bill perfectly, running the gamut from work
with testers to fabrication gear. Now 58,
he was head man during the big growth
period of the late 1970s at Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp.'s Century tester
operation. And from 1980 to 1986 he held
top posts at Eaton Corp.'s Semiconductor
Equipment Group. In Hutcheson's words,
"he's done it all."
NO LINE. Bowen himself believes that if a
clear boundary ever existed between expertise in chips and in equipment, renewed
emphasis on efficient production methods
has dissolved it. In fact, the interaction between new production equipment with submicron precision and the silicon components necessary to build it means "alot of
similarities between test equipment and
what we are trying to do here," he says.
Bowen was hand-picked by his boss at
Rockwell, Gilbert F. Amelio, who was
promoted to president of the realigned
Rockwell Communication Systems Group
last year. From 1983, Amelio ran the chip
division, which is now part of that group
[Electronics, August 1988, p. 117], trans132

to the helm of avery healthy operation.
"For the first time ever, Ihave the luxury
of planning," he says. Among his duties
will be guiding Rockwell's move over the
next year or so into submicron densities
and 6-in, wafers, tough advances to manage anywhere. He'll also find ample challenge in Rockwell's telecom businesses.
For example, fax manufacturers seek
to penetrate the OEM market for home
machines, and they will need more affordable chips to do that. And the firm is looking ahead to color machines for which
modems must be developed. These will
require improved modem chips and

If there was aline between IC and equipment expertise, it's been eliminated by

arenewed

stress on efficient production methods, says Rockwell's new chip boss, James D. Bowen.
Electronics/ February 1989

boards, with such features as data and
video compression and better error-correction methods. All need complex software, which today is aproblem for chip
makers as well as their customers.
In fact, it is this steady growth into
equipment-level sophistication that

makes the semiconductor label misleading, Bowen says: "The way Isee it, it's a
misnomer. We're in the systems business, with semiconductor capability."
An evolution into the systems end of
the business is the all-important goal for
smart chip companies, Bowen adds.

That's because any technological edge,
no matter how secure at the moment—
Rockwell's chip niche in modems, for example—presents atarget for competitors. " In high technology," he says, "it's
hard for acompany to keep alead for
more than 10 years."
-Larry Waller

AT&T'S HYTHA IS READY TO SELL CHIPS IN JAPAN
TOKYO

in some way in six of the seven
David A. Hytha, the long wait
ventures that AT&T now has in Jais over. After 2V2years of circupan—in fact, he started when there
lating samples of devices from
was one person in Japan and one in
AT&T Microelectronics in Japan,
the U. S. running the operation; he
Hytha is officially in business as
was the one in the U. S.
managing director of its Japanese
Hytha moved to AT&T Microunit. And if he had any illusions
electronics in 1985 after joining
about the road ahead, the shakeAT&T in 1982 to do financial analydown period has removed them.
sis in its new investments depart"This is avery tough market,"
ment. In 1983 he played arole in
he says, "but AT&T has one big adAT&T's purchase of ashare of Ing.
vantage over most other compaC. Olivetti & Co. SpA, Ivrea, Italy,
nies. Market access is much easier
as well as in ajoint venture with
than for asmall company whose
Philips International NV of the
name is not known. All the engiNetherlands.
neers in our target markets know
But most of Hytha's career has
us. They also know what our syshad an Asian backdrop. After gettems are capable of, because they AT&T has an advantage in Japan, says David A. Hytha, the ting apolitical science degree from
monitor us for competitiveness."
head of AT&T Microelectronics Japan—name recognition.
the College of the Holy Cross in
Moreover, Hytha says, " our
Worcester, Mass., he worked on
semiconductor business is easier than
hiring and training staff. He now has 15
cultural and trade exchange programs
many systems businesses. There is acus- people but expects to increase that numfor the Asia Society.
tomer base of about 30 data-communica- ber to 50 by the end of 1989 and to 100 by
In 1980 he went to New York to get his
tions and telecommunications firms, rath- the beginning of 1991. In the spring, his
MBA from Columbia, specializing in operer than 1,000, for our high-end semicon- expatriate staff of designers will be up to
ations research and operations manageductors. We are not selling, for example,
seven, but ayear later it will be down to
ment, with particular interest in statisinto consumer or automotive markets."
three or four as the company builds the
tics, quality control, and consumer-behavHytha predicts that by 1993 he will be Japanese staff.
ior patterns. "These studies, especially
running a $100 million business in Japan.
Hytha expects to work himself out of a my knowledge of quality control and staBut AT&T will leave direct sales to Japa- job by the mid-1990s and be replaced by a tistics—and being in the right place at the
nese trading firms. It will provide busi- Japanese executive. But it won't be the
right time—got me my position as head
ness development, technical product sup- first time he's done so since he came to
of AT&T Microelectronics Japan," Hytha
port, field application engineering, and
AT&T. He says that he has been involved
says.
-Charles L. Cohen
the design lab.
Hytha says it is crucial for AT&T that
the Japanese subsidiary include alab and
design facilities from the beginning—the
first time that an AT&T Bell Laboratories
product-design organization will be located in aforeign country. The Sun Microsystems 3/60 work stations for front-end
SANTA CLARA, CALIF.
Pittsburgh, Pa.-based Rockwell Internadesign will be installed in April; back-end
ou wouldn't ordinarily ask aveteran
tional Corp.
design will be done in Allentown, Pa.
of the memory business to run your
The 50-year-old Johnson, who holds a
Hytha points to another first. He says
application-specific integrated circuit opBSEE from Oregon State University,
that AT&T Microelectronics is the first eration. After all, memories are commodsays that the move from memory to
AT&T group to be divided into strategic
ity items and ASICs are just the opposite.
ASICs is not as incongruous as it sounds.
business units. That way, Bell LaboraBut Robert Johnson is out to show that
In fact, he says, there are more similartories' resources are put to work develop- such reasoning is specious.
ities than might be immediately apparent,
ing new products while local autonomy is
Johnson is the new vice president in
especially at the operations level. On the
enhanced. Headquarters' technology is
charge of the ASIC division at National
memory side, he says, three things are
provided to the customer but the local
Semiconductor Corp. in Santa Clara. A important if one expects to survive, espeunits do not have to go to headquarters
10-year man at National, he has moved
cially in the commodity-device environfor everything.
over from his post as vice president of the
ment: inventory, costs, and competition.
In addition to getting his devices
memory division. He replaces Lanny
"In some aspects of the ASIC business,
around to Japanese companies, Hytha
Ross, one of the last upper-level manageespecially gate arrays, the only way to
has spent his 2V, years of preliminary
ment holdovers from the Fairchild Semisurvive is to view it as acommodity busiwork for AT&T Microelectronics Japan
conductor acquisition, who has joined
ness," says Johnson. "The Japanese do.

F
or

COMMODITIES MAN JOHNSON
MOVES OVER TO ASICs

Y
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And we must, if we expect to compete
head to head with them on acost and performance basis." At the same time, it is
necessary to apply technology innovation
selectively, using it where it results in
greater performance that can be translated into higher margins.
This requires abalanced product offensive. " In memory, what Itried to do is develop agood commodity thrust, but at the
same time develop ahigh-performance
segment that was somewhat countercyclical to it," he says. And so National has
built up agood commodity business in
low-density erasable programmable readonly memories, he says. And with the acquisition of high-speed CMOS, biCMOS,
and emitter-coupled-logic technology
from Fairchild, the company has achieved
agood position at the high-performance
end. A counterbalance between the two,
he says, is the company's medium-tohigh-speed electrically erasable programmable ROM business.
In ASICs, he sees asimilar strategy
evolving. In CMOS gate arrays, says
Johnson, National has established aleadership position in the low-density segment, making use of its manufacturing
expertise to keep production costs down.
And with the acquisition of Fairchild's
Aspect bipolar process, the company is a
technology leader at the high-performance end. That leaves Johnson's ASIC
charter asimple one, he says: to beef up
the middle.
-Bernard C. Cole

Robert Johnson, National's new ASIC chief, maintains that there are more similarities
between the memory and the ASIC businesses than meet the eye.

THIELS AND STEPHANSEN CATCH THE SPIRIT
Tcaught
veterans of Silicon Valley have
the entrepreneurial spirit at a

SUNNYVALE, CALIF.
wo

Sunnyvale, Calif., startup, Integrated
CMOS Systems Inc. They have left their
old-guard semiconductor companies to
join an upstart enterprise.
Roy P. Thiels quit his post as general
manager of the $60 million applicationspecific integrated circuit business at National Semiconductor Corp. in Santa
Clara, Calif., to become executive vice
president at Integrated CMOS. And Steve
Stephansen walked away from his position as director of sales at Advanced Micro Devices Inc. in Sunnyvale to become
vice president of sales.
Thiels, 51, says, "Iwas impressed with
the component- and system-level design
tools" at Integrated CMOS, which he had
come to know while still at National. The
two companies had been working together
in amarketing initiative to pursue major
U. S. customers. Thiels says Integrated
CMOS has solved the problem of cost-effectively testing complex ASIC chips using an
automatic scan-test insertion tool [
Electronics, September 1988, p. 92].
For Stephansen, 33, what clinched it
134

was Integrated CMOS's logic synthesizer. "Their logic-synthesis tools are far
and away the best of any company in the
market," he says.
Another factor that attracted both men
was the company's engineering and management staff, industry veterans who
gravitated to the new company in pairs or
in groups. Stephansen says the Integrated CMOS brain trust hails from IBM,
Amdahl, and Storage Technology. "When
agroup of guys stays together as long as
these characters have, they have to have
learned something," Thiels adds.
Both men point to the customer base as
another lure. Though the number of customers is limited, Stephansen says the
roster includes such heavy hitters as
Apollo Computer, which used Integrated
CMOS tools to design its DN10000 work
station. "These companies have tremendous resources at their disposal and can
get the attention of any ASIC vendor," he
says. " For them to choose Integrated
CMOS speaks well of the company."
Thiels explains his new role this way:
"Lin Wu [president and chief executive
officer] wanted someone to assist him as
the company grew into its manufacturing

phase—it had been largely in adesign
phase up to now. He needed someone to
help manage the engineering, marketing,
and manufacturing. He and Iwill work
together as ateam. Iknow alot about
component design as well as manufacture and costing. Ithink Iwill fit in well."
Thiels also will help increase the volume of the business. "We're looking at
doubling the size of the business in the
next year," he says. At the end of the last
fiscal year in September, the company
had $6million in revenue for the last six
months of the year, which is an annualized run rate of $15 million.
That meshes with Stephansen's tasks.
First, his job is to expand the customer
base. "We plan to concentrate on customers concerned with high-performance designs, that need afast time-to-market and
do not want multiple design iterations to
get afinal part," he says.
Also, he must boost the company's recognition in the marketplace. "The company has not done enough to get its message to the public: its view of the gate-array business, where the ASIC market is
going, and so on," Stephansen says. " I
plan to change that."
Jonah McLeod
Electronics / February 1989

READER'S REPORT

We were first
To the editor:

You erred in " Orcad's PC

design tool puts complex functions in

reach" [
Electronics, November 1988,
p. 132], which states that Orcad/PLD is
the "first to offer high-level descriptions
of complex logic elements" on aPC. Data
I/O's ABEL, the de
facto industry standard in PLD design
software, was introduced in 1984 and
our Gates product in
1986. Both were
available on the PC
and both offer higher-level descriptions
of PLDs that are equivalent to computer
programming languages like Basic or C.
On the other hand, Orcad/PLD's method
of entry (indexed and Boolean equations)
is equivalent to writing software code in
assembly language.
The article states that currently available PLD tools "generally lack the power
to handle more than one PLD at atime,
and most cannot handle amixture of
PLDs and other types of logic." It also
says that the "designer can create his design without considering the particular
PLD structure in which it will be located."
While ABEL is aPLD design tool for
single PLDs, Gates is atool for multiple
PLD designs. Both can handle complex
and irregular (glue) logic designs, and
both allow designers to input their designs without specifying either the PLD
structure or the technology to implement
their designs.
Kyu Lee
Data I/O Corp.
Richmond, Wash.
HDTV standard? Forget it!
To the editor: Re. "The FCC won't allocate
new spectrum for advanced TV broadcasts ..." [
Electronics, October 1988,
p. 61]: here we go again, stuck with an inferior system because the "powers" (FCC
and industry?) want compatibility. We
got stuck with NTSC when those same
powers forced compatibility at the beginning of color TV—both PAL and Secam
present superior video. Then we had to
wait for stereo and MTh audio for TV because they argued over the method.
Ivote for full HDTV! Why should we
Americans again be stuck with second- or
third-best quality, while the Japanese
laugh at our bureaucracy?
Eugene B. Simmons Jr.
Harvest, Ala.

Addendum

Important contributions to the 1989
World Market Forecast came from Inslat Inc., Scottsdale, Ariz. The company's name was left off the list of credits
on p. 57 of the January issue.
Electronics! February 1989

Only the name has changed.

VENUS SCIENTIFIC, INC.
is now

Ferranti Venus, Inc.
For 27 years Venus Scientific has earned
the reputation for manufacturing the finest
quality high and low voltage power supplies
for military and commercial applications.
Seven years ago we became a division of
Ferranti International Signal, a worldwide
leader in the manufacturing cy` electronic
components and systems.
And now it's official!... Our new name is
Ferranti Venus, Inc. But that's ali that has
changed. We will always be dedicated to
providing the high quality, expert workmanship and innovative product designs that our
customers expect and deserve. We take
pride in our accomplishments, but we
intend to get better than ever.
So with an eye to the future, and as the
new President CEO of Ferranti Venus, Inc.,
Ipledge our continued devotion to maintaining the high quality standards of the
company you have known as Venus
Scientific. Now get to know us as
Ferranti Venus, Inc.

Ronald J. H Chilcott President and CEO
FEPRAN17 VENUS, INC. 399 SMITH STREET FARMINGDALE, N.Y 11735
(516) 293-4100 •

TWX 510 224-6492 •

FAX 516-752-7976

FERRANTI
INTEFINATIONAL
Circle 201
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To Advertise Call Brian Ceraolo (201) 393-6478

DATA I/O MEMORY
PROGRAMMER
NOW
$995.

*

* *

"The

Serf 8058

5 ti

Save $300 on the single- socket 201
EPROM Programmer, and get programming reliability for all EP ROMs
and EEPROMs up to 512K. Plus:
• Full editing from the front panel
• Stand-alone or computer remote control operation
• Full after- sales support from Data I/O®

1-800-247-5700

8051

Source Level
support for
PL/M-51
and C-51

cable

PC based emulators for the 8051 family
(11051/51FA/52/31/32/44/142/451/452/535/552 • CMOS • more ...
• PC; plug o boasle o, 05.232 bo•
•Pulloorm menus comoned «so
Command.Onyen Use , Interlace
Context »netlz

help and

On.Screen Edmng ol data
•20 MHz real tme emulator,

• Program Perlonnanoe analyzer
• Powertul Macros rotn 1F-ELSE. REPEAT
WHILE seructures
• Source Level debug tor PUN SI and CSI
• Symboloc debuggog web ,fine Me... ,
and dmassembler

• 128X emulaton memory

• Executron tune counter

•48 or rude, 16« deep trace butler • Trace can be vowed (furors, emuloon ,
son loop counter

PRICES, 32K Emulator for 8031 $1790: OK Trace 51095'

OPTICS CATALOG
Free 130-page catalog from largest supplier of *off -theshelf" optics. Product descriptions, photos, data,
graphs, ordering information for lenses, prisms, optical
flats, reticles, mirrors, etc.
ROLYN OPTICS, 706 Arrow Grand Circle, Covina, CA.
91722-2199 (818) 915-5707

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISH!

Ext. 885

DAIA I/0
Corporals ,

CIRCLE 501

DATA I/O

NEW

Emulator"

•usOIT

Ask about our demo VIDEO!

noHau

CORPORATION

51 E Campbell Avenue
Campbell, CA 95008
FAX ( 408) 378-7869

(
408) 866-1820
CIRCLE 502

NOHAU

FREE CATALOG

Still Blasting,_
ROMs? '11""ulue

CIRCLE 503

target over 30
microprocessors

Develop and
test ROM code
in minutes without leaving your

keyboard — with The ROMulatorrd

CROSS
ASSEMBLERS

•brks with any
;Yorks with
ROMulator
most PCs, Unzo
need not be Mt...
located new and Macs
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Target can be
Z00, 80286.
68020. etc.
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Tango. Now More Than Ever,
The-Best Value in PCB Design.

:i'>7 Pce

Doesn't ime a
host slot — •
loads over a
Source code for RS232 ¡lob Loads most
host software
trecluded
popular hm
data formats

fil

Ask us about faster (than 15Ons)
ROMulators and custom cables for
most non-272aut ROM sizes.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL OR WRITE
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GRAMMAR ENGINE

Grammar Engine, Inc
3314 Morse Road
colombes. Ohio 43231
614/471-1113
In Cahlornia.œll,
4151595-2252

CIRCLE 504

Take alook at the all new Tango Series II. Our pop-up menu
interface sets anew standard for ease-of-use and productivity. Lay
out simple prototypes or complex. multi-layer. SMT designs with
over 100 new features including user- definable tracks, pads, and
grids.
For IBM- PCs and compatibles, Tango- PCB Series II, just $ 595.
Tango-Route Series il autorouter. just S-105. Both include one
year's updates, free tech kuppurt. ; 0klak in. no: back g.i.irapiee.
Call today

FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
800-433-7801

6194,9i- 20w

ACCEL Technologies, 7358 Trade Street, San Diego, CA 92121

SOFTWARE

CIRCLE 505

Universal Linker, Librarian

micro VAX, VAX VMS, PC/MS DOS
• Powerful macros
• Relocatable or absolute code
• Binary or ASCII Hex file output
• Fast Version 2.2
• Universal Linker for all targets
• Conditional assembly
• Prompt delivery
ENERTEC INC, 19 Jenkins Avenue
Lansdale, PA 19446* 215-362-0966
CROSS ASSEMBLERS
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PROMPT DELIVERY!!!

SAME DAY SHIPPING ( USUALLY)
QUANTITY ONE PROFS SHOWN lor JAN ¶ 5. te»
OUTSIDE OKLAHOMA

NO SALES TAX

DYNAMIC RAM
SIMM
im.9
80 ns $450.00
SIMM I 256Kx1
60 ns 150.00
SIPP
1Mx9
85 ns 450.00
1Mbit
iMol
80 ns
35.00
1Mbit
imsi 100 ns
27.99
41256
25610,1
60 ns
14.95
41256
25610,1
100 ns
12.95
51258 .256Kx1 100 ns
13.25
41256
25610,1
120 ns
12.15
41264 + 64Kx4 120 ns
14.50
EPROM
27C1000 128Kx8 200 ns $28.50
27C512
641(x8 200 ns
13.95
27256
32Kx8 150 ns
8.15
27128
16Kx8 250 ns
4.95
STATIC RAM
62256p- lo 32Kx8 100 ns $22.95
6264p- I2
8Kx8 120 ns
9.75
6116Ap-12 2Kx8 120 ns
5.50
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OPEN 61
2 DAYS, 7.3iike.10kiv SHIP VIA FED- EX ON SAT.
/
SAT DELIVERY
INCLUDED 004
ED- EDORDERS
RECEIVED BY
ter So et 114111.
1.1
USI•

MasterCard VISA or UPS CASH COD
MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED INC
eros S.
oPee. '
2
‘r
No minimum order.

(
918) 267-4961

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

CIRCLE 507

Z-LINE" POWER DISTRIBUTION &
CONTROL SYSTEMS
NC DOWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
MODEL TPC 115-10A MTD ,m, SPACE SAVER DESIGN FOR
CLEAN POWER UP WITH MULTIPLE TIME DELArm PREVENTS HIGH CURRENT INRUSH BY SEQUENCING YOUR
COMPUTERS POWER UP. FILTERS NC LINE VOLTAGE
AND PROTECTS YOUR SYSTEM FROM VOLTAGE SPIKES
AND SURGES. PRICED FROM $436 TO $305. TO ORDER
CALU714) 540-4229 FAX (714)641-90620R WRITE PULIZZI
ENGINEERING INC., 3260 S. SUSAN ST., SANTA ANA, CA.
92704 - 6865

ZIP-ON SHIELDING PROTECTION
Zippertubing is a fast, economical means of
adding shielding to new or existing wire &
cables. Available in a wide range of outer
jacket and shield materials, it can provide
protection against almost any combination of
EMI and environmental conditions. A
patented, 360° shield, plus ground braid and
new termination complete the package. Fast,
zip-on installation. Send for brochure. Box
61074, Los Angeles, CA 90061.
ZIPPERTUBING

CIRCLE 508

FREE CATALOG
* Test Adapters ( Socketed LCC/PLCC/PGA)
* Test Clips ( Surfaced Mounted SOIC/PLCC)
* 150 Types of Prototyping Board Adapters
* 125 Types of Programming Socket Converters
* Many Types of Emulator Pod Converters
* PGA/PLCC Extraction/Insertion Tools
* And Much, Much More...
4
'171

Emulation Technology., inc.

2368-B Waisn Ave • Bldg ID • Santa Clara, CA 95051
TEL 14081982-0660 • FAX ( 408) 982-0664

EMULATION TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 509

Free Laser Brochure from Philips.

•Software driven and

MOVPE technology offers your laser- based products
unmatched reliability, wavelength flexibility and achoice of
relevant optical parameters. Philips' latest range of MOVPE
ternary lasers includes gain-guided and index-guided SelfAlignment Structure lasers. and Proton- Bombarded gainguided lasers. Find out what Philips' MOVPE lasers can do for
you Send for our free brochure.

SAILOR- PAL: Universal pin drivers support PALs. GALs.
PLDs. EPLDs. PEELs. ECLs. EPROMs. PROMs, FPLAs
FPLSs and MICROS Accepts JEDEC files from CUPL.
AMAZE. ABEL. etc
$ t095 - $ 1896

Philips Components, MC Dept. ( Bldg. BAL PO. Box 218.
5600 MD, Eindhoven. the Netherlands Telex 35000 phtc n1/
nl je vmc

upgradable
•Direct cont ot by IBM PC/
XT/AT/PS2 eliminates time
consuming downloading

SAILOR- 2,-8:

• Automatic batch/macro file
support
• Virtual memory
requires
no RAM modules even for
megabit devices

2 and 8- socket

set/gang

EPROM programmers, to Mbit devices

0

high speed
$545/5975

ADVIN SYSTEMS INC. Sunnynate CA 94086
(408) 984-8600 • FAX (408) 736-2503
Please call for free demo disk

ZUNE

CIRCLE 519

FREE BROCHURE

AD VIN SYSTEMS, INC.

CIRCLE 512

Analog Circuit Simulation
NEW
IS_SPICE/386
$386.00
Runs on 386 PC's in
protected
mode
with DOS 3.1 & up.
Uses 287, 387 or
W1167 coprocessor
•IS_SPICE, $95.00: Performs AC, DC and Transient analysis; runs on all 80?86 PC's in real mode.

HIGH VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY CATALOG
Bertan Associates announces its new full line catalog of
standard and custom high voltage power supplies. Over
20 new standard models have been added to the established line of over 100 off-the-shelf products. The fully
indexed, 16-page color catalog features detailed electrical and mechanical specs as well as customizing options and ordering information for all models.
13ertan Associates, Inc.
121 New South Rd., Hicksville, NY 11801
Phone: ; 516) 433-3110
BERTAN ASSOCIATES

•PRE SPICE, $200.00: Adds Monte Carlo Analysis, Sweeps, Optimization, libraries and algebraic
parameter evaluation.
•Intu Scope, $250: A graphics post processor
works like adigital oscilloscope. Easy to use with
all the waveform operations you will ever need.
•SPICE NET, $295: Schematic entry for any
SPICE simulator. Automatically makes aSPICE net
list and places Intu_Scope waveforms on your
schematic.
•30Day
Money Back
Guarantee

intusoft
(
213)833-0710

P.O. Box 6607
San Pedro, CA
90734-6607

$595 PC-BASED DSP
Full speed TI TMS320C25 or Motorola DSP56001 in aPC for only $595!
Powerful development and applicaiton software available. Analog I/O
$95.
ARIEL CORPORATION
433 River Road, Highland Park, NJ 08904
Tel: 201-249-2900

FAX: 201-249-2123

DSP BBS: 201-249-2124
CIRCLE 513

SOFTWARE

CIRCLE 514

ARIEL

CIRCLE 515

DIRECT

CONNECTION

Free MS DOS & Mac
Software Catalog for
Electronic Engineers
AC/DC Circuit Analysis • Active and Passive
Filter Design • Screen/Printer & Pen Plotter
Graphics for Engineers • LaPlace Transfer

PRO
. MAC
Programming Instruments
•Stand-Alone or PC- Based
•Engineering / Development
•Production / Field Service
•E/EE PROM / PAL / EPLD / Bipolar
•Single-Chip Microcomputers
•Simulator / Erasers / Surface- Mount

e

adams-macdonald
ENT tRPRISES IN,
BOO Airron Road
Montem, Caltkwma 93940
Tel ( OM 171 1607

Teka 88ZI41
Fax OM 173-1622

BOCI-777-1202

PROGRAMMING INSTRUMENTS

CIRCLE 516

Function/FFT Analysis • Logic Simulation •
Root Locus Analysis • CAD/CAE • Digital
and Analog Signal Processing • Curve
Fitting • Statistics • Thermal Analysis •
Math • Microstrip Design and Analysis •
Data Acquisition • VISA & M/C Accepted

1311

ADS
EPROM PROGRAMMER
I programs 2764 In 8
sec. 27512 In 44 sec
I Reads. programs
and copiesoyer 475
E/EPROMS from 35
manfacturers in
cluing 2716-27513
27011.68764.68766,
2804-28256
▪ Automatically uses
the fastest recaenmended algorithm
as specified on Ihe
manfocturees data sheets to ensure reliable data storage
• Comects to RS-232 an any computer.PC XT.AT.RS/2,Moc.etc
e Supports XMODEM/XMODEM CRC protocols & ASCII Ile otero
I Optional racroconholler heads support 874x and 87CSI series
I Supports Intel. Motorola. straight hex, hen-space á binary lees
I Engr Apport lean for last uNatese 8baud rates to 38400
I 1-year warranty (ports & tabor)
e Gold Tektool socket
I Toil-free technical support
e Collates 16- á 32-bit
e 30-day money back guarantee
I Same day shipment
I Checksumssupported
e IN erasers from $39.95
I Thousands of sabred customers attest to the ER- 1 " sweat value
e Low pea), 0349, Includes I8M compartée communications
program, user's manual and two free update coupons

The En . ineer's Pr.

Engineering
Professional

rLJLJLJLJ
BP MICROSYSTEMS

Software

2023 Chicago Ave., Stuite 8-13 • Riverside, CA 92507
Tel: (
714) 781-0252 • USA • TELEX. 6503089864
SOFTWARE
CIRCLE 517

rammer

CALL TODAY 800/225-2102

10681 Haddington Suite 1,7C. Houston. TX 77043
713/461 9430

fAX / 13/451 / 413

EPROM PROGRAMMER

CIRCLE 518

um.:ed.'s Specialties, Inc.
C"‘"'n
çom NC«

4

York

GO ii/itiiieST
ON ta

PCB SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM PC
With smARTWORKe create double- sided printedcircuit boards in afraction of the time hand taping
requires. It features continual design- rule checking,
automatic pad shaving, and text for all 3 layers.
smARTWORK with autorouting is $895 ( without, $495)
and comes with a 30-day money- back guarantee.
Credit cards welcome.
WINTEK CORP., 1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904
(800) 742-6809 or ( 317) 742-8428.
CIRCLE 519

6809 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
6809 MPU, 2 serial ports, 4 parallei ports, RAM,
EPROM, real-time clock, watchdog timer, 44-pin
4.5 -X6.5" PCB.
EXPANSION MODULES: RAM,
EPROM, CMOS RAM/battery, analog I/O, serial I/O,
parallel I/O, counter/timer, IEEE-488, EPROM programmer, floppy disks, cassette, breadboard, keyboard/display.
WINTEK CORPORATION,
1801 South Street. Lafayette, IN 47904-2993.
(317) 742-8428 or (800) 742-6809
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

CIRCLE 520

-

and he tallest stinelatlees.

ECA-2

• 2-100 Ilmas raster than SPICE
• Over 500 nodes
• Sine. Fuite, PWL SFFM
and Esponential generators
• Money back guarantee

IBM PC or Macintosh

$

EC- Ace, asi..bset of ECA-2.

7- INCH COLOR MONITOR

675

.
145

Call 313-663-WO For FREE DEMO disk

^

-"MANNA-Tatum Labs, Inc

1478 Mork Twain Court Am Arbor, MI 48103

SOFTWARE

CIRCLE 522

composite video with the ENC Series of RGB Encoders. Three
different models for Analog RGB, Sync-on- Green RGB and TTL
RGBI. Compatibility with most computers and graphic boards
having 15 kHz scan rates. Output of ENCs can drive VCRs,
projection TVs, and monitors. Interface cables and application
assistance available. ENC encoders are only $395.00 each.
COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALTIES, INC., 6090 Jericho Tpk.,
Commack, NY 11725. (516)499 0907
CIRCLE 521

ENC

Put a low cost temperature monitor on any surface.

ANALOG CIRCUIT SIMULATION
Ec.A.2s acomplete Electronic Can un Analysis package uni' boll in graphics
•AC, DC, Transent
•Ironer, Temperature
•worst-case. MonteCado
•Full. nonlinear simulator
•Interactive or batch
•SPICE compatible models

CONVERT RGB INTO COLOR
COMPOSITE VIDEO
Now you can convert RGB computer signals into NTSC color

MODEL CJ-7712EGZ
Compact 7-inch color monitor CJ-7712EGZ features
0.21 dot pitch, resolution of 640x350 dots ( EGA
compatible), TTL or analog inputs, DC- 12V operation and dimensions of 174(VV)x290(D)x144(H)mm.
CG- 7712Z (640x400), CE7712Z ( 640x240) also
availab(e.
VICTOR DATA SYSTEMS CO., LTD. 608 Kashiwagaya, Ebina, Kanagawa, Japan. Fax: 81-462333382, Tel: 81-462-327227, TLX: 781-3872430
VICTOR DATA SYSTEMS

CIRCLE 523

The indicating triangle of CelsiStripeor CelsiDote
labels turns permanently black when the surface •
reaches the specific »switch« temperature level
of that triangle. Highly reliable labels are available
as single temperature spots or in multiple sequenced temperature increments. Labels are
self-adhesive and quickly placed on any dry surface. Temperature ranges from 105 ° F140° Cl tot
550° F1260°Cl. FREE SAMPLE on all inquiries.
CELSI's, the reliable »Temperature Watchdog« for years.

e

Solder Absorbing
Technology Inc.

144 Oakland Street, Springfield MA 01108
14131788-6191/call TOLL FREE 18001628-8862

SOLDER ABSORBING TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 524
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layoff represented "the second wave of digesting the
merger" between Alliant and Raster.
The merger is already paying off, in the form of the
VFX—or Visualization series of visual supercomputers—machines that excel at graphics and imaging
work. Introduced last August, the systems combine sihe two parallel-vector minisupercomputers Alliant multaneous computation-intensive applications and
Computer Systems Corp. introduced ayear ago
high-performance 3-d graphics, Alliant says.
[Electronics, Feb. 4, 1988, p. 89] are ahit, say execThe Visualization series incorporates the FX/40 and
utives at the Littleton, Mass., firm. And that's good
FX/80 vector processor and Raster's 3-d graphics disnews, since Alliant is sailing some heavy financial seas.
plays. Prices for multiuser VFX systems range from
The FX/40 and FX/80 "have been successful in doing $75,000 to $125,000 per user. The low end of that range
precisely what we said they would do—giving custom- puts Alliant well below the $90,000 to $100,000 starting
ers the added value of parallel computing at avery com- price of available visual supercomputers.
petitive price," in the words of Craig
The extension of the FX/40-FX/
Mundie, vice president for research
80
technology into the Visualization
ALLIANT'S MINISU PER ZIPS
and development at Alliant. Mundie
series indicates how pivotal the
ALONG AT 189 MEGAFLOPS
won't reveal how many of the matechnology is to Alliant's future
chines have been shipped, but the
products. The main difference becompany does say they now account
tween the 40 and the 80 is the numfor roughly half of its revenue.
ber of vector processors included: a
Still, the increase in revenue
maximum of four in the 40 and up to
hasn't translated into profits. Final
eight in the 80. Fundamental to their
figures for fiscal 1988 are not tallied
technology is asecond-generation
yet, but Alliant lost money in the
processor called the supercomputer
second and third quarters. It exelement, or SCE, which was one of
pects to post aloss in the fourth
the first products to use an emitterquarter too.
coupled-logic floating-point chip set
Alliant's slowdown is primarily
from Bipolar Integrated Technolobased on two factors, says president
gy Inc. in Beaverton, Ore. BIT's
Ronald Gruner. The first is an erochips make the biggest contribution
. —
sion in profit margins due to intense
toward enabling the SCE to deliver
competition in the minisupercom188.8 million floating-point operaputer market. The second is the cost
tions/s in an eight-processor configof assimilating last year's acquisiuration. That doubles the 94.4 megaThe VFX mixes 3-d
tion of Raster Technologies, a supflops of Alliant's first-generation
plier of high-performance three-digraphics with computation- eight-processor system in asimilar
mensional graphics displays.
configuration.
intensive applications
Price erosion has indeed battered
Other reasons for the SCE's heady
profits in the minisupercomputer
performance are Alliantdesigned
market, says Jennifer Johnson, senior analyst for tech- 20,000-gate arrays in CMOS; arevised hardware-based
nical computing at International Data Corp. in Framing- branch-prediction algorithm; and aFortran compiler. Both
ham, Mass. But she also thinks Alliant needs to develop
the branch-prediction algorithm and Fortran compiler
aclearer market focus to overcome its slowdown. She
were new for the SCE. The Fortran compiler—version 4.0
points out that Alliant isn't aleader in any of the top of Alliant's own FX/Fortran compiler—employs aregisfour application segments International Data identifies:
ter-allocation algorithm that uses the new hardware more
design engineering and analysis, scientific research,
efficiently. The FX/40 and FX/80 will eventually replace
classified defense, and biological and chemical engineer- the earlier FX/8, more than 150 of which have been ining. "Alliant needs to pick amarket segment and go af- stalled. Moreover, Mundie says that so far in each quarter
ter it like gangbusters. They're developing aplan, but since the new systems have been shipping, more units
they need to be more vocal about it," she says.
have been sold to new customers than to existing customJust what is that plan? "We're now focusing on four ers. There haven't been any surprises in how the systems
applications that take best advantage of our technolo- are being used, he adds. Their applications range from figy: chemistry, VLSI design, mechanical design, and sim- nite-element analysis to computational fluid dynamics and
ulation control," says an Alliant spokesperson, who computational chemistry.
agrees that the company has heretofore lacked this kind
Mundie expects Alliant to regain momentum as customof sharp market focus.
ers seek higher performance. "A lot of budget dollars
Meanwhile, Alliant laid off 75 employees early last were siphoned out of the high-performance market into
month and took an as yet undisclosed charge against desktop systems," he says. "Now people are finding they
first-quarter earnings for that move, which is intended need higher performance, and the pendulum is beginning
to cut annual costs by some $20 million. Mundie says the
to swing back."
—Lawrence Curran

UPDATL DESPITE LOSSES,
ALLIANT HAS A WINNER
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CY7C12

SRAM ins
Page 226

22V10

PLD 15ns
Page 453
,deir>

I

CY7C601

CY7C245A

PROM 18ns
Page 338
CY7C330

State Machine
SO MHz
%
Page 470

,411111e

RISC
20 MIPS I
Page 65
dopott-

Afew high performance
highlights from our
data books:
nt to see more?
."Call for our CMOS Data Book.
Ft has 229 different high perform?ce parts for logic, EPLD, SRAM,
ROM, and more.
Thinking RISC? You'll want
our new RISC Factors Brochure
that details our SPARC' family,
with 20 MIP Integer Unit, Floating Point, Cache Tag, Cache RAM
and Cache Control/Memory
Management.
These are essential resources
for high performance system designers, because nobody delivers

high perfomance IC solutions like
Cypress Semiconductor.
Either, or both, are yours for a
fast, toll free phone call.

Data Book
Hotline:
1-800-952-6300
Ask for Dept.
C94*

CMOS I
IATA BArK

1SW-387-7599 In Canada. (32) 2-6T2 2220 In Europe.
Cypiess Semiconductor, 3901 North F' rst Street. San Jose. CA 95134. Phone:140819412666, Telex 821032
CYPRESS SNJUD. 'MX 910-997-0753 ,t1988 Cypress Semiconductor. SPARC is atrademark of Sun
Microsystems Incorporated.
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LED Dot Matrix Module
• General Description
rhe LED used in this modyle inckide
,ne each c.f nee 3(,)41
ce.-. ckips.
.clan of red an-d green is
.,her, either
amber

of the

C,-.1PE

dil.claged
IS

ON and

is displayed when both. : hips
AMBER
Ilf•ED

Large- screen LED video displays

Combined text/grapht displays

Computer- generated displays

Advertising and promotional displays

Arrival and departure boards

News and information displays

LED GRAPHICS:
ANEW WINDOW ON THE WORLD
TOSHIBA LED

DISPLAY

Toshiba, the first name in LED modules, opens anew window on
graphic display media with the latest breakthrough in LED technology.
As easy to use as conventional CRT displays, Toshiba's new LED
dot-matrix modules provide clear, colourful display of letters and
graphics for he coming generation of LED televisions.
Each module features an advanced gate array for interfacing with
video equipment and personal computers. And with versatile
capabilities such as superimposition and stop motion, these modules
can handle virtually any computer-generated graphic display.
Toshiba LED modules also boast apowerful, high-speed 20 MHz
input clock, and 16-gradient control for improved colour contrast. In
addition, we've successfully developed anew flat LED which provides
aclear image from any angle of view.
And in putting asystem together;
you can count on the support of
Toshiba engineers with extensive
experience in the field.For new possibilities in LED
graphic display, look to Toshiba —
the leading light in LED technology.
TLMM504A1U

PANEL

(New flat LED)

TLMM502A1

TLMM501132

LED screen : ssimula

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
Toshiba corporation. International Operations-C-Jecronic Components: 1-1, Shibaura 1-chome, hAinato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan Tel 457-3495 Fax. 451-0576
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